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PREFACE· TO. THE SECOND EDITION
EvENTS have moved rapidl~ ;ince this little book ;as
• first published, two years ago. The Reform Act of rgr8
~s then not actually law. The great changes in the
'tovernment of India, since effected, were then only a
pr~ect. The great removal of sex disabilities only
took place last year. The new Ministries of Transport
and Health were yet unborn. These and similar
changes have, it is hoped, been duly noted in the new
edition; and a few inaccuracies which had crept into
the former have been.eradicated. The speedy demand
for a new edition encourages the hope that the work
is useful.
-

E.
October,

•

J.

!920•

PREFACE

IT is, perhaps, needless to say that" this little book is
not intended to compete with the standard works on
the Constitution which have been produced by eminent
writers, such as the late Sir William Anson, the late
Bishop Stubbs, or Professor Dicey, happily still with
us. Still less •does it claim to rival the classical
monographs on the various aspects of the Constitution
which are the work of experts in the strict sense.
It is written only in the hope that those who have not
v

vi
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yet the leisure, or who have not yet arrived at the ~ge,
to appreciate these larger works, will•• be enabled 1w'
it to look forward to that advantage at a later date.
And the immediate prospect of a largely increased
electorate, combined with the great. stimulus of
interest in problems of governmel1't produced by the
war, would seem to·makc that hope.reasonable.
For the many defects of the book, the writer will
not apologize; for he knows that critics be~t able to
appreciate the difficultJ~ of writing it, will be the
readiest to forgive them.' He will merely deprecate
the suggestion that the book is a ' precis' of larger •
treatises. So far as it goes, it is original both ,n
plan and execution, and from first-hand material.•
For neither plan nor execution is any one but "the
writer responsible.
Nevertheless, it is the writer's keen pleasure, as well
as his bounden duty, to tender his grateful thanks to
those acquaintances and friends who have been
ungrudging with their help on the matters upon which
he has appealed to them. Particularly great is his
debt to Sir Almeric FitzRoy, K.C.B., Clerk of the
Privy Council, Mr. F. A. Hyett, &A., J.P., Chairman
of Quarter Sessions for Gloucestershire, Sir Courtenay
Ilbert, G.C.B., Clerk of the House of Commons,
Mr. 0. E. Niemeyer, of The Treasury, and Sir Ernest
Trevelyan, Reader in Indian Law at Oxford, for.merly
Judge of the High Court at Calcutta, who have placed
their great exper~nce of special subjects freely at
his disposal. If the writer has failed to profit as he
should have done by their help, the fault is his, not
theirs; and he is alone to blame for errors, while
such merit as may be found in the book is due
mainly to them.
EDWARD JENKS.
9 OLD SQUARE,
LINCOLN's INN,

January, 1918.

W.C.:z.
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THE. GOVERNMENT OF
THE BRITISP.I EMPIRE
•

CHAPTER I
THE KING-EMPEROR

AT the head of the British Empire stands the KingEmperor.
THE KING

There have been Kings in •England (save for the
briefest intervals) e10er since its settlement by the
English nearly fifteen hundred years ago; perhaps,
indeed, even earlier, for it is doubtful whether the
older 'Welsh' inhabitants ever completely lost their
indepoodence under Roman rule, and some of their
chiefs, at least, were probably called 'Kings.' These
ancient rulers were half patriarchal thief, deriving his
power from birth and religion, and half military leader,
or ' heretoch,' as the English called him.
But for many centuries these so-called Kings ruled
over only small parts of the country, or, rather, over
small groups of people. Then, by a slow process of
combination, tM numerous petty kingdoms (of which
the names of some are known to us) became the seven
Kingdoms of the Heptarchy, and, finally, the one Kingdom of England, under the Wessex House of Cerdic, in
J
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the ninth century A.D. From that time, there has
been (save for brief periods of struggw) but one Kil\8'ship in England; and the present Royal House can
trace its descent from the Wessex House of the ninth
century A.D.

.

•

.

HEREDITARY DESCENT

The old English Kingship was (as was natural from
its origin) partly inherited, partly ele'ctive ; • for, until
the Norman Conquest, !!t least, the Witan, or Council
of Elders, claimed and exe,cised the right to choose the.
fittest member of the Royal House to fill the throve. •
The Norman Conquest, however, in ro66, though it,
maintained the pretences both of inheritance -.nd
election, was really a forcible revolution ; and the new
line was insecure in its title till, in course of time, and
by prudent inter-marriage with the old Wessex House,
it came to fill the place of that House in the minds of
the English. Meanwhile, by its superior activity and
strength, it had obtained powers-which its predecessors
had but slightly exercised-such, for example, as the
administration of justice and the regular management
of the resources of the Kingdom.•
IRELAND AND WALES

To this increased activity, the Norman House and
its successors, the..-\ngevins and Plantagenets, added an
increase of territory, by the partial conquest of Ireland
in the twelfth century A.D., and the conquest and
incorporation of Wales in the thirteenth and sixteenth.
Meanwhile, by the loss of its Continental possessions
(Normandy, Anjou, Maine, etc.), in the disastrous
reign of John, it had become more .purely English;
and it is a remarkable fact that, in spite of the immense
influence of the Norman landowners and the foreign
clergy, the language (or, rather, the languages) of the
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coun~ry

remained truly English, though NormanFnmch was for r~nturies the language of the Court,
while Latin was in general use for uffidal
purposes.
SCOTLAN. AND THE COLONIES

union of the Crowns of England
on the accession. of James VI of Scotland and I
England iri .r6o3, thotigh at first only a family arrangement, paved the way for a unidn of the two Kingdoms
.a century later; but, befon!that time, a new dignity
ha~ been added to the ancient Kingship of England
~y the rapid acquisition, partly by conquest, partly by
colooization, of vast territories' beyond the four seas,'
destined one day to give to the British Crown a splan~
dour and an influence which no mere island Kingship
could confer. Unhappily, a quarrel between the
mother-country and her most vigorous colonies at the
end of the eighteenth century led to a separation which
long left bitter memories behind it ; and the forced
union of Great Britain and Ir~land at the end of the
same century, though it may have been a military
necessity, added littleto the lustre of the British Crown.

•

INDIA

On the other hand, the rapid up-building, on wiser
lines, of a new Colonial Empire m the nineteenth
century, and the equally rapid conquest of India in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, raised the
occupant of the British throne to the highest rank of
earthly monarchs, and made the British Empire th~
greatest political accomplishment in the world's history.
The definite iocorporation of India in the British
Empire was marked by the adoption of the Imperial
title in r876; though the legal incorporation dates from

1858.
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THE KING-EMPEROR
CHANGES IN CHARACTER OF 'KINGSHIP

•

Meanwhile, however, the relation of the British
monarch to his subjects had undergone a change no
less remarkable than the increase tlf his territorial rule.
It is well known, of.course, that, ever.since the close of
the thirteenth century, Parliament had been a permanent national institution with ·gradually. •increasing
powers. On more thal.! one occasion, for example, it
had changed the succes5ion to the throne. It had
established itself as the sole authority in matters of·
taxation, and gained the right to be consulted in •all
important changes of the law. But it was not '»ltiT
the seventeenth century that it definitely challenged
(first in the Civil War, then in the Revolution) the
ill-defined ' prerogatives,' or special privileges, of the
Crown, and established itself as the supreme representative of the national will. Then it was that, by accepting the throne on the definite terms of a great Parliamentary statute, known as the 'Bill of Rights,' in
1688, William of Orange and his consort not merely
recognized the fact that Parliamoo.t shared equally in
the establishment of the Kingship, but, in effect,
admitted that the final disposal of the throne lay with
Parliament. This truth was admitted again, in an
equally unmistakable way, when, on the fail~re of
the Revolution line in 1714, the Elector of Hanover,
the great-grandsoh of James I and the direct ancestor
of his present Majesty, accepted the throne on the
terms of the Act of Settlement of 1700, which implied
an acceptance of the whole of the existing rules of
British law and custom. This event was rapidly
followed by the introduction of that Cabinet System of
government which, as will be pre~ntly explained
(Chapter V), whilst carefully cHerishing the Crown as
the symbol of Imperial unity and authority, protects
it from attack by providing that, for every act of
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government done by the King, some Minister shall be
reiponsible to P•rliament and the people. and that
upon that M:inister and his colleagues shall fall the
blame and the
for
mistakes
ur
be the drawbacks
it
m-.questionably raised to the highest
feel~gs of loyalty and, popularity towards
the Crown
are so vital for political safety; though
it is only tight to add, that this happy result has also
been largely caused by the wisc~m and tact with which
the last three occupants of ijle throne have discharged
• the immense and difficult duties of their exalted positi~l. Let us now examine briefly what these duties are.

•

THE KING As HosT-LEADER

One of the oldest (if not the oldest) of the King's
duties is to lead his subjects in war. In olden days,
this duty was performed in person; and, though the
change of circumstances has rendered it unusual, if not
actually improper, for a co~titutional monarch to
appear in the firing line, yet the military side of Kingship is still deeply r~oted in the British Constitution.
ALLEGIANCE

•

The tie of allegiance, which is the essential mark of
nationality, is a personal bond betwten the King and
all his subjects; and a breach of it is treason against
the King. All the acts which constitute this gravest
of all crimes are, practically, breaches of military
loyalty. And, though British law has departed from
the older rule that no one could resign his allegiance,
yet such resignc.t:ion is only allowed in certain cases
specially provided for in the recent statute dealing
with the subject, and, though the Act does not say so,
probably, even in such cases, only in time of peace.

6
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BRITISH NATIONALITY

•

•

Subject to these provisions, any person (with a few
special exceptions) born within the British Dominions
or on a British ship, and any person born outside the
Empire whose father was at the-time of that birth a
British subject, is a natural-born BrLtish subject ; and
any foreigner, or 'alien,' to whom a certificate of
naturalization has been granted also beco~es a British
subject, and is under•the bond of allegiance to the
King. In passing it may~e said, that the fact of being
an alien does not of itself disqualify a person from•
enjoying the protection and benefits of British fa~
so far as private .affairs are concerned; except that
such a person cannot own any share in a British ship,
and, in some parts of the Empire (though not in the
United Kingdom) he cannot own landed property.
But even a friendly alien cannot exercise any political
or public rights, such as voting at elections or sitting
in Parliament, though, as a matter of grace, he is
usually accorded the full protection of public law.
The wife or widow of a•British subject, though an alien
born, is deemed to be a British Siolbject, and vice versa ;
but in this and a few similar cases, express provision is
made to enable such a person, on the death or change
of nationality of her husband, to make a declaration of
foreign or British nationality, as the case ma)J be.
LIABILITY TO MILITARY SERVICE

One of the most prominent consequences of the bond
of allegiance is to render the male British subject liable
to military service at the King's summons. So far
as defence of the realm is concerned, this liability goes
back to remote antiquity; and, tho•gh circumstances
have tended in recent times to conceal it, yet, in fact,
the liability has never been allowed t@ become legally
extinct.

LIABILITY TO MILITARY SERVICE
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• THE ' MILITIA •

was one of
policy to keep. alive the old English Jyrd or m.ilitia ;
the' Assises of A'tms' the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries carefully regulated the liability to serve. In
the sixteenth century, the county militia, previously
under the• ~are cif the King's sheriffs, was made the
subject of an Act of Parliam<!nt and organized under
a new county official, the •Lord Lieutenant (p. 272)
• ap~ointed by the Crown. At the Restoration of
piarles II in r66o, the King's sole right to call out and
co~mand the militia (which had been denied by the
Long Parliament of the Civil War) was fully confirmed
by Act of Parliament ; but the same statute introduced
an elaborate scheme which virtually placed its control
in the hands of the landowners of its own county.
With the growth of population, it became unusual to
train the whole of the male inhabitants of the country;
and there was, in normal time~ rarely any difficulty in
raising sufficient numbers by voluntary enlistment.
In the middle of t.he eighteenth century, however,
provision was made by Act of Parliament for the
regular drawing up of lists of persons liable to serve
in the militia, and the holding of ballots to select by
lot th~se who should actually be called up. During
the Napoleonic wars, the militia, quite contrary to its
original purpose, was freely made \lse of to provide
drafts for foreign service, with the result that, as a
defence force, it almost disappeared. Its place was
taken in the middle of the nineteenth century by a
body known as' The Volunteers' (pp.zoo, zor); though,
as a matter of fact, the whole army was then a voluntary
service body. 1h the year 1907, the remains of the old
militia and the Volunteers were united by the new
Territorial and Reserve Forces Act, which actually
had in view a voluntary defence force though, as a

8
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precaution, the militia ballot, though 'long disu!Sed,
was not expressly abolished. Lik.i. the old militia,
the 'Territorials' are organized under the county
Lord Lieutenants, aided, however, by County Associations; and they are only subject to mWtary law when
actually embodied or ' called o"ltt' for service. This
arrangement will . be further expl~ined at a later
stage (pp. 200-203).
SCOTTISH ~ND IRISH MILITIA

•

It appears beyond dispute, that the principle of.
liability for defensive service was recognized in seatland long before the union of that country with Enlland in 1707; for in the year 1483 we find the Scotttish
Parliament assuming the liability of all ' fencible '
(i.e. defensible) men to serve the King in their 'wapinshaws.' Unhappily, the peculiar circumstances of
Anglo-Irish history rendered the liability for defensive
service unenforceable in Ireland until a comparatively
late date; and when, in the year 1715, the Irish militia
was organized by Act 'M Parliament, it was composed
exclusively of Protestants. But.J.t is beyond question
that the principle of liability for defensive service was
admitted in the earliest North American colonies
(where defence against the Indians was a constant
necessity), and, probably, also in the othe• early
colonial acquisitions of the British Crown, as it certainly
was in the Channt:l Islands. But the growth of colonial
independence on the one hand, and the necessity for
keeping on foot a 'standing ' or 'regular ' army in the
United Kingdom, as well as a permanent royal navy,
on the other, tended, in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, to make the militia system of secondary
importance. Of these two great insHtutions, the royal
navy and the 'regular' army, an account will be
more appropriate at a later stage. Here it is sufficient
to emphasize that, quite apart from Parliamentary

LIABILITY TO MILITARY SERVICE
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action, the fundamental principles of the British
Coastitution invol,ye (a) liability to defensive service
of all male subjects of the Crown, (b) the
control of
by the
To
belongs also, as a natural •vv'·'"'-·Y
declaring war and pe<'4Ce,
the control and conduct of
For, i£ it is too c}mical a view
all international
intercourse .has grown, historically, out of war, it is,
unhappily, beyond question, ihat all international
intercourse has been controlJ.ed, though in a degree
:Less now than formerly, by military •.
Mlek;:J ....... ,_,,.,,

• "'
•THE KING AS HEAD OF THE 'EXECUTIVE'

Closely connected with his military character is the
position of the King as chief executive ~fficer of the
State. The origin of this side of the Kingship is,
clearly, the necessity for maintaining internal order;
for it is obvious that a community in which internal
order is not maintained cannot" be trusted i.o defend
itself against external,. attack.

.

Jt

ITHE POLICE

.

This duty of the Crown is, in normal times, performed
through the agency of the ' police,' i~t~. a special class
of civilian soldiers trained and used for the purpose.
But it is unquestioned law throughout the British
Empire, that the King, and any one to whom he has
entrusted the powers of a magistrate, may call upon
all his male adult subjects (soldiers or civilians) to
aid him in the tatsk of maintaining order, and that
any such person who refuses to help is liable to fine and
imprisonment.
The widely-spread belief that, in
England at least, what is called the 'reading of the
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Riot Act,' of I7I4, is necessary before action is taken
to preserve order by the military or. other persons JlOt
members of a regular police force,. is a delusion ; though
there is a good deal of ex-cuse for it. For G.reat Britain,
at any rate, is nota police State ,',.,.,-.i.e• .a State in
which the police force is brougllt unaer one central
control, and thus maQ.e a regular organ of the supreme
government. On the contrary, ~.~~PJ~"'f9;:..:the,.Metro
politan Police, the police forces. .J;l{·G:reat :Britain are
still, as they were in thio old days of the villa:ge constable
and the watch,' bodies vnder the c<mtrol of the local
authorities, the county and borough councils and.
magistrates, who enrol, equip, and maintain ~m,
though they are subject to inspection by the centri!l
government, which makes grants in aid of their-pay
and up-keep. The chief differences are that, while
the old village constable and the watch' were compelled to serve, and were not specially trained for their
work, the modem policeman of Great Britain joins the
force quite voluntarily, is paid a living wage, and is
scientifically trained. Yet, local as he is, every policeman, or constable ' (a~ he is still more properly called)
acts in the King's name, ~nd bea~ the staff surmounted
by a copy of the King's crown.
The same principle applies throughout the whole
vast range of that part of the government which we
call the Executive,' because its main concern is with
the enforcement or execution of the law. Whether the
executive official. is directly appointed by the King, as
in the higher ranks of government and magisterial
service, or by a local authority, as tn the case of a
sheriff's officer or a superintendent of police, whether
his range of action is wide, like that of the Postmaster~
General, or limited, like that of the Justice of the
Peace or the Sheriff, each of his ac;ts is done in the
name of the Crown. Even so humble an act as the
delivery of a postcard bears witness to this truth, in its
stamp which bears the King's portrait.
1

1

1

1

1
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COURTS OF JUSTICE

Third in historical order among
great duties
Crown is· the ~dministration of justice. The
modern man is so familiar with the idea that all justice
(in the legal sense) is dispensed by 'His Majesty's
Judges,' in. their variqus ranks, that it comes upon him
with somewhat of a shock to ~am that this state of
thl.ngs was once a novelty, and is not, even now, quite
,.universally true. Thus, ev~n now, the ecclesiastical
or<Church courts do not act in the King's name. But
llntil just a century after the Norman Conquest, there
were no regular royal courts of justice at all; though
there was an idea that, in very important cases, the
trial ought to be before the King and his chief advisers.
The ordinary, every-day disputes of the country were
disposed of by tribunals of village elders, by feudal
courts, by ecclesiastical courts, by borough courts of
burgesses, or by 'courts merchant' of traders; and
the gradual absorption of the <>duties of these bodies
by the Crown is the outcome of a long and bitter
struggle, very fascin~ting to study but too involved
to be described here. It may be said to have ended
in :final victory for the Crown at the time of the Reformation ; though, long after that event, ' franchises,' or
exceptronal courts, continued to exist, as, for example,
in the great Palatine bishopric of J;)urham and the
Scottish 'heritable jurisdictions,' while, even to the
present day, as has been said, the purely ecclesiastical
courts do not administer justice in the King's name.
There can be little doubt that the chief reason for the
success of the royal jurisdiction was its superior power
to enforce its de~rees j and the weakness of all other
tribunals in this respect has gradually put an end to
their existence.

THE KING-EMPEROR
TRIAL BY jURY •

•

But it is also true, that the victory of the King's
Courts was due to their superior efficiency and procedure, notably in the famous int.roducfion of the jurysystem. It is ano.ther widely spread belief that the
jury is of 'popular' origin, coming down from ancient
days. It is nothing of the kind, but a royal privilege
which could only be ""ed in the King's courts; because no other courts co~d compel jurymen to serve.
For long after its introduction, it was most unpopular..
One of the taunts of a French poet of the late Midtlle
Ages against the rival English was, that they we~
' judged by inquest,' i.e. jury, instead of by their
' peers ' or fellow vassals ; and it was not until the
sixteenth century that, as a contrast to the harsh and
secret proceedings of the Star Chamber and the Court
of High Commission, the jury became really popular,
even in England. In Scotland it made little way until
much later; in Ireland, it has had a stormy history.
But in the colonies, ~hich date since its triumph in
England, and even, to a certaJn extent, in British
India, it has long been regarded as one of the characteristic safeguards of liberty.
SAFEGUARDS AGAINST ARBITRARY DECISI<'NS

It may reasorfably be asked, however, whether this
almost complete triumph of the royal jurisdiction was
not attended by grave dangers, owing to the great
increase of power which it brought to the Crown. Undoubtedly it was; but these dangers were ultimately
averted by the establishment of two important principles. The first, established so ea:ttly by the judges
themselves that its precise origin is uncertain, is, that
the King takes no personal part in the proceedings of his
own law courts. This principle was clearly established
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by the end oi the thirteenth century; and it is one
of the great servi~es to the cause of British liberty
which we owe to
from
rnent.
they
we
not quite know ; perby a cunning use
forms, perhaps by making
legal proceedings s()ll' dull and intricate, that the
Kings had not the.patience to hear
At any rate
they did it, and so effectually, that when James I,
some three•centuries later, tried to break the rule, he
was successfully opposed by the great Sir Edward
Coke. But there were two weak spots in the system.
Not only did the King appoint his own judges (which
'ias natural), but he appointed them only' during his
pleaiure,' i.e. subject to dismissal at any moment.
Moreover, the chief part of their income was received
from fees paid by' suitors,' i.e. the people whose cases
were tried. Consequently, the judges could be terrorized by a threat of dismissal, or bribed by a promise
of higher fees. This was exactly what happened in the
seventeenth century; and it was, perhaps, the worst
feature of the Stuart monarchy .• But one of the great
triumphs of that Revolution which drove James II
from the throne was a..complete reform in this respect;
though it was not made quite secure till the accession
of the House of Hanover. Then, in pursuance of the
provisions of the Act of Settlement of IJOo, the judges'
'commissions,' or appointments, were made 'during
good behaviour' (quam diu bene se gesserint), and their
salaries ascertained and established: i.e. secured on
the national revenue. Consequently, the judges cannot
be dismissed by the King except for actual crime known
to the law-nor, indeed, in practice at all, except on
the joint request of both Houses of Parliament-while
their incomes are independent of royal favour. This
second principle ht.s been extended, not only to Scotland
and Ireland, but throughout the British Empire, with
the priceless result, that British judges are famed, not
merely for their learning, but for their independence,

I4
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their uprightness, and their impartiality,
the world.
•

throu~hout

•

LEGISLATION

The fourth great duty of the Crown ip that of legislation, or the enacting of laws. :U may seem strange to
enumerate this among the powers of the Crown; for
the fame of the British Parliament" and its numerous
offspring as legislative bodies i& spread fa:r and wide.
But if the reader will-look at any Act of the British
Parliament (even a 'Mololey' or tax-granting Act) he
will find that it is expressly stated to be 'enacted b1
the King's Most Excellent Majesty,' though, doubt~ss,
'with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritu~
and Temporal, and Commons, in this present P.!rliament assembled.' Moreover, there is a great deal of
important legislation, known as 'Orders in Council,'
annually issued, which never comes before Parliament
at all, at any rate until after it is enacted, but is made
by the King with the advice of his Privy Council.
What is the explanation of this apparent mystery?
The explanation is mteresting and really important.
In early times, law is not regard~d as being made at all,
at any rate by earthly rulers. Unconsciously, each
community works out for itself a course of conduct,
or custom, which it comes to regard with the utmost
reverence, as being of divine origin. For lqp.g this
custom remains unrecorded, save in the memories or
consciousness of' the people. Gradually, a class professing a special knowledge of this custom grows up;
and this class is, of course, the beginning of the later
profession of lawyers. Then again, some disturbing
event, such as a conquest or great internal dispute,
renders it desirable to put the customs on record, i.e. to
draw them up in a more or less defi.Jlli.te form. This is
sometimes done by a single man,~ of repute for skill and
learning. More often, however, it is done by an
assembly of the whole people, which is, naturally,
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presided over'by the King, if there is one. The record
or "code ' (which, eriginally, means nothing more than
a scroll or tablet) is, naturally, connected in people's
it is
minds with the King under whose
up; and so we get such expressions as 'Ethelbirht's
Laws' and 'Alfred's•Laws.' But it does not profess
to be ' made,' i.e. created or invented, by him, but
only ascertained, settled, or drawn up by him.

.

.

.

THE 'COMMON-LAW,

""A large part of English iaw, even at the present
da,, viz. that part known as the 'common law' in
fPhe strict sense, has never even been recorded in any
fon1\al manner; for the codes of Ethelbirht and Alfred
were mere local customs, and the story of a code drawn
up by Edward the Confessor has long been shown to
be false. Even the masterful Norman Kings, despite
the 'Conquest' of ro66, made no attempt to root out
this ancient English customary law; in fact, they
expressly guaranteed it, and this is, perhaps, the most
conclusive proof that England, since it became England,
has never been really conquered. All that the Norman
Kings and their judge; did was, to bring into agreement
the various local customs, combine them into one
'common law,' and expand and enforce that common
. law in their own Courts .
•
ROYAL COMMANDS •

But, of course, long before that time, the English
Kings, as host-leaders and maintainers of order, had
issued commands, often of a wide character, such as the
famous 'curfew' ordinance of William the Conqueror,
which required all fires to be extinguished by a certain
hour, or the or"er of the same King forbidding the
acknowledgement of a new Pope without the King's
consent. These commands, though often spoken of as
'laws,' are, obviously, of a different character from the
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voluntary customs of the people; they 'are supposed
to be only in the nature of tem}JOrary and limi'ted
regulations, not altering the permanent relationships
of citizens to one another. Such regulations are the
beginning of the modern • Orders in Council,' before
alluded to (p. I4) ; and it is claimed that the Crown
has still a right, within certain limits, of issuing such
• prerogative ' ordinances. But, for the most part,
Orders in Council are now issued under .t'he express
authority of Parliameftt.
pARLIAMENT

• "

For the appearance of the English Parliament at th~
end of the thirteenth century gradually transformed
the practice of legislation from a rare and mysterious
event into a methodical and regular process. Though
at first intended only as a tax-granting body, at any
rate as far as the elected or representative part of it
was concerned, the English Parliament soon became
very much more. The King in fact, early found, that
it is often easier to call an institution into life than to
destroy it afterwards, and that..an institution created
for one purpose may speedily learn how to act for
quite other purposes. Both these discoveries are useful
items of §tate-craft; here they are only mentioned
to explain the fact that the English Parliameat, and
especially the House of Commons, soon became, not
merely a tax-gra~ting body, but a powerful agency for
the removal of grievances, and, ultimately, a stern
critic of the policy of the Crown.
PETITIONS TO THE KING

In the former capacity, it presentee petitions to the
King, based, usually, on the complaints of its electors,
and threatened to withhold • supplies,' i.e. taxes
demanded by the Crown, until these petitions were
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granted, At first, these petitions were largely concerned with abus~s of power by royal officials; and
the King would often
to prohibit
abuses
in the future.
was not always satisth~ habit
the
century) of sending
...,..~."""" to by both ·'""'-"""'-·"'· in the exact
form in
the remedy was
' Bills ' gradually, in. their turn, became more comprehensive or general in Gharacter, more, in fact, like true
'laws.' Often the process was reversed, and the King's
~~unsellors submitted to Parliament 'Bills' which the
K"'ng desired to enact, and requested the consent of
•the Houses to them. This was the origin of what is
no~ known as 'Government legislation,' as opposed
to ' private members' legislation,' which must not be
confused with the distinction between ' public ' and
'private' Bills (p. 156). Of course, until a comparatively late date, the King could, and often did,
refuse his assent to Parliamentary Bills, in the polite
form-le roy s' avisera ; but if he assented (le roy le
veult), the Bill became a statut~, or Act of Parliament.
And thus it came to~ held, that the agreement both of
Crown and Parliament was necessary to legislation,
and that, as we have seen, the King still 'enacts,' but
only with the ' advice and consent ' of Parliament.

•

ORDERS IN COUNCIL

•

Meanwhile, it was obvious, that a little straining of
the admitted power of the Crown to make ' ordinances,'
or Orders in Council, could be used with dangerous
effect to undermine this right of Parliament to share
in all legislation ; for if Parliament declined to concur
in a Bill prop~sed by the Crown, what more easy
1 Like the word 'code' (p. I5), the word 'bill' originally had a
very simple meaning, i.e. that of any written note or demand.
This meaning survives in such expressions as 'bill of the play,'
' bill of costs,' ' bill of lading,' etc.
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than to turn the Bill into an Order, which requir~d no
Parliamentary approval ? This pJactice was c<mdemned so early as the year 1322, when Parliament
was barely a quarter of a century old, by a solemn
statute. Yet it continued; with varyipg success, till
the beginning of the seventeenth oontury, when another
famous opinion of Sir Edward Coke,. the great Parliamentary lawyer, defined the limits of' proclamations,'
or prerogative legislation, on lines which have-since been
generally observed. Th8Se are that, while the King may,
by his Proclamations or Orders, enjoin his subjects to
observe existing laws, and, to this end, make regulation~
applying existing laws, yet he cannot in that wt'y:
change any part of the ' common law,' or (especially)•
create any new offences, without the authority• of
Parliament. And, as the power of making regulations
to carry out general laws is more easily and quickly
exercised than the more intricate process of passing an
Act of Parliament, it is, in fact, very frequently conferred by Act of Parliament itself, not only on the
Crown, but on persons such as the holders of great
offices, or a committee •of judges, or even a municipal
council. But in such legislatiQP there is not the
importance which attaches to an Act of the Imperial
Parliament. The validity of the latter can never be
questioned in any law court; while the provisions of
any of the former can always be set aside, even in
time of war, as ultra vires, i.e. beyond the power of
its authors to mai<e.
THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

The necessity for the agreement of Parliament in
legislation appears to have been clearly established in
Scotland also, long before its union "'ith ·England in
1707; though the Scottish Parliament never attained
the importance of its English compeer. Consequently,
when the two Parliaments were united in 1707, it went
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witho.ut saying that agreement of the united Parliame,lt was and remains necessary for legislation affecting
either England or Scotland. Owing to the severe
of
53),
1495,
in Ireland ; <(or those statutes r"''"'"'"'",_,,.,
action
the Irish
to· passing measures
previously approved of by
But these
severe resh"ictions were first modified, and then, in
IJ82, finally abolished; so that~when the Irish Parliament was united to that of Great Britain in r8oo,
~~and naturally inherited the rights and responii-Dilities of Parliamentary legislation. Long before
thaif. time, however, the doctrine had spread from Great
Britain to the older British colonies, where legislative assemblies of various kinds were established by
Crown charter, or, in some cases (to use the words of
a chronicler)' broke out' of their own accord. And even
though, in the case of colonies acquired by conquest,
it has not been possible in all cases to grant representative institutions, yet, even in some such cases, such
institutions were early grante~; and, by a famous
decision of the Court e>f King's Bench in I774, it was
laid down that, when once such a grm:J.t has been made,
the power of the Crown to legislate for that colony,
without the consent of either the Imperial or the local
Parliament, is gone.
ADMINISTRATION

.

The fifth and last great official attribute of the Crown
is the power of administration. This power is not
easy to distinguish, in theory, from the executive power,
with which it is often confused. But, in substance, we
mean by' executfve 'authority that which is concerned
with enforcing an existing law, or, at least, policy,
while, by ' administrative ' authority, we mean rather
the power to frame a policy or decide what law shall
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be proposed. The chief point of administration is,
in fact, the employment of discretiC»'t, the discree"t and
wise use of the resources of the nation for the national
welfare.
FOREIGN POIACY

The position of the King with regard to this power
was originally due to his positio):l as repre~entative of
the State in dealing~ with other States·; and this,
as we have before said (p. g), was probably due to his
character as military leader. Certainly ' foreign polic~
is one of the oldest of the prerogatives of the CroW'IT,
and was one of the very last to be brought undet'
Parliamentary control. How it is now exercisedf we
shall see later (p. 234); here we are concerned with
seeing how the administrative authority of the Crown
was extended to internal matters.
THE ROYAL DOMAINS

This was probably (though the story is obscure) due
largely to the position of the ~ing as a great feudal
landowner. Especially after the Norman Conquest,
owing to forfeitures and confiscations, as well as to the
complicated system of feudal land tenure then set up,
the King, especially if he were at all a prude~t man,
was so greatly the most wealthy person in the country,
that his domain~ were, naturally, the models for other
domains, while his bailiffs, stewards, and other officials
were the most skilful to be found. Naturally, also,
to his Court came all the best artists, writers, philosophers, and expert craftsmen; and, as such persons
gradually made it clear to the King that his own power
and splendour were increased by the•prosperity of his
subjects, it is not surprising that intelligent rulers (of
whom England has, happily, had a full share) should
attempt to develop the resources of their country by
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all the means in their power. Despite their many
fattlt.s, this
was strongly shown by the Tudor
monarchs ; and
was, doubtless, one of
great
secrets of
some cases.
notably that of enclosures:
converting 'open'
or common
farms (p.
they met
with strong opJJ.osition.
efforts
Stuart
Kings in a similar direction were not happy, mainly
because they were felt not to be honest ; and, with the
accession of the House of Ha"'over, there followed a
long period of what is known as laissez{aire, when
~~orts towards social improvement were left mainly
to private enterprise. This state of things even
•survived the introduction of machinery into manufactures (the 'industrial revolution') ; but the disorder and social injustice created by that enormous
change gradually produced an equally profound change
in public opinion, and now, the health, morals, education, and material welfare of the community are
deemed to be among the primary objects of the State's
care. The extreme difficulty, however, of defining
the proper limits of 'State interference' shows how
comparatively little Lbought has yet been devoted to
this most important aspect of the activities of the
Crown. In theory, there are no limits to State activities ; but this fact is not so serious as it sounds, for
there .are very distinct limits to interference by the
Crown and its officials in the affairs of the citizen.
For, in the first place, it is difficult -to introduce any
scheme of administrative reform without in some
respects changing the law; and that, as we have seen,
can only be done with the consent of Parliament. In
the second, almost every administrative reform now
(whatever it may have done in earlier times) involves
the spending of~ational funds; and that can only be
done with the consent of the House of Commons, a
body representative of popular opinion. Thus, for
example, the great scheme of State elementary educa-
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tion which has been introduced into England w.ithin
the last century (p. 259), could nevft" have been ma'de
effective by the efforts of the Crown and its advisers
alone; for it has cost vast sums of money, which have
annually to be voted by Parliament, and. it has involved
compulsory attendance at schoot', which could not be
imposed except by·Act of Parliament.
THE BRITISH EMi'IRE NOT AN AUTOCRACY

Nevertheless, this sketch of the powers of the Crown,
unless . corrected, may leave upon the mind of tlltfl
reader the totally false impression that the British.
Empire is an autocracy, under an hereditary mili1etry
ruler, on whose powers there are few legal restrictions,
and whose personal likes and dislikes rule the lives of his
subjects. Of course the latter part of the impression
would be directly contrary to the truth; but it was
necessary to emphasize the former, to explain what is
meant by the ' sovereignty ' of the Crown, which is an
essential feature of thti unity of the British Empire.
Having, however, laid sufficient emphasis on this
aspect of the Crown, we proceee. now to the equally
important aspect which is known as its' constitutional'
character. What exactly do we mean by saying that
the British monarchy is a ' constitutional ' monarchy ?

•

•

•

CHAPTER II
THE CONSTITUTIONA" MONARCHY
~HEN we try to distinguish a ruler who acts according
r~the wishes of his people, from an autocrat, or ruler
~ho acts according to his own view of what is right,

we'!>peak of him as a' constitutional monarch.' Evidently the terms are not precise ; for more than one
ruler whom we call ' autocratic' is subject to a good
many restrictions which he cannot violate without
breaking the law, while some ' constitutional' rulers
exercise a good deal of personal discretion in the
discharge of their offices. Nevertheless, in spite of
doubtful cases, the distinctio1'l. is well understood ;
but it is very often not in the least understood how
or in what way a particular ruler has become ' constitutional,' how, in fact, his personal will is guided
and controlled by the wishes of his subjects. Inasmuch as the British monarchy is, actually and historically, the most conspicuous example of a constitutional
monarchy in the world, it is peculiar:~.¥ a good case for
study. And, as so often happens, there is no clearer
way of realizing the present state of things than by
seeing how it came about.
HEREDITARY KINGSHIP

•

It may sound a little startling, to say that one of
the earliest causes of the constitutional nature of the
British monarchy was its hereditary character. Yet
23
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such is undoubtedly the case. So long as any ge-!luine
element of choice survived, the el~ted King felt th.at
he had been chosen for his personal qualities ; and,
naturally, he exercised personal rule. When he died,
there was what is called an 'interregnum,' or period
between Kings ; and then, as oo old chronicler feelingly remarks, ' forthwith every .man that could
robbed another,' for the 'King's Peace,' or protection
against disorder, was suspended: B'ut, in .the twelfth
century, the Englisl1 Kingship became definitely
hereditary, largely owing to feudal ideas; and then,
though it is doubtful whether the military charac~
of the Kingship would have permitted a woman to
claim the throne (at any rate there was no reigning
Queen in England or Scotland till the sixteJ'nth
century) it could hardly be long before the country
was faced with an infant King. This is exactly what
happened on the death of King John (I2I5), whose
eldest son, Henry III, was only nine years old when
his father died. It was a ' test case,' as the lawyers
say. Should the infant, who, obviously, could not
personally exercise tl;e powers of Kingship, be set
aside in favour of some electea adult, or should he
nominally become King, and the difficulty be got over
in another way? The latter was the course chosen;
and for years, all acts of State, though nominally done
in the King's name, were really decided by a (;ouncil
of Regency, consisting of the great officials of the
Kingdom. The result was not entirely good ; but it
was quite as fortunate as the later part of Henry's
reign, when he himself governed. And it is remarkable
that it was during that reign that not only were the
foundations of the future Parliament laid, but the
development of that system whereby, as we have
seen (p. 13), the actual administrati~ of justice was
taken out of the King's personal control, was definitely
established. But the most striking proof of the change
which had been wrought in the character of the King-

HEREDITARY KINGSHIP
ship ip. the thirteenth century was the fact that, on
the-accession of H~ry III's son, the great Edward I,
commencement of the
was dated, not from
new
as
father's
amatteroffact,
at the time
fat:lter's death,
to England till n,early
years
all that time, ' the King's writ was running'
temporary •lawyers would have said), that
the
royal officials were pursuing malefactors, deciding
cases, maintaining the King's Peace, and, generally,
~ng in the King's name, as though under the
Kmg's personal orders. Thus the dangers of an' interr~gnum ' were avoided ; and thus the doctrine became
true! ' The King is dead ; long live the King.'
THE KING AS AN INSTITUTION

Thus the first three-quarters of the thirteenth
century had already worked two great changes which
are at the foundation of constitutional Kingship.
First, they had made the King~ not merely an individual ruler, but an institution, that is, an arrangement
or system which goes on independently of the actual
occupant of the throne, and is capable of lasting for
ever. One great result of this change was, that each
new KiJ;J.g, as he ascended the throne, found himself
face to face with a body of law and tradition which
set bounds to his personal will, though he had never
personally agreed to accept it. It is well known,
that this feature of Kingship, which seems so natural
to us, was not acknowledged in Western Europe till
towards the end of that vague period which we call
the Middle Ages. Charles the Great and his descend~
ants, for examp~, never admitted that they were
bound by their predecessors' ' charters,' or promises,
unless they had themselves confirmed them. And
we can see traces of this idea lingering on, even after
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the thirteenth century, in the frequency with which the
,• Great Charter' of 1215 was re-is~ed by King J o~m's
successors. But, by the end of the fourteenth century,
the rule that the acts of each King bound his successors
was firmly established; and it survived even the socalled ' despotism' of the Tu<Wr monarchs. So that
statesmen came to think and speak of the King rather
as an institution than an individual; though, to the
mass of the people, the personal· qualities, real or
imaginary, of the monarch long remained of great
interest. This change of order in the more influential
classes was expressed by the use of the term ' CrowJJi
instead of ' King.' The crown is, of course, an -rnanimate object, which is kept in the Tower of London•;
but, by the simple process of using a capitallett1;r in
writing it, we make it stand for the Kingship as an
institution.
EFFECT OF COURTS OF JUSTICE

The other great change in the character of the
Kingship made in the first three-quarters of the
thirteenth century was the .establishment of the
doctrine that, in the administration of justice, the
King ought to take no personal share, though it is
regularly carried on in his name. We have suggested,
already (pp. 12-14), how this change was J:>rought
about. Here we have only to notice how powerfully
it contributed, •perhaps even more than the betterknown achievements of Parliament, to make the
Kingship constitutional. For, in allowing his judges
to decide cases, not acoording to his own personal
views, but according to the ' laws and customs of the
realm,' the King was really allowing them to act in
his name according to the wishes• of his subjects;
because, as we have seen before (p. 15), the English
• common law,' which the judges administered, was
the expression of the unconscious will of the nation~
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And though there arose, in the following century, a
nevf and powerful.tribunal, the Court of
which professed to administer the
the' common law,'
it 1s
parativeiy short time, that 'grace'
popular custom and J>ractice as its
the end of the sixteenth
it
distinguishable in· character, except
the older' common law.'
GROWTH OF PARLIAMENT

'tut, of course; the crowning achievement of the
lreat thirteenth century was the achievement of its
last •years, the creation and establishment of Parliament, as a direct expression of the national will,
through the process known as 'representation' by
elected representatives. The story of this new and
famous institution is very well known, at least in
outline. It is, therefore, sufficient to say here that, by
adding to the already existing Great Council of Peers,
i.e. the great feudal tenants, lay and ecclesiastical, of
the Crown, a new body,.consisting of ' Knights ' chosen
by (or from) each shire, and of citizens and burgesses
from each privileged city or borough, and a third body
consisting of certain minor ecclesiastics, and ' proctors '
or agents from the cathedral and diocesan clergy, King
Edward I, following the hints previously given by
Simon de Montforfand other reformer~ of his father's
reign, brought together in the year 1295 the great
Parliament which, despite the practical disappearance
from its ranks of the minor clergy and their proctors
soon after, has ever since remained the historical
model and ideal of national representation, and which
now, though still ~presentative only of England, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, claims to be, in conjunction
with the Crown, the supreme legislative authority, not
only in the United Kingdom, but in the British Empire.

3
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NoT ORIGINALLY A LEGISJtATIVE BoDY

•

What is, however, not so well known is, that this
new Parliament, or at least the representative part
of it, was not originally intend4l!d, by the King or his
advisers, to act as a legislative or ruling body at all,
but to fulfil the much humbler task of granting money
for the King's needs, which were ·then heavy. The
very words of the ori~inal ' writs ' of summons to this
Parliament of 1295 survive; and from them we see
that the lay representatives, at any rate (the cass.J.ff
the clerical proctors is a little doubtful) were simp~
summoned ' to do what then of common counsel sha,.l
be ordained in the premises.' This was in m!rked
contrast to the writs of the peers or magnates, who
were summoned ' to discuss, ordain, and do ' ; and
King Edward was careful to omit from the writs for
the humble representatives of shires and towns that
specious admission that 'what touches all shall be
approved of all,' with which he prefaced the summons
to the peers. In fa~t King Edward, wise and farseeing as he was, would probabl-y have been profoundly
astonished, and not altogether pleased, could he have
foreseen that he was creating an institution which
would rapidly rise to dispute the power and claims of
his own successors, and ultimately to bend and break
their wills.
But, as has r!een before observed, it is one thing to
create an institution, and quite another to set bounds
to it ; and the English Parliament soon proved the
truth of this maxim. For the King, in the excess of his
caution, and to prevent any excuses about want of
authority from their constituents, had, in the writs
of summons, bidden the sheriffs retl!rn representatives
'having full and sufficient power from their communities ' ; and thus the English Parliament, from
the very first, was distinguished from some at least
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of the Continental Diets or States-General, by the
faC't that no quest~n could be raised as to the limits
of its powers. The
?,{h'''¥'n were
no doubt, when
power of consel).ting
the King's demands. But the
representatives of the ~ommons
also
to the power to
demands,
power to claim
redress. Thus, as has been already explained (p. r6),
by making .stiff bargains for ' redress of grievances'
before it would grant supplies, the Hous ~ of Commons
soon acquired the right to share with the Crown and
..he Peers in the important process of legislation, and
t~s to impose another national fetter on the exercise
4f>f the personal will of the monarch .

..

CONTROL OF THE EXECUTIVE

Still, we should hardly, at the present day, regard a
monarchy as ' constitutional,' in the complete sense,
merely because the King could not decide cases according to his personal views, or raise taxes or legislate
without the consent !if a representative Parliament.
This was the position, for example, at any rate in
theory, of the German Emperor and most of the State
monarchs of Germany ; and we did not regard them
as constitutional rulers. We do not regard a monarch
as truly constitutional unless he acts in his executive
and administrative capacity also a~cording to the
wishes of his subjects, i.e. unless what we call the
' daily conduct of the Government' is in harmony
with the feelings and judgment of the country. We
know that, in fact, at the present day, and for some
century at least, this has been the state of affairs in
the United Kingdbm and the self-governing Dominions
of the British Empire ; though by no means so completely in the ' Crown colonies ' or India. How was
this state of affairs brought about ?
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THE CROWN AND ITS <1'FFICIALS

•

It is usual to look for the beginnings of this principle·
in the various attempts of Parliament to influence
the Crown in the choice of its •fficials or ' Ministers,'
and to procure the rejection or dismissal of Ministers
who, in the judgment of Parliament, were corrupt,
inefficient, or mischievous. In. fact, the •story goes
further back; for it ewould not have been much use
for Parliament to influence the conduct of Ministers,
unless Ministers could influence the conduct of the
Crown. But this latter influence was very ea1fy
established; for, with the great increase in the activitie~
of the Crown which resulted from theN orman Conq~est,
we learn that the Kings soon found it necessary to
collect around them, as a permanent institution, a
body of advisers, known first as the Curia Regis or
' King's Court,' and, later, as the King's ' Ordinary'
or ' Privy ' Council.
·

•
THE PRIVY COUNCIL

•

This body, as distinguished from the larger Council
of Peers or Magnates, which only met at intervals for
the discussion of important business, probably had
quarters in the King's palace, and met freque..~.tly for
the transaction of ordinary every-day business .

•

THE EXCHEQUER

One of its earliest forms was that of the Exchequer,
or Finance Office, which managed the receipt and
expenditure of the royal revenue. We have a vivid
account of this body's procedure in Ute twelfth century,
by a contemporary writer who evidently wrote from
first-hand knowledge ; and one of the things that
strikes us most about it is the mass of minute regula-
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tions.for keeping every item of business in its proper
form. Thus, for .example, this ' Dialogue of the
Exchequer' informs us that every item of receipt and
payment has to be
in thr~~ dil'terent records,
or ' rolls,' kept
different hands, and to
through
various stages
apiJroval,
it can
regarded
as lawfully made.. And again,
doubtless, the
King was entitled to order any payment he liked out
of his own•treasury, he had to do it by a proper' writ,'
which had to be ' tested' or •countersigned by the
proper official, and sealed with a seal kept by another
~fficial, and then delivered to another official, and so on.
It is not difficult to see how these precise forms (in
~hich the Norman lawyers excelled) would, in fact,
resfrict the exercise of the King's personal authority;
for each step in the process would give opportunity for
objections and difficulties, while the recipient or payer
of the item would be equally interested in seeing that
the proper forms were observed, because, if there was
the smallest error, he would not get his money or his
acquittance.
Official control of this kind .. would, naturally, develope greatly during .the periods when the King was
an infant or otherwise incapable of judging for himself ; as was the case with Henry III at the beginning
of his reign (p. 24), and with Henry VI at frequent
interv~s during his long reign.
THE SEALS

AcT

..

Accordingly, we are not surprised to :find that, even
during the reign of Henry VIII, which followed soon
after, an Act of Parliament was passed providing that
every exercise of the royal authority which required
the use of the Gr~at Seal should be preceded oy no less
than three distinct stages, being authorized :first by
' sign manual,' then by the royal signet, thirdly by
the privy seal, each in charge-of a separate official, who
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should be entitled to charge a fee for his share in the
process. A cynical observer mig:Qt say that the l"ast
provision afforded the most powerful guarantee that
the statute would be obeyed; and the suggestion,
though cynical, is not without weight. But the real
importance of the Seals Act of f535 is the evidence it
affords of the extent to which, before Parliament had
obtained control over the Crown officials, these officials
had virtually obtained a good deal of contr"ol over the
Crown. It is true thafthe Seals Act expressly reserved
power to the King personally to dispense with the
regular forms ; and there was another exception iJ!
which reference will hereafter be made. But, for all.,.
that, the statute, which was not repealed till a GPmparatively short time ago, deserves more attention
than it has hitherto received.
Control of the Crown by its own officials, however, though it might have produced what we call a
'bureaucracy,' i.e. a government of officials, never
would have produced constitutional or popular government, unless the offici~ls themselves had been checked
and controlled by a popularly elected body. To that
side of our constitutional histo:Py we must next turn.
Apart from some early and premature attempts, the
first two efforts of Parliament to control or check the
policy of the Executive date from the latter part of
the fourteenth century, when the brilliant r~gn of
Edw::trd III wa~ drawing to a gloomy close.
IMPEACHMENTS

One of these was the famous step taken in I376,
when the ' Good ' Parliament undertook the punishment of Lords Latimer and Neville, two of the Ministers
of the King, as well as of Richard -r_yons and other
' farmers (or collectors) of customs.' Probably because
these Ministers were members of the Upper House, the
Commons undertook the prosecution or' impeachment,'
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and tpe Lords the trial and judgment ; and this divisio:tl of labour beGii}me the rule, which was strictly
followed until the aJ,::Jndomnent of thf'
im"
a
step
was followed in.
on
impeachment of the
Suffolk ; and, thot!gh it was temporarily dropped
the
and sixteenth centuries in favour of
arbitrary Acts of Attainder (which are merely statutes
ordering e~ecution vd.thout trial), it was revived with
great effect in the Parliamentarr struggle of the seventeenth century, in the well-known cases of Buckingham,
~.trafford, and Laud, and was resumed after the Restoration, in the cases of Clarendon, Danby, and others,
~own to tlie case of Warren Hastings, llie last famous
(thJ'ugh nof absolutely the last) instance of impeachment. The special point about an impeachment for
our purpose is, that it is not necessarily based on any
definite crime (indeed a commoner could not be impeached for an ordinary felony), but always on misconduct in affairs of State as an official. Thus it
afforded a real, though rather irregular, check on
arbitrary and corrupt conduct•by a Minister of the
Crown; especially aft~ it had been decided, as it was
in Danby's case (r678), that even obedience to the
King's personal order was no defence to an impeachment.

-

'APPROPRIATION ' AND ' 0RDINAR~' REVENUE

Almost simultaneously with the appearance of
impeachment, viz. in 1377, we note the beginning of
an even more important effort of Parliament to control
the action of the Executive, by ' appropriating' to
particular objects taxes granted by it at the request
of the King. Tffls was a new feature in the situation;
and it could hardly have appeared so long as the King
contintted to ' live of his own,' i.e. to defray the expenses of government out of his hereditary or custom-
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ary revenues, such as the rents of Crown Lands, the
profits of administering justice, th; ancient port"d!les,
and the like. Parliament, of course, had no chance
of touching this revenue, which came to the King's
treasury without its aid.

•

' EXTRAORDINARY ' REVENUE

But, happily, the English mona"rchs ()f the later
Middle Ages never su~eeded (except in rare periods) in
living on this' ordinary' revenue, but were constantly
obliged to ask Parliament to supplement it by grant!
of ' extraordinary' revenue, i.e. taxation, mainl~
direct. Then came Parliament's chance; and thougn
the move of 1377 was not immediately repeate<l, it
was not forgotten, and, after the Restoration of r66o,
Parliament resorted to it fully and freely, particularly
when Charles II scandalously wasted the large sums
voted for the carrying on of the Dutch war. Since
that time, the practice has developed so greatly, that
it has enabled Parliament, and more particularly the
House of Commons, •which, shortly after 1377, succeeded in establishing its pre-liminence in all matters
offinance, to bring under review and criticism almost
every conceivable act of the Crown's Ministers, by
refusing to vote a particular item in the financial
scheme of the year (or ' Budget') until that-act is
explained and justified .

•

THE 'CABINET SYSTEM,

Parliament was, therefore, proceeding on wellprepared ground, when it made its final and successful
bid for complete control of the Executive in the early
eighteenth century. The circumstarfces were favourable. The new Hanoverian line owed its throne
entirely to the choice of Parliament, which, in the Act
of Settlement of r7oo, ignored the claims of the elder
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(Stuart) branch of the Royal House, and conferred the
Cr<Jwn upon the d~cendants of the Electress Sophia
the grand-daughter of
I, ' being
Protestants.'
first two
who
throne under ~his Act were born abroad,
and cared little aboftt
affairs. They were,
to
almost. entirely on their
necessarily,
Ministers for information and advice; and, so long as
certain pri-vileges· and income were secured to them,
they were content to let the~ Ministers do pretty
much what they pleased. It saved trouble, and carne
"tp much the same thing in the end. But these Ministers
were themselves not in a very easy position. They
~new that the exiled Stuart family, and its numerous
supporters, denied altogether the validity of the Revolution which had seated William of Orange on the
throne, and, therefore, the validity of the Act of Settlement. These' Jacobites,' as they were called, upheld
the doctrine of Divine Right, by which the crown was
claimed as the direct gift of Heaven, and, therefore,
incapable of being taken away from its ' legitimate'
wearer, and were prepared to'" treat as traitors all
persons, and especiallf Ministers of State, who supported the new line. Naturally unwilling to lose their
heads, the Ministers of George I and George II not only
banded themselves, in spite of many jealousies, firmly
toget~r, but made it their especial business (we need
not enquire too closely by what means) to maintain a
majority in Parliament, and especial"ly in the House
of Commons, of that ' Whig ' party which supported
the Hanoverian line against the Tories and Jacobites.
To do this, they were, of course, obliged to take the
House into their confidence, and obtain its approval
for their policy; and Sir Robert Walpole's act, in
1742, when he re~igned office the moment a vote in the
House of Commons went against him, is justly regarded
as marking the definite establishment of the famous
Cabinet System, which rests on two great principles,
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first, that the King, in all political matters, must follow
the advice of the Cabinet, and, sec~d, that the Cabmet
itself can continue to hold office only so long as it can
secure a majority in the House of Commons.
• APPEAL TO THE 'PEOPLE '

Thus was established one great essential of constitu·
tional monarchy, viz. the con~rol .by th~ House of
Commons of the poliej' of the Crown ; and, inasmuch
as the House of Commons is a representative body, its
control may be said, in normal times, to be the control,
of the people, or, at least, the electors. But it may
happen, and not infrequently does, that the House ot.
Commons may be' out of touch' with the elector~ i.e.
be acting in a manner of which they do not approve.
This happened in r784, in the first Ministry of the
younger Pitt. After an obstinate struggle, the House
of Commons had defeated the determined attempt of
George III to upset the Cabinet System; but its patriotism stopped there, and it factiously opposed the honest
and vigorous government of Pitt. Thereupon Pitt
turned the tables upon it in a masterly way, by persuading the King to exercise hi'; unquestioned right to
dissolve Parliament, and order a General Election. At
that election, Pitt's followers were in a great majority;
and the precedent thus set establishes the rule, that
the ultimate decision, in the event of a quarrel b~tween
the Cabinet ando the House of Commons, lies with the
electors. This is the famous ' appeal to the people,'
which is the supreme guarantee of popular government, for it protects the citizen, not only against the
King, but against the King's Ministers and even
Parliament itself.
HABEAS CORPUS

•

Not long, however, before the crowning achievement
of 1784, the liberty of the citizen (which is, of course,
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also Qf the essence of constitutional government) had
bet!h further secure~ by a series of events
over
the
the
Corpus,
as the ' General ·warrant ' cases.
The famous
Habeas
a curious
history,
can.not be fully told
Originally, it
was a document issued in an ordinary prosecution or
action at law, bidding the sheriff 'have the body' of
the defendant in prison ready fc1r the trial of the case.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, it began to
"b.e used as a means of testing the lawfulness of im~risonments by the numerous special or' prerogative'
courts set up by the Tudors. When a man was thus
imp~isoned, he would get one of his friends to apply
to one of the regular ' common law ' courts to issue the
writ of Habeas Corpus to the gaoler who held the
prisoner, bidding him produce the latter's body before
the common law court, which was supposed to want
him for its own purposes, and explain why he (the
gaoler) held the prisoner in custody. The writ was
freely used in the great struggle between Charles I and
his Parliaments, esp(j(:ially in the famous ' Five
Knights' (r627) and' Six Members' (r6zg) cases. One
of the first acts of the Long Parliament, when it
assembled in the autumn of r64o, was to pass a statute
guara§.teeing the right to the writ of Habeas Corpus
in all cases, to all persons imprisoned, on whatever
ground. Of course if the gaoler who• obeys the writ
shows good cause for the imprisonment, the rule or
order for the issue of the writ is not made ' absolute' ;
and the prisoner is remanded to prison. But the cause
shown must be strictly ' lawful,' i.e. such as would
justify imprisonment ; and, even then, the court
which hears the 11 return' or explanation, may (except
in rare cases) let the prisoner out on bail. The more
famous Habeas Corpus Act of r679 is really only an
amending measure, stopping up loopholes and adding
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new safeguards ; the real victory was· won in. r64o.
The remedy avails, of course, n~t only against "im~
prisonment by Government officials, but, even more,
against unlawful detention by private persons .

•

THE 'RuLE OF LAW'

The remedy of Habeas Corpus protects the personal
liberty of the citizen; the ' Genera:! Wat:mnts' cases
established his liber~ in property and reputation.
The actual decisions turned upon the propriety of
warrants issued on suspicion by a Secretary of State, td"
search the house and goods, not merely of a particular
alleged offender, but of any one whom the officiar"
executing the warrant might suspect to be guilfy of
a particular offence. In the year 1763, a notorious
demagogue named Wilkes, whose papers had been
searched under such a warrant issued by a Secretary
of State, sued that official's secretary, who had taken
part in the search, for trespass, and won his case. He
was followed, two years later, by other complainants,
who sued the actual•persons e:x.ecuting the warrants,
with similar success. And whea the defendants in these
cases set up the plea that they were acting bona fide
in the interests of the State, it was drily remarked by
the Chief Justice that 'if the legislature be of that
opinion, they will make it lawful.' It was not~ough
for the defendants to plead that their acts were done
in the interesH of the State; they had to show, if
they wished to succeed, that such acts were lawful.
Thus was established the famous Rule of Law, which
lays down the principle, that no act, even of the highest
official, however bona fide and apparently reasonable,
which infringes the liberty or rights of a citizen, is justinable, unless it is authorized by law, ~nd that, for any
such unlawful act, by whatever authority commanded,
the official is personally -liable, _like the humblest
member of the comm1L1ity, in an action in the ordinary
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.J'::I
Of course the reader will be careful to observe
that the act compl<i,ined of need not be justified by
statute or Act of Parliament · because a good deal of
English law is not
in statutes.
it is
important to observe, that this Kule of Law, though
it originated in Engl<f'nd, has passed automatically,
not only to Scotland and Ireland, but to all the British
possessions which
adopted
law, and that,
in some otlfe.rs, the remedy of Habeas Corpus has been
•
guaranteed by statute.
court~.

-

CoLONIAL INDEPENDENCE

O;p.e other cause, too often forgotten, of the growth
of constitutional liberty in the British Empire, is,
unquestionably, the expansion of the United Kingdom
into that wider scattered group of communities which
we call the British Empire. As was, perhaps, natural,
in the earlier stages of this expansion, the Crown and
Parliament of Great Britain tried to keep the control
of distant colonies in their own Jlands. But, in days
when the means of communication were slow and
costly, this attempt, ~ might have been expected,
was ineffectual ; and, as a matter of fact, the earlier
colonies exercised a good deal of practical self-government, under more or less popular constitutions. As is
well klll!Own, however, a foolish and disastrous attempt
to tighten the control of the central government led to
the separation of the thirteen colonies of the American
coast towards the end of the eighteenth century ; and,
though we may rejoice that that step gave rise to
the mighty Republic of the United States, we cannot
but regret that it had to be taken in circumstances
which long left bitter feelings in the minds of both
nations. Warne<!, however, by this event, the British
statesmen of the nineteenth century encouraged the
growth of self-government freely in the colonies
founded by English settlers; and Canada, Australia,
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New Zealand, and South Africa rapidly ran through
the various stages of freedom, till they arrivec} at
complete local independence, te~pered only by the
Imperial tie of allegiance to the Crown. Even in the
colonies of alien blood, much local in~ependence was
freely granted; while the grea! dependency of British
India was largely governed by priyate and unofficial
authority, though in ever-lessening degree, till its
definite incorporation into the British Empire in r858.
All these tendencies• and results, which will be the
subject of special description in the next chapters,
inevitably encouraged the spirit of liberty, and limite<t
the possibilities of autocratic government from the
political centre of the Empire. Thus, in, comrlet~
and happy contrast to other Empires- fo/ exarll'ple,
the Roman Empire-the growth of di~tant depend~
encies, instead of converting the British Empire into
an absolute despotism, led to an enlargement of the
bounds of self-government and freedom.
TnE PERSON.A.L PowERs oF THE KrNG

Finally, before leaving the.Crown as the supreme
authority in the British Empire, and the symbol of its
unity, we must say a few words on a subject which is
much apt to be misunderstood. It might be hastily
supposed, from an enumeration of the matJ¥ constitutional checks and safeguards which secure the
constitutional tharacter of the monarchy, that the
King himself is a mere figure-head, whose duties could
be performed almost equally well by a statue capable
of making certain mechanical signs. That would be a
ludicrous mistake.
It is, happily, quite true, that the spirit and institutions of the British Empire •would render it
difficult, if, unfortunately, a weak or bad King should
succeed to the throne, for such a monarch to do much
harm, at any rate in his official capacity. That is
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an advantage which is essential to the sncr.ess of a
her@;dltary monarchy; for it is a matter of common
observation, that merit cannot
from father to son. 'But it
error to assume that, because a bad
can do
little harm, therefore t\ good one can do little good.
H.appily, the history of the last three British reigns is
a complete refutation of such an error; but it may
be worth while to e:x:plain briefly how the personal
qualities of the King-Emperor n'!'ay be of value to the
Empire.

'

THE KING AS A PERSON

II! the first place, the King supplies the vital element
of personal interest in the proceedings of government.
It is far easier for the average man to realize a person
than an institution. Even in the United Kingdom,
only the educated few have any real appreciation of
such abstract things as Parliament, the Cabinet, or
even ' the Crown.' But the vast mass of the people
are deeply interested in the King as a person, as is
proved by the crowds which collect whenever there is
a chance of seeing him; and it is possible that the
majority of the people, even of the United Kingdom,
to say nothing of the millions of India, believe that the
govern..rnent of the Empire is carried on by the King
personally. He therefore supplies the personal and
picturesque element which catches the pt>pular imagination far more readily than constitutional arrangements,
which cannot be heard or seen ; and a King or Queen
who knows how to play this part skilfully, by a display
of tact, graciousness, and benevolence, is rendering
priceless services to the cause of contentment and
good government! It is true that this element has a
humorous as well as a slightly dangerous side. For
example, the unfortunate phrase' King's taxes' causes
a good many simple-minded people to believe that the
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King personally receives all the money which is.raised
in his name, which is, of course,.quite untrue. :But,
on the whole, the King or Queen attract the admiration and interest of the great 'mass of their subjectos
in a way which no other political authority does; and
they thus render government ittelligible to the many.
It is more than doubtful whether .the Empire would
hold together without them.
•

•

Hrs

UNOFFICIAL INFLUENCE

Very closely allied to this personal character of the
King, is the great unofficial and social influenc~
which he wields, and not he alone, but the Queen, ~nd,
in a lesser degree, the other members of the Royal
Family. Their influence in matters of religion,
morality, benevolence, fashion, and even in art and
literature, is immense. Every, or almost every,
scheme set on foot with these objects is eager to secure
their patronage; to "L'e able to prefix the title' Royal'
to the name of the association is regarded as an almost
certain guarantee of success. • And this patronage is,
very rightly, only accorded with great discretion, and
after careful enquiry, in which the personal judgment
of the monarch, if wisely exercised, is of the greatest
value. How much good was done in this way.-by the
late Queen Victoria, is a matter of common knowledge;
it was one of the striking triumphs of her long reign.
And, be it remembered, in such matters the monarch
is in no way bound to follow, or even to seek, the advice
of his Ministers ; for such matters lie outside the
domain of politics. It could, perhaps; be wished that
this fact were true also of what are technically called
' honours,' the award of which ~n the advice of
Ministers has led to a cynical traffic in titles and
decorations. But, unfortunately, that is a subject
which has long been immersed in politics.
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Hrs J'OLITICAL RIGHTs
In the third place. J:J:!>reover, it must not be""""'"''"'
that, even in the arena of
th(';
part is purely that ofi a mouthpiece.
we have seen
the last two chapters, one
the Crown after another has been brought
function
within constitutional control; but, in spite of all the
achievement"s of popular struggl~s, the King-Emperor
may be said still to have three political rights, the
~xerdse of which ultimately rests on his own discretion,
viz. : the right to be informed, the right to warn, and
•:!IJ''the right, in rare cases, to reject advice, even when
ten<fered by his constitutional Ministers. A few words
as to each of these rights shall conclude this chapter.
THE RIGHT TO BE INFORMED

The King has the right to be informed. Inasmuch
as all the most important acts of State are (as we have
seen) done in the King's name, afld require his express
authority, he is entitled,.to know exactly to what he is
giving his approval. The vast correspondence which
passed between George III and his Ministers has been
published; and it records the minuteness with which
the Kittg was kept in touch with daily affairs of State.
It may be said, of course, that this is a bad example;
because George III, at any rate in the first part of his
long reign, strove to break down constitutional government, and very nearly succeeded. But the same
practice prevails to the present day; and it was only
a few years ago that the nation learnt, by firsthand evidence in Parliament itself, that the Prime
Minister's daily leotter to the King includes an account,
not merely of the public proceedings of Parliament,
but of the secret discussions of the Cabinet. And this
information must be given to the King in good time
4
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to enable him to make himself master of it before he
is called upon to act upon it. This was the· peint
emphasized by Queen Victoria
the· famous letter
to Lord Palmerston, in whicJJ she temporarily extinguished that buoyant Minister, in I85I.

in

•

•

THE RIGHT TO WARN

But it follows, almost inevitably, that a King who is
fully informed of affairs becomes, iri cours~ of time, if
he is an able man, an •unrivalled storehouse of political
experience. Ministers come and go; they are swayed,
it is to be feared, by the interests of their party as welT
as by those of the State; they may have had to make,_
in order to obtain support, bargains which tie tpeir
hands; they have ambitions for the future, which
they are loath to jeopardize. Not so the King. He is
permanent ; he is above all parties; he does not
bargain for places and honours ; he has nothing in the
way of ambition to satisfy, except the noble ambition
of securing his country's welfare. So he can say to
his Ministers, with all the weight of his experience and
position: ' Yes, I will, if you insist, do as you wish;
but, I warn you, you are doin~ a rash thing. Do you
remember so and so? ' Only, the King must not give
his warning in public; he must not seem to overrule
his Ministers. But a Minister will, unless he is an
exceptionally rash person, think many times. before
disregarding a ~arning from the King.
THE RIGHT TO REFUSE

Finally, the King, in certain rare cases, may take the
extreme step of refusing to act on his Ministers' advice,
even in political matters. Naturally, he will not do
so without weighing the cost, remembering that the
shielding maxim, 'The King can do no wrong,' has
its counterpart in the maxim that the King, except
in the rarest cases, must act on his Ministers' advice,
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for which they are responsible. This is a priceless
pri:acfple of the British Constitution; because, while a
Minister can be
ced quietly and without fuss.
.
.
t.o
any persona..1
a amst
IS
lead to
and bJoollshe(L
i.s tl;f~
of the
on rare o~casions, to take this
rare.
from the
refuse to
to office man known
unwol'thy; even though recommended by a
Minister, there would appear to t.e now only two wellknown cases in which the King is justified in opposing
,1is personal will to the advice of his Ministers in
matters of State, unless, of course, that advice should
•entail an actual breach of the law. The first is, when
a re•quest is made to him to create peers with the
avowed object of securing a passage through the House
of Lords of a Bill ardently desired by the House of
Commons. This matter was much discussed on the
occasion of the struggle over the Parliament Act of
rgn, to be hereafter explained (p. r65) ; and it was
generally thought that, in a case of this kind, the King
was not bound to act on the advice of his Ministers,
unless it was clear that..the country supported them.
The other crisis occurs when the Cabinet cannot secure
the support of the House of Commons, and, following
the precedent of 1784 (p. 36 ), asks the King to dissolve
Parliament and order a General Election. Here it is
said that, if the Ministry was formed (as in that case)
after the existing House of Commons was elected, the
King must accede to the Ministers' request; but if,
on the other hand, a House of Commons was elected
since the formation of the Ministry, then, presumably,
the latest expression of the popular will is adverse to
the Ministry, which cannot, therefore, insist on a
dissolution of Pafiiament. If these views are correct,
it will be seen that, even in the case of a difference
between the King and his Ministers, the wishes of the
country are the final court of appeal.
4*
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. CHAPTER III.
THE TERRITORIES OF THE EMPIRE: T:P!E UNITED
KINGDOM AND TH!<: SELF-GOVERNING DOMINIONS
ONE of the chief reasons, though not the only reason-:
why the dominions of the British Crown have received
the somewhat misleading name of ' Empire' is, thafD'
they comprise a large number of separate co,mmunTties,
differing in language, institutions, religion, and other
qualities, and united only by their common allegiance
to the British Crown, and their common sympathy with
one another. In former times, such collections of
different communities were rarely created except by
the process of forcible conquest ; though occasionally
the personal interests of a ruler, acquired by marriage
or descent, exercised some iniuence in that direction.
It was, therefore, natural that, when British statesmen
began to realize that they were the servants of a monarch
whose rule was gradually extending far beyond the
bounds of the British Islands, they, and others, should
begin to speak of that rule as ' Imperial,' though, in
fact, it was, a's we shall see, only in part based on
conquest. But the practice is unfortunate, though
now, probably, too firmly fixed to be changed; for
it conceals the important fact, that the so-called
' British Empire ' is by no means a collection of subordinate peoples governed by a ruling race with the
sword and spear, but a vast bodf of communities,
nearly all of which enjoy a good deal of control over
their own affair_s, and some of which are practically
independent commonwealths .
.. 6

THE UNITED KINGDOM
THE S~RY OF THE

The story, long and
this vast Empire
the limits of this book. 6
this is not necessary ;
for it has
admirably
readers of these pages cannot be
strongly
to make th.emselves a\:quainted at once with the outlines of the story in some trustwolil:hy version. 1 Here all
that can be done is, to group the different communities
.which form the British Empire according to their constitutional character and their relations to the Imperial
•or central government, and explain briefly the position
of ~ch in these respects. And for these purposes it
will be found that such communities fall into four great
groups, viz. (r) the United Kingdom, (z) the f selfgoverning' Dominions in the strict sense, (3) the' Crown'
colonies, and (4) the great dependency of British India.
Beyond these, there is a fringe of 'feudatory' or
'protected' states, which do not actually form part
of the dominions of the British Crawn, but are so closely
connected with it, that~ few words as to their position
will be necessary.
THE UNITED KINGDOM

(I) The United Kingdom itself, which, as we shall

see, occupies a special position in the British Constitution, though now for many purposes· a single community, is, as its name implies, a union or./9mbination
of formerly independent countries. '-:;.J?-t ?& least five
centuries, the western rule of the EnglishbKings, which
had been gradually extended from the Engli5h Channel
to the river Tweed, ceased at a line vaguely drawn
from the Dee to tli.e Severn.
1 No better example can be chosen than the little collection of
six lectures by Sir Charles Lucas, K.C.B., KC.M.G., published by
Messrs. Macmillan under the title of The British Empire, in 1915.
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\VALES

•
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West of this line, or' border,fthe hills and valleys of
Wales were still governed by patriarchal chieftains,
who occasionally united in allt\iance to a single ruler
or Prince, but, more often, acknowledged no superior,
and carried on tribal wars with th.eir neighbours, or,
towards the end of this peri0d, with t:he Norman
' Lords Marchers ' <Jf the borders, who held great
feudal possessions from the English Crown on condition
of guarding England against Welsh invasion. During'
this long period, England was gradually being built
up into a single country, with a definite and strong•
government, which has since become the model•and
centre of the Empire. Before her bounds were further
enlarged, England had acquired her great permanent
institutions, such as her Treasury, her Law Courts, her
Privy Council, and even, though in incomplete form,
her Parliament.

•

EDWARD

l

.

AND WALES

One of the many achievements of the great English
King Edward I was the incorporation into English
territory of a large part of Wales. This result was
achieved by hard, though not unprovoked fighting ;
and it was, probably, as good for the Welsh as for the
English. Out ~f the northern part of Wales, six
counties were created on the English model; and the
English legal system was largely introduced into them,
though with a considerablerecognition of Welsh customs.
Strong border castles were built to maintain order;
and around these grew up the Welsh towns of a later
day. The Welsh bishoprics were b~ught under the
influence of the English ecclesiastical province of
Canterbury ; and their bishops were summoned to the
English House of Lords. But it is noteworthy, that
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the st.ep of granting representation in the then new Parliament to Welsh sl}j.res and boroughs, was not taken
till more than two ce,turies later.
HENRY

lrni

AND WALES

occurred
the
the
midst of the nmnerous changes caused
the religions
Reformatidn. Tlie Tudor monarchs were themselves
partly of Welsh descent, and prtJbably understood the
Welsh better than did their predecessors. Accordingly,
"after some further fighting in the reign of his father,
,. Henry VIII determined to complete the work of
Ed.vard I, by making England and Wales one country.
He created six more Welsh counties out of ' wild
Wales,' and, unfortunately, an additional English
county (Monmouth) out of that borderland which
had always been more than half Welsh in language
and sentiment. To the Welsh counties and their
capital towns he gave the right of sending each one
member (not two as in Englapd) to the House of
Commons; except that, instead of the shire town of
Merioneth, the port of- Haverford-west sent a member. Though a special judicial system prevailed in
Wales until the early part of the nineteenth century,
Wales thus became definitely united, for government
purposes, to England; its peculiar customs were
abolished, or, at least, ignored; and, in legal language, ' England ' now includes Wales, unless special
exception is made. In fact, save for the admirable
and self-governing system of higher and secondary
education in Wales, England and Wales are, for our
present purpose, practically a single country. The
only other point to which it seems necessary to call
attention is that, by the provisions of the Welsh
Church Act of rgr4, which have recently been put into
force, the Welsh branch of the Established Church of
England has been ' disestablished,' i.e. severed from
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all connection with the State. This branch has, .therefore, ceased, on the coming into ~peration of the 1\.ct,
to be a part of the British ConJtitutio~.
ScoTLANl

Much later ano less complete was the union of
England and Scotland .

•

PERSONAL UNION

As before pointed out, this union did not take place•
until r6o3, when James VI of Scotland, the great~ •
great-grandson of Henry VII of England, through. the
marriage of Henry's daughter Margaret to James IV
of Scotland, succeeded to the English throne on the
death of Queen Elizabeth. Even then, the union was
only ' personal' ; i.e. the same man was King both of
England and Scotland, but the laws of the two
countries, public and private, their institutions, and
their forms of religion, were different, though there
was, naturally, a good deal of similarity between them.
This state of affairs was the "!:>ource of much dispute
and jealousy, especially on the question of law: how far
the union of the Crowns entitled the inhabitants of one
of the two countries to enjoy the rights, or made them
liable to the duties, of natives in the other. It was
even, in theor~, possible that England and Scotland
should be at war with different countries, without
being bound to help each other; and, in fqft, at one
period during the Civil War between Charles I and his
Parliament, the two countries were at war with one
another. But the most dangerous question arose at
the Revolution o.f 1688, when it Wj-S very doubtful
whether the Scotch were prepared to accept the English
choice of William and Mary to fill the joint thrones ;
and a quarrel between the two nations was only with
the greatest difficulty a voided.

UNION WITH SCOTLAND

.. REAL

"

5I

UNION

It then
cletr, to all
:;tatesme;n in
countries, that some ing must be done to
the
relationship of -Engla. and
on a more satis~
factory footing; and, at last, in the year
by a
Treaty of Union made between representatives of the
two countries, it. was agreed that the two Crowns
should be for ever united and follow a single line of
descent, that there should be ; single Parliament for
"'Great Britain, which should include representative
peers of Scotland, as well as elected representatives of
• Scottish shires and. boroughs, that there should be
co191plete freedom of trade and commerce between the
two countries, and that all political and public offices
should be equally open to the inhabitants of either
country. On the other hand, the judicial and private
legal systems of each country were to remain distinct ;
the excellent educational system of Scotland (and
especially her universities)was guaranteed permanence;
and, above all, the separate and..independent existence
of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, which is
entirely different in gO'vernment and form of worship
from the Episcopalian Church of England, was secured
by every solemnity that could be devised, though
naturally, as the Established Church of Scotland does
not recognize bishops, there are no Scottish bishops in
the House of Lords. The best proo.f of the wisdom
of the Act of Union of 1707 is, that it has remained substantially unaltered for more than two hundred years,
and has converted what was formerly a state of
jealousy and suspicion between the two countries into
hearty friendship and co-operation .

•

ScoTTISH OFFICE
And, notwithstanding the Union, the separate
identity of Scotland is preserved in administrative as
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well as in religious and legal matters. Though the
English and Scottish Treasuries were united in 1107,
and the administrative work o~cotland passed to the
British Secretary of State, yet · fact that official was
largely advised by the Lord A ocate,. the senior Law
Officer (p. 298) for Scotland, who had a place of
business for that ·purpose in Whit~hall. This somewhat inconvenient arrangement continued until 1885,
when a Secretary for Scotland· was appoi"nted, as a
member of the Minisrt"y of the day, to take charge of
Scottish affairs. He is not, technically, a Secretary of
State (p. 297), but a general Minister for Scotland,•
who answers all questions relating to Scotland in •
Parliament, administers the excellent Scottish edycational system, in his capacity of Vice-President of the
Committee of the Privy Council on Education in Scotland, and presides over the meetings of the Scottish
Government Board created in 1894, which performs
duties similar to those exercised by the Local Government Board in England (p. 251). There is also a
Board of Agriculture for Scotland, created in 1912,
and consisting of a Chairman and two Commissioners,
which arc not political offices, <110.nd a separate Fishery
Board, established in 1882. The National Insurance
Act of 19II (p. 227) created a separate body of Health
Commissioners for Scotland, to administer the benefits
of the Act, and a separate Insurance Fund ; and
Scotland has its own Prison Commission, National
Gallery and Poltrait Gallery, Geological Survey, and
other national institutions.
IRELAND

The story of the relations between England and
Ireland is painful and still unsettled. Though Ireland
was nominally annexed to the Engli1ih Crown in the
twelfth century, English rule was long confined to
the few counties round Dublin, known as' The Pale ' ;
and, though a Parliament, in imitation of the English,
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was e:;;tablished in Ireland in the fourteenth century,
the•statutes which passed had no effect beyond this
district, and,
not much within it. In other
conquest of -L<L<f'iL'"'"'·.l,
under
pelling
own despite, to become a nation
of workers•instead of a mass of warring tribes. Such
a discipline was possible in the tWelfth and thirteenth
centuries. By the sixteenth, when it was hesitatingly
"'attempted, it had become impossible, owing to
changes of sentiment and knowledge. That is, prob-ablv, the chief reason why Irish history is so totally
diff~rent from English and Scottish history.
Very naturally, this difference became more and
more obvious as time passed; and one of the first
cares of the strong Tudor monarchy was to strengthen
its grip on Ireland by a complete subjection of the
Irish to the English government. Whether the
Tudors were moved more by j~alousy of the AngloIrish barons or the native Irish, it is not quite easy
to say. At any rate, •in the year r494, the Lord
Deputy Poynings was instructed to force through the
Irish Parliament a series of statutes ever since known
by his name, by which all existing English Acts of
Parliament were, at a blow, made applicable to Ireland,
and, for the future, the Irish Parliament was forbidden
even to discuss measures which had•not previously
received the approval of the English Privy Council.
During the whole of the century which followed the
passing of Poynings' Laws, and even later, the history
of Anglo-Irish relations consisted mainly of a deliberate
attempt to exterminate the Irish elements of society,
not merely witl!in, but beyond the Pale, either by
massacre or by conversion to English ways. For this
course, the passionate adherence of the Irish to the
Roman Church, despite the Reformation in England,
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and their avowed sympathy with Spain, the cha;npion
of Catholicism in Europe, affordesl both a pretext•and
an incentive. Especially in itle reign of Elizabeth,
a determined attempt, embit~red by religious hostility, at conquest of the hitJerto exclusively Irish
districts, was made by the invasion and conquest
of Ulster. Aftf!r a long series . of struggles, the
province was ultimately reduced by the expulsion of
the native Irish, and the settlement of "their lands
by immigrant Scot~ during the reign of James I.
Not unnaturally, during the Civil War in England•
the Irish retaliated on the Parliamentary party,
through whose efforts the ' Plantation ' had been •
mainly effected, and who, as Protestants, were bit~erly
hostile to the Catholic Irish ; for Charles I, though
not a Catholic, was far more sympathetic in temperament and manner to the Irish, than the stern and
fanatical Parliamentarians. Equally naturally, after
the defeat and execution of Charles, the Parliamentarians, under their champion Cromwell, took a dire
revenge on their enemies, who could make no stand
against the combined military genius and fanaticism
of the Lord General. For the first time since the
landing of Strongbow, all Ireland lay at the feet of
the English government.
Unhappily, the recall of Cromwell to greater tasks
at home left the settlement of Ireland to inferior
natures, whic~ saw in it merely an opportunity of
plunder. Many of the great Irish estates of English
nobles originated with the greedy adventurers who
followed in Cromwell's wake, and who stirred up the
Irish to fury by dispossessing them of their ancestral
lands and banishing them to the wilds of Connaught.
With the fall of the English Republic came the delusive
chance of recovery ; but Charles If had no mind to
make trouble by attempting any wholesale dispossession of Cromwell's new landowners, and it was not
until the accession of the Catholic James II that the
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hopes. of the Irish revived, only to be dashed once
more, by William q;f Orange, at the
the Boyne
e
·the
of
Cromwell had
that of William and
was subjected to a
veritable reign of.
with
'double
of
stamping out Catholicism and excluding the country
from the be"nefits ot the new' Navigation' policy which
aimed at making the English mt!rchant navy supreme
upon the seas of the world. So harsh and unjust was
0
the treatment meted out to Ireland in the eighteenth
,. century, that even the Protestant settlers in Ulster
bece.me almost as hostile to England as were the
Catholics of the south and west. The climax of this
oppressive system was reached in IJZO, when an Act
of the Parliament of Great Britain formally declared
the right of that body to legislate for Ireland, in spite
of the fact that Ireland had a Parliament of its own,
carefully limited in its activities by the operation of
Poynings' Laws (p. 53).
..
Once more the monotonous alternation of oppression
and revenge recurred, •when the embarrassment· of
England in the French and American wars of the later
eighteenth century supplied Ireland's opportunity.
Happily, however, the reprisals were of an infinitely
more statesmanlike character than the old tribal
forays and burnings ; and the English Government
was inclined to listen to reason. fhe penal laws
against the Catholics were relaxed. Some of the
worst oppressions of theN a vigation Acts were removed.
One of the first measures of the Rockingham Government of r782 was to pass the famous ' Repeal Act'
of . that year, )Yhich not only repealed Poynings'
Laws and the Declaratory Act, but paved the way
for the ' Renunciation Act ' of the following year, by
which the legislative and judicial independence of
Ireland was formally acknowledged. Still, however,
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the daily administration of government in I.reland
was in the hands of the Lord-Ljeutenant and or his
subordinates, who, even if thet occupied seats in the
Irish House of Commons, were j:l no way ' responsible'
to that body. Notwithstanditg these serious limitations on self-government as later understood (p. 64), the
period of 1782 to r8oo is fondly looked back on in
Ireland as the one brief gleam of sunshine in the long
and chequered gloom of six centuries.
•
For, unhappily, t'he mortal and long-drawn-out
struggle into which England drifted when the liberties
of France were superseded by Napoleonic ambition~
roused fears--some genuine, some fictitious-which •
once more stirred up strife between England .and
Ireland. Undoubtedly there was in Ireland a deep
and natural sympathy with the Republican movement in France, which was strengthened by the
personal ties which had resulted from the numerous
cases in which, after the English Revolution of r688,
Irish officers and soldiers had taken service under the
French Crown. Uncloubtedly, also, the more extreme
Republicans in France favoured the idea of attacking
England through Ireland. Irtfact, hostile expeditions
from France threatened, and, on two occasions at
least effected, a landing in Ireland ; though it is the
opinion of some competent critics that substantial
success was never possible for them.
Be this as it may, the English Government professed
serious alarm at this menace to its western front, and
resolved to destroy the system of self-government set
up under the Acts of 1782-3. The Irish Act of Union
of r8oo, so called, bears a strong superficial resemblance
to the Scottish Act of Union, passed nearly a century
before (p. 51). -Twenty-eight representative Irish
Peers, elected by their fellow Irish f>eers, were introduced into the new Parliament of the United Kingdom;
though, unlike the Scottish Representative Peers,
they are elected for life, not for each Parliament, and
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power. was reserved to create new Irish peerages, so
that the
should not fall below one hundred.
The Irish Privy C~u.lcil
not
· and
(until I86g) four
of
Protestant Church
while a
hundred seats
the
Commons were allotted
to Irish constituencies.
continuance of
legal and judiciai systems was guaranteed; and
uniformity "'f trade and political privileges was established between the two countries:- But it is impossible
to ignore the fact that, unlike the Scottish Union, the
'!,;o-called Union with Ireland was not the voluntary
act of two free peoples, each seeking only a reasonable
• and mutual advantage, but the act of a stronger
aga1nst a weaker party, done almost wholly for the
advantage of the former, and forced upon the reluctant
and unreal consent of the latter by an unscrupulous
use of corruption and social pressure.

in

•

\VORKING OF THE UNION

Moreover, the vestiges of the older system which
were left themselves combined ~adly with the new
system set up in r8oo. ·The Lord-Lieutenant was not
abolished, but continued to hold his court with semiregal state in Dublin, and to make 'progresses'
throughout the island. But his power tended rapidly
to pass into the hands of an official, the Chief Secretary
for Ireland, who, though nominally his subordinate,
was frequently a member, not merely <:ff the Viceroy's
Council, but of the Cabinet in London, which could
make or mar the fortunes of the Lord-Lieutenant.
Thus the Lord-Lieutenant became a mere figure-head,
and his court a shadow ; for the experiment, occasionally tried, of giving the Lord-Lieutenant a seat
in the Cabinet, olfly accentuated the real vice resulting
from the Union, viz. absentee government.
Even worse followed. Had the government of
Ireland really been in the hands, either of the Lord-
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Lieutenant, who was usually a great nobleman, often
animated by the best intentions and aloof frorri ~tty
jealousies, or by the Chief Seclf)t~ry for Ireland, who,
though not a Secretary of Stat;, and nominally under
the control of the Home OfficEJ was nearly always an
ambitious and rising politician desiring nothing better
than to see a happy and contented Ireland, the system
set up at the Union, though vicious, might have been
tolerable. But both the Lord-Lieutenant and the Chief
Secretary were temperary officials, shifting frequently
as the result of English party changes, who found themselves very largely at the mercy of the permanent'
officials at ' the Castle,' i.e. the official residence of the
Lord-Lieutenant in Dublin. These permanent officials, •
though they were Irishmen, were, at any rate dl!ring
the early part of the century which followed the
Union, almost invariably chosen from a strictly
limited class of great Protestant families which had
secured the monopoly of ofiice in the days in which
Catholicism was a fatal bar to employment by
the State. This little group of families, in the days
when Civil Service· examinations were unknown,
established a close system• of mutual bargaining,
whereby the executive offices in Ireland, high as well
as low, were carefully restricted to those who had the
greatest interest in maintaining a thoroughly unwholesome monopoly ; and thus the daily government of
Ireland exhibited the worst features of bureaucracy,
while the large1- questions became the sport of political
parties in England.
Thus, also, though Ireland
appeared to have institutions of her own (she even had
a separate Treasury till r8r6), they were not really
expressions of local feeling, but close Boards, composed entirely of officials, either sent by the Treasury
from England to take charge of thf! sub-departments
of the Imperial offices, or appointed in Ireland, by the
influences above described, from a narrow circle of
persons with fixed ideas and strong sectarian pre-
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judices. Outside was an Ireland of which they knew
very fittle, and with
they sympathized less.
The administration ~f (reland was, and wets probablv
to be, in
nature
- holding
down a conque_red cotmtry, and was all the more
detested that it was largely composed of persons who,
though strongly opposed in sentiment to the majority
of the population, were nominally Irish. It was not
until the l~tter pa-rt of the nineteenth century, with
the establishment of the Educa!ion Boards, the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction,
~nd the National Insurance Commission, that the
administration of Ireland began to assume anything
• like a native character.
It is hardly, therefore, a matter for surprise that,
almost from its date, the Irish Act of Union encountered severe opposition and attempts at amendment, ultimately at repeal. These agitations took
various forms, which it is impossible here to discuss.
In their later phases, they were known generally as
the ' Home Rule Movement ' ; and, after a severe
struggle, and more than one faiTure, that movement
appeared to achieve, just before the outbreak of the
Great War, a complete triumph, in the passing, under
the provisions of the Parliament Act, rgn (p. r6r),
of the Government of Ireland Act, 1914.
The stupendous events which quickly followed,
rendered it, however, unthinkable that a new and
complicated scheme of government, vi<Ylently disliked
by a powerful and active minority in Ireland itself,
should be put immediately into force in that country.
Accordingly, the operation of the Home Rule Act
was postponed by the Suspensory Act of 1914 to an
unfixed future date ; and, before any attempt was
made to put it i!J.to execution, it was found that it
had ceased to have any attractions, even for any
substantial section of the Irish people. This was, of
course, because, in the whirl of events, the power
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formerly wielded by the Home Rule party had passed
into other hands, which had ado2ted other ideals. •
A desperate attempt to d~af with the situation
was made, soon after the termination of the war, by
the Government of Ireland Acl, rg::w, .which definitely
recognized the unbridgable gulf between ' Northern'
and ' Southern' ·Ireland, and endeavoured to create
a separate government, with considerable though
limited powers, for each part of the island, and to make
a shadowy and pro~lematical provision for a single
government in the future, without entirely breaking
the Parliamentary link between Great Britain an<!
Ireland. With some considerable reluctance,' Northern'
Ireland, consisting of six counties, accepted the J..ct, •
and is at present governed by its provisions. Its
constitutional position is anomalous. A Crown Colony
(pp. 74-81) it certainly cannot be called; for, apart
from all historical considerations, it takes a definite
part in the government of the Empire, through its
representatives at Westminster; and it is itself
governed by a Parliament with a Responsible Ministry
(p. 64). On the other hand, it cannot well be classed
as a self-governing Dominion ; for, by a solemn
provision of the Act, the supreme authority of the
Parliament of the United Kingdom remains 'unaffected
and undiminished over all persons, matters, and
things in . . . every part thereof.'
Southern Ireland, however, or at least the mass of
the Catholic H'ish, refused absolutely to have anything
to do with the Act of rgzo, or to lift a finger to make
it effective outside Ulster. In their eyes, it was tainted
with the unpardonable sin of Partition ; and something like a state of anarchy succeeded, in the South,
the announcement of its passing. Almost inevitably,
though with real reluctance, the B!J.tish Government
adopted fiercer methods of repression, which provoked
further reprisals; until it began to look as though a
war of extermination were in prospect.
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But :wars of extermination can hardly be carried
out tlnder the eyes of Western Europe the twentieth
century. Moreover, it gr!duaUy became dearth at if
struggle were prolonged, the
would not
be confined to one side. This combination of ' ideal '
and ' real' considerations led, in
autumn of 1921,
to
offer of a
; and, after thret; or four
of anxious waiting, was announced that Parliament
would be asked to authorize the acceptance of an
Agreement arrived at between tl:tb representatives of
Sinn Fein (the native Irish organization) and the
B'ritish Government. This Agreement, which was
embodied in the Irish Free State (Agreement) Act,
*r922, authorized the establishment, in Southern
Irelafl.d, of a Provisional Government, until a Constituent Assembly should frame a constitution for the
Free State within the terms of the Agreement, the
essential articles of which included a provision for a
special oath of allegiance to the King, to be taken by
every member of the Parliament of the Free State,
for the ranking of Ireland in the same constitutional
status as the four Greater Dominions (with special
reference to the precedent of Canada in its Imperial
relations}, and a somewhat indefinite reservation by
the Imperial Government of the right to use Free
State harbours and obtain ' other facilities ' both in
peace and war. Free trade (subject to 'customary
port and other dues') is guaranteed between the two
countries. But a very significant clausE! reserved the
right of Northern Ireland to ' denounce,' so far as she
was concerned, the Treaty as an instrument of government, though with a hint that, if the option were
exercised, there might be a rearrangement of boundaries
by an independent Commission of three persons. As
everyone knows, tl'!e Government of Northern Ireland
promptly exercised its right of 'contracting out ' of
the Agreement.
The Constituent Assembly in Dublin was commend-
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ably free-despite a very difficult quarrel vyith its
former Republican allies-from delay in produci:t'l.g its
new Constitution ; and that'f:ct alone is a tribute,
when we reflect on the incapacity in this respect of
certain other constituent bodies, to it? political ability.
But this favourable impression is strengthened by the
Constitution itself, which was .embodied in, and
enacted by, an Act of the Imperial Parliament passed
in December 1922, known officially as the Irish Free
State Constitution Act. The Parliament of the Free
State (' Oireachtas ') is to consist of two Houses;
one (' Seanad ') with limited powers, elected by tlte
whole State as one constituency from a panel drawn
up by Parliament itself (but with double voting choice•
to the popular House), the other (' Dail Eirea~n '),
elected by adult suffrage in geographicalconstituencies,
but with a system of Proportional Representation
intended to give a voice to all parties. The ' Dail'
is elected for four years ; ' Seanad ' for twelve, onethird of its members retiring every fourth year. The
Referendum and the Initiative, two very advanced
democraticinstitutions, considerably limit the authority
of 'Oireachtas,' which is a~o expressly subjected to
certain other limitations of power, and is, therefore,
certainly not a sovereign body.
The arrangements for the Executive are equally
original; though the tribute of imitation is paid to
the Cabinet system to an extent which undoubtedly
adds yet another laurel to the wreath of that remarkable
deity. Though called an ' Executive Council,' the
chief executive authority of the Free State is expressly
declared to be responsible to the' Dail,' i.e. the popular
House of Parliament, and is to be appointed by the
Lord-Lieutenant on the nomination of the President
of the Executive Council, who in England would be
regarded as Prime Minister. Moreover, by an adoption of the spirit rather than the letter of the English
system, all the members of the Executive Council are
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to be members of the ' Dail,' and the President is to
be iotmally nominated by the same body,
of
being approached ~Y' the Lord-Lieutenant. But a
remarkable Artide iN o.
ment of Ministers who are
tive
arid will not share the
Ministry.
are to be nominated
from a panel presented by a carefully chosen committee of that body, and are, obviously, intended to
be specialists, rather than pa~y politicians. They
are to be the heads of their Departments, responsible
~ndividually to the ' Dail' for their administration;
and they are not to be removable except by the ' Dail '
itself, and by it only for stated reasons. On the other
harltl, they have a right of audience in the Senate, and
vacate their offices at a General Election. This experiment of non-party Ministers is one of the most striking
features of the new Constitution.
It is an interesting question, under what precise
constitutional category the Free State Act has left
Southern Ireland. Manifestly, the latter has ceased
to be a part of the 'United KingCiom' ; it is doubtful
whether it is included in lhe ' British Islands,' except in
a purely geographical sense. On the other hand, it
is difficult, both historically and constitutionally, to
speak of it as a ' colony,' despite the definite assignment to it of Dominion Status by the Act, and the
wording of the Interpretation Act of r883, which is
still unrepealed, and which defines a colony as ' any
part of H.M. Dominions exclusive of the British
Islands and British India.' Probably, like so many
other things in the Empire, it is anomalous and undefinable ; and much the same may be said of two
other possible claimants of Dominion status, viz.
Malta, which rec~ved large powers of self-government
in rgzo, and Southern Rhodesia, which, only this
year (1923), emerged from the tutelage of the British
South Africa Company, and entered on a career of
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self-government. In what follows, therefore, it will
be understood that the writer, -in using the phJOase
' self-governing Dominions,' iff thinking mainly of
the five older Dominions enumerated at the head of
the next following page.
IsLE OF MAN

It should be mentioned here that, ·unlike the various
islands near the Bri"tish coast, such as the Isle of
Wight, Lundy Island, the Orkneys, and the Shetlands,
which are, for government purposes, parts of the•
counties to which they are adjacent, the larger Isle of
Man and the ' Channel Islands ' (Jersey, Guernsey, •
Alderney, etc.) are not parts of the United Kingcfom,
though they are parts of the British Islands. The Isle
of Man, formerly a possession of the Kings of Norway,
after being long in the hands of feudal lords, such as
the Earls of Derby and the Dukes of Atholl, came
directly under the British Crown in the year r765.
But it retains its ancient government under a Governor
(appointed by the Crown) and Parliament or' Tynwald'
Court of two Houses, w:ith its~wn laws and law courts.
CHANNE-L ISLANDS

The ' Channel Islands' are the last fragments of
William the Conqueror's Duchy of Normandy, which
survived to the English Crown when Normandy was
re-conquered by the French Kings in the twelfth
century. Their ancient and primitive forms of government, like those of the Isle of Man, remain to the
present day ; and, consequently, Acts of the Imperial
Parliament are not in force in either of these dependencies, unless, of course, they are e:»pressed to apply
to them. The Isle of Man and the Channel Islands
resemble, therefore, very much the class of self-governing Dominions, to which we must now turn our attention.

SELF-GOVERNMENT
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..
vH.uHJ.vu;:,, the most impor-t~
the Crown ' beyond the four
seas,'
Dominion of Canada, the Federal
Commonwealth of Australia, the Unio-n of South
the Dominion of New Zealand, and the Island (the
oldest colony of the Empire) of Newfoundland. In
area, in wealth, in the energy and intelligence of their
populations, in their splendid loyalty to the Empire,
l"n their unbounded possibilities of future greatness,
these vast possessions are something unique in the
.,.world's history, and deserve far more study than has
bee~ devoted to them. Here, however, it is only possible
to point out two or three of the leading features which
characterize their membership of the British Empire.

RACIAL TIES

In the first place, then, it should be observed, that
these self-governing communities are intimately connected with the United 'Kingdom, the centre of the
Empire, not only by the tie of allegiance, but by the ties
of blood, speech, and sentiment. In other words, they
are, for the most part, ' colonies ' in the truest sense
of the word, viz. settlements of emigrants from the
mother-country, not conquests of alien peoples. This
is not, of course, universally true. A good deal of
eastern Canada was won by hard fighth1g from the
rival French colonists ; Montcalm as well as Wolfe
is one of Canada's national heroes. There has been
much fighting between the Dutch and the English in
South Africa ; because, though English adventurers
first touched at the Cape of Good Hope, and even
formally annexed Table Bay, their proceedings were
not adopted by the British Government, with the
result that the Dutch settled there in the middle of
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the seventeenth century, and remained masters of the
Cape until the end of the eighteenth. The province
of Quebec and the Dutch pro~:aces of South Africa
(Cape Colony, Transvaal, and Orange River State)
are not, therefore, like the other self-governing
Dominions, countries in which the English ' common
law' prevails; bnt are governed, at least in matters
affecting the private lives of the inhabitants, by French
and Roman-Dutch law respectively. Still, the selfgoverning Dominion! are, for the most part, British
in a double sense.
62
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THE' COMMON LAW'

-

From this fact follows one very important c011se- ...
quence. It is one of the first rules of British constitutional law, that the privileges of British citizenship
follow the British settler who goes out to build up a
home in the wilderness. He takes with him that
' common law ' which he enjoyed at home, or, at least,
so much of it as is consistent with the circumstances
of his position. Evoen before his colony has received
any grant of privileges from.the Crown, he is entitled
to the protection of the constitutional guarantees
which guarded him at home, particularly against the
arbitrary action of the Crown and its officials. The
Crown may, if it pleases, grant him special local
privileges, by Charter or Letters Patent; but it cannot,
by Orders in Council or otherwise, impose new burdens
upon him. That can only be done by an Act of the
Imperial Parliament ; and, as a matter of fact, the
central control of the colonies of British settlers, what
there is of it, has, at least ever since the American
Revolution, been exercised by Parliament.
FEDERAL TIES

•

A second point to notice is, that the largest and
nJOst populous of these' self-governing' Dominions are

eoLONIAL FEDERATION

not single communities, but, as has been .hinted above,
groups, formed out .of
self-governing
share of
colonies,
independence, not
the
ment, but towar-ds their own federal
true that the Imperial
cate
-with the ' Provinces'
the
of
Canada, or of the. Unj.on of South Africa, though it
does with the ' States ' of the ,Australian Commonwealth. But the 'self-governing ' powers of the pro.vinces of Canada, as well as of the States
Australia,
are guaranteed by law; and any breach of them by
the Dominion governments can be redressed by
'"'"'ap~al to the Judicial Committee of the Imperial Privy
Council. Only it should be remembered, that, while
these self-governing powers are all probably secure, they
are not all equally extensive. Thus, while the British
N-orth America Act of 1867, and the Union of South
Africa Act of rgog, confer only definite and express
powers on the provinces of Canada and South Africa
respectively, thus, by implication, leaving all other
powers of ' self-govern:rp.ent' in the hands of the
Dominion Parliaments and Ministries, the Australian
Commonwealth Act of 1900 reverses this process, and
confers only definite and express powers on the federal
government, thus, by implication, leaving all other
powers of' self-government ' with the different colonies,
or 'states.' One significant mark of this difference
is, that the Lieutenant-Governors, or Administrators,
of the Provinces of Canada and South Africa, are
appointed by the Dominion Governments; while the
Governors of the Australian States are appointed
directly by the Crown, of course on the advice of the
Secretary of Stat.e for the Colonies. Another is, that
the statutes of the provincial legislatures require the
assent, not only of the provincial Lieutenant-Governors
or Administrators, but of the Dominion authorities;
while the legislation of the various Australian states
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is not subject to this double' veto.' The provil).ces of
Canada are now Ontario, Quebe~, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Manitoba, British Ctlumbia, Prince Edward
Island, Alberta, and Saskatchewan ; the states of
Australia are New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania,
Queensland, South Australia, and Western Australia ;
the provinces of"South Africa are. the Cape Colony,
Natal, the Transvaal, and the Orange River State. The
Dominion of New Zealand was· at one time a federal
colony, somewhat o1 the Canadian type ; but the
provincial system was abandoned in r876. Newfoundland has always been a single community.
•
04

' RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT '

•

-

By far the most important feature of the selfgoverning Dominions is, however, the almost complete
independence of Imperial control which they enjoy,
under the name of 'responsible government.' Not
only have they, in nearly all cases, Parliaments consisting of two House~, called by various names, which
exercise (subject to federal rights) almost unfettered
power over the affairs of theil" communities; but their
respective Governors, or Governors-General (as the
Executive heads of the Dominion governments are
ca1led), though appointed by the Crown, are bound to
follow, in almost all respects, the advice of their
Cabinets for the time being, which, like the Imperial
Cabinet in Downing Street, are composed of Ministers
chosen for their influence in the local legislature, and
depending on the support of that legislature for their
continuance in office. This combination of legislative
and executive independence enables the Government
to regulate its affairs almost wholly b_y the local public
opinion of the day, even to the extent of adopting (as
has been done in most cases) a financial system not
only different from, but wholly opposed to, the system
in force in the United Kingdom, and for this purpose,

•

SELF-GOVERNMENT

even. in some cases, to enter into direct relations with
fofeign states, throy,gQ. ,_,v.uau'"''
tions negotiated
the
are
representatives.. But
of self-government is
be
though the control of all the
the Empire, naval and military, passes, on
outbreak
of war, automatically to the Imperial Wa1: Office and
Admiralty, yet, in time of peace,"'the raising, equipping,
and control of the Dominion forces remain in the hands
"of their respective Governments, and, even in war, no
compulsory levy of forces, or contribution to the cost
ofJ.he war, is imposed on the self-governing Dominions
by the Imperial Government. The splendid contributions of Canada, Australia, South Africa, New Zealand,
and Newfoundland to the fighting forces of the Empire,
are voluntary in this important sense. Nothing has
better illustrated the fundamental principle of British
colonial policy, that all the Dominions are, and always
have been, regarded by the Imp~rial Government, not
as dependencies to be exploited for the benefit of the
central authority, but a~ voluntary partners in a great
Imperial commonwealth. To many foreign critics such
a system appears to be sheer political lunacy; but the
results challenge a comparison which probably causes
a good deal of envy to mingle with their contempt.
It is not possible, in a work of this kind, to go into
details of the institutions by which Dominion selfgovernment is carried on, and the differences between
the corresponding institutions in the different selfgoverning Dominions. But a short general description
of these institutions is necessary.
SEL~GOVERNING PARLIAMENTS

In each of these communities there is a representative
Parliament, in the older and more important cases
consisting of two Houses, which is the supreme au-
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thority in the community. The more important I;Iouse
is, in every case, elected on a v~r~ wide franchise, '{.e.
the larger number of adult resiaents (in several cases
female as well as male) have votes for it; and, moreover, General Elections are frequent, \l.Sually at least
every three or four years. Where there is a second or
'Upper' House, it'consists sometimes, as in the case of
Canada,NewZealand, Newfoundland, and the provinces
and states of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New South Wales,
and Queensland, of• members nominated by the
Governor-General or Governor on the advice of his
Ministers, usually for life ; in the states of Victoria, •
South Australia, Tasmania, and Western Australia, it •
is composed of members elected for fairly long peri~s ...._
by a restricted electorate; while the Senate or' Upper'
House of the South African Union is partly nominated
and partly elective. It must not be supposed, however,
that the relations between the British Houses of Lords
and Commons at Westminster are exactly reproduced
in the relations of the two Houses of a ' bi-cameral'
Dominion Parliament~ that is a matter which is usually
regulated by the colonial Constitution Act itself. In
the federal constitutions, th~ chief function of the
' Upper' House is, to guard the independence and
equality of each member of the federal group, and to
prevent a combination of the larger states or provinces
in the federal Parliament swamping the smaller.
Doli:IINION EXECUTIVES

While in each self-governing Dominion the great mass
of the government officials are, as in England, chosen
by some system of examination or selection, and
spend the whole of their lives in the government
service, the higher officials, or Ministers, are selected
in accordanfe with the views for the •time being prevailing in the' Lower' or popular Houses of the various
Parliaments, and resign their offices immediately they
cease to hold the conftdence of that Ho-use. As in the
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United, Kingdom, this important rule depends chiefly,
if not entirely, upo]\ ~ustom or . convention, not on
express law ; and, when it was decided to introduce
'
Constitu~
tions, the framer~ of these
at a loss to know how to provide for
was found that, so.
as express law was
the only provision which was
was a clause
in the Constitution ActS to the effect that the members
of the Executive Council, or Ca"5inet, should
ap~
Rointed, not, as in 'Crown' colonies, directly
the
Crown, on the advice of a distant Secretary of
but by the Governor or Governor-General, who is
eiw~s on the spot, and can receive resignations and
make new appointments without delay. But the
Ministers thus appointed are described as 'Ministers
of the Crown ' for the colony ; and, though their
precise legal position is a little doubtful, in practice
they exercise, within the limits of their community,
powers similar to those exercised by Ministers in the
United Kingdom, except that the actual decision in
pardoning or reprieving criminals condemned to death
in some cases rests with •the Governor, as the direct
representative of the Crown, and that the Governor
also exercises more personal discretion than the Crown
h' the United Kingdom, with regard to granting
or dthholding the royal assent to legislation by the
Parham en t. 1
DoMINION JuDICATUREs

Most of th3 Dominion Constitution Acts contain definite provision for maintaining the high standard of
1 In Canada it is claimed that, even in this matter, the GovernorGeneral is bound to ,ollow the advice of his Ministers. On the
other hand, it is not admitted that, in advising the Governor·
General as to his attitude towards provincial legislation (p. 63),
the Dominion Cabinet is bound merely to be guided by the consideration of the legality (as distinct from the wisdom) of the pro·
posed provincial measure
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judicial independence and integrity prevailing t]?.roughout the Empire, by securing fixJt:i of tenure and int!ome
to the occupants of the higher judicial posts, both federal
and' state' or provincial; and most of them expressly
reserve the right of appeal, at least in. important cases,
from the Dominion courts to the Judicial Committee of
the Imperial Privy Council. But. the selection, even
of the superior judges, and the numbers, jurisdiction,
and terms of office of the subordinate judges and
magistrates, are le'H entirely to the governments
concerned, which, it is only just to say, have most
admirably in this respect maintained the high standard
of the British judiciary. A sketch of the form assumed •
by the judicial institutions of the self-goveJ;P.ir.~
Dominions is reserved for a later chapter (p. 303).
All the self-governing Dominions have also more or
less developed systems of local government in the
narrower sense of the word, comprising shire and
borough councils, sanitary boards, and the like, engaged
in providing and maintaining the public amenities of
civilized life, such~ roads, bridges, water-supply, and
drainage. A brief account of these is, however, reserved
for a subsequent stage (Chapter XIV); and this chapter
must conclude with an attempt to answer a question
which will naturally have suggested itself to the
student who has followed this account of Dominin1i
self-government and independence. In what ,;vay
then, can these ' self-governing ' Dominions b(', said
legally to form part of the British Empire at all, ~xcept,
perhaps, as owning a general allegiance to tt...e British
Crown?
IMPERIAL TIES

There are, in fact, four legal ties which, m addition to
the most valuable ties of all, viz. tTte sympathy and
good-will of the colonists .themselves for the Empire of
which they form part, and their unifying loyalty to the
Crown, bind the self-governing Dominions to the Empire.

IMPERIAL TIES

.

Do:M~roN

GovERNORS

The first is
each of them,
of a
of the
a GovernorGeneral, Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, or
trator, as the case. may be. Even
this official
is not directly appointed by the Crown on the advice
of the Secretary of State (as in the case of the provinces
of Canada and South Africa), he ts still therepresenta-·
~ive of the Crown, acting in the name of the Crown,
and bound to guard the interests of the Crown. In the
more important cases, he is appointed directly by the
~rQ~~Vn, by Letters Patent, accompanied by Instructions
which profess to describe the scope of his powers. In
theory, these Instructions are important; because, if
they set limits to the authority of the Governor,
presumably they set limits also to the powers
of his Cabinet, on whose advice he exercises his
authority. In fact, they are so widely expressed,
that they have very little real. influence over the
conduct of business; and, moreover, in some selfgoverning units, at least, the Ministers, though appointed by the Governor, are formally described as
Ministers of the Crown.
The Governor himself, though the direct representative of the Crown, and thus a symbol of the unity of
the Empire, is a British subject, and thus, like all
British subjects, official as well as private, subject to
the Rule of Law previously described (p. 38). If he
does any act contrary to law, he can be sued (and,
perhaps, even prosecuted criminally) in the courts of
his own Dominion ; and, after his return to the United
Kingdom (for he.seldom holds office as Governor for
more than :five years) he can certainly be prosecuted
and sued in the English courts for illegal acts done,
either officially or in his private capacity, in the
Dominion. The latter rule is laid down by express Act
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of Parliament. Needless to say, also, that a Go.vernor
who acts indiscreetly, even tho.gj). not illegally, can be
recalled or suspended from office by the King, acting
on the advice of the Secretary of State. Moreover, in
the self-governing Dominions (though not, of course,
in the ' Crown colonies ') the Governor-General or
Governor is, as lias been said, expected, in almost all
the daily affairs of government,, to '!-Ct upon the advice
of his Ministers, to refrain from taking any direct part in
current politics, espe~ially in party questions, to express
no personal preferences in the choice of Ministers o'
policy, and, generally, to act as a constitutional ruler in
the Dominion, on the model of the King in the United •
Kingdom. To him, however, are open, though M1 ~
minor degree, the great opportunities of unofficial and
private influence which, as we have tried to explain
(p. 42}, make the personal character of the King so
important for the welfare of his subjects. The greatest
care is exercised by the Crown in the choice of Governors
and Governor-Generals. The latter are often selected
from members of the House of Lords who have held
high political office in the t]nited Kingdom. In one
recent and well-known case, a member of the Royal
House filled the office of Governor~General with great
distinction for an exceptionally long term. The
Governors are usually either distinguished members
of the House of Commons, or successful administrators
who have won their spurs in the' Crown colonies.'
THE HIGH COMMISSIONERS AND AGENTSGENERAL

Mention of the personal and official ties between
the United Kingdom and the self-gov,:rningDominions
would not be complete without a brief reference to
the valued representatives of those Dominions at the
seat of Empire. Just as the Crown sends to each Dominion a Governor or Governor-General, so the State

IMPERIAL TIES
or Dominion sends to London an Agent-General
High
to represent it in uco•:Lllllf<,"
the Secretary of Stale ~nd other
private i-inns
system of exchange
ideas
the great Benjamin
opportunities which it affords
bonds of social, literary, and economic intercourse
between the United Kingdom and the Dominions, are
almost unlimited. The High " Commissioners are
virtually in the position of colonial ambassadors, and
they and the Agents-General occupy honoured positions
at all Imperial ceremonies; while the splendour of
. &lJ_e buildings in which some of them transact their
bu~ness is a symbol of the rapidly growing wealth
and importance of the Overseas Empire.
AsSENT TO DOMINION LEGISLATION

The second legal tie which binds a self-governing
Dominion to the Empire is the necessity for the Crown's
assent to the legislation of a Dominion or Colonial
Parliament. Unlike the so.!'called' veto ' of the Crown in
the Imperial Parliament, the power of withholding assent
to proposed colonial legislation is a reality; though it is
exercised with care and reluctance. It may be exercised in more than one way. The Governor, by whom
the assent of the Crown is first intimated, may refuse
that assent. This he rarely does; unless the proposed
legislation is clearly beyond the powers of the Parliament in question. If he thinks that, whilst not illegal,
it is so contrary to Imperial interests or the general
principles of British law that it requires reconsideration, he ' reserves' it for the pleasure of the Crown ;
and, in some c~ses, the colonial Constitution Act
requires that all Bills on certain subjects shall be so
reserved. In either of these cases, if the Crown's
assent is not given, the measure never becomes law.
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Or, finally, even if the Governor has expressed the
Crown's assent,. the Crown !Djl-3f, on learning ·o:£- the
step, revoke the assent by an Order in Council ; and
thereupon the Act ceases to be law from the date
named in the Order.
CONFLICT WITH IMPERIAL" STATUTES

In the third place, any provision ·of a colonial Act of
Parliament, even of~ self-governing Dominion, which
is inconsistent with the provisions of an Imperial
Act of Parliament intended to apply to the locality, i~
void. This rule is laid down by an Imperial statute
of the year r865, the Colonial Laws Validity ~cS.,..:
which, curiously enough, was not intended to limit the
powers of the self-governing Dominions, but to extend
them. All sorts of objections, based mainly on the
wording of the Constitution Act of South Australia,
had been raised against the validity of the statutes
of that State; and it was desired to get rid of them
once for all. Acc~rdingly, the Act of Parliament
referred to provides that any' colonial law' (including
an Order in Council) whictl. conflicts with the provisions of an Imperial statute intended to apply to the
colony in question, shall be deemed void, but that no
other such law shall be deemed inconsistent with
'English law,' which in this case, undoubtedly, means
Imperial law, including the 'common law' (p. 62).
IMPERIAL LEGISLATION

This statute brings us naturally to the fourth and
last of the legal ties by which the unity of the Empire is
expressed with regard to the self-governing Dominions.
The so-called Imperial Parliament of the United
Kingdom claims the power to legislate for all parts of
the Empire, including the self-governing Dominions.
As a matter of fact, this power is very rarely exercised;
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and it is important to remember, that no Act of the
Impocial Parliament Jri3.Ssed since the founding of a
colony is in force
!hlt colony, unless it (expressly
or by necessary
in the
itself) is made
to apply to that colony. Such Acts of Parliament
are very rare. They never affect revenue or taxgranting; that point may
regarded as
by
the American Revolution. The few which have in
recent years been passed deal with such subjects as
British nationality and the position-of aliens (obviously
ari Imperial matter), merchant shipping, and copyri~ht-all subjects on which uniformity is eminently
desirable. But it is noteworthy, that even the
.)!;g.p~tant Copyright Act of rgn is not imposed on the
self-governing Dominions; it is left to them to adopt
it or not, as they think fit. It may be that the recent
and excellent steps of admitting Dominion Ministers
to the Imperial Cabinet, and of holding penodical
Conferences of Imperial representatives, may somewhat
increase the amount of Imperial legislation. But
even this is doubtful; for it seems to be generally
agreed that the time is not yet ripe •for a true Imperial
Parliament, containing elec~d representatives from the
Overseas Empire. Meanwhile, the United Kingdom and
the self-governing Dominions rest together on the solid
fact that, to the outside world, they present a united
front under the Imperial Crown. If one of them is
attacked, or even threatened, from without, all rush
to arms to repel the invader. In such crises of the body
politic, the heart counts for more than the head; for
when the heart beats strongly, the brain will leap to
action.

•

CHAPTER IV
THE TERRITORIES ilF THE EMPIRE (continued)
CROWN COLONIES AND BRITISH INDIA

l

THE

•

BEFORE proceeding to consider the relationship of the
'Crown colonies' to the Empire, it will be convenient •
to say a few words about the Imperial authori~~
which they are chiefly governed, viz. the Colonial
Office. That department is, of course, also concerned
with the self-governing Dominions discussed in the
last chapter ; but in a much less degree, because, as
has been explained, the self-governing Dominions
manage their own affairs almost completely•

•

•
THE COLONIAL OFFICE
For some time after the :first acquisition of colonies
by the English, the management of them, so far as
the mother-country was concerned, was left entirely
in the hands of the King. The King, in his turn,
either appointed some person to reside in the colony
and act in his name, subject to rendering an account
of his actions to the King, or the King made a grant
of the colony, subject to certain provisions and reser~
vations, to a company or individual as proprietor, who
dealt with the colony as an estate 1."> be' settled' and
developed. Examples of the former class were Bar~
bados and Jamaica, of the latter, Virginia and Pennsylvania.
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THE PRIVY COUNCIL AND THE COLONIES

as the
in extent, quesfions concerning
management
became more and more frequent, and were naturally
referred by the King to what was,
the first
of
the seventeenth century, tlae seat of the executive
government of England, the Privy Council. This
body, consisting of the chief officials of the Crown, was
atready accustomed to deal with matters affecting the
relations of England with other countries, and had
""e~ some experience of governing dependencies, such
~-as tiie Channel Islands. But the credit of first creating
a separate department of the Council for this purpose
belongs to the Ministers of Charles I ; a Commission
for Foreign Plantations (really a Committee of the
Council) being created in r634, and lasting until r64I.
The idea was revived by the Protector Cromwell, who,
in the year r654, created a Committee of the Council
of State (as it was then called) for· Trade and Plantations, to carry out the po!icy embodied in the Navigation Acts. At the Restoration, in r66o, a Committee of the Privy Council for Plantations was
formed, which soon became a Commission, and was
in the year r672 united with the Council of Trade,
another branch of the Privy Council, created, as
its name implies, for dealing with the closely
connected subject of external trade. This united
body suffered temporary extinction in r675; but, in
the year r6g5, King William constituted a permanent
Board of Trade and Plantations, which gradually
acquired recognition in Acts of Parliament, had
various powers gt\ren to it, and in the year r768
was put under the management of a newly created
Secretary of State, a high official of whose office we
shall later speak (p. 248).
6
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Loss OF THE AMERlCiN COLONIES · •
Unfortunately, this promising developement received
a severe check by the separation of the American
colonies in the year 1782 ; and befo.re, by the Peace
of Versailles in 1783, their independence was formally
recognized, the new Secretary of State and the Board
of Trade and Plantations were both abolished, as
though Great Britain had gone o·ut of business as a
colonizing Power. •Happily, the courageous government of Pitt soon reversed this faint-hearted policy ;
and, in the year 1784, a new Committee for Trade and
Plantations was created, which, in the year I8oi, was •
put under the control of the newly created Secr~.
of State for War. This somewhat strange union of parts
lasted until the Crimean War, in 1854, when the
increasing duties of the War Office led to the creation
of a separate Secretary of State for War, thus leaving
the affairs of the colonies exclusively to the 'Colonial
Office.' The Secretary of State for the Colonies is, in
normal times, a CaJ:>inet Minister of the highest rank,
though he takes precedence after the older Secretaryships for Home and Foreign Affairs (p. 229). He is
always a member of Parliament, and is directly
responsible to Parliament for the conduct of his
office.
WHAT IS A CROWN COLONY?

(3) By a ' Crown colony ' is meant an overseas
possession of the Crown (other than British India),
which does not enjoy the powers of ' self-government'
described in the last chapter, or, putting the matter
in positive form, is subject to the control of the
Colonial Office 1 in the management of its daily affairs.
Like the self-governing Dominions, tach Crown colony,
t It is not strictly 'true to say that all the Crown colonies are
under the Colonial Office. One (Ascension Island) is under the
Admiralty.
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gro~:;p of colonies, is placed under the rule of a
resi~nt Governor or Administrator appointed by the

or

the Governor of a self-governing
the
a Crown colony is a real
ruler, not bound to act
to
advice of
subject to
from the
local officials,
Colonial Office, exercising
own
in per~
forming the duties of his office.
reason
for this important distinction betvj;;een the Dominions
and Crown colonies is, of course, that the latter have,
in some cases, at least, been acquired by conquest
from foreign Powers, and are in the main inhabited
by people who have not the deep-seated instinct of the
.""A~-Saxon for self-government, nor his long traditions of the way in which to exercise it. It should,
however, once again be remembered, that, even in
the case of Crown colonies, there is no attempt, nor
ever has been, to make them sources of tribute to the
Imperial Government, nor even, since the repeal of
the Navigation Acts (p. 55), which aimed at keeping
control of the carrying trade of -t.he Empire in the
hands of Great Britain, ha_s there been any attempt
to subject the economic interests of the colonies
to those of the United Kingdom or any other part
of the Empire. On the other hand, though the aim
has always been to make each colony self-supportq
ing; i.e. to defray the expenses of its government
out of its own revenues, the United Kingdom has, in
times past, spent large sums of money, without asking
for any share in the profits, in developing the resources
of various colonies for the benefit of those colonies
themselves, and in supplementing deficits in their
revenues.
Crown ·

•
INSTITUTIONS OF CROWN COLONIES

It would, moreover, be a great mistake to suppose
that, because the Crown colonies do not enjoy the
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full powers of self-government, they are all. placed
under simple autocratic govein:l:lent. For one t!J.ing,
the inhabitants of a conquered or ceded colony have
usually been allowed to retain their own system of
law for the regulation of their private afiairs; although
until the grant .to them of representative institutions,
the Crown claims the right of altering this, if it sees
fit, by Order in Council. But, apart from this, a
large number, even of the Crown "colonies, have been
given Constitutions• which enable them to exercise a
considerable control over their own affairs. There
are, in fact, three well-marked types of government
in the Crown colonies ; and only one of these can •
fairly be called a purely autocratic or absolute
of government.

.s.-n.

REPRESENTATIVE COUNCILS

In the highest type of Crown colony, there is a representative legislatu~ consisting of one or two chambers;
though this legislature is not entitled to the name of
Parliament. Thus, in the•Bahama Islands, the Bermudas, and Barbados, there is a Legislative Council
nominated by the Crown, but wholly or mainly selected
from the non-official inhabitants, and a wholly elective
Legislative Assembly. In seven other colonies, there
is a legislature which combines the character of a
nominated and an elected body; some of its members
being nominated by the Crown, and others elected by
the inhabitants. These are the colonies of British
Guiana, Jamaica, the Leeward Islands (federal), Mauritius, Ceylon, Cyprus, and Fiji. These legislatures have
not, as has been hinted, the full powt;js of a Parliament,
particularly as respects criticism of the colonial
government; but they can put up a strong opposition
to 'Government measures,' and they have almost
complete control of local expenditure, subject to the
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import:~mt

and universal rule, that no taxation can be
ltx~pt on the proposal of the
Crown's representative. Moreover, as was mentioned
an earlier
of the C~rovvr1 to
imp~sed by them

appears on
except where it
It may, moreover, be mentioned, that a grant of representative institutions of the Crown colony type
does not require an Act of the l"mperial Parliament,
~ut may be, and often is, ro.ade by the Crown by
Letters Patent.

EXECUTIVE COUNCILS

In the Crown colonies, there is usually also an
Executive Council, consisting of high officials directly
appointed by the Crown, with, in some cases, nominated unofficial members, being inhabitants appointed
by the Governor with the approv.al of the Colonial
Office. The relations of the Governor with his
Executive Council are settled by the Governor's Instructions, which generally give him power to override
the views of its members where they differ from his
own. But the facts that the members of the Council
do not owe their appointments to him, and are
often persons of greater local experience than his own,
naturally exercise a restraining influence upon his
action. It should be mentioned also that, in the
Crown colonies where there are not garrisons of ' regular'
troops (p. I92), the Governor is usually, and not
merely in name (as in the self-goveming Dominions),
the Commander-in-Chief of the local forces, but that
the action of the executive is kept within legal bounds
by the existence of courts of justice presided over by
judges directly appointed by the Imperial Govemment,
and incapable of being dismissed or affected in their
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salaries by the Governor who, as has been e~plained
(p. 6g), is answerable for bre¥bes of the law to t'hem,
as well as to the English courts.
NOMINATED LEGISLATURES

The second type of Crown colony also has a local
legislature; but it consists entirely of Crown nominees.
It is therefore spoken of only as a 'Council' ; and its
only claim to repre~ent local feeling is that some of
its members (usually a minority) are chosen by t:4e
Crown from among the non-official inhabitants of the
colony, the remainder being Crown officials. Often, •
however, it cannot introduce proposals for le~- •
tion g and even its financial powers are strictly
limited. Moreover, where the legislature consists
of nominees, the Crown can continue to legislate
for the· colony by Orders in Council sent out from
England. Obviously, in such colonies, the personal
authority wielded by the Governor is very great,
being checked only by the advice of his Executive
Council, and by the indepepdent action of the judges
of the courts, all of whom, lt will be remembered, are
appointed by the Crown on the recommendation of
the Secretary of State, and are not removable by the
Governor. But it should also be borne in mind, that
a Governor of this type is in constant correspondence
with the Colonial Office, that his proceedings are all
carefully recorded, and that he naturally endeavours,
by discreet and kindly behaviour, to earn a good reputation which will help him to promotion to a more
important and dignified sphere of work. The colonies
under this type of government are many in number,
including Trinidad and Tobago, G~nada, The Gold
Coast, Sierra Leone, and British Honduras. The
former colony of British New Guinea, now known as
Papua, was once in this list; but it now occupies a
peculiar and interesting position, being placed under the
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control. of the Federal Government of Australia. This
is an important ex~rmnent, the working of which
will be watched with great
by all students of
politics.
AUTOCRATICALLY GOVERNED vv,.,_,v,.,u>>:J

It is only
the
and
colonies that the purely autocratic
a Governor
or Administrator is, for military feasons, maintained.
They are few in number, but include the important
tfaval stations of Gibraltar and St. Helena, Basutoland
(which is administered by a Commissioner acting
u;wler the orders of the High Commissioner for South
A!nca as Governor}, Ashanti, governed by a Chief
Commissioner appointed by the Governor of the Gold
Coast, Ascension Island (administered by the Admiralty), Aden and Perim, under the control of the
Governor of Bombay, and Wei-Hai-Wai, which is,
strictly speaking, only leased to the British Empire.
The North-West Territories of Canada may also be
said to be of this type; but, like British New Guinea
(though in a less advanced stage) they are not under
the control of the Colonial Office, but of the Federal
Government of a self-governing Dominion, viz. Canada.
Where colonies of this rank are under the control
of the Colonial Office, the Crown can legislate for them
by Order in Council.
(4) We now come to the last group of the com·
munities which compose the British Empire, viz. the
provinces of British India.
BRITISH INDIA

• the interest of the English in India
As is well known,
was for long of a purely commercial character, directed
by joint-stock companies of an old-fashioned type,
which, at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
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became definitely united into the United Compan_y of
Merchants Trading to the Eatt Indies, commonly
known as ' The East India Company.'
THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

This company; though not, for a long time, under the
direct control of the Crown, became, in the eighteenth
century, mixed up with Government loans, for. which
it undertook respoasibility, in return for a grant or
recognition of its monopoly of the trade to India ;
though the validity of the Crown's claim to gra11'1:
such monopoly was more than doubtful. Partly to
protect its traders and their rich ' forts. ' or settle- •
ments on the coast (Calcutta, Madras, and Born~) •
from attacks by the native princes, partly to enable
its members to hold their own against the efforts of
other European traders (French, Dutch, and Portuguese), The East India Company was allowed to raise
and maintain a considerable army, the control of
which was entirely in its own hands. Very naturally,
the Company was drawn into the constant rivalries
and quarrels of the native :..ulers, some of whom were
shrewd enough to see the advantage of enlisting its
valuable aid on their side. In the year I765, the
Company became, in effect, a great territorial power
by the grant, from the Great Mogul, of the Diwani, or
right of collecting taxes nominally due to that feeble
ruler, and of administering justice, in Bengal, including
Bihar and Orissa.
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BEGINNING OF CROWN GOVERNMENT IN INDIA

Hitherto the direct action of the Crown in India
been confined to the . e.sJablis:QJU!:mt of courts of
ustice for the British settlers, a personal rather than
a territor~al e~ercise of ~uthority; but the acqu~siti~n
f the D1wam was qmckly followed by a penod m
'which the Crown, though still declining to undertake

~
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BRITISH INDIA
direct. government in India, acted as a controlling
and inspecting auth~ity over the Company's administration.· This
first, under the provisions
of Lord
Act ' nf
established a
of the three former '
and
over
subjects, and, in some cases," natives ; while the
J,:ourt of Directors of the Company was made to report
on financial and other matters to The Treasury and the
Secretary of State.

.LJlLLLO>H

<II-

THE BOARD OF CONTROL

The scheme of 1773 was soon superseded by a scheme
introduced by Pitt in 1784, which established a regular
'Board of Control' in London, consisting of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, a Secretary of State, and
four other Privy Councillors, of whom one became
' President of the Board of Control,' and, virtually,
Minister for India. UnG.er this scheme, the powers
of the Court of Proprietors or shareholders in the
Company were greatly reduced, while those of the
Court of Directors and the Company's officials in India
were placed under the close supervision of the Board
of Control and the Governor-General respectively.
The Company was, in fact, rapidly losing its commercial character, as the actual conduct of trade passed
into private hands, and as rapidly acquiring the
character of a government department with vast
responsibilities and wachinery. In the year I8I3, it
was deprived of its frade monopoly (except as to the
tea trade with ~hina), though merchants still required
its licence to trade in India. Its charter was renewed
in 1833; but the great territorial possessions which,·
by that time, the Company had acquired, were de-
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finitely declared by it to be held in trust for the Crown ;
and its commercial monopoly an<! control over private
traders were abolished. On the renewal of the Com~
pany's Charter in r853, the Crown encroached further
on the independence and influence o.f the Company,
by bringing the. enormous official patronage it had
hitherto exercised, under Regulations of the Board of
Control; and the final step was taken when, after
the suppression of the native risings known as the
' Mutiny,' a great A~t of Parliament of the year r858
definitely brought the Company's territories wi~hil\
the dominions of the Crown, and set up a scheme of
government for British India, which, with some •
important modifications, is in force at the pres.t •
day. Of this scheme we must now proceed to give a
brief account.'
THE MODERN SYSTEM

By the Government of India Act of r858, the whole
of the territories formerly under the control of the
East India Company were vested in the Crown ; and
all the powers and liabiliti~, by treaty or contract,
of The East India Company, as well as of the old' Board
of Control,' passed to a newly created Secretary of
State for India, who is the constitutional adviser of
the Crown in all matters of Indian government, is
always a member of the Ministry of the day, and acts
as the head of the India Office.
COUNCIL OF INDIA

To assist him in his arduous and responsible duties,
was created the Council of India, consisting of from
eight to twelve salaried members, wfro are appointed
by the Secretary of State, but cannot be dismissed
1 The government machinery for India has recently been reenacted by the Government of India Act of 1915. It is automaticaliy amended as changes are made.
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by hil;n, thus being assured independence. They may
not sit in Parliamen~ ood are removable on an Address
Of th0
of this CounciL
must
resided, in India .
for a period of at least ten years, t.erminating within
the last five before
appointment. As a matter
of fact, substantiallv all members of the Council are
Chiefs or Indian officials of recent experience. They
hold office normally for five ytears, which may be
extended to twelve by Minute of the Secretary of State
"laid before Parliament. The sittings of the Council
are usually presided over by the Secretary of State,
.~o has an ordinary, as well as a casting vote.
POWERS OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The Secretary of State is expected to consult his
Council in all matters of importance, and, as a general
rule, to follow its advice. But, where he disagrees
with its opinion, he is at liberty, except in cases where
a majority of votes is expressly required, to disregard
it, in view of his ultimate responsibility to Parliament;
though, when he does so, he is expected to record his
reasons, and any member of the Council may record
his own reasons for the advice which he gives. Most
orders of the Council, moreover, go out in the name
of the Secretary of State; communications to and from
the Viceroy are addressed by and to him; he may, if
he pleases, withhold urgent and secret despatches from
the Council ; and all acts of the Council done in his
absence require his approval in writing.
~OVERNMENT IN INDIA

But, of course, even in these days of rapid travelling

and despatches, it would be impossible, as well as
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highly undesirable, to attempt to rule a vast cquntry
like India from London, th01!s~ds of miles away ;
and, in fact, most of the responsibility for that difficult
and laborious duty falls upon the representatives of
the Crown in India itself, viz. the Viceroy, Governors,
Lieutenant-Gover;nors, and other administrative heads,
and their Councils, and on the various ranks of t:hat
invaluable body of officials, the Indian Civil Service.
THE ~OVERNOR-GENERAL

The Viceroy, or Governor-General, the supreme'
representative of the Crown in India, was formerly
connected in a special way with the province of Bengal, •
having his headquarters at Calcutta, its capital, the •
premier of the old three 'Presidencies.' ·But at the
commencement of the present reign, by a significant
act of State, the Viceroy's seat was transferred to
Delhi, the capital of the ancient empire of the Moguls,
which occupies a central position in Northern India.
There, and at Simla, the Viceroy holds his court, which
is the centre of British power, civil and military, in
India ; and he is the supreme-head both of the military
and the civil forces, throughout the territories of
British India. The Viceroy is appointed directly by
the Crown, on the advice of the Cabinet as a whole,
and usually holds office for five years.
GOVERNOR-GENERAL IN COUNCIL

To assist him in his countless duties, the Viceroy is
provided with an Executive Council, consisting of a few
distinguished persons, of whom three,at least, must have
been in the service of the Crown in India for at least ten
years, and one (the' Legal Member') must be a barrister
or advocate or p1eader of at least ten• years ' standing.
If a military officer is appointed a member of this
Council, he cannot hold any military command in
India during his membership ; but, by a recent
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amendment, a long and disturbing controversy has,
fot" tli.e time at
been settled, by rendering it
possible, though not compulsory, for the Commanderappomted an Unllnary J.¥H;uLut~I
in--Chief to
Viceroy's Executive Council,
after the Viceroy.
which
Executive
Extraordinary Member. The Ordinary
this Council are appointed, not by the Viceroy, but
by the Secretary of State, and b'y custom hold office,
like the Viceroy, for five years ; and, though the
-viceroy may, on his own responsibility, adopt or reject
any measure whereby, in his judgment, the ' safety,
tranquillity, or interests of British India, or any part
thereof, are, or may be . . . essentially affected,' yet
the control and direction of the general affairs of
British India are, in the ordinary way, in the hands,
not of the Viceroy alone, but of the ' Governor-General
of India in Council,' i.e. the Viceroy and his Executive
Council.
THE LEGISLATURE OF INDIA

•

For more than half a century, there has also been, in
and for British India, a Legislative Council, which, as
its name implies, is concerned with the discussion and
passing of laws; but, until recently, the Legislative
Council consisted merely of the members of the
Viceroy's Executive Council, with the addition of a
few other members nominated by the Viceroy. The
number of these additional members was from time to
time increased; and the proportion of nominations of
unofficial persons, European and native, was gradually
enlarged. But a most important step was taken in
the year Igog• .-.vhen an Imperial Act of Parliament
was passed to t:nable the Governor-General in Council
to make Rules (to be laid before Parliament) by virtue
of which elected representatives of India might be sent
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to the Legislative Council; and, ten years lat~r, an
even more important step was~~en, by dividing the
Legislative Council into two Chambers-a Council of
State and a Legislative Assembly. The former is to
consist of not more than sixty members, of whom not
more than twentY. may be officials, though there need
not necessarily be any elected members. The latter
is to consist of 140 members, of whom roo must be
elective, and, of the remainder, only 26 are to be
officials. Members ot the Council of State hold their
seats for five years, those of the Assembly for three;.
but either Chamber may be sooner dissolved by the
Viceroy, though not more than nine months (normally
six) may elapse between a dissolution and a new •
session of the dissolved Chamber. Moreover, though
it is clearly not intended that Responsible Government
in the full sense of the phrase (pp. 64-65), shall at once
be introduced into the Viceroy's administration, yet
an interesting step in that direction is taken by the
provisions that every member of the Viceroy's Executive Council shall be nominated a member of one of
the Chambers of the Legislature, and that, from the
members of the Legislative Assembly, ' Council Secretaries' may be appointed to assist the members of
the Executive Council. Moreover, the severe restrictions formerly limiting the procedure and scope of the
discussions in the Legislative Council are largely
(though not entirely) removed; and it is expressly
provided that a Budget statement shall be laid annually
before both Chambers of the new Legislature.
ACTS OF THE INDIAN LEGISLATURE

The laws passed by the Indian Legislature are binding throughout the whole of British Inl!ia, as well as on
Indiansubjectsof the Crown anywhere; but they require,
of course, the assent of the Crown, which is given or withheld by the Viceroy or Secretary of State in manner ex-
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plained in describing the legislation of Dominion governmelll!ts · (p. 71). Neefll~s to say, moreover, that if
conflict with any Act of the Imperial Parliament
to British India, th~:;y arc so
scope is
the
on
Viceroy, on '-''""''"'"""'·''-''·'"
Ordinances, valid
ance by the Crown,
Council alone.

~ERVICE
'" As has been hinted above, the main burden
the
daily government of British India rests upon the
• shoulders of the Covenanted Civil Service, a body of
41>
men recruited by strictly competitive examination from
the most highly educated young men of the United
Kingdom and India itself, who devote the best years
of their lives to the service of India, and who may rise
to the responsible duty of governing huge provinces,
or of acting as the heads of departments of State at
headquarters, or even of serving on the Councils of the
Viceroy or the Secretary of State. There are no rigid
rules of promotion, which goes partly by seniority, but,
in the higher ranks, by merit, as observed by superiors,
especially by the Provincial Governors and Administrators, in whose hands, and in those of the Viceroy,
lies the responsibility of patronage within the service.
Needless to say, the duties of those who carry on the
government of India are not confined to the elementary
tasks of defending the country against foreign attack,
and maintaining order, or even of dispensing justice
in the ordinary sense of the term. It is true that this
latter task is of supreme importance in a country
like India, which suffered for ages from corruption
and oppression ; • and there is a highly organized and
admirable judicial service in British India (p. 306),
the higher posts in which are filled by persons
directly appointed by the Secretary of State from
THE INDIAN CIVIL
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the ranks of advocates in the United Kingdom or
India itself, or from Indian 4Jficials of judicial•e:x:perience, from whose decisions there lies an appeal
to the supreme tribunal of the Empire, the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, which sits in London
(p. 293). But, beyond these tasks, tne Civil Servants
of India are concerned with developing the resources
of the country, its mines, forests, and rivers, with
averting drought and famine by the extension of the
water-supply, with facilitating intercourse by means
of railways, with relieving distress caused by famines
and catastrophes which cannot be averted, and witn.
providing education for the teeming millions of Indi~.
In these many tasks, they naturally call in, if occasion •
requires it, the temporary assistance of the outside •
expert ; and they are assisted in the clerical arid
subordinate parts of their work by a Provincial or
Uncovenanted Civil Service, recruited almost entirely
from the natives of India. But the burden and
responsibility rest chiefly, it must again be said, on
the members of the Covenanted Civil Service, whose
services have done so much to render British rule in
India not merely possible, but respected and trusted.
It would be wrong, however, to allow the reader to
carry away the impression that the government of
India, even in India itself, is centralized in the court
of the Viceroy at Delhi or Simla. India is not a country
of one nation, but of many nations ; and the old
racial and political divisions, which existed before the
country came under British rule, have not been
obliterated. These divisions are known generally as
• provinces' ; but, in fact, they are of different degrees
of importance and civilization, and have different forms
of government under the supervision of the Viceroy .

•

THE PROVINCES OF INDIA

f

The oldest and most important are the three original
Presidencies/ now the provinces of Madras, Bombay,
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and Bengal; and on these, together -vvith the ' United
Pr<1vilices' (Agra a:rl!tl l.Judh), the Punjab,
and
Orissa, the Centr8]
the statute
of
local
government, amounting
stricted list of
the full sense.
merely endowed with Executive Councils,
with
salaried ' Ministers,' chosen from among the elected
members of the local legislatun!, and holding their
offices only so long as they retain their seats. These
Ministers, though they are not members of the Executive Councils, advise the Governor in the administration
* of 'transferred subjects,' i.e. matters treated as suitable
* for provincial self-administration. The choice of such
subjects has not yet been finally made ; and a good
deal of the importance of the new legislation will
depend upon it. But the Act of last year also extends
the powers of the Provincial Legislative Councils set
up by the legislation of rgog, and provides that not
less than seventy per cent. of their members shall be
elective. Subject to the assent, not only of their own
Governors, but of the Go\rernor-General, and subject
also to the reservation from discussion of certain subjects, the Provincial Legislative Councils may make
laws for the peace and good government of their
respective provinces ; and the annual Budget for the
province must be submitted to its Legislative Council,
in the form of demands for grants, though there are
provisions for enabling the Governor to mitigate the
effect of a refusal of supplies, especially in 'reserved
subjects,' i.e. subjects not handed over to ' Ministers.'
In a Lieutenant-Governorship, the Lieutenant-Governor
is assisted by a Legislative Council, of whose members
some at least fnay be elective. But the powers,
legislative and financial, of the Legislative Council in
such a province are lll;UCh more restricted than those
of the legislature of a ' Governor's Province.'

'I
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The provinces of the less advanced districts of India,
the North-West Frontier Provfn.c!e, Biluchistan:D~hi,
Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands, and others, are under the administration of
Chief Commissioners, also appointed by the Viceroy;
and new provinct:~s of their type may be created from
time to time by the Governor-General in Council, with
Legislative Councils of not more than thirty members,
nominated or representative. A less advanced province
may also be promoted to the rank of a Governor's
Province, as was done last year (1922) in the cas~
of Burma. In these provinces, again, it is the duty
of the Commissioner to keep the Viceroy thoroughly •
informed of the progress of affairs, to obey his instruc- •
tions, and, generally, to carry out his policy. For, it
must be carefully remembered, the Government of
India is not, like the Government of Canada or
Australia, a federal Government, but a single government which, as a matter of convenience, entrusts large
powers to local authorities, but which reserves the
right to control those authorities when it sees fit to
do so.
•
PRINCIPLES OF BRITISH INDIAN GOVERNMENT

Before leaving the subject of British India, it may
be well to call attention to three rules affecting the
government of that dependency, which are of the first
importance for the welfare of the Indian peoples, and
which have been laid down by Parliament for the
guidance of those to whom the government of India
is entrusted.
FINANCE

•

The first relates to the subject of Indian finance.
For centuries before the establishment of British rule
in India, the native populations had been ground under
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the heel of military despotisms, which wrung from
the'l:n every penny dlf 1!heir hard-earned savings, and
stifled all industrial and commercial enterprise by
who showed
perity,
rule of
is, that the revenues
the governrnen t of
is to be incurred, even for
purpose,
the
approval of the Council of India (pp. 84-5), and that the
accounts of all expenditure, duly !\udited by an official
who holds his post, like the judges, without fear of
arbitrary dismissal, shall be laid before the
Parliament every year. It is to be feared that the
• Indian Budget,' as these accounts are called, does
not excite as much interest as it should in the British
House of Commons ; for the firm belief which prevails,
in the upright and wise administration of the Government of India, renders British members of Parliament
unwilling to spare the time and labour necessary for
the study of a difficult and complicated subject. But,
if the slightest suspicion of illegal practices arose,
there are many members of the House of Commons
who would spare no pain~ to drag the facts to light,
and exact reparation ; while recent events have shown
that the Secretary of State for India is responsible in
a very real sense for the efficient conduct of the affairs
of India.
UUUCJ,.lUJ,HF;

!II'

RESPONSIBILITY OF OFFICIALS

A second most important rule is, that Crown officials
in British India are responsible, like Crown officials
throughout the rest of the Empire, both criminally
and civilly, for their acts done both in the conduct of
their official duties and in their private capacity. It is
true that the Vic~roy, the Governors, and the members
of Executive Councils, are not subject to the original
jurisdiction of any Indian High Court for any act done
in their public capacity only ; nor are they, nor any
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members of such High Courts, liable to be arrested
or imprisoned in any proceedin~ in such High ·coflrts,
nor are they liable to any original criminal jurisdiction
of such High Courts, except for treason or felony.
Moreover, any High Court must accept as justified
any act done under written orders of the GovernorGeneral in Council (pp. 86-7}, except as regards European British subjects. But, subject to these necessary
exceptions, any official committing any offence against
any person under h!s authority is liable to prosecution
in the Indian High Courts, as well as in the English High
Court after his return to Great Britain; while the:t'e
5.s a special list of misdemeanours which cover all
derelictions of duty by o:fficials. 1 No Government •
which was not firmly determined to rest its authority •
on justice and uprightness could possibly recognize
such a rule in a country like India, where personal
authority is the chief guarantee of the safety of the
State. It may well be doubted whether the Indian
peasant realizes the nature of the powerful protection
which this important rule throws over him; but he
cannot fail to realize, in a dim way, that the Power
which controls his life is <ts just as it is strong, and
that corruption and oppression are not features of
the British Raj.
EMPLOYMENT OF INDIAN ARMY

Thirdly, it is carefully provided by the Government
of India Act that, while it is necessary for the tranquillity and defence of India that a standing army
should be maintained out of her revenues, this army
shall be used neither to gratify the ambition of an
enterprising Viceroy, nor to enable the Imperial
Government to gamble in European politics. It is
1 One of the most stringent and wholesome of these makes it a
penal offence for any higher official or revenue collector to be
concerned in trade in India, otherwise than as a member of a joint·
stock compan;y.
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eas:x:: to imagine the ;fl.Se that would be made by an
autocratic European State,
on military ideals,
of the
races
Northern
who
like
quest under
leaders
resources
science. As a
army in
consists
troops
the
United Kingdom and forming part of the British regular
army (p. rgz}, partly of native r~iments, voluntarily
recruited, and led by European officers, and partly of
~uropean volunteers resident in India. But it can
only be used outside India with the approval of the
"' Imperial Parliament; and it is never so used except
"' in cases of real emergency. Moreover, though the
cost of its equipment and maintenance in India is,
naturally, borne by the revenues of India, the cost of
maintaining Indian troops during their rare appearances in Europe is borne by the Imperial Exchequer,
to which India does not contribute. An importap.t
legal consequence of these facts is, that the native Indian
Army does not come under the provisions of the Army
Act, to be hereafter explaitWd (p. rgz), nor is it affected
by the well-known rule laid down by the Bill of Rights
against the maintenance of a standing army in time of
peace without the consent of Parliament (p. rgo). It is
governed by Articles of War issued by the GovernorGeneral of India in Council. At the outbreak of the
great war, its numbers were approximately as follows:
British troops raised in the United Kingdom and
forming part of the British 'regular' army, 77,500;
native troops offi.cered by Europeans, rsg,ooo; in
addition to Indian reserves of 36,ooo, and European
: Volunteers ' in India, 39,000.

•
BRITISH PROTECTORATES

It now remains only to allude to those states and
territories which, though not forming part of the
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British Empire, are so closely connected with ;t that
a brief account of their relatit>n~hip to it is essential
to an understanding of the government of the Empire.
FEUDATORY STATES OF INDIA

The first and most important class of these states
is the feudatory States of India, i.e. those states in
the Indian PeninsuJa which are governed by their
native rulers, but which acknowledge the suzerainty
of the British Crown. The precise relationship of eac~
with the Indian Government is settled by the terms
of a treaty; but, in substance, the Imperial suzerainty •
in each is expressed by the three rules: (r) that they •
must not enter into any direct relations with foreign
states, (2) that the size of their armies is limited, and
(3) that they must accept the general advice of a
British Resident, who is a Crown official, and who
keeps the Indian Government in touch with their
affairs. This important personage naturally looks
after the interests and welfare of British subjects
resident in the feudatory ;tates. But a wholesome
rule forbids any European to be attached to the court
of a native ruler without the permission of the Imperial
Government; and any British subject who lends money
to any Indian Prince or Ruling Chief, is guilty of a
punishable misdemeanour. In time of war, the Princes
of the feudatory states are expected to assist the Indian
Government ; and one of the most interesting developments of this policy, voluntarily suggested by the
Native Princes themselves, is the growth of the Imperial Service troops, i.e. bodies of native soldiery
raised and maintained by the Princes, but regularly
inspected by British officers sent for the purpose by
the Viceroy. At the outbreak of the• great war, these
troops numbered upwards of 2r,ooo, and were freely
offered for the defence of the Empire by their rulers.
On the other hand 1 the Indian Government recognizes
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its responsibility for protecting the Native States
frcltn external attack; aPJ.d, if nece,;san for maintaining
internal order and
borders,
this
:may, if
them
the
by Order
under the provisions of the .Foreign JurisdicAct of I8go; and this power has been delegated
to the Governor-General in Council by an Order of the
year 1902. But neither British nor British Indian
law is, generally speaking, in for~e within them.
The feudatory states of India are said to number no
~ess than six hundred; among the more important of
them being the great states of Baroda, Mysore, Kashmir,
Haidarabad, Gwalior, Travancore, and Bikanir. Beyond
this circle lie three others of great importance, whose
connection with the British Empire is slighter, viz.
the great Emirate of Afghanistan on the north-western,
and the independent states of Nepal and Bhutan on
the north-eastern frontier. The two latter have
political relations with China, but are not allowed to
enter into relations with any other state save the
British Empire. The latter rule applied till lately to
Afghanistan, where, and in Nepal, there is a British
Resident. But none of these States owes military
allegiance to the British Empire; and Afghanistan is
now an absolutely independent State.
OTHER PROTECTORATES

Beyond the limits of India altogether lie a large
number of British Protectorates, over which, though
not included in the British Empire, and not, at least
in all cases, owing allegiance to the British Crown,
the latter exercises great influence. They cannot
be classed into different groups on any strict lines;
but, broadly speaking, they may be divided into
(r) countries which, though the seats of an ancient
civilization, have fallen, so far as their native governments are concerned, into a state of weakness which
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would, if they were left unpro1ected, expose. them
to the plots of adventurers, anc1'(2) countries inhabited
mainly by uncivilized races, but in which British colonists have been allowed to settle.
EGYPT

The chief example of the form~r class was Egypt,
with its back territory, the Sudan. Until 1914,
Egypt was nominalYy under the suzerainty of the
Turkish Sultans, by whom it had been conquered in.
the twelfth century, and who treated it as a
tributary, though half-independent province, under
a line of hereditary rulers known as Khedives. 1 But
the internal decay of Turkish rule had invited disturbances; and, since the year 1879, Egypt had been
virtually under the control, ftrst of Britain and
France jointly, afterwards (from r883) of Britain
alone, exercised through a series of Agents and ConsulsGeneral, who, while nominally acting only as advisers
to the Khedive, really directed the acts of the native
Ministers. On the outbrc~k of war with Turkey,
which had hitherto been secured in its tribute, in
1914, it wa!'l felt that it was impossible for the nominal
suzerainty of the Turkish Empire to continue; especially
in view of the importance of the great international
Suez Canal, and the fact that the reigning Khedive,
Abbas Hilmi, openly espoused the enemy cause.
Turkish suzerainty was, therefore, in December rgr4,
proclaimed to be at an end; but still Egypt was not
annexed to the British Empire, the Khedivial Crown
being conferred on His Highness Hussein Kamel,
the lineal representative of Mahomet Ali, the founder
9f Egyptian independence. But the appearance of
British rule was strengthened by the conversion of the
tonsul-Generalship into a High Commissionership,
"'
"'

I These rulers had been virtually independent of Turkish control
since 1805.
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the hoiQ.er of which oice was appointed by the British
CroWn, and virtually co:tUrolled the Egyptian Government under the direction of the British Foreign Office~
Tl1ere is a
nati~:--e cu:rny·
largely the
of
stands the Sirdar and a varying number
troops of the regular
army is quartered
By virtue of
' or treaties
Turkey, consular courts
justice have been set up
in Egypt for the protection of "British and other
~uropean residents; but the great legal reforms at
present being carried out in Egypt under the guidance
'~~ of British and French experts will, probably, soon
., render possible the establishment of a uniform judicial
system for natives and foreigners alike. This probability has been strengthened by the resolve, reached
after critical negotiations, of the Imperial Government
to proclaim the sovereign independence of Egypt, in
the spring of rgzz. Egypt is, therefore, no longer
even a Protectorate of the Empire. But the special
British interests involved led the Imperial Government,
in its formal declaration, to reserve the right of safeguarding the communications of the Empire in Egypt,
of defending Egypt against foreign aggression, and of
protecting foreign interests and minorities in Egypt.
The position of the Sudan, which, since its conquest
by General Kitchener in r8g8, has been under joint
British and Egyptian sovereignty, really exercised by
a British Governor-General, remains unchanged.
AFRICAN AND OTHER PROTECTORATES

The other great class of British Protectorates consists,
as has been said, of those countries in a backward state
of civilization, in which British traders and colonists
have been allowed by the native rulers to settle, and
in which the British Empire has, therefore, considerable interests. Even in this class there is no uniformity. Some of these territories, such as Nigeria,
Swaziland, British East Africa, Somaliland, Uganda,
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and the Western Pacific, are almost Crown colonies,
under the rule of Commissi6ln~rs or High Cormnisisoners appointed by the Crown, sometimes directly
responsible to the Colonial Office (as in the Western
Pacific), in others to a superior Colonial official (as
in the case of most of the South African group), sometimes assisted by councils appointed by the Secretary
of State (East Africa and Nyasaland), sometimes not,
sometimes (as in Somaliland and Uganda), exercising
jurisdiction over Btitish subjects and natives alike,
sometimes (as in Nigeria and Nyasaland), only over
British subjects. The precise conditions in each cas~
can only be ascertained by reference to the order
in Council relating to the Protectorate. In this connection, however, it should be specially noted that, by
an important Act of Parliament, the British Settlements Act of r887, power is conferred on the Crown to
establish, by Order in Council, laws and institutions
which shall bind British subjects in such countries, in
spite of the general rule previously explained (p. 62).
CHARTERED CoMPANIES

•
Other members of this class are really territories
colonized by the efforts of Chartered Companies, such
as the area of Northern Rhodesia, which until next
April will continue to be administered by the British
South Africa Company, through administrators appointed by it with the approval of the Colonial
Office, and assisted by executive or even (in British
North Borneo) legislative councils, comprising unofficial representatives of the settlers.
' SPHERES OF INFLUENCE '

Beyond these, again, there js an o'btlying fringe of
tropical or oriental states (such as Zanzibar, the Malay
States, and Brunei), in which British influence is
practically confined to excluding dealings with foreign

•

•

•
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• SPHERES OF INFLUENCE'
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Powers, giving advice through a resident representativ<! at the court of fhe- native ruler, and establishing
consular courts, under the powers conferred
the
Foreign
for the
of
subjects,
power
areas, the
resented,
which owe neither
mission to the Britlsh Crown. Among
the countries, such as Mesopotamia and P~lestine, in regard to
l"hich a 'mandate' has been entrusted by the Peace
Conference to the British Empire, will, in the future,
occupy an important place. But it is too soon,
view of the uncertainty as to the extent and terms of
these' mandates,' to attempt any description of them.

•
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CHAPTER V

~MPERIAL CABI~ET

the Imperial Parliament, that peculiar institutio;
which we call ' the Cabinet,' and which is the real
depositary, for the time being, of the powers of government, is purely English in origin, and is one of the
many experiments in the art of government which
England has shown to the world. Like the Imperial
Parliament, also, it has expanded, from a purely
English origin, to include the other countries of the
United Kingdom, and, finally, all the territories of
the Empire. Happily, by virtue of its greater flexibility, it has been found more easy to adapt it, than
Parliament, to the perform~nce of Imperial duties.
Something has already been said (pp. 34-36) of the
events which brought Cabinet government into
existence ; but the Cabinet is so mysterious and so
informal a body, that it is difncult to explain its
working and character without dealing a little further
with its history.

LIKE

ORIGIN OF THE CABINET

When it became clear, after the Restoration of
Charles II, that the old system of personal government
by the King, acting on the advice of his Privy Council,
was doomed, there was a period of doubt and hesitation, which lasted for more than half a century. In
spite of the Civil War, it is possible that, if Charles II
and his immediate successors had been able and hone~t
JQ?

----~-~~--

-------
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men, willing to devote themselves sympathetically to
the- task of governil!g .the country, the old system
might have survived
a slightly modified form,
Certainly the usual reason
for the decline in
of the
v1z. that it had grown too
is
had solved
tasks
the mere
an official
body. But Charles II
was
frivolous and indifferent to power ;
brother and
successor was stupid and bigoted ;• William of Orange,
though an able and even brilliant ruler, had his mind
Axed on foreign, rather than domestic problems;
Anne was weak and lethargic ; George I and his son
knew little of England, and cared less. And, in con~
trast with this indifference and frivolity, there lay
deep in the minds of sober people, though not altogether
with affection, a memory of that great Parliamentary
struggle which had brought Charles I to the block,
and had been followed by a period in which the power
and grandeur of Cromwell's rule had made England
respected, as never before, in the world. It was to
Parliament then, and especially to the House of
Commons, that men's eye~ turned.
But the House of Commons itself was, in a sense,
a defeated body. It had tried to govern England
directly; and it had failed. Whether the ' Rump'
Parliament which Cromwell dissolved, or Cromwell
himself, was the more popular, or the least unpopular,
in the country, it is difficult to say; but Cromwell
could truly claim that not a voice had been raised in
protest against ' Pride's Purge.' A similar fate had
befallen the less ambitious attempt of Parliament to
secure indirect control of the government by nominating
the Council of State and the Crown's Ministers. This
had long been <t cherished ambition ; but the Protector, in his schemes of a Constitution, would not
have it, and his strong, practical sense was justified.
Nevertheless, the claim of Parliament to rule England
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was sound in essence, if mista~en in form ; and, as
often happens, was to be acltieved by indirect" means
when direct means had failed.
104

MINISTERS IN pARLIAMENT

_For Charles II, who, as he expressed it himself, was
determined not to • set out on his travels again,'
soon found that it was easier and. safer to cajole and
flatter Parliament than to override it; and, as he had
none of those moral scruples which were the redeeming
features in the otherwise unheroic character of h:¥>
father, he proceeded to employ confidential agents to
• influence' the votes of its members. At first, he •
allowed his old-fashioned advisers, such as Clarendon •
and Middlesex, the Lord Chancellor and Lord Treasurer,
to expound their policy laboriously at the meetings
of the Privy Council, whilst his secret agents, whose
pames are only known from unofficial sources, such as
diaries and Court gossip, really pulled the strings, and
worked up a majority for the Crown in the House of
Commons. Sometimes these agents were not even
members of the House, but did their work in the lobbies
and on the staircases at Westminster. Obviously,
however, they had more chance of success if they had
access to the House itself, and could thus raise their
voices in debate, albeit with caution, in favour of the
Crown's wishes. So successful were they, in some
cases, that the King actually rewarded them with
admission to the Privy Council itself ; to the disgust
of Ministers of the older type, who -saw themselves
superseded by unofficial interlopers, who really enjoyed
that confidence which the King denied to his official
advisers.

•

UNPOPULARITY OF SYSTEM

This was a very bad kind of government; and it
is satisfactory to know, that both William of Orange
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and the honester spiits in Parliament thoroughly
dete'Med it, and did theft best to defeat it. William
of Orange would never admit that he ought to leave
or be
in the
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In fact, Parliament after one or two unsuccessful
attempts, managed <to pass into law, by the Act of
S~ttlement of I7oqf, a provision by which no one
holding an office or'place
profit under the King, or
receiving a pension from the Crown, should be capable
of serving as a member of the House of Commons.
This provision, had it been enforced, would have
rendered Cabinet government impossible, or would,
at any rate, have compelled the Cabinet to draw its
members from the House of Lords exclusively.
THE PLACE ACTS

Happily, as it became clear that Cabinet govern~
ment was the best solution of the pending question,
how England was to be governed, this provision of the
Act of Settlement (which was not to take effect till
the death of Queen Anne) was repealed, and a. new
one substituted by the Succession to the Crown Act
of 1707, to the effect that any member of the House
of Commons, accepting a place of. profit, or. pension at
pleasure, under or from the Crown, should, ipso facto,
vacate his seat, and be incapable of election; except
that persons accepting offices originally created before
October, 1705 (the date of the Act of Security, which
first attempted this compromise), might be afterwards
elected, or re-ele'tted, to the House of Commons.
This compromise, with coJtain minor alterations, of
whicl! the m<?Jst important is .the disqualifying not
merely of pensioners at pleasure, but of all pensioners
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(with a few exceptions), remains in force at the present
day as a foundation principltt c'-f the Cabinet System;
and the rule of exclusion has been extendt1d to persons
holding Government contracts, to the judges, and to
a few other classes of officials. It does not, however,
apply to the holders of naval or military commissions;
though officers' on active service may be forbidden
to take any prominent part in politics. Nor does
it, curiously enough, extend to the so-called ' Parliamentary ' Unq~r-~ecretaries of State, because .these
persons, thou~h they receive salaries from the Exchequer, do not hold office directly under or from t~e
Crown; being appointed by their official chiefs.

•

•
THE PARTY SYSTEM

For, as has been hinted, the opposition to the
appearance of Ministers of the Crown in the House of
Commons was doomed to defeat. The Revolution
of r688 practically placed the internal government
of the country in the hands of a few leading statesmen, from whose ranks the King or Queen, whether he
or she liked it or not, was in practice obliged to choose
the Crown's Ministers, because no one outside had the
necessary knowledge and authority. But these statesmen (such as Danby, Somers, Nottingham, Sancroft,
Halifax, and Clarendon), though they reluctantly
combined to offer the crown to William, were really
divided in sentiment between the old royalist and the
Parliamentarian ideas; and, when it became clear
that, on the death of Queen Anne without children,
the duty of choosing a successor would again fall upon
Parliament, the two parties, Jacobites (or supporters
of the' Old Pretender') and Hanova-ians (or favourers
of the new Hanoverian line), began rapidly to organize
their forces in the country for the coming struggle,
and thus laid the foundation of the modern Party

'~
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System, on which the 1Cabinet rests. The Hanoverian
party, or Whigs, won file first round, by procuring
the passing of the A,ct
before referred
to (p. 4), which secured the Crown to the Hanoverian
But the
or
off a counter-revolution
; and
only by the narrowest
safely
seated on the throne. 1
George I and
George II were compelled to
William had
always flatly refused to do, viz.
their Ministers
f\om one party only, and that party the Whigs, because the Tories hardly disguised their intention (which
took open form in IJI5 and I745) of trying to restore
the line of James II. It was during the reign of
George II especially, that the Cabinet System was
definitely worked out and established by Sir Robert
Walpole, who, as he said, would 'Whig it with anybody; but 'ware Tory.' It was not, in fact, until
the accession of George III, an English-born King,
that the Tories became even luke-warm supporters
of the Hanoverian line; and, even then, George III,
who hated the Cabinet System, and desired to return
to personal rule, chiefly made use of them to destroy
Walpole's work.
APPEARANCE OF NEW PARTIES~

But the system had taken too firm root to be torn
up, even by the industry and resolute will of George
III ; and when, after the disastrous loss of the American colonies, and the failures of the war with France,
Lord North's Ministry, which merely carried out the
King's wishes, fell with a crash, personal government
disappeared, and the Tory party, under the masculine
guidance of Pitt, 'became as loyal to the Cabinet and
Party System as the Whigs.
l Those who care to get a good idea of this crisis in a delightful
form should read Thackeray's Esmond.
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RADIC~~
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In the first half of the nineteenth century, the fierce
names of 'Tory' and 'Whig (originally terms of
abuse) were replaced by the milder titles of 'Conservative and. ' Liberal ' ; and the change marked
the growth of a calmer feeling in politics, whilst the
appearance of a third, or ' Radical ' party, though it
ultimately coalesced with the Liberals, showed that
the new class of lntelligent artizans created by the
industrial revolution in the North, was determined 1jp
take its share in the government of the Empire.
1

1

HOME RULERS

The growth of Irish feeling which demanded the
repeal of the Act of Union of I8oo (p. 58a), gave rise to
a fourth or ' Home Rule ' party in the last half of the
nineteenth century; though this can hardly be
reckoned as part of the Cabinet System, because its
members steadily refused to accept office from the
Crown, even after their policy had been made part of
their own programme by the official leaders of the
Liberal party. The chief result, in fact, of this last
step, so far as the Party System was concerned, was
to cause a split in the Liberal ranks, and throw over
many of the more sedate members of that party into
the ranks of the Conservative party, which thereupon
assumed the more sectarian title of' Unionist.' 1
LABOUR

On the other hand, the older type of Radical, dating
from the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
disciple of Bentham and Mill, began to merge indistinguishably in the Liberal ranks, • while the newer
type of artizan politician began to assume the designa• There was a temporary intermediate stage known as 'Liberal
Unionism,' on which some of the emigrants rested for a while.
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tion of.' Labour,' and,like the Home Ruler, to separate
himself from other part~s, and rest upon the powerful
Trade Union organization.
is,
,
important
Irish Home Ruler
and the
does not >llwavs
object, if he can
to join the
to suppose that,
Ministry ; and
the
despite sectional
in its
Party as a whole, if it were in a majority in Parliament, would object to form a Government.
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CONVENTIONAl. CHARACTER OF CABINET SYSTEM

Having thus attempted to sketch the history of the
• Cabinet system, and the changes of parties on which
it rests, we .may now set out briefly the rules which
govern its working. One very remarkable thing
about these rules is, that they do not rest (for the most
part) on express law, much less on Act of Parliament,
but merely upon custom and public opinion. Thus,
for example, no court of law could take notice of the
fact that a Minister had refused to resign office when
he ought, by the rules of the system, to have done so,
or the fact that an Order in Council, though nominally
made by the King and Privy Council, was really the
work of a single member of the Cabinet. Such errors,
if errors they be, are left to be visited solely by the
political action of Parliament or the electorate. As a
consequence, it is impossible to give more than a
vagut- authority for these really important rules.
Another consequence is, that the rules themselves can
be modified with extraordinary ease if circumstances
demand it. This latter consequence has its good, as
well as its doubtful side •

•

THE KING ACTS ON THE ADVICE OF THE CABINET

(1) The first rule of the Cabinet system is: that the
King, in return for the immunity from personal censure

no
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or criticism guaranteed him by l}le maxim tha,t ' the
King can do no wrong,' places tte whole of the execui'ive
machinery of the Crown, and, with the rare exceptions
beforealluded to (pp. 43-45), thewhole of the vast powers
and prerogatives of the Crown, described in Chapter I,
at the disposal of the Cabinet as a whole. This result
was not attained without a sharp struggle. Domestic
affairs, at any rate secular affair~, and the political
patronage connectc~ with them, were early secured
by the Cabinet. ' As for your scoundrels of the House
of Commons,' said George II to Walpole, ' you rna~
do as you please.' But His Majesty demurred to
allowing his Ministers any voice in the management •
of navy or army; and it was on1y by slow degrees •
that Cabinet control in these quarters was secured.
The management of foreign affairs, 1 and the disposal
of the higher ecclesiastical patronage of the Crown
(pp. 322-323), were for long subjects of contest ; till the
middle of the nineteenth century, the monarch was
reluctant to relinquish personal authority in these
directions.
RESULTING POPULARITY OF THE CROWN

We need not repeat the discussion attempted in a
former part of this book (pp. 40-45), as to the effect of
this rule of the Cabinet System on the personal position
of the King and the character of the monarchy. It
is sufficient to point out here that, so far from weakening the hold of the Crown on the affections and loyalty
of its subjects, it has immensely increased it. In
fact, it is hardly going too far to say that, but for its
adoption, the monarchy would have long ago ceased
to exist. George I and George II were aliens who
aroused no enthusiasm: in the heart~ of their British
1 It will, of course, be observed, that the much-debated question
of ' secret diplomacy ' is not a question between the King and
Ministers, but between Ministers and Parliament. This question
is dealt with later (pp. 235-236).
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suhjects, and whose•d~tant ties of blood with the
English :Royal House were too faint to awaken the
loyalty of the
The access1on of
ruler.
George'
his
personal
upon the policy of
other
words, by refusing. to accept the first principle of the
Cabinet System; and it was not t.ill disastrous failure
and illness compelled him to give way, that he became
~opular once more. The reigns of George IV and
William IV were too short to allow much test of the
., system ; but the long reign of Queen Victoria, who,
,. though not without some wavering in its early years,
loyally accepted the principle under discussion, placed
the throne firmly on a basis of popular approval which
renders it not only the most splendid, but the most
secure throne in the world.
(:2) The second rule of the Cabinet System is, that
the exercise of the powers and prerogatives thus ceded
by the Crown shall be entrusted to a. comparatively
small body of leading statesmen, unknown to the law,
but designated in popular language as the ' Ministry'
or ' Cabinet.' But these terms, though used indifferently in ordinary speech, are not synonymous.
THE

l

MINISTRY.

The ' Ministry ' includes the whole of the Crown
officials ' responsible to Parliament; i.e. those officials
who occupy seats in Parliament, and resign office at
once if Parliament, i.e. the House of Commons, expresses disapproval of their policy. Whether they all
resign, or only .the Minister specially affected, is a
delicate problem, to be settled by the circumstances
of each individual case. If the disapproval of Parliament is based on purely administrative or executive
conduct, the work of a single department, the Minister
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in charge of that department ~lofle resigns; unless.his
colleagues choose to identify themselves with him.
But if the action (or inaction) condemned by the
House was the result of the deliberate policy of the
Cabinet, then the whole Ministry tenders its resignation.
It is this liability to loss of office on political grounds
which distinguishes all the members of the' Ministry'
from the great mass of the civil sen:ants of the Crown;
though in legal posi\i.on all, or nearly all, Ministers and
non-political officials alike, stand on the same footing.
With the rare exceptions of the judges (p. 13) and _,
very few other officials of exceptional importance,
such as the Comptroller and Auditor General, who hold •
their offices during good behaviour (quam diu bene •
se gesserint), 1 all the servants of the Crown hold their
offices during the Crown's pleasure (dum bene placito),
and can, in theory, be dismissed at a moment's notice,
without reason assigned. In substance, the great
majority of civil servants arc, as bas been said, recruited
by a system of examination, and (unless the contrary
is distinctly specified at the time of their appointment),
hold their position in the Government service for life,
or until they reach the age limit or resign. They are
th1;1s known, though not with legal accuracy, as the
'permanent' civil service, and, as has been said, stand
in sharp contrast with the members of the Ministry,
who are liable to loss of office on political grounds.
Again, it should be pointed out, that this liability to
resign is not a legal obligation; though, doubtless,
an official who refused to resign could be dismissed
by the Crown if he remained obstinate. In fact,
there is one well-known case in which a former King
sent for a Minister's 'seals of office,' without giving
him an opportunity to resign ; but. this action was
universally condemned, as would be any attempt by
the King, except in the clearest circumstances, to
II2

1 A few (e.g. the members of the Council of India) hold for a fixed
period of years, subject, of course, to good behaviour.
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hasten .or influence t~e resignation of Ministers. But
the· extremely awkwar~ position which a Minister
occupy in Parliament if he clung to office after
of it had been
IS
to
to the rule o£ resignation.
THE ' CABINET '

Within the Ministry, however, the real control of
the policy of the Government is exercised by a body
known as the 'Cabinet,' which c.omprises a smaller
~r larger group of leading statesmen, each of whom
enjoys, or is at least supposed to enjoy, the confidence of the country, and to exercise a real influence
on the policy of the State. There are more than one
remarkable feature in the nature and work of the
Cabinet, which must be treated separately.
In the first place, the Cabinet is, as has been said,
a body wholly unrecognized by law. It is often
described as an ' informal committee of the Privy
Council' ; and there is something in its origin and
nature to justify this description. For the Cabinet
has, undoubtedly, taken the place in the government
of the State previously occupied by the Privy Council;
its members are always made Privy Councillors, and
take the Privy Councillor's oath of secrecy ; and the
more formal resolutions of the Cabinet may be issued in
the form of Orders in Council (pp. r;-r8), though as a
matter of fact, they are never discussed at a meeting
of the Privy Council at all.
FoRMAL MEETINGS oF THE PRIVY CouNciL

A meeting of the Privy Council held by the King
is, in fact, now a purely formal assembly. The Lord
President -of the Council (p. 244), or some Minister
(usually the Lotd Privy Seal) acting on his behalf, is
always there; while the other members present (as
a rule three) may include any Minister whose department is concerned with the business to be submitted,
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one of the great Officers of Stj.te (p. 247), and any
other member of the Council (generally a membe~ of
Parliament or of the Royal Household). The presence
of these persons is required for the King's formal
sanction to Proclamations and Orders previously
approved by the Cabinet, or, in minor matters, by a
Minister in charge of a department. The really
essential person on such occasions is the Clerk of the
Council, who enrols in accurate form on the Minutes of
the Privy Council, •and identifies with his signature,
the various documents approved. Thus it will be seei'
that, if the Cabinet is a committee of the Privy Council,
it is a committee which acts with complete inde- •
pendence of its parent body.
•
Moreover, it is not, as a real committee of Council
would be, appointed, even formally, by the Privy
Council, or by the King. It is a body formed by
the Prime Minister, i.e. the person entrusted by His
Majesty with the task of forming, not a Cabinet,
but a Ministry, who, out of the persons whom he selects
for recommendation to the King for appointment to
various Crown offices, further selects a limited number
to form the Cabinet. No doubt, in submitting his
list of Ministers, the Prime Minister indicates also
his choice of a Cabinet ; but, in strictness, the King,
though he can, at least nominally, refuse to appoint
a particular person as a Minister, or even to make
him a Privy Councillor, cannot object to the inclusion of any person in the Cabinet, which is, as was
said before, a body unknown to the law. He could,
no doubt, by striking his name off the Register of
the Privy Council, in effect exclude even an existing
Privy Councillor from the Cabinet; because it would
be a breach of confidence for the other members of the
Cabinet to talk State secrets to an out\ider. But that
would be an extreme measure, which would probably
cause the resignation of the Prime Minister ; because
it would show that the King had ceased to trust him.

'fHE PREMIER AND THE CABINET

.
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The
'"'<'l-'"'a~·~.k ,
its
summons, not
of
his own
meetings of
Majesty's servants.,'
(which
not be, though it generally is, M official residence),
at any time that he likes, and as often as he deems
~t expedient. Moreover, he may even include in his
Cabinet, as has been done on many occasions,' Ministers
without portfolio,' i.e. persons not holding any office,
"" or holding only nominal, or ' sinecure ' offices, under
the Crown. This is a practice which has often been
looked askance at, especially by Parliament, which
likes to make the actual holders of the great offices
responsible for the general policy of the Government.
But its lawfulness is undoubted, or, at least, as undoubted as anything can be about so vague a body as
the Cabinet ; and, indeed, it has now been formally sanctioned by a recent statute, which allows not more than
three salaried Privy Councillors, holding no offices, to
sit in the Commons. Further than that, a Prime
Minister quite lately took the bold, but extremely
popular, step of including in the Cabinet a Dominion
ex-Minister, who, though he was a Privy Councillor,
was not, and never had been, a member of the Imperial
Parliament at all. There could be no better illustration of what is rightly called the ' flexibility' of the
Cabinet System, i.e. the power to adapt it, quickly
and without fuss, to emergencies.
NUMBERS OF CABINET

Another curi~us point about the Cabinet is the
variations in its numbers. At first it consisted only
of a handful of persons, some six or seven, who met
in a perfectly informal way, often at the dinner-table.
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Gradually it grew in size, err•ly to cope wi.th the
growth of State business, p'artly to strengthen "the
Government by enlisting in its support persons who
were supposed to command influence in the country.
At the outbreak of the European War, it had become,
in the opinion of many people,. unduly large, sometimes
exceeding twenty in number; and its deliberations
were said to be assuming much more the character of
set debates than of ihort, informal talks. If so, it was
virtually reproducing the old Privy Council, which,
by reason (amongst other things) of its bulk, ceased'
more than two hundred years ago, to do real business
(p. IOJ). But the weakness of such a large Cabinet •
was shown in the early stages of the European War; •
and, as is well known, in December, rgr6, the then
new Prime Minister made a drastic change, by reducing
its numbers to five (the so-called ' War Cabinet '),
afterwards increased to six by the popular step
recently alluded to. The obvious design of this change
was, of course, to create a small, highly concentrated,
and expeditious body, which should devote the whole
time of its members to questions of general policy
arising out of the war, especially those needing instant
handling, while leaving all the other Ministers to devote
themselves exclusively to the working of their own
particular departments. The dangers of this plan,
as well as its merits, are obvious; the chief being
that it leaves individual Ministers free, subject to the
nominal control of a Cabinet which is, presumably,
fully occupied with other work, to pursue their own
plans, regardless of the plans of their colleagues in
other departments, and thus to risk the growth of
two of the chief vices of bureaucracy, viz. sectional
rivalries and overlapping. Accordin;ly, it has been
abandoned since the armistice.
CABINET RECORDS

Yet another very striking feature of the work of the
Cabinet is, or rather was, untH recently, the fact that

CABINET MINUTES
it kept no formal record t>f its meetings. As a recently
re&ed Prime Minister ot great experience said, in the
House of Commons. on the famm1s occasion of.....,,.,,__'"','"'ber, rgr6, it ,~vas '

<~<

Cabinet,
no u1c;u•uc1
of the proceedings
Minister does so
purpose-and it is
only record of the. proceedings kept-of sending his
letter to the King.' It is easy t~ see how this rule
grew up-it is not convenient to interrupt one's dinner
~or the purpose of framing :formal resolutions, or to
keep a hungry scribe in the background for the purpose.
But it is one thing to explain the origin of a rule, and
quite another to justify it ; and it is hardly in accordance with British traditions of business capacity, that
the vast responsibilities and momentous decisions of
the Imperial Cabinet should depend for their execution
on the casual memories of informal conversations.
Accordingly, it was with some relief that the nation
learnt, on the occasion alluded to, that a more businesslike method was in the future to be followed, and that
a record of every decision would be sent by the Prime
Minister's secretary to every member of the Cabinet,
and, if necessary, to any department or Minister
affected by the decision.
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PRIME MINISTER AND
HIS COLLEAGUES

Before leaving the subject of the composition and
work of the Cabinet, it is necessary to say a few more
words about the peculiar position occupied in it by the
Prime Minister; but this is not easy, because the
position dependl largely upon the personal character
of the Prime Minister for the time being, and the
circumstances of the time.
It is, however, at least possible to point out, that
there is no such office as that of Prime Minister, and
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that, until recently, even the _Qj)Si'tion of Prime Mini;ter
was not officially recognizea. The real founder of
that position, Sir Robert Walpole, as is well known,
disliked the title, and refused to allow himself to be
called by it; being unwilling, with his customary
shrewdness, to give occasion for jealousy. While
he loved the reality of power, he was indifferent to
the appearance of it; and the wis~ example which he
set was long fol1(4wed by his successors. Further
than that, it was long a matter of uncertainty which
of the actual offices in the Government the Prim~
Minister should hold; sometimes that of Chancellor
of the Exchequer, sometimes that of Foreign Minister, •
sometimes that of First Lord of the Treasury. Gradu- •
ally, however, this last office was found to be the most
suitable; partly because it involved, as will be subsequently explained (p. zr6), little or no actual official
work, partly because the commanding position of The
Treasury (p. 215) gave its nominal chief a pre-eminence
in the official world, especially in the matter of patronage. At last, however, the position of Prime Minister
received official recognition by the issue of a Royal
Warrant, in the year 1905, directing that he should
have precedence, in all State ceremonials, immediately
after the Archbishop of York; and the curious, though
not really important anomaly, of a Prime Minister
taking official rank after one of his own colleagues,
is now abolished, while the only remaining reason
for associating the position with any sinecure office,
viz. the necessity for providing the Prime Minister
with a salary, has now been obviated by the new
statute recently referred to (p. rrs).
Again, it is extremely difficult to define what exactly are the powers and responsibilJies of a Prime
Minister, as distinct from those of his colleagues.
It is sometimes said, that he is the sole means of ,
communication between the Cabinet and the King;
but this cannot be literally true, for the 'Minister in
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cannot be

of
virtually
can, in
hiS SUpporterS, nrtV'11TP
who differ from hi's policy.
more important patronage of th~ Crown, including
.the dishibution of honours and distinctions, also,
the Prime Minister has a decisive voice ; it is said,
for example, that recent Prime Ministers have insisted
on approving the appointments to the higher judicial
offices, though the Lord Chancellor is the Minister
primarily concerned with such matters. Again, on
all matters of general policy, at any rate those of firstclass importance, it is the Prime Minister who is
expected to speak the decisive word in Parliament.
He is, therefore, unless he is a peer, always recognized
as Leader of the House of Commons; unless, as on
a recent occasion, the urgent needs of a crisis compel
him to delegate his duties in this respect to a colleague.
Finally, when it is desirable to make a public statement
of Government plans, it is the Prime Minister who
addresses a public meeting, or accords an interview
to representatives of the Press. But when a message
is sent to the head of a foreign State, it is despatched
in the King's name by his personal secretary ; though
the Prime Minister and his more important colleagues
may exchange public messages with Ministers in other
countries.
"·1-'l-JW'"

THE MINISTRY AND PARLIAMENT

(3) The third lreat rule of the Cabinet System is,
that the Ministry must retain the confidence of the
House of Commons, or resign. It is this rule which
is the essence of ' Parliamentary,' as distinguished
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from merely ' constitutional ' _go.vernment, and which
makes it almost impossible, eoK"cept in times of riati~nal
crisis, for any one to be appointed a Minister who is
not a member of Parliament. Further, it makes it
essential, or, at ':least, desirable, that all the more important departments of State should be represented
in both Houses by chiefs who can be questioned, and
defend the actions of their departments, in the House.
This is usually done by appointing as head of each
department a member of one House, and as Parliamentary Under-Secretary, or other official of the depart.,
ment, a member of the other. This is the object of
the otherwise puzzling provision of a statute of r864,
which makes elaborate regulations to prevent more than •
four (now five) Secretaries and four {now five) Under- •
Secretaries of State sitting at any one time in the House
of Commons ; for this provision renders it ahnost certain
that the sixth in each case will be a peer. We remember,
also, that by virtue of the Place Act of r7o7 (p. ros), any
member of the House of Commons who accepts even
one of the offices of State created before 1705, must
resign his seat, though he may seek re-election. And
it may be useful to add, that a good many recently
created offices, such as those of the newer Secretaries
of State, and the Presidents of the Board of Agriculture and the Board of Education, have been placed
by Act of Parliament on the footing of ' old ' offices
for this purpose ; while a general provision of the
Representation of the People Act of r867 enacts, that
the mere transfer, from one office to another in the
same Ministry, of a person who has been re-elected
since his appointment to his former office, shall not
involve the loss of his seat.t Finally, on this point
(though perhaps the matter more sj'ictly belongs to
1 To be quite accurate, mention should be made of the fad that, .
by the Re-election of Ministers Act, rgrg, a member of the House
of Commons who accepts Ministerial office within nine months after
a. General Election, does not vacate his seat.

THE ' CHILTERN HUNDREDS '
1:21
an account of Parliament) it may be explained, that
thee provision of the Piace Act alluded to above is
habitually used to evade
rule that a
of
the House of Commons cannot, strictly speaking,
course it would
absurd to
resign his seat.
enforce such a rule; for an
member would
either to the House or
constituents.
be of no
When a member
to resign, he applies
for, and is given as of course, the office of ' Bailiff of
the Three Hundreds of Chiltern,' a•crown office with a
._pominal salary of a few shillings, which legally disqualifies him from sitting, under severe penalties. He
then resigns this nominal office, which remains ready
for the next member who wishes to resign his seat
<It

THE CABINET AND THE PARTY SYSTEM

(4) As previously explained, the Cabinet's majority
in the House of Commons is maintained, not merely
by the eloquence of its members and their associated
Ministers, but by an elaborate party organization
throughout the country (pp. ro6-rog). It is, accordingly, almost an independent rule of the Cabinet System
(though, of course, purely dependent on custom and
convenience) that all the members of the Ministry
shall be drawn from the party which is in a majority
in the House of Commons, and, therefore, presumably
in the country. In no other way, in ordinary times,
could the necessary energy and united action be forthcoming to carry through the ' programme ' of the
GoverNment in proposed new legislation. This is,
no doubt, the reason for the apparently unreasonable
rule, that, when any proposal which is part of the
Government's g<1jleral policy is defeated in the Commons, the Minis\ry as a whole resigns; for such a
defeat means, of course, that the House is opposed to
the party policy. In states having ' fixed Executives,'
i.e. Ministries which do not depend directly on the
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support of the legislative body1 such as the United
States of America and the tl"wiss Republic, rio stlch
rule prevails; Ministers merely accept their defeat
and try to do better next time. But the rule
is of the essence of 1 Parliamentary' government i
and it holds even when, owing to special circum~
stances, there is a Coalition' Ministry; i.e. a Ministry
recruited from more than one party. There is, how~
ever, a device by which such an extreme step may be
avoided, though it is not one which Ministries are
fond of using. It is described as taking off th~
Government Whips,' i.e. allowing the followers of
the Government to vote independently, in accordance
with their own personal views, on a particular proposal, •
which, though nominally made by the Government, •
is one to which the Ministry as a whole is indifferent.
The' Whips' are members of the House whose business
it is to keep the members of the party together by the
judicious distribution of patronage, social favours,
politeness, and, if necessary, threats, and by the collec~
tion and distribution of the party funds. The' Govern·
ment Whips' draw salaries from the Exchequer,
being usually appointed' Junior Lords of The Treasury'
(p. 216) ; but there are also ' Opposition Whips,'
belonging to every party outside the Government,
who are either paid out of the party funds, or do their
somewhat arduous work from motives of patriotism
or hope of favours to come. It is only in Canada that
the unique arrangement prevails of paying the Leader
of the Opposition a salary out of the national revenue.
This apparently illogical arrangement is, however, a
practical recognition of the value to every Govern~
ment of systematic and independent, but responsible
criticism; and the existence of Sj.Ch criticism is,
undoubtedly, one of the most valuab1e features of the
Party System. The drawback in practice to it is
not so much (as might have been feared) its effectiveness in weakening the hands of the Governp1ent, but
1

1

GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION
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its real. unwillingness·t(6 probe into abuses by which
the"wielders of
critibsm
forward to
when their tum comes to
OF THE CABINET SYSTEM

It is impossible to conclude even
account of the Cabinet System without alluding, however briefly, to one 'of the more serious charges which
have been brought against it in re~ent times by critics
'11\>vho have, perhaps, been more keen to mark defects
than virtues. It is said that, by reason of the fact
'"' that the Cabinet combines the executive power of the
~ Crown (Rule r) with the legislative power which it
exercises as commanding a majority in the House of
Commons (Rule 3), it is in fact a despotism, which is
inconsistent with the alleged fundamental rule of the
British Constitution (so eloquently insisted on by
Montesquieu, Delolme, and other foreign admirers
of that Constitution), that the executive and legislative
powers of the State should be kept wholly distinct.
As a matter of fact, it is very doubtful whether such
a principle ever prevailed in practice in England;
and, if it did, it had disappeared, probably before
Montesquieu's day, certainly before Delolme's. These
eminent writers were misled by the forms of the Constitution, and did not understand its practical working,
which is hardly surprising, as no really lucid account
of that working appeared in England itself until the
middle of the nineteenth century, when Bagehot wrote
his admirable book on The English Constitution. In
truth, the ' separation of powers,' which does exist in
some countries, is the very opposite of British' Parliamentary' governlfent, as understood, not merely in the
United Kingdom but in the self-governing Dominions.
Nor is it right to assume, as is too often done, that
it is by virtue of its position as Ministry of the Crown
that the Cabinet exercises its great power, at least in
9
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ordinary times. It exercises. that power bec~use its
leading members are also le!tding members of on~ or
other House of Parliament, and especially of the House
of Commons, and because, in that capacity, they can
induce the House of Commons to vote any amount
of money, or to pass any legislation, which they may
desire, as well as to give any amount of time to' Government business,' and thus, practi~ally, to extinguish
the time available.for the legislative projects of the
ordinary unofficial member (' private business'). They
therefore wield, for the time being, the supreme powell'
in the United Kingdom, and, subject to the important
reservations previously explained (pp. 64-65), in the ~
British Empire. But they hold this power on a precarious •
tenure. A single hostile vote of the House of Commons,
which may be given at any moment, may force them
and their colleagues to resign, subject to the possibility,
in certain circumstances, also previously explained
(p. 36), of an ' appeal to the people ' by means of a
General Election. If the Ministry is unsuccessful in
that appeal, its fate is decided; if it succeeds, it obtains
a fresh' mandate' or lease of power, which is, however, thus obviously, in the last resort, derived from
the popular will, and held at its pleasure. Even if
it holds the House of Commons, the Cabinet has to
face periodical General Elections not less frequently
(in ordinary times) than every five years (p. 145); and
these, though they do not, if favourable, create new
Ministries (that is a popular error for which the Press
is to blame), yet serve to remind the continuing Ministry
that it derives its great powers, not from any inherent
or permanent authority, but from that ultimate source
of power in every true democracy, public opinion.

'

MERITS OF PARTY SYSTEM

With regard to the wider subject of the merits of
the Party System as a whole, it has already been

THE PARTY SYSTEM

pointed out (p. 107), · th~t the original purpose of the
system was to secure the adoption or continuance of
its
believed to be vital to the

\i!
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which are
and
it
also be pointed
out,
system of Party Govet"nment has another
and indisputable merit, in that it ensures, in ordinary
"1.:imes, not merely (as previously indicated) a steady
and organized criticism of the policy of the Govern~
ment, which is healthy in its effects, but a very deliberate and thorough discussion of arguments for
and against any proposed legislation. It is, indeed,
not quite certain that the effect of the Party
System on legislation has not been unduly to delay
many desirable measures; for opposition fostered by
argument and organization sometimes strengthens
prejudice, instead of removing it. Still, it is unquestionably desirable, that all great legislative changes
should be preceded by widely-spread popular discussion,
not merely to prevent hasty action, but to enable the
measures in question to sink into the popular mind.
And if there appears to be danger of undue delay, the
excellent common sense of the British people (which
has been fostered by this long-established habit of
party discussion) usually proves itself able, as in the
notable example of the recent Reform Bill, to keep
party spirit within due bounds.
THE 'CAUCUS'

A similarly hc\>eful view may be taken of what,
a generation ago, did undoubtedly appear to be a real
danger of the Party System, viz. the increasing power
of the party officials, or ' caucus,' in the management
of political business, especially in the distribution of
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patronage. In every kind ~? organization, there is
always the danger that the man will be made a slave
of the machine, and that the natural and, in many
ways, commendable desire for efficiency will make
means of more importance than ends. But again,
the sturdy independence of the national character
makes it unsuitable material for the application of
excessive discipline; and, indeed, .in recent years, it
is not at all certaiil that the habit of organization,
both in politics and other matters, has not been allowed
to become too faint. Moreover, the sudden admission•
of a very large number of women voters to the exercise
of the franchise may be expected to deliver a severe •
shock to the Party System, which will effectually •
prevent it, for some years at least, exercising an
oppressive influence.
THE PARTY SYSTEM AND IMPERIAL POLITICS

It is a much graver charge against the Party System,
that it accords badly with the wise handling of the
great Imperial problems which are now looming before
British statesmen. The otherwise regrettable indifference to colonial affairs which characterized the
past century has, undoubtedly, had one redeeming
feature, in that it has prevented colonial questions
becoming entangled in a system which was devised
to deal mainly, if not exclusively, with the internal
affairs of the United Kingdom. Almost the only
proposal on colonial subjects which has ever been made
a party question was the proposal for separation; and
that was, happily, laughed out of court many years
ago. All leading statesmen in Great Britain now
approach Imperial problems in a f!rave and serious
spirit, and desire to take full advantage of the wisdom
and co-operation of the statesmen of the Outer Empire. But it is a grave question whether the old
machinery which, as has been said, was chiefly devised
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to ha~dle internal polj.tics, can be adapted to the
wider problems of Em¢re--in plain words, whether
the British House of Commons, organized on a long
or whether a new
is why it is so very
to say whether the
Conference, held at irregular intervals since
the year 1897, under the presidency of the Prime
Minister or the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
e and comprising delegates from the self-governing
Dominions, and, on the most recent occasions, representatives of Indian opinion, ought to be classed as
an expansion of the Imperial Cabinet, or as an independent institution of the greatest promise and value.
All that can be said at present is, that the recent
decision to hold regular annual sessions of the Confer~
ence, and to make its composition as comprehensive
as possible, has been received with profound satisfaction by those who desire the growth of Imperial
unity, and that, whilst it is, obviously, impossible
for a body whose members are, during the greater
part of the year, scattered over the surface of
the globe, and absorbed in .local responsibilities, to
exercise direct executive auth'ority, yet the resolutions
of the Conference are likely to exercise increasing
influence on the policy of the Imperial Cabinet. 1
1
Since the above was put into print, the recent decisions which
enable the Premiers of the Dominions to communicate directly
with the Prime Minister of the Empire, and provide for permanent
representation of the Dominions in the Imperial (War) Cabinet,
have made important contributions to the progress of Imperial
organization (Note of r9r8).

'

CHAPTER VI
THE IMPERIA!. PARLIAMENT (STRUCTURE)

IT is extremely difficult to know where, at the present

•

day, a description of the Parliament at Westminster
should appear in an account of the Government of
the British Empire. Writers who lived half a century
ago, when the belief in Parliamentary institutions was
at its height, and the Parliament at Westminster was
regarded with almost superstitious veneration, were
accustomed to treat Parliament as the supreme, if
not the sole, source of power in the Empire. But the
rapid growth of Dominion self-government since that
date, as well as the growing tendency of Parliament
itself to leave many of its nominal duties in the hands
of the Cabinet or individual Ministers, have greatly
altered the position. We know that, as a matter
of fact, only a comparatively small part of the vast
business of government comes directly before Parliament, and that most of that is business which immedi..:.
ately concerns the United Kingdom only. This is
natural; for, in spite of its Imperial claims, the
Parliament at Westminster is,in origin and constitution,
a product of the United Kingdom alone·; and it cannot shake off the limitations of its origin. Not until
the self-governing Dominions, at leafit, send elected
representatives to the seat of Empire, will there be
a true Imperial Parliament ; and the difficulties of
space ..and time, to say nothing of other difficulties,
make such a step unljkely for the present. Mean-

us

•

•

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

while, the Parliament at Westminster claims to exercise,
in eo-operation with the" King, the supreme control,

direct a11d indirect, over the whole of the
and,
of that
must be treated as an

I!>

history of Parliament need not
us.
have seen (p. 27) that it
in the thirteenth century, as a measure
the Crown and its· Ministers to strengthen the
power by the grant of taxes, that it rapidly became
•a centre for the discussion of grievances and the
promotion of legislation, that it more gradually acquired
the right to criticise, and, ultimately, to control the
policy of the Crown, that, finally, by the growth of
the Cabinet System, it succeeded, not merely in controlling, but, to a certain extent, in shaping that
policy, and appointing means for its execution. We
proceed now to explain the structure and working
of Parliament itself.
THE • HousEs '
It is commonly said, that Parliament consists of
two Houses; and that is practically true. But the
well-known expression, the ' Three Estates of the
Realm,' should remind us that Parliament once consisted of three parts, viz. Lords, lay Commons, and
spiritual or clerical Commons.
THE HoUSE OF CLERGY

This last consisted of the dean or prior, and one
• proctor' (or agent) chosen by the clergy of each
cathedral ' cha11ter ' or governing body, and the
archdeacons and two proctors chosen by the parochial
clergy of each diocese, who were summoned, through
the so-called ' Prremunientes' clause in the writs of
summons sent by the King to the bishops, to attend
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the meetings of Parliament. With that strong conservatism which marks an•British institutions, \his
clause is still inserted in the writs to the bishops sent
at the summoning of each Parliament; but it has long
ceased .to have any meaning. For, though Edward I
was determined to compel the attendance of the
clerical representatives, in order that the clergy might
not be able afterwards to object ~o pay taxes on the
ground that they .had not consented to them, he,
probably, did not really desire the ordinary clergy to
take any part in the general business of Parliament,•
while the clerical representatives equally had no such
desire. Accordingly, even before Parliament had sepa- •
rated into' Houses,' the clerical Commons ceased to be •
an effective part of Parliament, merely putting in an
appearance to hear the King's speech at the opening
of the session, and then departing to hold their own
' Convocations' or Parliaments, at the neighbouring
Chapter House of St. Paul's Cathedral or elsewhere.
Thence they were summoned, at the close of the session,
to give a formal assent to the taxes granted by the lay
Parliament, to which they had to contribute. Even this
formality was abandoned at the Restoration of Charles
II, when, by an agreement between Lord Clarendon,
the Chancellor, and Dr. Sheldon, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, afterwards recognized by statute, it was
settled, that, instead of giving this formal consent
through Convocation, the beneficed clergy should vote
as freeholders, at the election of members of the House
of Commons in their own counties, and be taxed on the
value of their benefices. A curious result of this
irregular proceeding appeared in the year r8or, when
Mr. Horne Tooke, a clergyman, succeeded in being
elected a member of the House oi Commons, and
taking his seat, on the ground that he was no longer
represented, as a clergyman, in the clerical House.
But this contention, logical~ as it was, was soon afterwards overruled, by the Act which disqualifies any
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clerg~an

of the Church of England, and any Catholic
pr.!'est, from sitting in th~ House of Commons.
0F LAY HOUSES

~~J
!ill

Very soon, h"'"'"'"",...
Parliament,
them~
selves into two
the
,
and this division· has ever since continued. This
separation was so natural and unconscious, that no
• formal account of it survives· and it is difficult, owing
to the state of the early
to
decide exactly when it took place. We are, however,
justified in believing that it was before Parliament
was fifty years old. It was natural that the elected
members for the shires
boroughs should
themselves from the great nobles, lay and clerical,
who received personal writs of summons from the
King, and in whose presence they could hardly discuss
with freedom the grievances of humbler folk. But
what was not so natural, and yet was vitally important,
was, that the Knights of the Shire, the natural leaders
at that time of the Commons, did not separate themselves, as in some other countries, from the members
for the cities and boroughs, but united with them to
form a single ' estate of the realm,' represented by a
single House of Commons, which, as the growing wealth
of the boroughs supplemented the skill and authority
of the Knights of the Shire, soon learned to hold its
own both against the Crown and the Lords. By this
separation into two Houses, it will be observed, it
became impossible for the Crown to secure a majority
in Parliament by the simple process of summoning
more peers ; because the consent of each House
separately had to be obtained for all measures. We
proceed, therefore, to examine the composition of
each House, before dealing with the work of Parliament
as a whole.
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HEREDITARY PEERS

•

The House of Lords consists mainly of hereditary
peers of various degrees-dukes, marquises, earls,
viscounts, and barons ; that is, peers whose ancestors
were also members of the House, or whose descendants
will be in due course. There is no legal limit on the
power of the Crown to create such peerages; and they
are frequently conrerred for political, military, and
other services. But it seems to have been decided •
in the seventeenth century (though the point is not
very clear), that the Crown could not refuse a summons •
to the House of Lords to any man who was the male •
heir, according to the feudal rules of descent, of his
ancestor who had received a summons, and had actually
taken his seat; and this rule is in force at the present
day. It should be remembered, however, that the
feudal rules of descent limit the inheritance to the
eldest among the males of equal degree (' primogeni~
ture ');while women cannot sit in the House of Lords.
It follows, therefore, that there can be only one holder
of each peerage in Parliament at the same time ; and
indeed, when a peerage descends on co-heiresses, not
only the seat in Parliament, but the peerage itself, is
'in abeyance,' until the Crown chooses to select which
of them shall bear the title. Moreover, when a peerage
is created by Letters Patent, as it now invariably is,
the grant may restrict the descent not merely to males,
but to males in the direct line of heirship from the
original holder of the peerage. But it was, unfortun·
ately, also decided, so late as the year r856, that the
Crown, though it might create peerages for life, could
not of itself confer upon life peers .the right to sit
in the House of Lords. And Lord W ensleydale, who
had been so created, was not allowed to take his seat.
At present the number of hereditary peers in the House
.of Lords is about 6oo. Only peers of Great Britain
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or the United Kingdom. (as distinguished from Scottish
and.o>Irish peers) have, as ~uch, a right to seats.
AND REPRESENT ATIVF;

the smaller
of the House
of peers whose seats are held only
or,
cases, for even shorter
They may be
into four classes.
PRELATES

.

•

.. (r) The oldest is that of the English prelates. From
the earliest times, the archbishops and bishops of
England sat in the great councils of the realm, even in
the old English Witans. Naturally they formed part
of the earliest Parliaments, the centre of which was
the Council of Magnates of the Norman and Plantagenet reigns, of which they had also been members.
Along with them sat the ' mitred abbots,' or heads of
the greater ecclesiastical monasteries. Down to the
Reformation, especially after the slaughter of the lay
nobles in the Wars of the Roses, these clerical peers
even outnumbered the lay peers; but the mitred
abbots disappeared at the Reformation, when the
monasteries were suppressed, and the number of lay
peers was gradually increased by the creation of new
peerages, whilst, after the sixteenth century, no new
bishoprics were created for two hundred years.
Further, when, in the nineteenth century, the creation
of new bishoprics became common, it was provided
that an increase in their number should not increase
the number of episcopal peers in Parliament. The
two archbishops, and the bishops of Winchester,
London, and Durham, have seats as of right; the
remaining twenty-one episcopal seats being occupied
by the other diocesan bishops according to the seniority
of their election to their episcopal office. The ' suffragan ' or assistant bishops (p. 323) do not sit in the
House of Lords ; and the four Irish bishops who sat
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from the Union of 18oo (p. 51), by a system of r9tation,
disappeared on the disestabli~hment of the Irish Chtttch
in 186g, as did the Welsh bishops on the coming into
effect of the Welsh Church Act of 1914 (p. 49). As
has been before remarked (p. 51), there never have
been any Scottish bishops, as such, in the House of
Lords ; though there is nothing to prevent any clergyman, of whatever denomination, who holds a peerage
of the United Kin~dom, from sitfing as an hereditary
peer. A recent heir of the great Admiral Nelson long
so sat.
•
SCOTTISH PEERS

(2) The second class, in order of date, of non- • •
hereditary seats in the House of Lords is occupied
by the Scottish representative peers. By the Scottish
Act of Union (p. 51), sixteen peers of Scotland are to
be chosen for each Parliament by their fellow peers
of Scotland; and the picturesque and ancient solemnity
takes place at the Royal Palace of Holyrood at the
summoning of each new Parliament. A Scottish peer
who holds also a peerage of the United Kingdom cannot
vote at such an election, or sit as a Scottish Representative Peer; though he may sit as an hereditary
peer by virtue of his United Kingdom peerage. As
the acquisition of such latter peerages by Scottish
peers is not infrequent, and as the Crown is apparently
prohibited by the Act of Union from creating new
Scottish peerages, it seems not unlikely that, at no
very distant date, the sixteen Scottish Representative
Peers will elect one another, in default of other electors,
or even be unable to keep up their full numbers.
Meanwhile, a non-representative Scottish peer enjoys
all the privileges of a peer of the •United Kingdom
other than those connected with a seat in Parliament,
and is under the same disabilities. For example, he
cannot be elected a member of the House of Commons,
or vote at such an election.

LIFE PEERS

..

~
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bv their
; but, unlike them, t}{ey are
and an election on.ly takes place when a vacancy
occurs by death or ' attainder,' .;,.e. conviction for
,.treason or felony. For it is said that an
peer
cannot refuse election (at least if he is resident in
Ireland), and that he cannot resign his seat. It is
also said, that an Irish Representative Peer who
acquires a peerage of the United Kingdom does not
thereby cease to be a Representative Peer ; and, as
the Crown is expressly authorized to keep up the
number of Irish peerages to one hundred by new
creations, there seems to be no prospect of a lack of
electors to Irish representative peerages, so long as
the latter exist. Another difference between the
cases of Scotland and Ireland is, that an Irish peer
(not having a seat in the House of Lords) may be
elected to the House of Commons for a constituency
in Great Britain. Lord Palmerston was a conspicuous
example of this rule. A non-representative Irish
peer enjoys also the other privileges, and is subject to
the other disabilities, of a peer of the United Kingdom.
LORDS OF APPEAL

(4) The last and most modern class of non-hereditary peers are the 'Lords of Appeal in Ordinary.'
It has long been customary to bestow hereditary
peerages on the• holders of the highest legal offices,
such as the Lord Chancellorship of Great Britain and
the Chief Justiceship of England. But, as we shall
later see (p. 291), the House of Lords acts as the
highest court of appeal from the ordinary law courts
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of the United Kingdom; f.nd' it is desirable that·
on such occasions, it should be strengthened by •the
presence of other lawyers of eminence, less engaged
with other affairs which occupy the Lord Chancellor
and the Chief Justice. This was, in fact, the motive
of the life~ peerage bestowed on Lord W ensleydale
(p. 132); and when the intended purpose was
frustrated by the action of the House of Lords itself,
it became necessaqr for the Crown to obtain powers
to carry it out. Accordingly, on the great re~settle
ment of the judicial system which took place in 1875-6, •
the Crown was empowered to create not more than
four (since increased to six) judges or barristers of •
experience, Lords of Appeal in Ordinary, as barons •
with seats in the House of Lords; and it was
understood that these legal peers should also take a
substantial part in the sittings of the supreme Imperial
tribunal of appeal, the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council (p. 293). By an amending Act of
Parliament, these 'Law Lords do not vacate their
seats in the House of Lords on resigning their offices;
and their children are, like the children of hereditary
barons, entitled to prefix the word 'Honourable to
their names.
1

1

HousE OF CoMMoNs

The House of Commons, though more uniform than
the House of Lords, because it is composed entirely
of 'representatives,' i.e. persons elected by others,
known as their ' constituents,' to seats in the House,
and liable to lose them if they are not periodically
re-elected, is not entirely uniform in character.
In the first place, there are two, or, t-o be strict, three,
different kinds of constituencies, or groups of electors,
which send members to the House of Commons. From
the earliest days of Parliament, as has been before
mentioned (p. 27), 'Knights of the Shire' on the one

THE COUNTY MEMBERS

hand, ~nd ' citizens and burgesses' on the
"''"''""""-'""""" through the sl~eriffs.
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CONSTITUENCIES

<~~~>
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county, is an ancient
accustomed to act as a
military, police, and judicial purposes.
It will be possible, in a later c~pter, to say something of its history and present uses; here it is suffi•cient to note that, during the long period from the
definite appearance of Parliament in 1295 to the
passing of the great Reform Bill of 1832, if we make
allowance for the interesting, but brief, appearance of
Cromwell's reformed Parliaments, each ordinary shire,
great or small, in England, sent two members to each
Parliament, while, as has been mentioned (p. 49)
on the definite union of England and Wales in 1536,
the Welsh counties were given one member each. The
• Palatine' counties of Lancaster, Chester, and Durham, which had their own peculiar governments
under the Dukes and Earls of Lancaster, the Earls of
Chester, and the Prince Bishops of Durham, did not
send members until comparatively recent times ; and
Monmouth, as before pointed out (p. 49), did not
become a county till 1536. Thus, the county members
grew from 72 to 86, and from 86 to 92; but there
they remained fixed, in spite of the growth of their
constituencies, and the suggestions made from time to
time for their increase, until the first Reform Act of
1832. They were the back-bone of the House of
Commons in the days of its infancy and stormy manhood. They braved the great and haughty Queen
Elizabeth, and the crafty James ; they raised the
banner of defiance, under Hampden, Pym, Eliot, and
Coke, against Charles I; they resisted the flood of
corruption which, from the easy-going days of Charles II
to the times when Indian' Nabobs' returned from the
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East to spend their hastily acquired wealth in England,
threatened to overwhelm ili.e independence "of -the
House.
' KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE '

At first, as their name implies, they were 'belted
knights,' i.e. landowners of the degree of knighthood ;
and, though this strict requirement was abandoned
very early in the \tistory of Parliament (r413), they
were required to be resident in .the counties which
they represented ; and this rule was not formally•
abolished till I774· For about a century and a half,
from r7ro to r858, county members required the
property qualification of £6oo a year, in possession or •
expectancy, arising from the ownership of land; and
there was a curious tradition, arising from an old
Act of Parliament, that no lawyer could be a county
member. Both these requirements have now disappeared·; and, from the beginning of modern Parliamentary reform in r832, each new Reform Act has
made an increase in the number of county constituencies, by dividing the larger counties into ' divisions,'
each returning a single member to Parliament. The
number of these divisions is now 372.
BOROUGH CONSTITUENCIES

The history of the Parliamentary 'cities and
boroughs' (there is no legal distinction between these)
is much less satisfactory. Apparently, for the first
two centuries of Parliament, the Crown used to summon the representatives of boroughs selected at random·; though, naturally, certain important towns, like
London, Winchester, York, and others, were always
represented. There is a theory, though it is not yet
proved, that only boroughs directly 'in the King's
hand,' or ' on the royal demesnes,' i.e. bqroughs which
paid their taxes (or ' ferm ') direct to the Exchequer,
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were included ; and ·we must always be careful to
remember that, for at le!tst a century after 1295, the
burgesses of a borough were most unwilling to be
represented,
because they had to pay the wages
of
still more because
had
to pay
taxes than the unrepresented boroughs.
It was
until the end of the fifteenth century, that
representation in Parliament began to be regarded as
a privilege, and that a borough used to petition for
the insertion in its ' charter,' or gr~nt of privileges, of
~he right of Parliamentary representation. The little
borough of Much Wenlock in Shropshire is said to
have been the first, or one of the first, to secure this
grant, in the reign of Edward IV. Unfortunately, the
Crown's advisers took advantage of this growing desire,
and, during the sixteenth century, began to induce the
Crown to make grants of Parliamentary representation to little towns, of no real importance, which
happened to be specially under Crown influence, e.g.
towns or even villages in the royal Duchies of Cornwall
and Lancaster.
ROTTEN BOROUGHS '

This was the beginning of the system of • rotten • or
corrupt boroughs, which was the great political scandal
of the eighteenth century. For, though the great
changes in commerce brought about by the discoveries
of new trade routes, in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, made some formerly insignificant villages into
great towns, and some formerly important towns into
mere villages, the right of sending members to Parliament remained nominally with the latter, but was really
bought up by rich and powerful neighbouring landowners, who treaol:ed these constituencies as 'pocket'
boroughs, i.e. seats to which they could nominate any
one whom they pleased, with a certainty that the nominal electors, often only a mere handfulin number, would
vote as they were told. There is even a well-authentiIO
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cated story to the effect that the Mayor and Aldermen
of a famous borough, havinlbeen committed to pl"ison
by the House of Commons for corruptly procuring the
return of a member, actually sold the' next presentation' whilst in prison, to a neighbouring landowner.
THE FIRST REFORM AcT

This scandalous ~tate of things, which was, of course,
maintained in order that the Crown's Ministers and
the great landowners might destroy the independencl!
of the House of Commons by influencing the votes
of the borough members (who were far more numerous •
than the county members), was at last put an end to •
by the great Reform Act of r832, which abolished no
less than fifty-six of the ' rotten ' boroughs, and took
away one member each from thirty more, adding sixtyfive of the seats thus abolished to the county divisions,
and transferring sixty-five more to new and important
towns previously unrepresented. This policy was further extended by the Reform Acts of r867 and r885,
till to-day, with the great increase in the number of
county divisions and of new Parliamentary ' boroughs'
in populous districts which have never been boroughs
in the true sense at all-e.g. the vast suburbs of
London, there is scarcely any apparent difference in
character between a county and a borough constituency,
except that elections are still conducted in the former
by the sheriff, while, in the latter, the mayor is the
returning officer.
The course of procedure in Scotland and Ireland,
since the respective Unions of 1707 and r8oo (pp. sr, 56)
has been, broadly speaking, the same as in England
in the matter of Parliamentary co!lstituencies. But
there have been slight differences. Altogether there
are now 707 members of the House of Commons, of
whom 372 represent county divisions, 320 are elected
for boroughs, and IS by univerpity constituencies.

THE 'FRANCHISE •

*THE

ANCIENT ' FORTY SHILLING FRANCHISE '

were, though they have at

~

.:,(;Urltic~~ and
matter
u1
elections. After a short
of uncertainty, the county
was
by Act of Parliament to resident owners
tenements to the value of forty shilli'hgs by the year at
• the least above all charges' ; which expression was
legally construed to mean persons owning freehold
estates worth forty shillings a year. This sum represented, in the first half of the fifteenth century, when
the statute was passed, a purchasing power equivalent
to at least ten times the amount at the present day;
and the county electors of that time must have been
substantial yeomen, not readily open to intimidation
or bribery. But the rapid fall in the value of money
which took place in the sixteenth century, owing to
the discovery of the silver mines of South America,
gradually converted the ' forty shilling freehold '
into a merely nominal qualification, especially as the
holder might be a life tenant only. Accordingly, in the
bad days of the eighteenth and early nineteenth.
centuries, wealthy landowners created ' faggot ' votes,
by making grants of small patches of land for life to
their servants and dependents, on the understanding
that they should use the votes thus obtained in accordance with the donor's wishes.

MODERN COUNTY FRANCHISES

This practice *as checked, though not entirely extinguished, by the Reform Act of r832, which rendered
it of less consequence, by making copyhold and leasehold ownership of substantial value, and even a short
tenancy at a substantial rent (the famous 'Chandoi'
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clause) a qualification ; while the Acts of r867-, which
give the .county franchise to all occupiers 1 of tand
worth twelve pounds a year, and the Act of r884,
which conferred the residential and lodger franchises
on the counties, rendered it still less important. It is
one of the quaint stories of political history, that
Richard Cobden, the political and economic reformer,
long believed, and stated in his public speeches, that
the ' forty shilling iranchise' was a democratic novelty
created by the Reform Act of 1832, instead of an
aristocratic privilege set up in 1430.
•
THE ANCIENT BOROUGH FRANCHISES

Unlike the county franchise, the old borough
franchise was obscure, irregular, and confused. There
was never any uniform borough franchise throughout
the kingdom till 1832 ; but, in each borough the persons
who enjoyed the privileges of self-government, according to the charter or traditions of the borough,
alone exercised the Parliamentary franchise. Thus,
in one borough, the vote would be exerciseable only
by the occupants of certain ancient tenements, or
· potwallopers' ('potboilers'); in another only by the
members of certain craft gilds or industrial associations ;
in another, only by the members of the leet jury or court
-for these alone were ' burgesses ' in the strict sense.
The natural result was the disgraceful orgy of corruption and intimidation before described (p. 139).
MODERN BOROUGH FRANCHISES

The Reform Act of 1832 made an almost clean sweep
of these anomalies, and set up in their place a uniform
borough franchise which could be claimed by all persons
1 The reader must be careful to distinguish ' occupation ' which
merely means having exclusive possession, from' residence,' which
involves actual dwelling. A man ' occupies ' his shop or office ;
he reliides in his house.

•
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occupying land or houses of the annual value of ten
po'lfil.ds, within the borough, while the Act of r867
added the residential and lodger franchises; so that,
from that
in the boroughs at
every permanent male resident
was
a household, an independent business man, or even a
lodger of fair social position, has been
to a
Parliamentary vote: The history of the
Scotland and Ireland, though by no means exactly the
same as that of England, has, on the whole, followed
•similar lines; and, since 1884, the franchise in the
three countries of the United Kingdom has been
substantially the same.
But, of course, the most sweeping changes ever made
in the Parliamentary franchise are those introduced
by the Reform Bill presented in the year 1917, which
not only made a vast increase in the number of electors,
by conferring on women as well as on men the right
to vote, but has removed many of the old abuses and
difficulties which rendered the vote of the average
elector liable to be withheld, or made it valueless when
it was given. By that Bill, which in the following
year (rgr8) passed into law, there now are, apart from
university constituencies, only two possible qualifications for the Parliamentary vote, viz. residence, and
occupation of ' land or premises.' Any man who has
resided for a brief period in a constituency (county or
borough), or has occupied 1 business premises therein
of the annual value of ten pounds, will be entitled to
be placed on the register of voters; while any woman
of the age of thirty years, who, or whose husband,
is entitled to be put on the local government register
in respect of any land or premises in the constituency,
by occupying any dwelling-house, or land or premises
of five pounds annual value, there, may claim to exercise
the Parliamentary franchise.
1 The difference between occupation and residence has been previously explained (p. 142 n). Thereisnolegaldefinitionofprcmises.
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UNIVERSITY i'RANCHISE

•

The universities of the United Kingdom, ancient
and modern, are by the new Act grouped into constituencies) and every graduate (other than an
honorary graduate), male of full age, female of the
age of thirty, will be entitled to vote for the election
of members to represent his university in Parliament.
The university franchise was created so far back as
the seventeenth c~ntury; but, until rgr8, it was
confined to the ancient universities of England, •
Scotland, and Ireland, and to the University of London.
' PLURAL VOTING

1

One other change of great importance introduced by
the new Bill is the restriction within narrow limits of
'plural voting,' i.e. voting for more than one constituency by virtue of different qualifications. A
man may not now vote at any General Election in more
than two constituencies, of which one must be the
place where he resides ; while a woman may not give
more than two votes in all.
SUMMONING OF PARLIAMENT

The right to summon a Parliament is vested in the
King alone ; and, except in cases of crisis, there never
has been any legal limit on the exercise of that right,
beyond the fact that, by a provision of the first Triennial Act of r64r, since frequently repeated, the summoning of Parliament cannot be delayed beyond three
years after the last previous Parliament has been
dissolved, and that, by a vague provision of the Bill of
Rights of r689, 'for redress of allgrievances, andforthe
amending, strengthening, and preserving of the laws,
Parliament ought to be held frequently.' But the right
in question is exercised on the advice of the Cabinet ;
and, as a matter of fact, it has for centuries been

•

•

ANNUAL SESSIONS

necessary to have at 'least one session of Parliament
eve10y y€m (frequently mo:f'e), because the Crown could
not do its work \vithout it. For one thing, in time of
peace, it is, as we shall see (p. 190), illegal
the
Crown to raise or maintain a single ':regular'
within the reahn without the consent of Parliament,
which is only given for one year · whilst,
time of
war, the enormous expense of
navy and army
renders constant application to Parliament for money
absolutely necessary. For another, the Crown has
"'long been dependent, even for the ordinary expenses
of government, upon Parliamentary grants of taxes ;
and Parliament takes care, by voting ' supplies' for
one year only, to make an application for renewal
~ next year a certainty. But, happily, this important
rule does not make it necessary to hold a General
Election every year ; because the same Parliament
may, and usually does, continue to hold sessions, or
meetings, for several years, with only such elections as
are rendered necessary by death or resignation of seats
in the House of Commons, which latter vacancies are
filled by what are called • bye ' elections.
QUINQUENNIAL PARLIAMENTS

After a good deal of changing, the duration of Parlia·
ment is now, by the Parliament Act of I9II, limited
to fi. ve years, unless extended by an ordinary Act of
Parliament itself. But again it must be remembered,
that the life of Parliament may be cut short at any
time by a ' dissolution,' or proclamation of the King,
dismissing Parliament, which is, as a matter of fact,
followed almost immediately by the issue of writs to
summon a new one .

•

METHOD OF ELECTION

It is not possible here to explain in detail how a
General Election is conducted. Briefly speaking, a
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writ for each constituency is sent, either (in tpe case
of county divisions) to the s~eriff of the ,~ounty, oP (in
the case of boroughs) to the mayor. These officials, or
' returning officers,: give notice that the elections for
their districts will be held at a certain place on dates
formerly fixed (within strict limits) by themselves,
but now, under the new Reform Bill, to be on the eighth
day after the issue of the Proclamation summoning the
Parliament. The ~nly thing wliich actually takes
place on the day thus fixed, is the nomination of candidates, i.e. the persons seeking election; unless, of"
course, the election should be 'uncontested,' i.e. no
more candidates should be proposed than there are
•
vacant seats to be filled. In such a case, the returning •
officer simply declares the candidate or candidates
nominated, to be duly elected. But, in ordinary cases,
he adjourns the election that a ' poll,' or counting of
votes, may be held, to decide between the rival candidates; and this will now be the ninth day following
that of the nomination, i.e. the seventeenth after the
issue of the Proclamation summoning the Parliament.
POLLING

It is, in fact, this process of ' polling ' which
is commonly, but incorrectly, spoken of as the
'election.' Before the year 1872, this process might
take several days, or even weeks; and it was conducted by the electors openly recording their votes by
word of mouth in favour of their chosen candidates.
If, as frequently happened, the right of any elector to
vote was denied, the question of his 'right had to be
discussed and settled by the sheriff or mayor, then
and there. As a natural consequeoce, when party
feeling ran high, an election was often a scene of open
bribery, violence, and trickery, prolonged over a long
period; and it was always an occasion of great
expense.

ELECTIONS

.

THE '•BALLOT •

At last, after a long and bitter struggle, the ._,,..,n,)r1",.,rc:
secret
in passing the
~<J,llqLAct
provides that all
at
Parliamentary
(other than for university
constituencies) shall be by ' ballot,' i.e. by placing in
a closed receptacle q, slip of paper on which the elector's
choice is indicated in such a wa~ that no sign of it
"ll appears to the by-standers.
The ballot papers are
afterwards opened and counted in the presence of the
returning officer, under strict precautions to ensure
,!fj
accuracy and secrecy as to the names of the voters.
"' A provision of the new Reform Act even allows the
sending of ballot-papers through the post, and voting
by an agent or ' proxy,' by persons on the ' absent
voters' list ; but application to be placed on this list
must be made by the voter, when the register is made
up, on the ground that, owing to the nature of his
business, he may be unable to attend at the polling
place on election day.
THE • ELECTORAL RoLL ~

Moreover, no question as to the right of the person
tendering a vote to do so is discussed during the polling.
All the voters have previously been put upon a ' register '
by the local authorities, whose duty it will be to make
up a complete list, every half-year, of those entitled
to vote, and to receive and decide, subject to appeal
to a county court, all objections to the register. Should
any objection be raised at the polling as to the identity
of the person claiming to vote, e.g. whether he is really
the ' John Smitoh' who is on the register, or as to
whether the voter has already voted elsewhere, the
polling officer merely takes a note of the fact, and
allows the claimant, on making a formal declaration
of his right, to give his vote, subject to later investiga-
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tion. As each ballot-paper is marked with the voter's
number on the register, there•is no difficulty in tra<Jing
it afterwards; if the voter is prosecuted for 'personation,' i.e. pretendif\'S to be a person other than that
he really is, or for voting oftener than he is entitled
to do. But, without official authority, no attempt to
discover the marker of any ballot-paper is allowed.
Boonrs '
By these means, and by having several 'polling~
stations' scattered at convenient spots all over the
constituency, the whole of the poll, even in the most
populous constituencies, is taken (with rare exceptions)
•
on a single day; and the result is made up and de- •
dared, almost immediately, by the returning officer,
assisted by a staff of trained clerks, who count the
ballot-papers in the presence of the candidates'
agents. An even more desirable reform has been
effected by the provision of the new Reform Act, before alluded to (p. 143), which requires that the pollings
for all the constituencies in the United Kingdom
(other than university constituencies) shall take place
on the same day. This provision will put still further
restriction in practice upon the limited amount of
' plural voting' (p. 144) allowed by the Bill; for, despite the long hours during which the polling stations
are now open, it will be difficult for an elector having
a residential vote, say, in London, to give an occupation vote in Aberdeen, on the same day. Perhaps
not less important, it will prevent the accidental fact
of the constituencies first consulted voting in a certain
way, exercising an undue influence upon the voting at
the later polls.
•
' PpLLING

DISQUALIFICATIONS FOR ELECTORS AND MEMBERS

Brief mention should, perhaps, here be made of
certain positive ' disqualifications ' which prevent a

ELECTORAL ' DISABILITIES '

I49

person ptherwise quatified to be elected, or to vote
for election, to the House of Commons, exercising his
right. In times past this subject has been connected
with fierce and bitter jealousies "based on religious
Cathohcs, Protestant Nonconformprejudice.
ists, Jews, Quakers,
other religious bodies, have
time to time
on one
or
excluded. Happily, however, the
these ' dis~
abilities' disappeared thirty yea~s ago ; and now
only such reasonable disqualifications as want of age,
'1iltconviction for serious crime (including corrupt practices
at elections), bankruptcy, insanity, alien nationality,
and (for being elected) Church of England or Roman
"' Catholic ministry, remain. Most of these disqualifications, but not quite all, apply also to membership of
the House of Lords ; and, of course, no peer can vote
at any election to the House of Commons, or be
elected thereto, with the single exception, before noted
(p. I35), of an Irish non-representative peer, who may
be elected for any constituency in Great Britain, and,
having been so elected, may vote in any similar constituency for which he is otherwise qualified. The returning officer at an election may not give an ordinary
vote; but if two or more candidates for a seat poll
an equal number of votes, he may give a dec!sive or
' casting ' vote. Apparently, there is no law which
prevents a candidate, otherwise qualified, voting for
himself. Women are now eligible for membership on
the same terms as men.
ELECTION PETITIONS

Another great improvement has taken place in
comparatively recent times, in the matter of disputed
elections. For l~ng the House of Commons jealously
asserted its own right to decide such matters. At
first each case was referred to a ' select committee'
of the House, chosen ad hoc, i.e. to decide the particular
case. The consequence was, thott the most powerful
party in the House, usua.lly, of course, the party
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supporting the Ministry, took care to appoint .on the
committee a majority of its own members, who•invariably decided in favour of the party candidate.
In the year I7JO, .an Act of Parliament, known as
Grenville's Act, was passed to provide for the creation,
at the opening of each new Parliament, of a ' standing '
or permanent committee, to deal with disputed elections
during that Parliament; and th~re was thus some
guarantee, though ~ot very much, that disputes would
be settled according to law, and not according to
party prejudice. But a far better plan was adopted in'
r868, when the trial of ' election petitions' was entrusted to the High Court of Justice, which appoints,
at the beginning of each year, three of its judges, •
chosen by rotation, to hear all cases which may arise
during the year. Such cases are heard and tried on
the spot, as much like ordinary actions as possible;
the petitioner, or person who objects to the return
made by the returning officer, acting as plaintiff, and
the successful candidate as defendant. There is,
however, no jury; and the Court consists of two
judges. A very valuable provision of the Act enables
the judges to promise a witness that, if he will make
a full disclosure, he shall be protected from punishment for any share which he may have taken in any
' election offence,' such as bribery, intimidation,
' treating,' personation, illegal expenditure, or the like.
At the close of the evidence and arguments, the Court
gives its decision, which, however, takes the form of a
report to the Speaker, or Chairman of the House, as to
the result of the trial; and the House itself carries
the decision into effect, either by declaring the seat
vacant, or any candidate to be duly elected. If the
trial has disclosed offences againgt the ' Corrupt
Practices Acts,' prosecutions in due course follow,
except against offenders protected as above described;
and, if the evidence shows wholesale demoralization,
the constituency may be ' disfranchised,' or deprived

PARLIAMENTARY PARTIES
rsr
of its r~presen~ation, by
of Parliament, for a longer
or s.horter penod. A further guarantee of the purity
of elections is now promised by the stringent provisions
o£ the new Reform
which .tilllit the expenditure
which may be incurred by a candidate in his
and by the provision that
of
officers shall be defrayed by
except in the case o.f ' freak ' candidates.

1ct
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Before leaving the subject of Parliamentary electwns,
it is necessary to point out, that the process above
described only deals with the legal, as distinguished
from the practical side of affairs. In theory, each
constituency chooses as its representative the man in
whom it has the greatest confidence, and relies on him
to exercise his own judgment in dealing with all matters
in which he is called upon to take part in Parliament.
In practice, this ideal state of affairs is never attained ;
and, in all probability, the results would be very
disappointing if it were. For a House of Commons thus
chosen would be a debating society, not a business
meeting. Its members would have no cohesion, no
common plans. Each would have his own little pet
scheme to run, which would stand no chance of being
carried, except by a rather unwholesome system of
bargaining for support by mutual promises of votes.
Such a House would neither effectively support a
Government, nor, on the other hand, criticize it effectively. Its support would be vacillating and uncertain; its criticism would be feeble, and would be
disregarded.
These difficulties were felt, almost unconsciously,
more than two •centuries ago, when it became clear
that the real pcwer in the State was passing to the
House of Commons ; and they were met by the adoption of what is known as the ' Party System,' before
referred to (pp. ro6-rog) 1 i.e. the voluntary association
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'
of themselves by the electori throughout
the kingdom
into great groups, with elaborate arrangements, both
at headquarters in London, and in each constituency,
for nominating anci. supporting candidates favoured by
the group or ' party;' This process necessarily involves the adoption by each party thus formed of
'principles,' i.e. fundamental objects to be attained or
beliefs to be carried into action, an¢1 of a ' programme,'
or list of measure~ believed to be desirable to further
these objects and beliefs; and membership of the
party is conditional upon the acceptance· of these'
principles and programme. In order to be ready for
a General Election, which may come 'like a thief in •
the night,' it is necessary for the leaders of the party •
to be constantly in touch with their followers in the
House, and for the latter to be in touch with their
constituents. This necessity results in a frequent
exchange of ideas and a good deal of personal intercourse, which again have a good effect in stimulating
interest in politics, and creating a healthy public
opinion. Supporters of autocracy, practical and theoretical, are very apt to decry the Party System ; and
there can be no doubt that, like many other institutions,
it is liable to great abuse. For example, the discipline
necessarily exercised over their followers by the
leaders of a party through its 'Whips' or officials,
may be secured by promises of patronage, and may
degenerate into tyranny; whilst the corresponding
support needed by the private members from their
constituents may be obtained by flattery and servility,
which may render the member a mere voting machine.
For all that, it is tolerably clear that no other means
could, in the past, have enabled public opinion effectively to control the policy of the Government, and
that the alternative would either have been a' bureaucracy,' in which the work of Government is carried
on by officials or departments, having little union and
regardless of public opinion, or it would have been a
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• group~system' in which little bands of members of
the•House would have bargained with one another to
secure a majority.

•

""''L'~.,,."' OF IMPERIAL J<.EPRESENTATION IN

PARLIAMENT

Reserving for the next
an account of the
work of Parliament, and the methods by which it
accomplishes it, we may end here•with another refer'"~ence to what is, undoubtedly, the most anomalous
feature of the Imperial Parliament. This is the fact
that, though it claims to exercise sovereign authority
throughout the British Empire, it is not really representative, in the strict sense, of any part of the Empire
outside the United Kingdom. No members are
elected to it, even from such adjacent possessions as the
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man ; much less from
the distant self-governing Dominions of Canada, South
Africa, or Australia, the Crown colonies, or the great
dependency of India. Distinguished colonials have
been from time to time elected by constituencies in the
United Kingdom; and their presence has been of great
value to the House. But this practice has been entirely
haphazard; and these members have been in no sense
entitled to speak as representatives of their colonies.
The inevitable result has been, that Parliament has
hesitated to exercise its authority over the Outer
Empire--has, in fact, almost ceased to do so as regards
the self-governing Dominions (p. 64). Perhaps, on the
whole, this result has been good; at any rate it has
prevented the growth of that spirit of active antagonism
which led to the American revolution, and it has
fostered, in the•self-governing Dominions, a healthy
spirit of self-reliance. On the other hand, it has
prevented the growth of a close Imperial organization;
it has allowed a good many anomalies and inconsist~
encies, some of which are not without danger, to grow
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up; it has left the control of the Crown colonies and
India too much in the hanAs of officials; and it. has
tended to encourage the perhaps excessive growth of
rival Parliamentar,f institutions, which may some day
prove a serious stumbling-block in the path of a really
Imperial Parliament•

•

•

•

C;HAPTER VII

•

THE WORK OF THE IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT

""

As has been pointed out before (p. 88), the Parlia~
ment at Westminster is distinguished from many
"' other legislative bodies by the fact that its work is
by no means confined to the making of laws. It will
be also remembered, that the House of Commons was
not originally created for that purpose at all, but
merely for the humble purpose of voting taxes on
demand. This original purpose it, of course, still
fulfils; and the financial side of its work is, or should
be, of extreme importance. Beyond legislation and
finance, however, Parliament, and especially the House
of Commons, is concerned both with supporting and
criticizing the ' Ministry of the day,' i.e. the men who
actually carry on the daily work of government, with
expressing, by formal resolution or otherwise, the
public opinion of the country on matters of public
interest, with eliciting information on matters of
State, and especially about grievances alleged to be
suffered by the private citizen at the hands of Government officials, and, finally, to a slight extent, with the
administration of justice. Of these matters in their
order.

•

LEGISLATION

We mean by' legislation' the issuing of formal laws
intended to apply generally to all classes of the community, or to some considerable class in it, or else to
II
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some special locality only or to some individual or
family only. To all Parfiamentary legisla'tion is
given the name ' Act of Parliament,' or ' statute' ;
though the latter jVOrd is less precise, because some
forms of legislation not made by Parliament are also
~ statutes •..:_e.g. the statutes of a college.
• PuBL~c'

AND •

PRIVATE' AcTs

Acts of Parliament which are intended to affect th~
community as a whole, or a considerable class within
it, are called ' Public Acts' ; those intended to affect
only a special locality (such as an Act authorizing the •
provision of a water-supply for a single town) are •
called 'Local Acts' ; those intended to affect only an
individual or a small group of individuals (such as
an Act settling a family estate or imposing a divorce
on married persons) are known as ' Personal ' Acts ;
and ' Local' and ' Personal ' Acts are known collectively as ' Private Acts.' 1 All Acts of the Imperial
Parliament are equally binding on all courts of justice
throughout the Empire; but whereas every such
court is supposed to know and observe all the provisions
of every existing Public Act, a judge is not supposed
to be aware of the existence or provisions of a Private
Act, unless his attention is called to it by one of
the parties before him. Moreover, Private Acts are not
usually printed and published with the ordinary
collections of Acts of Parliament ; though copies of
them can, of course, be purchased from the King's
Printer. Also there is, as we shall see, some considerable
difference between Public and Private Acts in the ways
in which they are respectively brougJJ.t into existence.
For the process of ' passing' an Act of Parliament
is one of considerable length and intricacy, which is
1 There is a narrower sense in which only the last class rank as
'Private Acts.' This narrow class receives the royal assent in a
special form.
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designeq, no doubt, t~ Pltevent hasty legislation, but
which, in fact,
the work of Parliament extremely
and, indeed, in some respects, unnecessarily slow.
for example, there is the
so old that
its
is unknown, 1 to the effect that every
or proposal of legislation, must
' read ' and
to three separate times in each House
before it becomes law~ while in between the different
'readings' are sandwiched discussiqps in' committee'
of an informal, but often extremely lengthy character,
'i'n which each clause of the Bill is subject to minute
examination. But it will be better to sketch briefly the
steps by which an ordinary Public Bill is converted
• into an Act of Parliament.
I

PUBLIC BILLS

The first formal step is, of course, the drawing up
or' drafting' of the Bill itself. As we have previously
seen (p. IJ), this step was originally left to the King's
advisers after the ' prayer' or ' petition' for the Bill,
presented by Parliament, had been granted by the
King. But, for centuries now, every project for a
Public Act has been presented to Parliament in the
exact form in which its supporters, or 'promoters,'
wish it to pass, that is, with the solemn form of enactment by .King, Lords, and Commons (p. 14), and
then each clause of the Bill set out and numbered in
regular order. If the Bill is a 'Government measure,'
that is, a proposal introduced by the Cabinet on its
collective responsibility, it is ' drafted' by one of
the Parliamentary Counsel to the Treasury (barristers
appointed by the Crown for the purpose), or by
some independent e:){pert engaged for the particular
t The writer ventures to guess that it was connected with the
three annual ' crown-wearing' days (Michaelmas, Christmas, and
Easter) on which the Norman Kings met their Magnates in .different
parts of the country.
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task. If it is a • private ntember's Bill,' 1 i.e. a pro.
posal made by a member of Parliament not 'ho:Wing
Government office, it is drafted by himself or any one
whom he may em:Woy for the purpose. It bears upon
its back the name of at least one member of the House
who is its introducer or ' sponsor.'
FIRST READING

Strictly speaking', no member could formerly introduce a Bill without leave of the House ; and a motion. ....
for ' leave to introduce ' was the first public step in the
passing of a Bill. But such leave was never, or rarely,
refused ; and now any member may, after notice, •
introduce a Bill, by 'laying it on the table,' which, in •
effect, means by circulating it in printed form among
the members of the House. But, before this step can
actually take place, the Bill is ' read ' for a first time,
a process which is thus, also, purely formal.
SECOND READING

The real crisis in the fate of a Bill comes on the
second reading, which takes place on a day fixed by
the House. The object and scope of the measure are
then fully explained and advocated by its proposer and
seconder ; and the motion for second reading may be
opposed in a direct or indirect manner, e.g. by a
negative or an amendment, suggesting postponement.
COMMITTEE

If, however, it is carried, the Bill is referred to a
committee, usually one of the Standing Committees, 2
but in certain cases (p. r6g) to a Committee of the whole
1 It will be remembered (p. 17) that a ' private member's Bill~
is by no means necessarily a • Private Bill.'
2 ' Standing Committees ' are committees of sixty to eighty
members.
A Bill may also be referred to ' Select,' or specially
appointed, Committee.
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House, .with the Chairmin of Committees instead of
the "Speaker (or Lord Chancellor if the measure is in
the Lords} in the chair. In committee,
Bill
cussed informally, clause
ments in it may be made, subject to the rule
the absence of formal ' Instructions,'
by resolution in the House itself, no
enlarging the scope of the Bill, or introducing
matter, may be proposed.
•
REPORT OF PROGRESS

Another purely formal step is the ' reporting of
progress' made by the committee with the Bill, to the
" House, and the obtaining of leave for the committee
to ' sit again.' But when the committee has finished
its labours, the Bill is laid before (or 'reported to')
the House in its complete form; and a discussion of
the Bill in its ' report stage ' may take place, unless
the Bill has passed through Committee of the whole
House unaltered.
THIRD READING

At this stage, verbal amendments may be made
by the House itself; but, if these are extensive, the
Bill may be re-committed, for further discussion of the
whole or part, in committee. When all these stages
have been safely passed, the Bill is 'read' a third
time in the House; and this in some cases (though
not invariably) takes place as a matter of course.

OriiER HousE
The Bill b.as now, so far as the House in which it
began is concerned, been successful ; but we must
not forget that •parliament consists of two Houses
having, prima facie, exactly equal powers in legislation, though, as we shall see, this equality has lately
undergone substantial modification. The Bill is,
therefore, sent to the other House for its concurrence;
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and the same process whicl~has taken place in the one
House is (with slight modifications) repeated itt the
other, and, if the other House concurs, the Bill is
returned to the Rouse of its origin, with a message
to that effect. The measure is then ready for the
formality of the royal assent.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN tHE HOUSES

•

It may be, however, that there is a difference QJopinion, partial or complete, between the two Houses,
as to the merits of a Bill. In the former case, steps
may be taken to come to an agreement-formerly by •
a ' free' or ' formal' conference, which was a debate •
between 'managers' appointed by each House, or
(according to modern practice) by informal negotiations
between members of the two Houses, in the course
of which a compromise is usually reached.
It may, however, be that the two Houses are definitely at issue on a measure; and, until a few years
ago, it was impossible to speak with certainty as to
what would then happen. If a measure sent by the
Commons to the Lords were of little public importance or interest, it would be ' dropped,' ;.e. allowed
to disappear on its rejection by the Lords; if it were
a matter of first-class importance, in the view of the
Ministry, and the latter had the support of the Crown,
the Ministry might allow the House of Lords to know
that, if necessary, it would advise the Crown to create
a sufficient number of new peers to enable the Bill
to be carried. This was actually done in 1712, to
secure a majority for the Peace of Utrecht; it has
been more than once threatened, notably to secure
the passing of the Reform Bill of 183'2, and the Parliament Bill of I9II. But the Crown may, unless the
country has had a recent opportunity of expressing
its opinion, before taking this extreme step, require
the Cabinet to 'appeal to the people' (p. 36), by a

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HOUSES

r6I

dissolution and Genera4 Election. If the Cabinet
obtains an increased, or
slightly diminished
majority at the election, the
either
or the new
majority
lS
substantially, the
not having
support of the country.

-
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•

The important subject of disagreement between
the two Houses has, however, been recently put on
an altogether different footing by the Parliament Act
""
of rgrr, previously alluded to. By that measure, if a
"" Public Bill (p. 156), not being a 'Money' Bill (p. 164),
or a Bill for increasing the duration of Parliament
beyond five years (p. I45), is passed by the House of
Commons, in the same form, in three successive
sessions, and sent up to the House of I~ords one month
before the end of each session, and is not passed unaltered by that House, the Bill may, on the third
rejection, be presented to the Crown for royal assent,
and, on receiving it, will become law, without the
assent of the House of Lords. It should be carefully
observed that, though the three sessions must be consecutive, they need not all be in the same Parliament
-in other words, there may be a General Election
during the passing of the measure, and, if the new
Parliament is of like mind with its predecessor, the Bill
will go on. There are also careful provisions in the
Act enabling the House of Commons to accept 'suggestions' of alteration made by the Lords, without
forfeiting its privileges under the Act; and a Bill
passed under the provisions of the Act receives a
special form of•' enacting' words, showing that it is
so passed, as was done, for example, in the ' Home
Rule' Act of I9I4. In the case of Bills dealing with
finance ('Money Bills'), additional and more stringent
provisions apply ; but these will be best dealt with
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when we come to speak oj. the peculiar p:rivileges
of the Commons in finance matters.
•
• PRIVATE BILLS

The course of a 'Private' Bill (p. 156) through
Parliament differs from that followed by a ' Public'
Bill, mainly in that the introduction is preceded by
the lodging of a ~etition at the Private Bill Office
by a fixed date in the year, and that the Bill, before _
being presented, must, in case of doubt, receive a certificate (the granting of which may be opposed) that the
Standing Orders of the House, which regulate such
•
matters, have been complied with. Further, if the •
Bill passes its second reading (p. I58), it is referred
to a small 'select' committee of the House, which
acts as a kind of judicial body, and hears arguments
by counsel (barristers) for and against the expediency
of the measure. It is then ' reported,' either amended
or unamended by the committee, to the House, and
read a third time, like a ' Public ' Bill.
PROVISIONAL ORDERS

Finally, Parliament exercises what may be called
an indirect power of legislation through 'Provisional'
and other Orders. The former are issued by Government departments under the authority of various
Acts of Parliament dealing with public facilities such
as the supply of gas, water, and electricity, the building
of light railways, harbours, and piers, the confirming of
doubtful marriages, or the making of detailed arrange~ ments for local government. These Orders, when made,
are incorporated into the Schedule t1:> a Bill, which,
though introduced as a 'Public Bill,' passes through
much the same stages as a' Private Bill.' They are, in
fact, in many cases, practically Private Bills; for the
Provisional Order itsell is often founded on a scheme
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by a railway aor other company. But, instood of being paflsed as a separate Act, it is included
in the Schedule to a Provisional Orders Confirmation Act,
are
each
ordinary session.
CONTROL OF MINISTRY

•

The second of ·the great du1ies undertaken by
Parliament is the control of the Ministry or Cabinet
in the daily conduct of government. This duty has
grown, historically, out of the claims of Parliament in
the matter of finance, the earliest of the functions of
Parliament, and its most successful instrument in
acqmnng power. For, as we have seen, the original
duty of Parliament to vote taxation rapidly developed
(pp. 33-34) into the right to forbid the levy of any
new taxation without its consent, then into the right
to ' appropriate' any taxes which it might grant, to
particular objects, and, as a consequence, to check
and examine the expenditure of such grants.
PRIVILEGE OF COMMONS

It is also well known, that, very early in it:o; history,
the House of Commons, as distinct from the House
of Lords, acquired the right of initiation in all grants
of taxation-that is to say, the right that all proposals
by the Crown for the levy of taxation should be presented to, and discussed by, the Commons, before being
so much as mentioned in the Lords. This right was early
guaranteed by a special form of ' preamble,' prefixed to
every Finance or Consolidated Fund Bill (p. 170), to the
effect that 'tht! Commons of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland . . . have freely and voluntarily for ' cheerfully'] resolved to (give and) grant unto
your .Majesty.' The right is, moreover, specially alluded
to in the King's Speech at the opening and close of
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each session, in a paragra:Ifh specially addressed to
the ' Members of the House of Commons.'
•
•

TACKING

But the exclusive privileges of the Commons in the
matter of finance now extend much further than the
mere right of 'initiation.' For, shortly after the Restoration of Charles II, the House Gf Commons, flushed
with its victory in t!he Civil War, began to question the
right of the Lords even to make any amendment in -·
a Money Bill sent up from the Commons; while any
step taken by the Lords so much as suggesting a new
tax or expenditure was fiercely resented by the Com•
mons. The first definite step was taken in I6JI, and •
was followed in 1678 by a formal resolution of the
House of Commons, which was effectively backed
up by the rather unscrupulous practice of ' tacking '
any measure likely to be disapproved of by the Lords
to a Bill embodying the whole financial scheme of
the year, and leaving the Lords to accept or reject
the two things together. Inasmuch as a rejection of the
financial scheme would have practically involved the
stoppage of government, the Lords were seldom prepared to take the responsibility of such a step. But
they rightly resented, as an unfair weapon, this process
of ' tacking' ; and it was rarely resorted to, though,
undoubtedly, when an entirely new scheme of taxation
is proposed, it is difficult to avoid introducing into the
measure clauses not of a strictly financial character.
Moreover, the Lords did not admit openly their inability to amend, much less to reject entirely, a Money
Bill ; though in practice they ceased almost entirely
to do either before the middle of the eighteenth
century. Such protests as they maae were confined
mainly to refusing or amending measures which were
substantially political in character, though they involved, incidentally, some financial changes, e.g. the
famous Paper Duties Bill of r86o.

I

MONEY BILLS

•

THE STRUGGLE OF 1909

At last, however, the
the
'
the claim of
matters of ••u•cun-~
AU<e<.n.U.LFi, mere Q,H,l'-'UUUA'-'<Jc<»,
on the second reading.

on the presentation of
to '"-U<>.uca•;;;
to the sole
det~rmincd

•

NEW PROVISION

"'

The Commons at once responded to the challenge ;
and though, after a General Election had given the
Ministry a majority, the Lords gave way, and passed
the Finance Bill, the Ministry introduced and carried
through both Houses (though not without a bitter
struggle) the Parliament Act of rgrr, which not only,
as we have seen (p. r6r), placed severe restrictions on
the power of the Lords to reject or amend an ordinary
Public Bill sent up by the Commons, but, in the case
of financial measures, in effect abolished that power
altogether, by providing that any Money Bill, certified
by the Speaker of the House of Commons as such, may,
if not assented to by the Lords within a month of
session after being received from the Commons, be
presented for the royal assent without further delay.
Having thus explained the peculiar privileges of the
House of Commons in fmancial matters, we may now
proceed to describe the passing of the annual' Budget,'
or financial scheme, of the Government.
THE ' BUDGET '

We say, advi,.sedly, 'of the Government,' because it
is one of the firmest and wisest rules of the House of
Commons, that no proposal for the levy or expenditure
of national funds can come from any one but the
Crown, acting through one of its Ministers, usually the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the House. This rule,
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which is ordained by the HcJUse 1tsel\ in the i1,1terests
of economy, is based upon the sound principle, ~hat
any one who makes a foolish financial proposal shall
be liable to suffer J.or it by loss of office; and it is
necessary as a check on that most dangerous of virtues,
a readiness to be generous at other people's expense.
In bodies where a similar ' self-denying ordinance'
does not prevail, nothing is more te{llpting for a private
member than to :r-ropose an expenditure of public
funds which will be popular with his constituents, and _.
of which they will only have to pay an imperceptible
proportion. The natural result is waste and extravagance, if not something worse ; and the British
rule is so strict, that not even the House of Commons, •
as a whole, can do more in this direction than respectfully address the Crown, inviting it to place a particular
item' on the estimates,' and expressing the willingness
of the House to vote the required amount, if asked.
THE

I

BUDGET SPEECH •

Thus the presentation of the annual estimates of
receipts and expenditure, commonly known as the
'Budget speech,' 1 is one of the critical items of the
Government programme, and is the subject of long,
secret, and minute preparation at 'The Treasury,' i.e.
the office, presently to be described (pp. 2I4-2I7), in
which the financial work of the Government is done.
Secrecy is necessary, in order to prevent pressure and
evasion by powerful persons whose interests are likely
to be affected by the proposed measures; and, with
the latter object, the Budget speech is never begun in
the House until business in the Government tevenue
offices (e.g. the Customs) has closed fot; the day. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer then, in a speech of some
length, sums up the financial position, giving a sketch
1 The name' Budget • is said to have been derived from a financial
pamphlet entitled The Bud~et Opened, published under the Ministry
of Sir Robert Walpole.
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of the revenue ~d expe:ttditure for the previous year
(Apiil to April), noting items in which the estimates
or forecasts for that year have been exceeded or
diminished, forecasting the
the current
year,
estimating what nev:
be
in order to meet them. This is always necessary;
most items of revenue go on from
year to year under permanent Acts of Parliament (e.g.
Death Duties, or taxes on propert~ passing on death),
the House is always very careful, as before explained
(p. 34), to leave a large deficit, which will compel
Ministers to come next year with fresh demands for
taxation, and thus give the House an opportunity of
criticizing their conduct in office.
THE ' GIBSON BOWLES ' AcT

Until very recently, the 'Budget' speech always
ended with a curious proposal, the effect of which
requires a wo:::-d of explanation, even though it has
now disappeared. The speech is always watched with
particular care by the class of merchants engaged in
foreign trade, especially those who import such articles
as tea, wine, rum, tobacco, and the like, upon which
Customs duties are levied at the ports. These duties,
especially the duties on tea and tobacco, are largely
relied upon by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in
normal times, to ' balance ' his Budget, i.e. to make
up the deficit before referred to. ·of course these
duties are, in ordinary times, really paid out of the
money of the consumer of the articles thus taxed ;
because the importing merchant immediately adds
the amount of them to the prices which he charges for
his goods. But <there are always large stocks of these
articles lying ' in bond ' at the Customs warehouses,
i.e. waiting there until the importers shall see fit to
pay the Customs duties. If, therefore, an importer
could be certain, or even fairly sure, that an increased
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duty was going to be placet! on te~ m, say, three
months (about the time it usually takes to pasi a
Budget into law) he could immediately take ' out of
bond ' an enormous amount of tea at the old lower
rate of duty, pret~nd to his customers that he had
paid the extra duty, charge them with it, and put the
money in his owp pocket, thus defrauding both the
Exchequer and the public. To prevent practices of this
kind, the Chancell~ -of· ·the Exchequer, at .the .conclusion. of his.. speecn. would ask. th,e B9use .!Q~H<§QJye
th~t, if the proposed new taxes. were passeqjl}t,o law,
they sho1;1ld, contrary to.the usu<il mle of legislation,
be made payable, not from the. ga,tew.hentlJf!. Act
imposing them received the royal as~ent,. bl]J from. the
date of the Budget speech. This resolution was always
carried at once ; and, thereupon, the Customs authorities would insist on payment of the new taxes at once
on all goods taken out of bond-undertaking, of course,
to return the difference, if Parliament finally refused to
impose them. If the new proposals related to income
tax, banks and other institutions entrusted with the
payment of interest or dividends (i.e. earnings of
shares) would deduct' at the source' the new income
tax also.
But these two practices were always a puzzle to
students of the British Constitution, whether theoretical or practical; for they had always been taught
that it was a fixed rule of that Constitution, that taxes
could only be levied under the authority of a complete
Act of Parliament. Accordingly, in the year rgrz,
Mr. Gibson Bowles, at one time a well-known member
of Parliament, determined to raise the question, by
suing the Bank of England to get back income tax
deducted, on this ground, from the !nterest payable
to him on some Irish Loan Stock. He succeeded in his
action; but the immediate result was· the passing of
\h.~._l:roxl.§i2.ua:U:QUe£:ti,9.H.(!LI~~.~~. Ast8L.!.9I3,. which,
with certain important reservahons, . provides that

•
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THE
IBSON BOWLES • ACT
r6g
whenever the H use of f.;ommons resolves, in Committee of Ways nd
that it is expedient that
any proposed variation or renewal of existing customs
or excise 1
or income
shall have '
' all autholities usually coll~cting such
or tax may begin to collect them at once,
liability to refund, if
proposals are not
law within a Hmited time.
Mention of the Committee of Wa~s and Means brings
us to another important rule of the House of Commons
regarding finance. For, by a Standing Order more
than two hundred years old, the House has resolved
not to proceed upon any Bill for grant, or for releasing
"' or compounding Crown debts, but (i.e. except) in
Committee of the whole House. There are, in fact,
two Committeesof the whole House specially concerned
with. fi.pance, yi~ .. tlJ.e S:Qll}mittee 9J Ways . ;,J,nd Means
ariel the .CqinWHt~~ ~.2L§IlEply~; . . though they are, of
course, composed of fl:ie same persons.
CoMMITTEE OF SUPPLY

In Committee of Supply, the Government pro~
posals of expenditure are discussed one by one, and,
of course, usually agreed to; because any refusal
would probably be treated as a vote of want of con~
fidence in the Government, which would involve its
downfall. But, short of refusal, the House can do a
great deal in Committee of Supply to express its opinion
of the policy of the Cabinet. Thus, for example, it
is open to any member, when the salaries of any
department come up for discussion, to move to' reduce
the vote by £roo,' as a protest against alleged defects
in the working pf that department ; and, though,
eventually, the motion will be ' by leave of the House,
1 i.~. duties on the manufacture within the kingdom, of such
articles as whisky, patent medicines, motor spirit, and mineral
waters, or on the sale of tobacco or intoxicating 'liquors. Other
• licence duties ' are also included under this head.
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withdrawn,' yet, in the di~us~ion, \there will have
been room for a good deal of plain speaking,· which
will not be without effect.
CONSOtrDATED FUND BILLS

When the Committee of Supply has finished a sitting;
its Chairman 'reports progress' to the House, i.e.
formally announces to the Speaker·the business done j
and a ' Consolidated Fund Bill' is introduced, from
time to time during the session, granting to the Crown a corresponding sum out of the 'Consolidated
Fund ' of the United Kingdom, i.e. the balance and
accruing revenue of the Exchequer from all sources,
•
and empowering The Treasury, if need be, to borrow •
by short drafts, known as ' Treasury Bills,' on the
security of the fund, any sums which may be necessary
to make good the grant. These Consolidated Fund
Bills pass through all the stages of legislation previously described (pp. IS8-IS9); but being short, and,
virtually, already agreed upon, they very quickly
become law, though they afford another opportunity
for criticism of the Ministry. Of course they are
• Money Bills,' specially protected by the Parliament
Act of I9II (p. 165).
COMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS AND FINANCE BILLS

Meanwhile, the House, sitting as a Committee of
Ways and Means, h,as l>.~~n cqnsi.<lHing, .hpw. the
deficit ofthe y~e~r i!; to be prQyidedf()r ;, ~m4Jhe resolutions passed in this Committee have been duly
~reported' to the House (p. I59), and embodied in one
or more • Finance Bills,' which, like the Consolidated
Fund Bills, have to go through wall the regular
stages, subject to the provisions of the Parliament Act
(p. 165). But, as these Bills often impose new and
searching taxes, they give rise to much more debate
than Consolidated Fund Bills, and are often not
passed until nearly the end of the session.
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Finally,
embodied
in
numerous '-'"'·'"""H<:·"'
the national income and
course, it is impossible to go much
even
in ordinary times, whilst, in time of war, nothing but
the bare totals of naval and milih'try expenditure are
given, for obvious reasons. In such a time, also, only
' dummy,' i.e. blank, estimates for such expenditure
are presented to the House; and large 'votes of
credit,' or resolutions autho1izing expenditure of
round sums, are asked for and obtained at frequent
intervals, which enable the Government to go on
borrowing money to meet current expenses.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

In ordinary times, the expenditure of each financial
year is provided for out of the revenue of that year;
and there is another important order of the House
which forbids money voted for one year to be expended
after the year has expired. Thus, even if a department
has been so lucky as to have a balance at the end of the
year, it cannot hold it in reserve, but must return it
to The Treasury~ unless, of course, the House gives
special permission to the contrary. If the original
estimates should have proved insufficient for the service
of the year, ' supplementary ' estimates must be
presented and authorized ; and, in times of strain,
even a supplementary Appropriation Act may be
necessary.
•
CRITICISM OF GOVERNMENT

Leaving an account of the methods of collecting and
expending the revenue granted by Parliament, and the
important subject of ' auditing-,' or examining th~
u
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national accounts, until we• come t1 deal with The
Treasury, under whose direction these\mportant duties
are mainly (though not entirely) carried out, we proceed
now to touch brie:Uy on another important duty of
Parliament, viz. supporting, criticizing, or, if necessary,
defeating, the policy of the Crown ; always remembering, of course, that no criticism is ever directed against
the King personally, because, in a,ll matters political,
he acts on the aGvice of his Ministers (pp. 44-45).
Inasmuch as it is of the essence of the Parliamentary ..
or 'Cabinet' system of government, as understood
throughout the British Empire, that every department
of State should have at its head a Minister who is a
member of Parliament, and who can therefore be •
questioned and defend his department in Parliament,
it will be perceived that every department of State is
'responsible' to Parliament in a very real sense.
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• QUESTIONS '

Ministers occupy seats in either House on the
' Treasury Bench,' or row of seats on the floor of the
House, on the right hand of the Lord Chancellor or
Speaker respectively; and one of the earliest items in
each day's proceedings, is a formidable array of ques~
tions on every conceivable subject, of which private
(i.e. unofficial) members of the House have given
notice. The object of the notice is, of course, to enable
the Minister concerned to get the necessary informa.~
tion (often involving great investigation) to enable him
to reply to his questioner. By a useful reform effected
a few years ago, some of these replies are given in writing,
and published with the official Reports of the Debates
(' Hansard '), which are, of course, •freely accessible,
not only to members, but to any person who chooses
to examine them.
But the more important are
answered by word of mouth in the House, in the
presence, not only of members, but of strangers occupy~
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ing one of the yarious 'galleries,' which, though not
strictly part of fhc House, are so placed that all
proceedings are, or should
audible there.
If the questioner is not
reply, he often puts an impromptu ' "'1.!1-'f"·'-'-"'·''-·H
question, ' arising out of the reply' ; and,
such a proceeding, or even in the wording of
question, he will attempt to introduce arguments
against the Minister's action. l3ut the Minister
attacked may defend himself by saying,' I must have
notice of that question,' or Mr. Speaker may in1·.,,.,,.,,,,
and say : f The hon. member must not make a speech.
•

MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT

If, however, the matter is of importance, and the House
is not satisfied with the Minister's reply, the questioner
may ask leave to' move the adjournment of the House';
and, if forty members support his request, a debate
(nominally on that motion, but really on the substance
of the question) takes place; and the Government,
which formally opposes the motion, if defeated, must
resign, or at least, the Minister in question must.
RESOLUTION OF WANT OF CONFIDENCE

A still more extreme step is the moving of a formal
resolution condemning the policy of the Government,
either as revealed in the report of a Royal Commission,
i.e. a body appointed by the Crown to investigate,
independently of Parliament, the facts of an alleged
failure or misconduct by a Government department,
or by such sources of information as the newspapers,
or even common 7;eport. In still more extreme cases,
a general vote of want of confidence in the Government
may be moved. As a rule, opportunity for a debate
on such a motion will only be granted by the Government on the request of the leader of a substantial
party in the House; and the power which the Govern-

,
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ment exercises (not as serv:nts of tbe Crown. but as
leaders of the House itself) of arrcfnging the 'programme' of the House, enables it to prevent the time
of Parliament bein~ wasted in debating motions of this
kind which have no chance of success. But no
Government would dare to deny opportunities for
such a debate if it were really the desire of the House
that it should take place; for to .do so would merely
result in the Hou!e refusing to support the Government, and, in the case of the House of Commons, at least, such refusal would be fatal to the Government's
existence. It has, however, long been the practice
for Liberal Governments to disregard 'votes of censure ' by the House of Lords ; because they are always •
in a minority there, and have no chance of getting
a majority in that House by a General Election.
RESIGNATION OF GOVERNMENT

The debate on a resolution expressing a want of
confidence in the Government is, of course, a test of
strength between the Government and the Opposition;
and if the resolution is carried, or only defeated by a
very small majority, the Government, in the former
case invariably, in the latter usually, tenders its resignation to the King, or, if circumstances are favourable (p. 45), requests him to dissolve Parliament, that
the electors may decide between the parties.
INFORMAL CoMMITTEES

In addition to these occasional steps, and, indeed,
with a view of prompting them, many groups of
members, or ' committees,' are voluntarily formed to
enable their members to keep a vigilant eye on the
action of the Government in regard to some matter in
which those members are specially interested, such
as agriculture, the navy, tariff reform, and so on. It
is not very easy to be sure as to the relationship between
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these groups (w~ich are ~ot, of course, appointed by
House itstlf)/ o.nd the
party organization (pp. I5I-I52) ·but it will
be found that
are composed of members of one
therefore, perhaps, be described as
to stimulate, or' ginger up,' their own nominal
eith~r

.

SECRET SESSIONS

A few words may, perhaps, here be usefully said
about a rare form of Parliamentary discussion
has, of late, owing to special circumstances, been of
unusual prominence. When they are asked questions
.. in either House, Ministers may, of course, refuse to
answer, on the ground that to do so would be «!",<HH·'"'
the interests of the State, by revealing information
of value to enemies, open or secret. Such a step is,
obviously, likely to be of frequent occurrence in time
of war; and the patriotism of the House will usually
support the Minister in such a refusal. But the
Government may think it wise to take the House into
its confidence, in what is called a ' secret session.' It
is not, perhaps, generally known that all debates, in
both Houses, are, in theory, secret; in the Lords,
because they are the hereditary counsellors of the
Crown, in the Commons, because, at an early date, to
prot~ct its own independence, the House insisted on
' secrecy of debate' as a guarantee against intimidation by the King. Down to the end of the Civil War,
this secrecy was maintained in actual practice; and
it is only from private diaries of members, which,
though regarded with great jealousy by the House,
were in fact kept from the middle of the seventeenth
century, that w~ know anything, beyond the bare
official' Journals,' of what actually took place in debate.
With the great increase of interest, however, in the
proceedings of Parliament which grew out of the
a Therefore, of course, they are not' committees of the House.'

r
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Civil War, and the growth'of newsl?apers and other
periodical literature, more and mo1e the fictiolil. of
secrecy broke down; and the suspicion grew also, that
any insistence on the privilege of secrecy was likely to
be at least as mucllin the private and corrupt interests
of members of the House, as in the desire to prevent
interference by the Crown. At last, in the third quarter
of the eighteenth century, in a serie9 of quarrels between
the House and the.authorities of the City of London,
who, under the guidance of the notorious John Wilkes,
championed the cause of the printers of the debates,
the House of Commons was definitely defeated; and
the publication, both of debates and voting lists,
became a regular thing. Still the House refused to •
recognize publicity as a right of the citizen~ though it
appointed a printer who supplied copies of Parlia·
mentary Papers to all and sundry, and even allowed a
Strangers' Gallery to be built on the edge of the
debating chamber. Finally, however, in r875• the
right to exclude strangers was restricted in the Commons to the Speaker or the Chairman of Committees,
and is now only exercised on a formal resolution of
the House, moved by the Prime Minister or Minister
of the Crown, on occasions of great gravity.
THE HOUSE AND ITS CONSTITUENCIES

As a final example of the way in which Parliament,
and especially the House of Commons, collects and
expresses the will of the country, we may refer to the
intimate connection which exists between members of
Parliament and their constituents. The member or
candidate for the constituency is the person to whom
the average elector naturally turns for guidance in
understanding political affairs. Tru~, he may read
the accounts of Parliamentary debates in the news·
papers; but these accounts, less extensive than they
formerly were, especially in the local Press, do not
bring home very vividly to the average elector the

~
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meani11g of things. For11 this he looks to the speeches
delivered from iime to time at local meetings by his
member or candidate· and a
member
takes his
seriously, not
entirely
his own
is in
daily touch
constituents·
especially during a session of
is heavy. It is true that this
has its
side ; especially when it is concernoo
the procuring
or according of favours. None the less, it is an essential
element in the working of really popular government,
and especially in the ventilation and
of those
grievances which, if left unnoticed, are apt to
and produce a dangerous feeling of unrest.
PETITIONS

From the earliest times, -the House of Commons has
been a centre for the redress of grievances; and,
formerly, 'receivers and triers of petitions' were
appointed at the commencement of each session.
As new ways of dealing with grievances were invented,
the course of procedure changed ; but the presenta~
tion of petitions to Parliament on public subjects
became so popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, that a Committee of Grievances sat regularly
during those years, and, in r66r, an Act was passed to
prevent the presentation of petitions in a tumultuous
or disorderly manner. The right of all subjects to
petition the King was, however, reaffirmed in the
most unqualified manner by the Bill of Rights of r68g ;
and, in substance, all the more important of these
petitions find their way to the House of Commons, by
which they are dealt with in a systematic manner.
They can only be presented by a member of the House,
ana are not commonly read or debated upon, but
merely announced in summary form. Nevertheless,
if there appears to be real ground for action, the
petition might be discussed; and upon it, or upon any
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matter of public interest, ~ther House might pass
a formal resolution, or even go tal the length. of
presenting a formal Address to the Crown, expressing
its views as to the course to be adopted, and even
urging action in a 'specified direction. Such resolutions need not by any means be hostile to the Government; they may even, in times of crisis, be a solemn
expression of the united determin'1-tion of the nation
to stand behind t:be Crown and its Ministers, and
support their policy. Such resolutions and Addresses
may come, not only from the Imperial Parliament,
but also from the Parliaments of the self-governing
Dominions, and the Legislative Councils of the Crown
Colonies and India. Everywhere throughout the
Empire the legislative body is the natural centre of
popular manifestation ; and, the more truly ' representative' it is, the more genuine is that manifestation.
JUDICIAL WORK OF PARLIAMENT

As was said at the beginning of this chapter,
Parliament is, to a certain extent, concerned with
judicial proceedings; but the expression 'High
Court of Parliament ' should not mislead us into
supposing that any substantial share of the ordinary
work of administering justice falls to its lot. The
House of Lords, it is true, is, as we shall see, the
supreme court of appeal from the courts of the United
Kingdom in civil, and, to a very slight degree, in
criminal cases ; but in this capacity it is hardly a part
of Parliament, and sits independently of Parliament
as a whole. The House of Lords also acts as a tribunal
for the trial of peers accused of treason or felony, and
as a quasi-judicial 'Committee of Privileges,' when
there is a disputed claim to a peerage. •
IMPEACHMENT

But the only judicial proceeding in which Parliament as a whole takes part is the almost obsolete

•
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IMPEACHMENT
process of impeachment, 1:1efore alluded to (pp. 32-33),
in whiCh 'Mant-gers,' appointed by the Commons,
appear at the bar of the House of Lords, and accuse
persons who are alleged to ha.ve misconducted them~
selves in an
E">t:n
is not strictly judicial; because, in spite
the
that the
accused is charged with 'high crimes
and
' no crime definitely known to
the law need be, or usually is, al,l.eged against him.
If the Lords find the accused guilty, and the Commons
demand judgment, practically any punishment may
be imposed, regardless of precedent. The proceedings
are, in fact, in the nature of a solemn and deliberate
• act of justice, unfettered by precise legal rules.
INTERMISSIONS OF PARLIAMENT:

DISSOLUTION

In concluding this chapter, it may, perhaps, be well
to distinguish between three kinds of interruptions
of Parliamentary business which have been alluded
to in it, and which are apt to be confused. As has
been before remarked (p. 36), the Crown, acting on the
advice of its Ministers, or, possibly (p. 45), on its
own initiative, may dissolve Parliament, i.e. put an
end altogether to its existence. Needless to say,
this step, though it does not affect any Bills which
have actually received the royal assent, puts an end
to all incompleted business ; for, by a General Election,
the membership of the House of Commons may be
entirely changed.
PROROGATION

But, at the end of the Session, i.e. the annual meeting
of Parliament, Parliament is prorogued by the King
until the next assembling ; and this step is not followed, at any rate necessarily, by a General Election,
but the same Parliament meets again, when summoned
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by proclamation after the ••recess,' which, in normal
times, lasts from mid-August to Fej:>ruary. ·stra.nge
to say, by a rule the reason of which is not apparent,
all pending business likewise drops on this occasion, as
on a dissolution, ahd has all to be begun again in the
next session.
ADJOURNMENT

Finally, during •the session, each House adjourns
itself from day to day, or over the week-end, or a •
short vacation, or merely for a few hours, by simple
resolution. This step has no legal effect on business,
which is taken up, according to the time-table of the
House, which is regulated by the Standing Orders, •
just where it left off. That is one reason why, during
a war or great crisis, Parliament is not prorogued, much
less dissolved, if it can be avoided. It is merely
adjourned from time to time, ready to take up its
work again, as the needs of the moment require.

•

CHAPTER VIII
THE FIGHTING SERVJCES

As has been before pointed out (p. 5), it is one of
the oldest, if not the very oldest duty of the King to
lead his people in war; and the right and duty of
the Crown to train, equip, and control a sufficient
~ military force to defend its dominions from attack,
has never, except in time of revolution, been denied.
But the common sense of the British people, sharpened
by experience, has not been blind to the dangers which
might attend the exercise of these rights, and has
devised certain safeguards against them. Moreover,
the enormous cost of modern warfare, and even of
preparation for warfare, has long rendered it impossible
for the Crown to perform its military duties without
frequent recourse to Parliament for the grant of
money; and Parliament has, not unnaturally, made
of this fact a powerful lever for securing national control
over military policy and administration. The King
and his advisers, on the other hand, have wisely seen,
that a hearty national co-operation in the work of
providing and maintaining the fighting services is far
more valuable than a sullen submission to autocratic
levy of men and money. The result has been a series
of arrangements which form an important part in the
government of tke Empire.
THE RoYAL NAVY

The oldest of the present fighting forces of the
Crown of a professional character is the Royal Navy.
x81
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Owing to her insular position, England has been from
time to time engaged in maritime war .-from the ·eadiest
days of her history; and the ill-omened Ship-Money
Writs issued by Charles I were said to have been
taken from preced~nts used before the Norman Conquest. But it was not until the late fourteenth century
that a general system was established for the naval
forces of the Crown by the creation of the office of
Lord High Admir:.l, and the recognition by Parliament of the King's right to require the services of sea- •
faring men for the Royal Navy-the so-called right
of 'impressment.' This right has never been aban·
doned; and, for many generations, sailors who were
perfectly prepared to serve in the Navy insisted on •
going through the form of being ' impressed,' because
it was attended by the payment of bounties which they
preferred to regular pay. But, for the last century,
at least, the Royal Navy has been so popular, and the
conditions of pay and other provisions have been so
much improved, that service in the Navy has been
voluntary.
THE TUDOR REVIVAL

With the interest in maritime affairs aroused by the
great discoveries of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the growth of the Royal Navy proceeded
apace, especially under the Tudor monarchs, who were
fully alive to the importance of supremacy at sea ;
and England entered upon a series of Titanic rivalries
with Spain, Hol1and, and France, for the acquisition
of that supremacy, which left her, or rather the British
Empire into which she had expanded, at the Peace of
r8r5, the first Naval Power in the world. Superb as
have been the bravery and enterprise 'bf British sailors
in acquiring that position, it is almost equally creditable
to the moderation and good sense of British statesmanship, that it has been so justly and wisely used, as to
arouse little jealousy and suspicion. And when the
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POWER

• it was the proud lot of the
hour of. supreme trial came,
Brii!ish Navy to,:find arrayed in comradeship with it,
the fleets of practically all the civ-ilized Powers
the
world,
the exception
that which had thrown
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So great had the power of the .I!ord High Admiral,
the head of this mighty force, become, even in the
seventeenth century, that we :find Charles I adopting
the practice which, as we shall see, was adopted also
with regard to the great offices of Lord High Treasurer
and Lord Chancellor, of 'putting it into commission.'
The practice was quite in accordance with the views
of the Parliamentarian party, who, though they took
a great share in the developement and improvement
of the English Navy, and made its name famous
throughout the world, had no love for great officials;
and, though the office was revived, on the Restoration
of Charles II, for the King's brother, the future James II,
that step did not add to its popularity, and, by a
statute of the year I6go, the practice of putting the
office into commission was regularized. From the
year I708, in fact, save for the brief tenure of the
office by the Duke of Clarence, afterwards King
William IV, from I827 to I8z8, there has been no Lord
High Admiral of England, much less of the Empire;
and ' My Lords of the Admiralty ' have ruled the
destinies of the Navy.
GROWTH OF ADMIRALTY OFFICES

Meanwhile~ however, the growing heeds of the
Royal Navy had been met by the growth of an administrative system which comprised a Navy Board,
created so far back as 1546, a Victualling Board, and
a Treasurer of the Navy, all acting in subordination to

.
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the Admiralty ; and, though Parliament haq. never
shown any jealousy of the Navy at ~ll correspomling
with that which, as we shall see (pp. r8g-rgo), mani·
fested itself in connection with the army, it had, by a
great statute of th~ year r66r, empowered the Crown
to issue 'Articles,' or regulations, for the control and
discipline of the Navy, and to appoint naval courts
martial, or special tribunals for the trial and punishment of offences by-officers and men of the fleet. This
latter jurisdiction must be carefully distinguished from
•
the jurisdiction exercised by the ' Court of Admiralty '
over all offences committed by British subjects on
'"'
British ships on the high seas, and over certain purely
civil business, such as salvage claims and actions •
against ships, which jurisdiction had been the subject
of fierce dispute in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and has nothing to do with the discipline of
the Royal Navy.
1832
In the year 1832, the management of the Navy was
placed substantially on its present basis (though
there have been, and constantly are, changes of detail},
by Sir James Graham, who procured the abolition of
the semi-independent Navy and Victualling Boards,
and the transfer of their duties to the Admiralty Board.
Thus the whole business of theNavy, military as well
as civil, became concentrated in the hands of the
' Lords Commissioners for executing the office of Lord
High Admiral,' who are appointed by Letters Patent.
The number of such Commissioners varies from time
to time, according to the requirements of the situation; but the Board always comprises a' First Lord,'
a ' First ' and other ' Naval Lords,' and one or more
' Civil ;Lords.' In addition, a Parliamentary, a Finan·
cial, and a Permanent Secretary, are appointed members
of the Admiralty Board, but not by the Letters Patent
appointing the Lords Commissioners.
REFORMS OF

THE ADMIRALTY
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• WORKING OF THE BOARD OF ADMIRALTY

Unlike the

•

which now :nevf'r
Bonrd
r832,
for a
and bad perfod, to hold
and frequent meetings at which
genuinely discussed. But it
not be supposed
that the decisions of the Board, like those of an ordinary
committee, are arrived at by the•simple process of
counting votes. Though the Lords Commissioners are
all legally on the same footing, and any two of them
can sign for ' The Admiralty,' the ' First Lord,' who
is always a member of the Ministry, and, in ordinary
<~> times, of the Cabinet, is, and is intended to be, much
more than a mere chairman; because he, and he alone,
is directly responsible to King and Parliament for the
administration of the navy. This fact was always
understood after the reorganization of r832 ; but it
was put beyond question by two Orders in Council
of r86g and 1872 respectively, which definitely subordinated the other members of the Commission to
the First Lord, and gave him power to arrange the
distribution of business among his colleagues. Thus,
the decisive voice at the Board is with the First Lord,
who, if his colleagues attempted to overrule him, would
decline to take responsibility for their decision, and
either resign his office (which would mean the dissolu~
tion of the Commission), or procure the dismissal by
the Cabinet of any colleague who persisted in opposing
him. The position of the ' Junior Lords ' of the Ad~
miralty, is, therefore, anomalous. They are, in theory,
responsible for the decisions of the Board, but cannot
control, though, doubtless, they can and do in·
ftuence, its policy: The bulk of their time is, probably,
occupied with the immense and important duties of
the administrative work entrusted to them by the
Minute of the First Lord-the recruiting and management of the men of the navy and the education of, the
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issue of commissions to, anl promotions of, its officers,
the building, manning, and moving of the sliips, the
construction of naval docks and har'bours, the maintenance and working of the ' yards' or works in which
the vast machinety of construction and repair goes
on, the appointment and duties of the civilian staff,
and the great business of finance. It is in these
matters that the expert does his i:r:qportant work. The
Parliamentary aml Financial Secretaries to the Admiralty may sit in the House of Commons; but the
other members of the Board, even if they cannot all
be called ' permanent,' are excluded from the House
by the operation of the Place Act of 1707 (p. 105).

•

•
NAVAL ENLISTMENT AND DISCIPLINE ACTS

As has been before remarked (p. 184), there has
never been any constitutional check on the maintenance or recruitment of the navy, other than that
imposed by the necessity of getting money for these
objects from Parliament. But the old haphazard
methods of recruiting have been replaced by a scientific
and highly successful system under the provisions of
the Naval Enlistment Acts, which make provision for
the period of service, discharge, and pension of the
men ; a special provision being that no man can be
compelled to serve for more than five years. Likewise,
also, the maintenance of discipline in the navy,originally
a matter of undisputed prerogative, is now governed
by the provisions of the Naval Discipline Acts, which
incorporate, with many additions, the Articles of
War issued by the Crown under the provisions of
the Act of I66I (p. 184), and, further, authorize the
creation, when occasion requires, M naval ' courts
martial,' comprised of officers of the Fleet, which have
power to try officers and men of the Royal Navy for
offences, not only against naval discipline, but also
against the common law. Further, the Acts make
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provision for ' courts of enquiry,' also of a naval char~
acter; for the pUi·pose of investigating events which
demand explanation, though no one can at first be
the soldier
accused of
for them.
2o8), the
in Lhe Royal
therefore,
from the
practically (though not legally)
jurisdiction of the ordinary courts
; and this
practical exemption is, no doubt, largely due to the
fact that he has very few opportuf1ities of inflicting
harm on the private citizen, while to remove him from
his ship or squadron for purposes of trial, might involve
unnecessary inconvenience and expense. Needless to
say, the Rule of Law (p. 38) previously described,
'~~>applies to the sailor as much as to the soldier.
NAVAL RESERVES

In addition to the regular officers and men of His
Majesty's Navy, on full pay, amounting, at the outbreak
of the European war, to rso,ooo, there are more than
one powerful adjunct which have proved their great
worth in war. There is, for example, the Royal
Naval Reserve, constituted under an Act of Parlia*
ment of r859, and merged into the Royal Fleet Reserve
by the Naval Reserve Act of rgoo. By the original
scheme, the members of the R.N .R. enlisted for a
period of five years, and were liable to twenty-eight
days of training in each year; but these requirements
were a good deal stiffened by the Act of Igoo, and all
limit of numbers in this force wa'> removed by the
Naval Forces Act of 1903, which also sanctioned the
creation of a body of f{oyal Marine Volunteers, available for service beyond the four seas. It was under
the provisions of these Naval Reserve Acts that the
invaluable auxiliaries of the regular Fleet known
familiarly as the ' mine-sweepers ' were organized.
Then, too, it may be noted that the men of
the Coast Guard (a system of coast defence which

13
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has been in existence since the reign of Edward I)
and other sea-faring men in the Government service,
as well as navy pensioners, may, in case of emergency,
be called upon to serve. Inasmuch as these all are,
or have been, pr~fessional sailors, the value of their
services is very great.
LAND FORCES

•
already been

As has
remarked (p. 7), the earliest
land forces of the Crown were of the nature of civilian •
soldiers, or militia, only liable to serve for defence,
and, according to strict theory, only in their own
counties.
THE FEUDAL ARRAY

•

When the Norman Conquest had shown the need of
a professional army, it was raised on feudal principles,
by making the liability to service dependent upon the
holding of a landed fief or estate. But the feudal
array thus provided for soon ceased to be, if it ever
was, a standing' or permanently embodied army;
its members being only bound to serve the Ring for
forty days in each year.
1

COMMISSIONS OF ARRAY

For this and other reasons it soon became obsolete;
and, after some attempted schemes of Edward I,
which have not received the attention they deserve,
the feudal levy was replaced by commissions of
array,' i.e. virtually, armies of professional soldiers
recruited by their immediate officers, by virtue of
royal commissions, or authorities, issued to them by
the King. These commissions were intensely unpopular, on account both of the character of the soldiers
(solidarii or shilling-men') raised by them, and of the
high-handed methods used by the holders of them to
procure recruits. Many Acts of Parliament were
1

1

COMMISSIONS OF ARRAY

passed to prohibit such methods, as well as the result~
ing s.teps of 'billeting' or compulsory lodging of such
men (usually strangers to the locality), and the
of
nowers of
and
to
"'"the

®

legal
use made of cNJclHJllL'>'>J.u•u;::,
the Stuart Kings to overawe tht;ir subjects, and
establish autocratic govemment, led the champions of
freedom definitely to challenge their legality.
The practiGe of issuing commissions for
by
• martial law' was the more odious, in that it was
extended by James I and his son, not merely to professional soldiers, but to other ' dissolute persons ...
for any robbery, felony, mutiny or other outrage, or
misdemeanour,' i.e. to private citizens for offences
known to, and properly triable by, the ordinary law
courts.
THE PETITION OF RIGHT

After various protests, the Parliament of r6z8
procured the acceptance by the King of the famous
statute known as the ' Petition of Right,' because it
declined to admit that it was creating new law, and
professed to be merely a re-affirmation of existing law.
By that Act, which is still in force, after a full and
explicit recital of these and other grievances, His
Majesty is prayed ' to remove the said soldiers and
mariners, and that your people may not be so burdened
in time to come; and that the aforesaid commissions
for pro<;;eeding by martial law may be revoked and
annulled; and that hereafter no commissions of like
nature may.issue forth to any person or persons whatso~ver'; and His Majesty, despite his obvious unwillingness, was constrained to grant that 'right shall
be done as is' desired.' It should be particularly noticed,
in view of subsequent and recent happenings, that the
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prohibition of trial by martial law (as to the nature
of which something will hereafter be said) was not by
the Petition of Right restricted to t~me of peace, in
spite of a suggestion to that effect by the House of
Lords, made at th!! time of its passing.
The occurrence of th.e Civil War shortly after the
passing of the Petition of Right somewhat masked the
importance of that document for a time; but it by no
means altered th~ attitude of the nation towards a
professional army. For even Cromwell's New ModeL •
which included the famous ' Ironsides,' notwithstanding its glorious exploits and its Parliamentary character, was intensely unpopular; and the very success
of Cromwell had an obvious effect on military arrange- •
ments down to the great French War at the end of
the eighteenth century.
190

THE BILL OF RIGHTS

Accordingly, when James II showed a disposition
to imitate the policy of his father, by establishing a
camp of professional soldiers on Hounslow Heath to
overawe London, his subjects deposed him, and, in the
great Bill of Rights, in r68g, in which they offered the
throne to William of Orange and his wife, they made
it an express condition of their offer, th.0-Ct:heraising
or_..keeping.~k staREling am1y within the kingdom, in
time of peace, unless it be with the consent of Parliament,, ~s agB-i:n,§,t~:Law"'"~ .... This..statute, Jilg::w!l'l~•.xe.mains
on.the.St~t:tJ1£J29P~.; and thus the legal position of
the professional land soldier is, obviously, different
from that of his maritime comrade, because, quite
apart from questions of ways and means, the Crown
does an unlawful act, and all persons•who take part in
the proceedings do unlawful acts, if they equip a single
regular soldier within the kingdom (which does not
include India), in time of peace, without the express
sanction of Parliament.

THE R!GULAR ARMY

..

It is, however, one of the strangest facts in English
histG~ry; that the very event which rendered the exist·
ence of a standil!g, ur 'rcg ular' army within the
prima facie, illegal, also
it necessary. But
is
the
monarch
!not
an effort;
of
po\verful
King of France) only too willing t$) make use of the
Stuart or Jacobite claims, to embarrass William of
Orange, whom they hated as the champion of Protestantism and liberty.

• MuTINY AcTs •
Accordingly, it became necessary to provide in some
way for the suspension of the provisions of the Petition
of Right and the Bill of Rights above quoted; and this
was done by the passing of annual 'Mutiny Acts,'
which, after expressly repeating or 'reciting' these
provisions, declared that, for one year, they should be
in abeyance. At first these Mutiny Acts did not go
further; but, in I7!Z, they began to fix definitely the
number of soldiers which might be raised by the
Crown under their permission, and this practice has
continued ever since. About that ,time, al$Q, began
the practice, easy but not very stl'aiglJ.tforward, of
attaching the words 'in. time of peace,' which, as we
have seen, were really in tho clause of the Bill of
Rights (p. Igo), which deals with a standing army,
to the ' recital ' of the clauses of the Petition of Right
(p. 190) dealing with martial law and billeting, in which
they do not occur; and this practice, beingembodied
in Acts of Parli~m~nt, may be said to justify the
ri.ew.;.that the Jirnitation . to '.time. of peace' IJlust be
now read into the Petition of Right, though it certainly
does not justify the statement that ' the framers of
the Petition of Right knew well what they meant
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when they made a condition of peace the ground of
•
the illegality of unconstitutional pro.cedure.'
• THE ARMY AcT

The Mutiny Acts extend in a long and almost
unbroken series from 168g to the middle of the nineteenth century, as standing witnesses to the growing
control of Parliamtnt over the regular army; for they
increase as they go on in complexity and length, by •
the insertion of many clauses dealing with the discipline, training, billeting, and general management
of the regular troops. Thus an elaborate code of
'military law' (very different from, though it is often •
called by the same name, the ' martial law ' prohibited
by the Petition of Right), came into exi$ten<:;.e ; but
it is applicable only to ' regular 'soldiers, including the
militia or Territorials when 'embodied ' or called out
for service. At length, in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, a very useful step was taken.
What may be called the 'permanent' parts of military
law (though of course they are altered from time to
time) were separated from the temporary provisions
which suspend the Petition of Right and the Bill of
Rights, and embodied in a permanent statute, commonly called the ' Army . Act, . r881,' but more
properly 'The Army Act,' because, by an admirable
arrangement, when any alteration is made in its provisions by an amending Act, that alteration is immediately incorporated into the Act itself, so that the
British officer who has to work under it knows exactly
where he is. The odd thing is, that this 'permanent'
statute is in a very true sense 'annual'; because it
is re-enacted or revived year by.year by the Army
(.1\Ul,l,\J;~l} Act, wllkl;l.ha$. taken tl.Jt<, plaGe ot the priginal
Mutiny Ac.ts"of.:Willian:utn<lA;J;rne,)tnd is, usually, quite
will continue to call,
short. It is this Act, which
for clearness, the ' Mutiny Act,' which authorizes

we
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exactly the maximum nm1lber of regular troops which
the J{ing may levy and maintain; and it is remarkable,
that Parliament *1as continued to
this Act
the great
the Bill of
as
to '
of peace.'
been said, also
about martial law
billeting
of
and, if necessary, makes alterations in the' permanent
Army Act, which are then incorpor!tted into
latter
statute.

"

DISCIPLINE OF THE REGULAR ARMY

®

The management and control of the army have, as
has been before said (p. 7), always been recognized,
except in times of revolution, as being the peculiar
prerogative of the King.
ARTICLES OF WAR

Accordingly, soon after the practical necessity of a
permanent standing army had become apparent, at
the end of the seventeenth century, the King began
to issue from time to time 'Articles of War' for the
government of the troops. These Articles dealt
mainly with minor offences ; because the Mutiny Acts
themselves, as a rule, dealt with capital offences,
whereby men might be 'forejudged of life and limb.'
But, at the beginning of George l's reign, it was thought
better to put this royal prerogative on a constitutional
footing; and so, by an Act of Parliament of the year
1717, the King was definitely empowered to issue
Articles of War-a fact which does not, of itself,
deprive him of his independent prerogative .
•
r

KING'S REGULATIONS •

As, however, the provisions of the Mutiny Acts
became more and more detailed, the scope of the King's
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prerogative in this respec'l:, whether derived from
common law or the Acts themselves, became,-in practice, more and more restricted ; bocause, of course,
the King cannot, by Articles of War, alter the provisions of an Act of Parliament. The 'King's Regulations,' therefore~ are concerned mainly with the
minor affairs of military life, such as the soldier's
uniform and equipment, the etiquette of the barracks
and the mess-room, the formalities required in communicating with tfle authorities, and so on; while the
really important rules affecting the soldier-the terms •
of his enlistment, his billeting and transport, and
his trial and punishment for alleged offences-are
governed by the Army Act. This is an important fact,
in view of a great constitutional question which must •
hereafter be discussed; but the great prerogative power
which still belongs to the Crown in army administration was vividly illustrated by the step taken in 1872,
when the sale of commissions, which for long had been
openly practised under Army Regulations, was abolished
by Royal Warrant.
PARLIAMENTARY CoNTROL OF ARMY

It was long before Parliament obtained any further
hold over the army than that contained in the Mutiny
Acts. Of course the necessity of coming to Parliament for money to pay the troops and provide equipment and provisions compelled some sort of account
of its management to be given.
THE SECRETARY AT WAR

But the Secretary at War, an important official on
whom this duty fell, was not part .of the Ministry
of the day; and if, for reasons of obvious convenience,
he occupied a seat in the House of Commons, he did
not admit that he was responsible to that House.
The sums voted by Parliament for the army were

THE Vv'AR OFFICE
handed over to the Pay~aster of the Forces, who was
no~ by· any means necessarily a member of Parliament
at all, and
w·as responsible
acts to the
King alone,

..

EsTIMATES

regular
army
of
was the enact·
ment, in the year 1783, as part o:P Burke's schemes of
reform, of an Act requiring the Secretary at War to
prepare and lay annual estimates of military expenditure before Parliament, and to obtain and examine
the accounts of the Paymaster, whose defalcations in
the past had been notorious.
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF AND SECRETARY OF STATE

But a far greater step was taken in the year I793•
when, as a consequence of the great French War, the
military control of the army was placed under a professional Commander-in-Chief, while its administrative control was placed under a newly created Secretary
of State for War. Thus began that system of 'dual
control' of the army, by the 'Horse Guards' or headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief, and the 'War
Office ' or bureau of the Secretary of State, which was
the parent of so much friction and confusion. Moreover,
the old office, now become meaningless and dangerous,
of Secretary at War, was not then abolished.
The definite establishment of the principle that in
army administration, as in other departments of
State, Parliament is supreme, did not come until after
the Crimean W8!>r, when, by the separation of the War
and Colonial Offices (p. 76), and the abolition of the
Secretaryship at War, the Secretary of State for War,
always a member of the Ministry, and, in normal times,
a member of the Cabinet, acquired complete control of
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the army, and, of course, therewith complete responsibility to Parliament, tempered only by the surviving
powers of the Commander-in-Chief.
1870
The latter office was, moreover, definitely subordinated to that of the Secretary of State by Mr. Cardwell's
reforms of I87o, which created, in effect, three subdepartments of th! War Office, the first, purely military, under the Commander-in-Chief, the second deal•
ing with equipment and commissariat, taking over the
duties of the old Ordnance Board, and the third
dealing with finance. The two latter sub-departments
were presided over respectively by a Surveyor-General •
and a Financial Secretary, both of whom might be
members of the House of Commons, but who were
distinctly subordinates of the Secretary of State.
J:9EFORMS OF

I888, I8g5, AND 1904
Further reforms, of a partial nature, were introduced
by Mr. Stanhope in 1888, and Lord Hartington in
1895; but the most complete change was made in
1904, when, as the result of the recommendations of
Lord Esher's Commission, the office of Commander-inChief was definitely abolished, and the government of
the army entrusted to an Army Council, created from
time to time by Letters Patent, and consisting of the
Secretary of State, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary for War, the Financial Secretary to the War Office,
with four professional members, viz. the Chief of the
General Staff, the Adjutant-General, the Quartermaster-General, and the Master-General of Ordnance •
•
REFORMS OF

THE ARMY COUNCIL

This body, whose duties were regulated by Order in
Council, and which consists, as we have just seen, of

THE ,ARMY COUNCIL
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•
three ~'Iinisters and four professional officials of high
rank, has the virtual control of the daily administration
of the anny, issues
Orders relating to its government, and,
of
to public safety,
decisions of the
Imperial
on
subject of the direction
campaigns, and the movement of troops,
through
the Committee of Imperial Defencee(p. z~6), co-operates
with the Royal Navy. The fact that the Army
Council contains a majority of non-Parliamentary
members, may appear to be inconsistent with that
Parliamentary control of the army which is essential
to the principles of the British Constitution ; but,
apart from the fact that the Secretary of State is Presi·
dent of the Council, it is clear, from the terms of the
Letters Patent constituting the Council, and the
Order in Council regulating its duties, that the Council
is only to act as a highly responsible and qualified
deputy of the Secretary of State, who is responsible
to King and Parliament for the business of the War
Office. And, though the Secretary of State need not
be actually a member of the Imperial Cabinet, he is
so closely in touch with it as to make him morally
certain of its support, so long as he retains office.
Finally, though the reforms of 1904 contemplated the
appointment of an Inspector-General of the Forces,
whose office might conceivably have retained a good
deal of the old independent authority of the Commander-in-Chief, in fact, after a single experiment,
this new office has fallen into abeyance. Judged by
results, the first few years of the working of the new
scheme may be said to have been highly satisfactory;
for, by the admission of all parties, there has rarely
been launched by any army organization a more
efficient force than the Expeditionary Army which,
called in August, I9I4, to withstand the shock of the
most elaborately prepared and overwhelmingly
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numerous army of invasion·ever seen in the history
of modern Europe, perhaps of the world, gallantly
performeq its heroic task.
•
The subject of army recruiting-i.e. the terms of
and liability to se:ivice in the British army, is now,
naturally, in a fluid state; and we can give only the
barest outlines. Briefly speaking, however, there are
now four chief sections of the army, each of which
stands, legally, on a distinct footing.

•
THE REGULAR ARMY

, (r) The first of these is the ' regular' or professional •
section-infantry, cavalry, and horse and foot artillery, and engineers. These are recruited under the terms
of the Army Act, on a voluntary system, which authorizes the Crown to accept their services for a period not
exceeding twelve years. In practice, the period for
which the regular private soldier enlists is now seven
years with the colours and five in the' reserve' (p. zoo);
while it would seem that acceptance of a commission
by an officer binds him to serve during the Crown's
pleasure, though, in time of peace, the officer can, in
practice, resign his commission at any time. Moreover, the length and terms of service may be extended
or varied by the Secretary of State, within the limits
prescribed by the Army Act; and there are provisions
' for suspending the right to a discharge at the expiry
of a period of service, if the Empire is then at war,
and for prolonging it voluntarily, if the soldier so
desires. Owing to the great changes wrought by the
European War, it is impossible now to give any idea
of the probable future numbers Of the regular
army; but, at the outbreak of the war, it numbered
about rzo,ooo men. The members of the regular
army are liable to be sent anywhere, at any time, on
service.
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(2) The
of regular troops,
infantry and
which occupies
cunous
rnerl'1bers are liable to
serve both on land and sea. They are raised under
the provisions
Acts, though these Acts
not :fix
numbers ;
they are serving on
land, or on any merchant ship or fransport, they are,
with certain reservations, subject to the provisions of
the Army Act. But when they are serving on board
a ship of war, they are subject to the provisions of
theN a val Discipline Acts (p. r86-r87) ; unless they are
' bome on the books ' for service on shore, when only
parts of those provisions apply to them.
NEW ARMIES

(3) The ' new ' armies raised at the outbreak of
the war, and at one time by far the largest part of
the armed forces of the Crown, differed in more than one
respect from the' regular' or' standing' army. In the
first place, they were enlisted, at any rate so far as the
non-commissioned ranks were concerned, for three years
or the duration of the war only ; and over five millions
of men were voluntarily so enlisted. In the second
place, after the passing of the Military Service Acts
of rgr6 and rgr8, every male British subject ordinarily
resident in Great Britain, between the ages of eighteen
and fifty-one, was liable, subject to certain exceptions,
for general service in them, during the war, and was,
indeed, deemed, on attaining, or, if he had attained at a
certain date, the age of eighteen and had not attained
forty-one, to ha vt: been enlisted therein and transferred
to the 'reserve' (p. zoo). From this reserve he could
be called up as required ; and, as a matter of fact,
such persons were systematically called up for active
service, subject to the requirements of essential indus-
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tries a~d various exemptions on account of illness,
hardsh1p, or other ground of postponement.· These
armies likeWise comprised all brancl\es of the land
service. They have, however, been almost entirely
demobilized since the armistice.
THE TERRITORIAL ARMY

(4) The Territorial and Reserve Forces, which have
substantially taken• the places 'Qoth of the old militia
and the 'Volunteers' 1 of the nineteenth century.
These are not, in ordinary times, strictly a part of the
standing army, but rather materials from which a
standing army may be speedily raised.

•

•

THE ARMY RESERVE
1

The reserves' are in substance ex-soldiers who, on
the expiry of their period of service with the colours
(p. I g8), are transferred to the reserve under the
provisions of the Army Act, and others, likewise
usually men of some military experience, who have
directly enlisted into the reserve under the provisions
of the Reserve Forces Act of 1882. These form
Class I of the Army Reserve, are the first liable to be
called up for service, and may be called upon to serve
anywhere. Class II of the Army Reserve comprises
Greenwich and Chelsea out-pensioners, and other timeexpired men ; and they are not liable to foreign service.
At the outbreak of the war, these two classes together
numbered about 146,ooo effectives. If Parliament
is not sitting when the Army Reserve is called
out,' it must be summoned bv the Crown to meet within
ten days. In time of peace: the members of the Army
Reserve are subject to short periods oi annual training.
1

t The term, though familiar, is misleading ; for the members of
the regular army have long been volunteers in the strict sense.
But the colloquial use of the term signified the amateur soldiers
of the latter half of the nineteenth century.

' TI{E RESERVES '

.
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THE MILITIA RESERVE

The Militia Reserve has now became practically
obsolete;
:most of
have
Reserv~' created under the
of
:recent Territorial and Reserve Forces
1907 (p. 202), While it existed, it comprised
militia-men (p. 7) as voluntarily enlisted into it
-a step which entailed the liability to foreign service
if called to the colours. Whilst in reserve, the members
of the Militia Reserve were subject to the same annual
training as the members of the Army Reserve.
THE SPECIAL RESERVE (' MILITIA ')

The Special Reserve, as has been said, was a creation
of the new scheme for the improvement of the civilian
forces contained in the Territorial and Reserve Forces
Act, rgo7. This scheme had for its object the conversion of the two civilian forces of ' Militia ' and
• Volunteers' into a new and more efficient body of
'Territorials,' for purposes of defence. But its framers
had to face the fact that they were dealing with two
legally different bodies; for the Militia was, in theory
at least, a body recruited by compulsory liability to
serve under the Militia Ballot Act (p. 7), while the
Volunteer Corps were on a purely voluntary basis.
Moreover, there were differences with regard to training, pay, equipment, and allowances, between the two
bodies. The Act, accordingly, authorizes the transfer,
by Order in Council, of militia battalions to a new
Special Reserve 1 ; and, under this power, a large
part of the old militia, including especially the
'Militia Reserve,' have been so transferred, to the
number, at the outbreak of the great war, of about
63,000. The Special Reserve 1 is placed very much on
the same footing as the Army Reserve ; except, of
course, that its members cannot, unless they come under
1

Now, under the amending Act of rgu, 'The Militia,'
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the Military Service Acts before described (p. rgg), be
compelled to serve abroad, and that they may, on the
other hand, be liable to special courses•of training,
But the chief object of the scheme of 1907 was, of
course, the creatiol\ and maintenance of a body of
trained citizen soldiers for defence purposes, on a
more solid and uniform basis than that of the old
'Volunteers.' The nucleus of this force was formed
by the transfer to • it of existing ' Ye6manry ' 1 and
'Volunteer' units, on their existing conditions of service; but the scheme contemplated the addition, by
voluntary enlistment for a period not exceeding four
years, of men willing to devote a substantial part,
though not the whole, of their time to annual periods
of concentrated training, and modified continuous
training, in the duties of a soldier.
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATIONS

The special novelty of the scheme was, however, the
creation of representative county associations, under
the presidency of the Lord Lieutenants (pp. 7, 272),
which should be responsible to a large extent for the
raising, equipment, and maintenance of the Territorial
corps; though when the Territorials are embodied,
or 'called out,' they then become subject to military
law, and to most intents part of the regular army,
except that, apart from the provisions of the Military
Service Acts (p. rgg), they cannot be sent abroad
without their own consent. The embodiment is effected
by the Army Council, but may only take place after
some part of the Army Reserve (p. zoo) has been
called out ; though it must take place when the
whole of Class I of the Army Reserve.has been called
out, unless within one month Parliament addiesses the
Crown against the step. The response to the scheme
, t The yeomanry were volunteer cavalry, liable to be called out
as militia, but in other respects on much the same legal footing .w
the ' Volunteers.'

•
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effective numbers

THE AIR FORCE

!)

As the sheets of this book were passing
the
press, there was created, by the Air Force (Constitution) Act of rgr7, a distinct new admL."listrative and
combatant branch of the armed forces of the Crown
in the United Kingdom, viz. the Air
under the
control of a new Air Council. This latter body, which
is presided over by a new Secretary of State, and is
to consist of him and such other members as shall
be appointed by Order in Council, is to administer the
recently created Air Force, which has already performed such brilliant services in the war, and whose
role in the future is, probably, destined to be even
more important. For this purpose an Order in
Council may, and, doubtless, will, 1 transfer to the Air
Council and the Secretary of State, in respect of the Air
Force, any statutory powers now exercised by the Army
Council and the Secretary of State for War, with
regard to the army ; and provision is made for incor~
porating into the Naval Discipline Act and the Army
Act (pp. r86, 192) the necessary resultant changes.
Thus the members of the new Air Force, like their
comrades on sea and land, will be subject to the provisions, and enjox the protection of, • military law'
(p. 192). The numbers of the Air Force are to be
fixed from time to time by Parliament, presumably in
the annual ' Mutiny Acts ' (p. 193) ; but, subject to
1 An Order in Council dated December 2I, I9I7, has already
e.ppointed the members of the Air Council, and allotted their duties.
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this constitutional provision, any man in the Army
Reserve, which includes, it will be remembered, all
persons liable to serve under the •Military Service
Acts who have not actually been called up, may be
transferred to it. • Moreover, any member of the two
Air units existing at the date of the passing of the
Act, viz. the Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal
Flying Corps, may, with the consent of the Admiralty
or the Army Cou:o.til respectively, be transferred to the
new Air Service. But it is noteworthy that any
member of such units who joined before a date to be
fixed, may, within three months after receiving notice
of his transfer, refuse to be transferred, and that no
such person can be compelled by such transfer to •
serve with the Air Force for longer than he was liable
previously to serve.
COLONIAL AND INDIAN FORCES

It is from no inclination to undervalue the splendid
services to the Empire rendered by the forces of the
Colonies and India, but simply owing to the limits of
space, that the account of their naval and military
systems must be brief. For nothing could illustrate
more clearly the principles of liberty and self-government on which that Empire is based.
Even when it
became clear that the Empire was faced with a war
of unparalleled magnitude, in which its very existence
was at stake, there was no attempt to override those
principles. Happily, though the need for it seemed
to be remote, some provision had already been made
to meet a crisis such as that which arose in August,
1914. All the self-governing Dominions had voluntarily
testified their wishes to contribut~. in one way or
another, to the provision of an Imperial Navy; some
by building and equipping local squadrons, which:
while primarily concerned with defending their own
shores, should, at the outbreak of war, pass at once
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under the central control of the British Admiralty,
others by voting subsidies towards the up-keep and
increase of the British
others again by presentcomplete
as it
deem
newest recruits to
navy
will not soon be forgotten ;
worthy of traditions the
splendid in the
history of naval warfare. The same•principle of liberty
prevailed in regard to the land forces of the Outer
Empire. Most of the self-governing Dominions, if not
quite all, had adopted the principle of compulsory
defence service. On the outbreak of the war, all sent
large contingents to the Imperial forces; and some ultimately adopted schemes of compulsory foreign service,
whilst others continued to rely on voluntary foreign
service. The men they sent to the war proved to be
some of the finest soldiers in the world; the Dominion
graves in Gallipoli and France will remain a standing
testimony to the heroic sacrifices made in one of the
most desperate struggles in military history. It was a
similar story in the Crown colonies. Some of them
adopted conscription ; others did not-in one case for
the very excellent reason that every white man there
volunteered. Every man from the Indian army (p. 95)
who could be spared from his primary duty of defending the Indian frontier, came willingly for service in
Europe, Asia, or Africa. The Native Chiefs of India
poured out their treasure in the cause of the Empire
and sent their Imperial Service troops (p. g6) to the
front; while the loyal coloured races of Africa volunteered for labour behind the lines, which was only less
valuable than actual fighting in the trenches. Never
has there been a· more spontaneous and enthusiastic
rally of nations to a common flag. Never has a jealous
rival's fond dream of a dissolving Empire been more
rudely dispelled. It is hardly too much to say, that
the challenge of August, 1914, was answered by a
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trumpet call which heralded the ;re-birth of the British
Empire.
·
THE COllfllfiTTEE OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE

It is satisfactory• to be able to say, that the possibilities of a really Imperial scheme of naval and military organization have not, despite the proverbial
slowness of the British mind in such directions, been
entirely neglected. From the year r8g5, there existed
a committee of the Cabinet, known as the 'Defence
Committee.' It was, at first, purely informal, kept no
minutes, and held no regular sittings. In the year rgo2,
it was remodelled, and its composition and purposes
frankly explained to the House of Commons. It con- •
sisted of the Prime Minister, the Secretaries of State for
War and India, the First Lord of the Admiralty, the
First Sea Lord, and the Directors of Naval and Military
Intelligence. In rqo4, it was furnished with a secretarial staff, and began to keep formal minutes. Shortly
after the outbreak of the recent war, the Committee
of Imperial Defence was strengthened, and became a
body having ahnost executive power to enforce its
own decisions; but it remained, in theory, a committee of the Cabinet (which was then a large body)
supplemented by expert assistance. Its relations to
the Cabinet, however, were obscure and not very satisfactory, until the drastic rearrangements which took
place in December, rgr6 (p. n6), once more left it the
great expert War Council of the Empire.
; : MARTIAL LAW '

We have now left for discussion oniy the one important constitutional point before referred to (p. 192),
viz. the legal position of the military authorities in
connection with what is commonly known a,.s' :rn,artial
l~w.' Perhaps one of the most important facts to

•
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remember on this question is, that it is not, necessarily, a military question at an; though the circumstances in which.it arises render it inevitably associated,
the minds of
and the
with the military forces of the
The
how·"
be
substance the same, if the Crown,
' entrusted the
of to the
or a body of civilian V@lunteers. It
is only because the superior effi.citmcy of the soldier
for the purpose in fact makes the choice of the Crown
fall invariably upon him, and because the striking
contrast between the military and the civilian character
of the soldier is thereby brought out, that the discussion inevitably assumes the shape of a contest
between the claims of military and civil law.
MILITARY LAW

Wehavefirst, then, to remember that, byvirtueofthe
provisions of the Naval Discipline Act and the Army
Act, before explained (pp. r86, 192), the regular members of the Royal Navy, Army, and Air Force at all times,
and the members of the Territorial and Reserve Forces
when embodied or ' called out,' are under a peculiar and
elaborate code of law, not applicable to civilians, but
as much true law, being expressly authorized by Act
of Parliament, as any other part of Blitish law.
Whether they are also under any further ' prerogative' authority of the Crown, is a question which has
been touched on before (p. I93), but is not material
to our present purpose ; for such authority clearly
(l,._. cannot give the soldiers rights against civilians. But
• ·really it is a great mistake to assume that theSe
elaborate codes •of military law, the. Naval Discipline
Act and the Army Act, confer any substantial rights
on the sailor or soldier. TJ:.!~y subj~ct him to a 1ar.:ge
number ()f liabilities, .a:,.1d dt;p#y~ }li,m"o! fl yyry cQnsiderable number of rights which belong to t.he civilian
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Thus, they deprive him, in a large number
of cases, of the elementary right of trial by jury which
is supposed to belong to practically ~very subject of
the Empire, at any rate when charged with a serious
offence. Further •han that, he is deprived, in respect
of all matters arising out of military discipline, of a good
many of the ordinary remedies open to the civilian
for the vindication of his rights, such as actions for
defamation, assattlt, false imprisonment, and the
like. On the ()ther h";nd-apd this is of the essence
•
of the question
'are discussing-the .£Gldierjs by no
" means freed from liP,pili ty to be prosecuted, or .~ven
·•. (except in trifling cases) sued by the p:rivatecitizen,
····in the ordinary courts, for any offences ag;:l.inst the •
ordinary law which he may have committed, even
in the course of his military duty. This is part .of the
great 1\.u.le of Law before explained (p. 38) ; .and it
holds, even in time. of war.

we

MILITA~Y ACTION

In the second place, if must again be remembered,
that two of the primary duties of the Crown are the
conduct of war and the maintenance of internal order.
In so far as warlike operations are conducted in alien
territory, they are hardly likely to affect British
subjects directly; and the interesting question of how
far damage done to the property of a British subject
in hostile territory occupied by British troops could
give the owner a legal claim against the military
authorities, seems not to have been discussed. Needless to say, the subjects of the hostile Power, and even
neutral or allied subjects resident in the hostile territory, would have no legal redress in British courts.
In so far as the conduct of war involves interference
with private rights in British territory, the~Cmw:n has,
by: long-established ..rules .oL .the . . co:tnxnon .Ja,w. <::~:r:tain
powt::J.·~:wJuGhitJ;,tlayj ustly :u.se.Jn \:l~Jen~~~ofJh~ x~;:~,)Jn ;

' MARTIAL LAW'

•

~wg

and these powers have lately beenwidely.extended by
the various Defetwfi 9f the.ReamlActs~ and t1J.e Orders
Army <;ouncil and other bQdies thereunder.
in so far as the
militarv authorities
exceeds these powers, the
• t:spon~ible
that
can be made legally
in the
as has
shown by many recent cases.
must be remembered, the private citizen cannot
a superior officer (military or civ:i.l) liable for the
legal act of his subordinate, unless it can be shown
that the superior actually authorized the illegal act;
because the subordinate is not the servant
the
superior, but of the Crown, which, of course, cannot be
made directly liable. It must be carefully observed,
moreover, that the remedy of the citizen is limited to
cases of illegal acts, and does not extend to cases of
mere hardship. Thus, if a military officer orders stores
for his troops in the King's name, and in the proper
course of his duty, he cannot be personally sued for
them, unless he undertook to be personally liable;
because he avowedly acted as the King's agent.
MAINTENANCE OF ORDER

But it is when the Crown acts in its second great
capacity, as maintainer of internal order, that the most
serious questions arise. For it is the uncloubted
right and duty of the Crown to take any steps which
may be necessary to put down disorder; and it is,
equally clearly, the undoubted duty of. every male
subj·ect of active years to assist the King and his
officers, ~ivil or military, in repressing disgrders, in
any manner that may be reasonably necessary, even
to the shedding•of blood. If any authority is needed
for this proposition, it may be found in the clause of
the.,...,S,h$i£f•,~t,drh!~~' which enacts that 'every
person in a county ... shall be ready and apparelled
at the command of the sheriff and at the cry of the
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country to arrest a felon ' while the sheriff is empowered by the same statute to ' take the p·ower of
the county and arrest and commit t~ prison any one
resisting the execution of a writ!

•
' CALLING OUT THE MILITARY '

When, therefore, the King or his official • calls out
the military' to r~press disorder, it is not in the least
because he is not entitled to call on other persons,
but merely because it is far better to make use of a
disciplined and expert force when serious measures
are necessary, than to rely upon untrained civilians.

•

•
'READING OF THE RIOT AcT' AND PROCLAMATION OF
• MARTIAL LAW,

And, similarly, though it is advisable to take the
preliminary step of 'readin~ the Riot Act' (as it is
called), i.e. formally reciting t e proclamation contained
in the Riot Act, or, in graver cases, of 'proclaiming
martial law,' neitl;J,E:r 9.t ~h~~~' ~!~l?~ }§.}.11 .ttte least
essenti~l, nor, ex5~.,P! on the,q':~st~P,J-1 qf,pe!lalbes, does
the talnng or orrusswn of them mtheleast alte;r t4e legal
position. They are, in fact, merely iri the 'nature of
warnings by the Crown that it is about to perform a
vital duty which may involve the use of force, and that
all persons who would avoid the risk necessarily en·
tailed by the use of force, had better keep away from
the scene of disorder.
Finally, the so-called • courts martial' held in the
course of the proceedings have little or nothing in
common with the formal and strictly legal naval and
military courts martial held under the'Naval Discipline
Acts and the Army Act, which are regular, though
somewhat exceptional, courts of justice. An.d....th.e so<;~lk4.~~,~.§1l~ll~:~..o.f.,Jh~t . ~9:-:~~Ued.,:"'"<d®rt~martial ~
J:tt!ld.,und~,.a~pr,Q,~lamation."oi . ~"'mattiaJ. ,.l\iw,:,. ,.~~ not

'~fARTIAL
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judi_g,j~L§~!J..t~.t~-.9e,§ a.~ !'l,U; that is to say, they are not
founded on any pred.se law, but are merely acts of a
peculiarly solelJ-n nature
the course of rel)ress1ng
disorder.

<!!>

is obvious, then, that any
any sentence
a
or
any act done in the course of
repression of the disorder, the pMnts to be decided
are simply two, which really are one, viz. (i) Was there
in fact a state of disorder which rendered the use of
force necessary? (ii) vVas the particular act reasonably necessary to repress it? And tl1ese are questions
which are supmitted to a jury,in the ordinary way,
on any prosecution of any person, civilian or soldier,
for having taken part in such acts, or in any action
for assault, wrongful imprisonment, damage to property,
or defamation, brought by a private citizen for injury
suffered by him, or which are decided by the Court
on any application by- a person imprisoned under
them for his 'Habeas Corpus ' (pp. 36-38). If these
questions are answered in the affirmative, there is no
legal redress, however innocent the complainant. He
has merely been the unfortunate victim of public
disaster, and can only appeal for compensation on
the ground of hardship.
LEGAL LIABILITY IF ACTS UNNECESSARY

But if it should appear to the jury or the Court
that the acts in question were not justified by the
facts, the complainant will have his full legal remedy;
and the wrong-doer will be subject to the appropriate
penalty for his offence, subject to the Crown's power
of pardon, or to an Act of Indemnity passed by Parliament, ,-which can, of course, legalize anything, even
after the event.
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DUAL POSITION •OF SOLDIER
.........._,...,__..,,...,..,...._~.-......-~.,;;o;,..,,,.""'""~o!&-rtw.,,.,,,"",·

But, when the alleged offender is \1. soldier, then
the case may be a peculiarly hard one; for, as before
explained (p. 208}, t1J.e soldier is sgbj ect t<J. t\yqJ~.ws, viz.
the ordinary law of the land, which, says : ' Any one
committing homicide without legal justification is liable
to be hanged,' aneJ. military law, which sa,ys: ~ .f\.ny
soldier refusing to obey the orders of his . superior
officer is liable to. be ~hot.' It is obvious, therefore,
that if a soldier fires on a crowd at the order of his
superior officer, he has to run the risk of being hanged;
while, if he refuses to fire, he runs the risk of being
militar law im oses •
shot. Ha il , British law e
no absolu
ier o obe
ers
o his immediately superior officer 1 ; Jmt it is not
Tair to expect a soldier, perhaps not a very well-educated
man, to decide in a hurry whether the case justifies
him in taking the extreme step of refusing to obey
orders. In the event, therefore, of his being put on
his trial for murder or manslaughter, he might very well
plead his officer's orders, or the so-called • reading of
the Riot Act' (p. 2ro), or a proclamation of 'martial
law,' as evidence that he was reasonable in what he did,
and therefore justified. And, while no:ue of thc;:;ejacts,
nor all three together, would necessarily ..be. a justification, there can be little doubt that each or all of
them would weigh heavily with the judgejn.summing
up to the jury, and with the jury.in arri:llillg."_~t their
v_erdict; while, in the event of that verdict being
unfavourable, there would remain the final remedy of a
royal pardon or an Act of Indemnity (p. 2II). Only, it
must be remembered, that, in the ev,ent of a private
citizen bringing an action for damages for assault,
false imprisonment, injury to property, or any similar
1 Such an obligation would, as has been pointed out, be fat~l to
military discipline; because it would justify the soldier in shooting
his colonel at the command of his lieutenant.
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act done by a soldier in obedience to military orders,
the royal pardon
be no excuse ; for the Crown
cannot pardon 1an
inflicted on a
citi··
zen-onlv an A.ct of
ca11 d.o
of course, the
can, if it
damages for
POSITION OF ' COURTS MARTIAL'

Finally, it must be remembered, that the case of
1J:.l£ offic~er wJ:w ~~n ~~J§.Q,_~.lll.ill:YJ!l,'
~~_:_~~..:_j§ still ~Je
~. For, as we have seen (pp. r8g-rgo), the Krng
,.. hasno power to issue commissions for such trialsin any
circumstances, being forbidden to do so in express
words by the Petition of Right ; unless, possibly, the
misquotation of the words of that statute in the preamble to the modern Mutiny Acts (p. rgr) may be held,
by implication, to modify that provision in time of war.
There is, in fact, a fairly recent decision of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council which seems to take
that view; and, though it is not binding on the courts
of the United Kingdom, it might be followed in those
courts, and would, probably, be held binding in Colonial
and Indian courts, from which an appeal lies to the
Judicial Committee (p. 293). But, apart from this
doubt, an officer so actin&.~?:nd imposing a sentence
of death u on an alle ed rebel, would, legally sgeakin , be uilt o mur er 1 1t were carried out and could
only take refuge behind
ardon which yvo11,ld
really be an exercise o£ the dispensing power declared
illegal by the Bill of Rights (p. 233)), or an Act of Parliament, such as the Defence of the Realm Act, or an Act
of Indemnity. •
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THE TREASURY AND THE SECRETARIES OF STATE

WE have now to consider how the general work of
the Government is parcelled out among the different
'departments' of State, most of which have distinct •
legal powers, though all are under the general control
of the Cabinet.
THE TREASURY

The oldest and most important of these is ' The
Treasury,' the supedor or directing part of a still
older institution known as' The Exchequer,' the name
of which still survives, and is now appropriated by
the more mechanical and formal part of the ancient
machine.
THE EXCHEQUER

The ancient Exchequer, or revenue office of the
Norman kings, comprised virtually all the great officers
of State-the Justitiar, the Lord Chancellor, the Chief
Constable, and the Marshal ; and a wonderfully vivid
account of its proceedings in the twelfth century, known
as the 'Dialogues of the Exchequer' (p. 31), supposed
to have been written by Bishop Richard of London,
a nephew of Bishop Roger of Salisbury, the reputed
founder of the Exchequer, still survives. Even from
that account, however, we can see that the Exchequer
was already passing practically into the hands of a
U4
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special official, the Treasurer, afterwards the ' Lord
High Treasurer,' whose ' Pipe Roll,' or record of the
work of the Exjhequer, was the primary proof of
numerous procE!'edings.
a
were
all, down to the
the
Chancery Roll of the Lord
as in a
private
kept
of the King.
THE LORD HIGH TREASURER

e

As time went on, the
became a more and
more important person; and the office, in Tudor times,
was often held by the most powerful Minister of the
day; the older office of Justitiar having disappeared,
and those of the Constable and Marshal having become
mere ceremonial offices about the King's Household. 1
A very significant clause in the important Seals Act
of 1535, previously alluded to (p. 31), excepts the
Lord Treasurer's warrants from the strict rules which,
by that Act, were made to apply to other documents
leading up to the use of the Great Seal of England. So
important, indeed, did the office become, that the Kings
showed some hesitation in filling it; and, in the year
r6rz, it was ' put into commission,' i.e. parcelled out
among a small group or ' Board ' of persons, known
as 'Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury,'
all of nominally equal powers, though the real primacy
lay with the 'First Lord.' At the same time, the
purely financial work of the Exchequer was separated
from the general policy of the Government, which
remained under the control of the Treasury Board;
though this arrangement did not become permanent
till 1643. The last ' Lord High Treasurer ' was appointed in I7I4, by the dying act of Queen Anne, who,
1 One of the chief reasons for their loss of real power was that
they became hereditary (p. 23) ; while the office of Lord Chancellor,
being always, until.the Reformation, held by a cleric, did not.
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in the scene so graphically described by Thackeray, in
the work before alluded to (p. 107 n.), handed the' white
staff' of the Treasurer to the Earl of \hrewsbury.
TH~

TREASURY BOARD

During the critical period when the old powers of
the Privy Council were passing to the modern Cabinet
(pp. roz-ro3), the 'I;reasury Board seems to have acted
for a while as the seat of government; its meetings being often attended by the King in person.
But, on the accession of George III, who gave up the
miscellaneous official revenue of the Crown for a
'Civil List,' or fixed annual income for life guaranteed
by Parliament, the King ceased to attend meetings •
of the Board, which thus passed virtually into the
control of the ' First Lord,' who usually, as has been
said (p. n8), was the Prime Minister of the day, and
who chose his own colleagues, though the latter continued to be appointed by Letters Patent under the
Great Seal. In the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, the Treasury Board gradually ceased to meet;
while, by an Act of Parliament of the year 1849, the
numerous documents required by law to be issued
by 'The Treasury,' were declared to be formally
correct if authenticated by the signatures of two of the
Lords Commissioners, usually the ' Junior Lords,'
who, as before mentioned (p. 122), are now employed
in the subordinate work of the Government.
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

Meanwhile, the special care of the finance of the
country had devolved upon the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, a very ancient but or!ginally humble
official, who had gradually risen in importance, and
who, when the rich sinecure offices of the Exchequer,
such as those of the Auditors, the 'Tellers,' and the
'Clerk of the Bills.' were abolished after the passing
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of the first Reform Act, became the second person in
the Treasury, and, as has been said, virtually Finance
Minister of State;
the precedence of the' First
Lord,' even in /urely
is preserved
by the
that he
of
Treasurer of the Exchequer.
member of the
Board, taking precedence of
the 'Junior Lords'
of his patent as
Treasurer; and, being invariably,• and necessarily, a
member of the House of Commons, he usually acts as
Leader of that House, if the Prime Minister is in the
Lords, or unable to act. It is, however, in his capacity
of a Minister of the Crown that he makes the important
• 'Budget' statement previously described (pp. r66-r67);
though his influential position as Leader, or, at least.
a prominent member, of the House of Commons,
naturally adds weight to his financial proposals. Still,
like all departments of State, and, perhaps, even more
so, his office remains under the supreme control of the
Prime Minister as First Lord of the Treasury; unless
indeed, as has occasionally happened, the same person
fills both offices. Thus, though all details of financial
business are left to him, he would never think of
proposing to the House a really new principle of
taxation without consulting the Prime .Minister, or,
indeed, the Cabinet as a whole.
Having already described the complicated process
through which the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
• Budget' has to pass in Parliament before it becomes
law (pp. r66-171), we have here only to deal with the
duties of The Treasury in carrying it into effect, after
it has been embodied in the Consolidated Fund Acts,
the Finance Act, and the Appropriation Act of the
year. These dl.fties may be summed up under three
heads of collection, expenditure, and audit of the
national revenue. Under the first head, a brief allusion must also be made to the important operation
known as 'raising a Government loan.'
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COLLECTION OF THE NATIONAL REVENUE

{r) The collection of the royal rxvenue in early
days had an indirect as well as a dir~ct importance,
owing to the varilius experiments which were tried
before a satisfactory scheme was reached. Thus, the
ancient plan of collecting through the sheriffs of the
counties had much to do with the bringing into exist.
ence of the Exch~quer itself; and a mark of this
ancient connection still survives in the picturesque
ceremony by which, on each 12th of November, two or
more sheriffs for each county (except the' Palatines')
are nominated in the ancient ' Court of Exchequer '
in the ·presence of the Chancellor himself. Another •
indirect result was the creation of the now extinct
Court of the Barons of the Exchequer, which for
centuries acted as an ordinary ' common law' court,
though its functions were supposed to be restricted
to the decision of disputes on revenue questions, such
as the famous ' Ship Money' case. Historians are
beginning to suspect, also, that the responsibility of
manorial lords for the ' Danegeld ' of their serfs did
a great deal to cause the drawing up of Domesday
Book, and the defining of the ' feudal system ' ; while
it is quite clear that the efforts of the Exchequer,
in the twelfth century, to introduce more direct
.methods by the distribution or 'assessment' of the
liability to taxes by means of sworn groups or 'juries,'
chosen from the neighbourhood affected, had much to
do with the introduction of the jury system of trial
in ordinary cases (p. I2).
COLLECTING DEPARTMEJ'¥TS

But, for a long time now, the collection of the
revenue has been entrusted to various officials, or
groups of officials, assisted by a large number of sub·
ordinatP,s or clerks, who or which are really sub.
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depar l!J?.ents of the Treasury. For the most part,
these officials are ' permanent civil servants,' e"g" the
Boards of Customs and Excise and of Inland Revenue,
and the Comn:lssioners cf 1Aroods and
;
one great '
department,4. the
is, with
curious irregularity so frequent
British
always held by a
Minister, retiring on a change of Government, and
being, notinfrequently, a member ot the Cabinet. His
true position,however,as a subordinate of TheTreasury,
is shown by the fact that changes in postal rates or
facilities, which may involve loss of revenue, require
the sanction of that body. And the Chairmen of
.. the revenue boards, important as their duties are, do
not speak for their departments in Parliament, being
represented there by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
or the Financial Secretary to The Treasury. The
Commissioners of Woods and Forests (other than
the President of the Board of Agriculture), who have
charge of the ancient Crown estates, are, indeed, expressly made ineligible by Act of Parliament to the
House of Commons ; while the other officials referred to
fall under the general exclusion of the Place Acts (p. 105).
METHODS OF COLLECTION

The actual collection of the various taxes payable
into the royal revenue is effected in various ways.
Some are paid in response to direct demands made
personally on the tax-payer by the different subdepartments, e.g. much of the income and property tax.
Others are collected on the passage of goods through
the ports, e.g. the customs duties, and are known·
as ' indirect taoxes.'
Others again, such as the
' Death Duties ' and some of the ' Land Duties'
payable under the famous Finance Act of rgog-ro
(p. 165). are collected by means of stamps, which must
be impressed on or affixed to the various documents
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connected with the occasions on which they are
payable. In this last list are included also the· various
Government duties payable on trC\,.nsfers of land,
stocks, and shares, on receipts given :fbr the payment
of money, and 011 commercial documents, such as
bills of exchange and promissory notes, bills of lading,
and the like. Income tax, again, is partly ' collected
at the source,' i.e. deducted by the bodies disbursing
various forms of ~nterest and profits (p. 168), who
•
afterwards hand the proceeds to The Treasury. Finally,
. by a somewhat recent arrangement, local authorities,
such as county and borough councils, to be hereafter
described {Chapter XIV), collect what were formerly
called 'assessed taxes,' but are now more properly •
described as ' local taxation licence duties,' such as
duties on armorial bearings, dog, gun; and game licences,
and taxes on the use of vehicles and male servants.
CONSOLIDATED FUND ACT

One of the most important reforms ever made in the
management of the royal revenue was introduced in
the year r787, as part of Burke's scheme of financial
reform. Before that date, the proceeds of various
taxes were paid into separate accounts at the Exchequer; and various payments were charged upon
each. This was a thoroughly bad system; because
it was, naturally, impossible to forecast accurately
either the amount which would be produced by the
tax, or the amount of the charges upon it. Naturally
it often happened that, while one fund would be unable
to meet the charges upon it, and so the public creditors
would have to wait for their mon~y. another fund
had a huge balance, which could not be made available
for making up the deficit elsewhere. Worse still, this
huge balance might be left for years in the hands of
some Commissioner or other official appointed to
collect it, who, in the meantime, invested it in his
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own na.me and drew the interest or profits of the investment.. or, as not infrequently happened, appropriated
the capital to his personal uses. By the Act of
the 'hole, not
the ' taxes/
sense of the
but th~ net revenue arising
fees
legal proceedrendered by the
letteri by the Post Office,
are made payable into one 'Consolidated Fund' at
the Banks of England or Ireland, to the account of the
Exchequer; and all payments on the national account
are made payable thereout, in manner to be hereafter
described (p. 223) .
GOVERNMENT LOANS

The account of this important step leads naturally
to a brief mention of yet another source from which
·the national revenue, in the widest sense of the term,
may be raised. It not infrequently happens, that
the amount arising from taxation and other normal
income of the State is insufficient to meet the expenditure authorized by Parliament. It then becomes
necessary to raise a loan, temporary or permanent, on
the security of the national revenue.
NON-FUNDED DEBT AND FUNDED DEBT

Various expedients have from time to time been
resorted to for this purpose; but, substantially
speaking, only two are now in use, viz. first, Treasury
Bills, or promises at short dates, authorized by Act of
Parliament, to repay loans advanced by banks and
other business firms, for temporary needs, either under
the Consolidattil Fund Acts previously described
('Ways and Means Bills'), or by special Acts of
Parliament ('Supply Bills'), and, second, permanent
loans, also charged on the security of the Consolidated
Fund for the time being, and bearing interest in
perpetuity, at various rates, payable out of such
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fund, and commonly known by the generic name of
· ' Consols,' 1 though new names, such as ' War Loan,'
etc., have recently been adopted to cijstinguish some
• issues' or loans from others. It is true that some
of these loans are \epayable at fixed dates, but they
are, none the less, treated as permanent securities.
Midway between them, come Exchequer Bonds and
• War Savings Cert\ftcates,' repayable at comparatively
short dates. These are really in the nature of
•
Treasury Bills; though they are not intended to be
put into circulation for commercial purposes. One of the
most anxious duties of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
is, to decide on the terms which shall be offered to the
public for the issue of a loan authorized by Parliament ; •
and, if tbe value of money falls below the rate of
interest which the State is paying, it is his duty to
convert' the loan in question into another, issued
at a lower rate, if the terms of the former permit of
this operation.
1

' CONVERSION ~

This, of course, cannot be done if the loan is not
repayable before a date which has not arrived; but,
in other cases, the Chancellor of the Exchequer can
usually, in such circumstances, by threatening to pay
off the holders of stock at par,' i.e. at the nominal
value of their loan (£roo for £roo secured), compel
them to accept a lower rate of interest. On the other
hand, as an inducement to the public to take up a
loan in an emergency, he can offer to issue it 'at a
discount,' i.e. to give every lender of, say, ninety-five
pounds £roo of stock.
1

THE BANK OF ENGLMTD

All these complicated transactions are carried out
by the Bank .of England, which is thus, obviously,
in effect a Government institution. But it remains
l Because they represent a. • consolidation' of a large number of
old miscellaneous loans.
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also a company carrying on a large commercial
business of its own 1 ; and the most stringent precautions are taken, in the various Bank Charter Acts, to
prevent the Di;..:ectors of the Bank from
their
the public
or, on the
hands
from financing Government sche:&es which are not
authorized by the House of Commons.
EXPENDITURE OF NATIONAe:t REVENUE

(2) Stringent precautions are also taken to ensure

"'

the regular and accurate payment of all expenditure
out of the Consolidated Fund. A root principle, as
before explained, is, that, as revenue is granted to
the Crown. all national expenditure thereout is by the
Crown. But it is an equally important principle,
that all expenditure shall be sanctioned by the House
of Commons, which, in normal times, fixes, within
wide limits, not only the amounts but the dates of all
expenditure.
THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL

The highly important official whose duty it is
to see that both these principles are rigidly enforced,
is the Comptroller and Auditor General, who is appointed by Letters Patent on the rare tenure of ' good
behaviour,' whose salary is charged on the ' Consolidated Fund,' and who can only, in the absence of
definite misconduct, be dismissed on the, request of
both Houses of Parliament, while he cannot hold any
other office 'at pleasure' under the Crown. He presides over the Exchequer and Audit Department,
and, upon the requisition for money by The Treasury,
signed by two m the ' Lords ' under the requirements
of the Act of 1849, before alluded to (p. 216), he
1 Thus' Bank of England stock,' or, more shortly, • Bank stock,'
is not equivalent to ' Consols,' but means a holding in the capital of
the Bank itself as a commercial concern. The rate of dividend
on it is generally very high,
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• to see that its purpose
examines the demand with care,
and amount have been duly authorized by Parliament.
~CONSOLIDATED FUND SERV1i.CES'

If it forms part ol the' Consolidated Fund Services,'

i.e. those payments which, such as· the interest on the
various national debts, the' Civil List' (or royal income),
the judges' salari~, and a few authorized pensions,
are payable as of course year by year, he merely issues
a credit on the Exchequer balance at the Bank of
England or Ireland for payment of the amount.
'SUPPLY SERVICES'

If, however, the demand is on account of 'supply
services,' i.e. payments only authorized from year to
year by Parliament, which include by far the larger
part of the national expenditure, he has further to see,
not only that the proposed payment comes within the
limit of the Parliamentary sanction, but bears the
royal sign-manual directing The Treasury to expend
so much out of the sum voted by Parliament for that
particular purpose.
In either case, the Bank of England or Ireland,
on receiving the order duly approved by the Comp~
troller, allows The Treasury to draw for the amount,
which is either placed to the credit of the department
concerned, or to that of the Paymaster-General, another
important official, who is, however, a member of the
Ministry, and, therefore, nominally at least, responsible
to Parliament, for distribution to the particular department through which the payment is actually made.
Thus a large part of the national expenditure passes,
nominally at least, through the hands of the PaymasterGeneral ; and, formerly, the holders of the office, being
paid by fees varying with the amount passing through
their hands, amassed enormous fortunes. It was one
of the noblest acts of Burke that, though a really poor

•

•
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•
man, he refused, when Paymaster,
to take the enormous
emoluments of his office, and thereby set an example
which has since been widely followed, by the practical
of ~11 navments
offices,
the substitution
however,
on
by Parliament year by year.
additional and very powerful hold" on the great
of the 'permanent' officials of the Crown.
AUDIT OF
~

ACCOUNTS

(3) Finally, it is necessary to see that the spending
departments do actually expend the national revenue
in manner authorized by Parliament; and this
object is supposed to be achieved by a rather severe
process of ' audit.'
In the first place, the various departments engaged
in the expenditure on ' supply services ' render
monthly accounts to the Comptroller of their actual
expenditure; and these accounts are carefully examined by him before being passed on to The Treasury,
not merely to see that they balance, but to make
sure that the items of expenditure have been duly
authorized. These monthly accounts lead up to the
'appropriation accounts.' In the case of 'Consolidated Fund Services,' the account is rendered by
The Treasury itself to the Comptroller, who has, all
along, been carefully watching the receipts and expenditure of the national revenue by the Banks of England
and Ireland, by means of accounts daily furnished by
those institutions, and the action of the spending
departments by.means of local officials.
PARLIAMENTARY AUDIT

The 'appropriation accounts' are then laid before
Parliament by The Treasury, and the accounts of the
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Consolidated Fund Services 'By the Comptroller. They
are all referred by the House of Commons to its Com·
mittee on Public Accounts, an important body which
has existed since r786, and which makes aJlannualreport
to the House of Commons. It is obvious, however,
that, in time of w~r, the publication of national ex·
penditure, even to the House of Commons, can only be
allowed within strict limits; and it is one of the
pressing problems ~f administration to devise a plan,
by which strict Parliamentary control over national
expenditure can be reconciled with the necessary
secrecy.
THE TREASURY AS A SPENDING DEPARTMENT

Before leaving The Treasury, reference ought, perhaps, to be made to a recent developement which has
given rise to a good deal of criticism, as being contrary
to the proper duties of that institution. As we have
seen, the payments sanctioned by The Treasury are
not usually expended directly by it, but handed over
to the Paymaster-General for distribution to other
departments, who subsequently render accounts of
them to the Comptroller. At least this is true of the
great ' spending' departments, such as the Admiralty,
the War Office, and the Education Department; though
a certain number of minor spending departments, such
as the National Gallery, the British Museum, and the
Civil Service Commission (which conducts the examinations for the' permanent' civil service), have no Minister
to represent them in Parliament, and so are more
directly' underTheTreasury.' Recently, however, the
establishment of a vast and costly scheme of National
Health Insurance, guaranteed by the St'a.te, has been set
up; and, though the working of this scheme involves the
annual expenditure of many millions, and an enormous
amount of minute investigation, its administration was,
for a short time, in the hands of a Minister who was

•
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also Financial Secretary \o The Treasury. The details
of this scheme can hardlv be said to form part of the
government of the British Empire; but, briefly, it may
be said that-~11 employees
sixteen
of
and
upwards are, with certain
insured against destitution a.u"u'n
guaranteed medical treatment
men and women employed in most trades are compulsorily insured against unemp!oyment, by means
of contributions levied from themselves and their
employers, supplemented by substantial grants from
moneys provided by Parliament. The Unemployment
Fund is under the control of the Ministry of Labour;
but the National Health Insurance Fund is now under
the administration of the recently created Ministry
of Health (p. 267), though its actual distribution is
entrusted to Local Insurance Committees, aided by
Medical Committees, and to ' approved societies,' i.e.
to various Provident and Benefit Societies, mainly
formed by the employees themselves, which were in
existence at the passing of the Act, and whose stability
has stood certain investigations.
The Insurance
Commissioners, an incorporated body, are now, however, transferred to the new Ministry of Health (p. 267),
and represented in Parliament by the Minister ; and
the accounts of the Insurance Fund are audited by the
Comptroller and Auditor General (p. 223), though in
manner directed by The Treasury. It will thus be
seen, that the former agitation on the subject of Insurance Finance, which was not uncoloured by personal
and party feeling, has now lost its chief force.

THE TREASURY AS AN IMPERIAL ORGAN

Finally, it should be noticed that The Treasury of
the United Kingdom is hardly entitled to rank as
an Imperial institution in the full sense of the word,
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inasmuch as each of the depe:ddencies ('self-governing'
and 'Crown') has its own independent Treasury, the
funds whereof are collected in, and expended for, the
benefit of that dependency alone (p. 7l); while the
same is true, as has also been explained (p. 93), of
the Treasury of Brftish India. It is only when loans
or grants out of the Imperial Exchequer-i.e. out of
moneys paid or guaranteed by the taxpayers of the
United Kingdom-are made by the Imperial Parlia·
mcnt for the assistance of any of the dependencies on
the proposal of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that
The Treasury at Whitehall can be said to be acting in
a strictly ImperipJ capacity.

•

•
TilE SECRETARIES OF STATE

Next in point of antiquity and importance to The
Treasury is the office of Secretary of State. It can
be traced as far back as the reign of Henry III, when a
' King's Secretary ' is found relieving the Lord Chan·
cellor of some of the cle1ical duties of the Chancery
which did not involve the use of the Great Seal. A
second official of this name, possibly to conduct the
foreign correspondence of the King, was appointed
in 1433 ; and, in the troublous reign of Henry VI,
the Secretaries came to be looked upon as the regular
mouthpieces of the Privy Council, which was then
the chief seat of Government. Their growing importance was marked by the appearance of the title
'Principal Secretary' in the latter half of the fifteenth
century; and the holders of the office, whose special
symbol of authority was the 'signet,' were placed by
the Statute of Precedence of I539 abo'f'e other persons
of their own degree or rank, while a royal warrant of
the _same year, by a curious anticipation of modern
practice, directed them to attend Parliament con·
tinuously. In the reign of Elizabeth, the office of
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Secretary of State, which had been held by Thomas
Cromwell under
VIII, grew still further in
and was
such statesmen as the
the

•

of
the policy
should be'
all Committees of the Council'; ahd, when that body
lost its real power (p. I02), much of it seems to have
passed to the Secretaries. At any rate, in the arguments
the famous '
Warrant' cases (p. 38)
some rather extravagant claims were put forward on
behalf of the holders of the office, which could hardly
have been justified on any other ground.
DIVISION OF BUSINESS

Meanwhile, at the Revolution of r688, the duties of
the office had been definitely divided between a
' Northern' Secretary, who corresponded with France,
Germany, and the Scandinavian Powers, and a
' Southern,' who transacted business with the countries
of the south of Europe, and managed Home and Irish
affairs. But this obviously inconvenient arrangement
was altered in the year 1782, when the recently created
third Secretaryship of State for the Colonies was
abolished (p. 76), and the present division between
'Home' and ' Foreign' affairs was established. It
should be carefully remembered, however, that though,
for purposes of despatch of business, the various Secretaries of State have each his appropriate sphere of
work, yet, in strict theory, all, or almost all, of the
powers of a S~cretary of State can be exercised by
any of the Secretaries; for it is very rare that these
duties are expressly conferred more precisely than on
'one of His Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State.'
Moreover, until its abolition in r85r, they all used the
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Signet Office, in which the tlerks of the Signet performed their duties.
Leaving aside the newer Secre~aries of State for War,
the Colonies, India, and the Air, of ~hom we have
already spoken, we proceed now to consider the duties
of .the Secretaries ot'State for Home and Foreign Affairs.
THE I HOME' SECRETARY

The Home Secretary stands in a relation of peculiar
•
closeness to the Crown. Though other Ministers can,
and do, act as ' Minister in attendance,' yet it is the
Home Secretary on whom the King chiefly relies to keep
him in touch with details of internal administration.
Thus the Home Secretary prepares and countersigns •
the numerous ' warrants,' or orders, to which the King
affixes his ' sign manual' or personal signature i except
in the cases in which the preparation and countersignature of other officials are expressly required. He
communicates the King's pleasure to bodies having
official or quasi-official authority, such as the Convocations of the Established Church (Chapter XII), and
the' States ' or Courts ' of the Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man (p. 6o), which are not within the sphere of
the Colonial, but of the Home Office. He also recommends for appointments to ordinary ecclesiastical benefices in the gift of the Crown, as distinct from that of the
Lord Chancellor. He places the' fiat,' or permission to
proceed, on those' petitions of right' which are the direct
legal means of obtaining redress for an error by which
the Crown has caused a private citizen to suffer.•
t Inasmuch as every ordinary criminal prosecution or civil action
begins with a document in the King's name, it is naturally impossible
to direct such a proceeding against the King himself. But actions
for the recovery of property or the enforcement tOf a, contract can be
brought, in effect, against the Crown, by the form known as a
• petition of right,' which will be tried as an ordinary action ; the Law
Officers and the Treasury Solicitor defending the Crown's interests.
But no allegation of ' crime,' or even of ' tort' (i.e. civil wrong
not being a breach of contract) can be made against the Crown in
such a proceeding ; because ' the King can do no wrong.'

THE HOME SECRETARY

•

HOME SECRETARY AND THE POLICE

•

The Horne
a good many of
the powers
the
relation to one of the
oldest of the King's
~e maintenance of
internal order (p.
It is true
as
been
pointed out before (p. IO), the police forces of
Britain (those of Ireland are on ~ different footing)
are not, with the important exception of the Metropolitan Police, under the direct control of the central
government. But the Home Secretary, through his
subordinates, inspects and criticizes the police forces
maintained by the county and borough authorities
(p. 363) ; and it is only upon his certificate as to its
satisfactory character. that a grant is made from the
Exchequer in aid of the cost of the maintenance of
any such force.
jUDICIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Likewise in this capacity the Home Secretary
approves the arrangements for the' assizes' or circuits
of the judges (p. 279), maintains and manages prisons,
and recommends for the appointment of stipendiary
or police magistrates, and recorders or judges of
borough quarter sessions (p. 279). It is, probably,
also in this capacity, though the arrangement appears
to be a little awkward, that the Home Secretary
exercises the important and difficult duties arising
under the Extradition Acts, based on treaties made
with foreign States for the mutual delivery up of their
criminals, or alleged criminals, who have fled to
British territory .
•
EXTRADITION PROCEEDINGS

Inasmuch as England has long cherished the ' right
of asylum' for political refugees, great care is taken
not to yield up to a foreign Government, as a criminal,
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a person who may be merely 'unpopular with that
Government on account of his political opinions. But
the necessary examination of the facts is not conducted
by the Home Secretary, who need not -be (though he
very frequently is}ea trained lawyer, but by a (stipendiary) magistrate (p. 271), who examines the case, much
as if the refugee were a British subject accusedJ of a
criminal offence il\ this country. If the magistrate
comes to the conclusion that there is a prima facie case
•
of real crime (according to the law of the refugee's
country} against the refugee, the latter is handed over
to the diplomatic representative of that country, on
whose application he was originally arrested. But the
formal order for his delivery must be under the hand •
and seal of the Secretary of State.
DEPORTATION OF ALIENS

Very like his duties in connection with extradition,
but even more anxious and responsible, are the duties of
the Home Secretary with regard to the internment and
deportation of aliens under the Aliens Restriction Acts
of 1914 and rgrg, and the various Defence of the
Realm Acts. The latter are, no doubt, 'temporary'
or ' war ' measures only. But the former are not ;
and it may confidently be predicted that, at any rate
for several years to come, a closer and more careful
surveillance than has hitherto existed will be exercised
over the subjects of foreign States who are resident
within the Empire.
PREROGATIVE OF PARDON

Passing by the somewhat doubtful power claimed
by a Secretary of State, and favoured by high legal
authority, of committing a person charged with high
treason for trial, without the usual preliminary ex- 1
amination before a magistrate, we may mention what
is, perhaps, one of the most painful of all duties

PARDON OF CRIMINALS

111
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imposed upon the Home· Secretary, viz. the duty of
advising the King as to the exercise of his royal
of pardoning a criminal
to
or other
the
Secretary
mendation to
at the
come to light since the trial, bY.
weight of petitions for a pardon• addressed to the
Crown, and, above all, by the confidential report on
the case made by the judge who tried it. But, after
all, the direct responsibility for the decision rests with
t:le Home Secretary; though it is possible that, in this
matter, the personal wishes of the King count for a
good deal. It should be carefully noted, that a
pardon granted by the Crown before conviction would
be grossly unconstitutional, as an attempt to stay the
course of justice; though it would seem to be legally
effective, except in the case of an impeachment (p. 178).
where it is expressly made void by the Act of Settlement of IJOO, Moreover, two indirect forms of
enabling persons to commit offences with impunity
by guaranteeing them pardon in advance, viz. the
' suspending' of the operation of a statute for a
limited time, and the' dispensing' with the obligation
to obey it in the case of particular persons, were declared illegal by the Bill of Rights of r68g, though in
a way which leaves it just open to say, that the practice
of ' dispensing' with a rule of the' common' or nonstatutory law (p. I5) is not entirely excluded. More•
over, though, in strict law, the Crown can be compel1ed to lend its name to any prosecution, yet its
officers can, if they think that any prosecution is
frivolous or unwarranted, throw the whole burden of it
on the person instigating it, under the Vexatious
Indictments Acts, or, if the prosecution is really by
the Crown, the Attorney-General can enter a nolle
prosequi, or refusal to proceed, which, as the Director
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•
of Public Prosecutions is a subordinate of the Home
Secretary, must be regarded as the latter's acf.
WELFARE LEGISLATION•

Finally, before the recent developement of newer
departments, such as. the Local Government Board
and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, a good
deal of the ' welfar~ ' legislation which sprang into such
prominence after the passing of the first Reform Act,
•
was entrusted to the enforcement of the Home Secretary. Much of this has now been transferred to, or,
in the modern examples, originally conferred on,
other departments; but the important powers still •
exercised by the Home Secretary in the matter of
coal and other mines, and factories, serve to bring out
the miscellaneous character of his duties.
THE FOREIGN SECRETARY AND DIPLOMATIC WORK

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, as his
title implies, is concerned with the intercourse between
the British Empire and foreign countries. This is
of two kinds: diplomatic, and commercial or civil.
The former is directly connected with foreign Govern·
ments, and concerns such matters as the protection of
British political interests, the safety of British subjects
abroad, the negotiation and carrying out of treaties,
the maintenance of friendly relations between Governments, and, generally, the guarding and shaping of
British interests in the world outside the Empire.
AMBASSADORS

It is carried on either directly by· means of corre!iipondence issued in the name of the King, and, in
most cases, actually submitted for his approval, or
through agents, known as Ambassadors, or Ministers,
appointed by the King, on the recommendation of the

DIPLOMATIC INTERCOURSE
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Foreign_ Secretary, t~ act as his representative at
foreign Courts. These
they are sometimes called ' Ministers, are not
of the ' ~·-'"'·''"""~
of the
they do not
; and
all that
which
former days, when ilhe means of communication were slow, these persons were of great
importance ; but, with the development of rapid communication by train and telegraph, their importance
has dwindled, and they are even sometimes accused of
causing more mischief than they prevent. This is
probably untrue, at least as regards the more distinguished diplomatic representatives of the Empire;
but, doubtless, a great deal of malicious gossip goes on
in the somewhat artificial atmosphere of 'diplomatic
circles,' and is fostered by the less scrupulous of the
foreign correspondents of newspapers, who find in it
good material for sensational despatches .
• SECRTIT DIPLOMACY '

A more serious question arises in connection with
• secret diplomacy ' generally, that is, the conduct of
foreign negotiations unknown to Parliament or people,
which may involve the Empire in the gravest responsibilities. It is, of course, true, that no such
negotiations which involve any alteration in the law
can be effective until they have been sanctioned by
Act of Parliament; such, for example, as the Foreign
Copyright Acts, which gave effect to the various' conventions' with fo~eign countries on that subject. It is
true, also, that, by refusing to vote the money necessary
to carry out obligations thus incurred, Parliament
can, in effect, render them inoperative. But the
Crown is, by the law of the Constitution, the sole
representative of the Empire to the outside world;
16

.
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and to repudiate negotiations entered into in its name
would deal a severe blow at British reputation and
credit abroad, while, even in such vital matters as the
cession of territory and the declarati'On of war and
conclusion of peate, the Crown claims the legal right
of acting without the consent of Parliament.
In practice, no doubt, the position is not so dangerous
as it seems. For Foreign Secretaries have a wholesome
dread of Parliamentary condemnation; while the necessity for the formal approval of a treaty by Parliament, •
as in the case of the Senate of the United States, is
attended by some s.erious drawbacks. The same
objection applies to all open negotiations. Crises
which, if handled confidentially, can be discreetly •
averted, are apt to become distinctly more unmanageable when they are discussed in public with the aid
of an excited Press, bent on arousing the passions of its
readers. The sanest proposition for dealing with
what is, admittedly, a difficult problem in statesmanship, appears to be the appointment, at the commencement of each Parliament, of a Joint Committee
on Foreign Relations, composed of representatives of
all parties, to which the Foreign Secretary should
continually report in confidence the progress of international negotiations. A seat on such a committee
would naturally be an object of ambition with the
ablest members of both Houses. It need not contain
members of the Government ; for the Cabinet, at least,
would be even more intimately in touch with the
working of the Foreign Office. It might have power,
which would, naturally, only be exercised in grave
matters, of addressing the Crown directly upon any
tendencies in international affairi which appeared
to it to be dangerous. In the last resort, it might have
power to report to either House, which, in joint or
separate session, open or secret, as might be determined, would be able to consider and act upon the
report. Such a committee, if wisely selected, would
\

\
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combine the wisdoni and authority of a Council of
Elder ·statesmen with the popular mandate of a
representative body .

..

PASSPORTS

~

course, as the Minister in charge of interaf-fairs that the Foreign Secretary issues
< passports' to British subjects, lJ!espeaking for them
a favourable reception in foreign countries, and, in
a sense, guaranteeing their respectability. The value
of such documents varies greatly according to the
country in which the traveller journeys. In some
countries, at least in normal times, they are
unnecessary. In others, they are of distinct
and, for some purposes, essential. In others again, they
are absolutely necessary, if the traveller wishes to
avoid being shot as a spy, or at least cast into prison as
a suspicious person. In such countries, the simple
passport is not, as a rule, enough ; it must be ' vise,'
i.e. examined and approved, by a representative of
the country in which the holder proposes to traveL
It is probable that, at any rate for some years, the
passport regulations of Europe will be much severer
than during the last half century.
COMMERCIAL WORK OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE

Of the commercial duties of the Foreign Office,
important as they are, little need be said in a book
like the present. They consist in looking after the
material welfare of British subjects abroad, and the
fostering of commercial intercourse between the
subjects of the. British Empire and those of other
States.
CONSULS

They are carried out by ' consular ' representatives
of various grades, some of whom are professional
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officials, devoti~g their wh~le time to their official
duties, and paid substantial salaries; while otliers are
merchants, often not British subjects, who render
assistance in many ways to British supjects in need
of various kinds, su~h as means of information, identity,
introductions, and the like. The Foreign Office shares
with the Board of Trade the responsibility for the
important joint sub-department of Overseas Trade,
established durinl the war. It is represented in
Parliament by a special Under-Secretary acting for
both departments.
PROTECTORATES

Finally, we may mention again the powers and duties
of the Foreign Secretary in the matter of Protecto*
rates (pp. 95-IOI), i.e. those countries in which, though
they are not actually parts of the British Empire, the
British Crown exercises great and even predominant
inilucnce. Not all of them are in charge of the Foreign
Secretary ; some are within the sphere of operations
of the India Office, others of that of the Colonial Office.
But the Foreign Secretary is, normally, the official who,
by virtue of the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, upholds the
authority of the Crown in respect to British residents
in such countries, and deals, through his officials on
the spot, with the native rulers.

•

•

•
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THE INDIVIDUAL OFFICES AND THE NEWER
DEPARTMENTS

@I

Tms will, it is feared, be a somewhat miscellaneous
chapter; and its connection with the government of
the Empire may not at first seem to be clear. But
the fact is, that it is impossible, in dealing with an
historic growth like the British Empire, which has
developed, to a great extent, out of the institutions of
the British Islands, to draw a sharp line of distinction
between Imperial and Island institutions. The former
are slowly detaching themselves from the latter, and
assuming a truly Imperial character; but there is
still a border-land of which it is difficult to say whether
it may be regarded as imperial, or purely local. In
any case, the institutions of the Island State have an
interest in, and a bearing on, imperial affairs ; and a
brief account of them may be forgiven.
THE GREAT OFFICES OF STATE

We begin with a few words about certain State
offices which may be called 'individual,' because they
are exercised chiefly by their holders in person, and
do not involve the administration of large establishments or offices~ Most of them are of old standing ;
some of them are sinecures, i.e. have no really arduous
duties directly attached to them, but are preserved for
indirect purposes ; some are of very great. practical
importance, and involve the exercise of the highest
Z39
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skill ; some are hereditary, • some change with each
successive Ministry; one, at least, may be regarded as
intermittent. There seems to be no possibility of
class inca tion.
•
2 4o

LOR~ HIGH CHANCELLOR

One of the oldest, and, perhaps, the most important,
is the office of Lord High Chancellor, or Keeper of the
Great Seal of En~and. It seems to have been the
first of the purely business ' offices, as distinct from
•
the military and household offices about the King's
Court ; at any rate if we except the still older office
of the Great J ustitiar, which became extinct in the
thirteenth century, soon after the English Kings lost
their Norman possessions. The name Chancellor ' •
is said to be derived from the cancelli, or screen in the
King's chapel, behind which the King's scribes worked.
At any rate it is clear that, until the sixteenth century,
the office was always held by a cleric (the great Sir
Thomas More was the first lay Chancellor) ; and this
probably accounts for the fact that it, unlike most of
the other ancient State offices, did not become hereditary, and, consequently, merely ceremonial.
1

1

KEEPER OF THE GREAT SEAL

The Lord High Chancellor was, in fact, at first
merely the King's chief scribe, to whom was entrusted
the holding of the royal seal, which, in the days when
the arts of reading and. writing were rare accomplishments, was necessary' to authenticate each royal
document. As the King's business grew in volume,
the importance of the 1 Chancery' and its occupant
increased. From being a mere scribe; the latter became
a trusted adviser of the King, especia1ly in matters of
discretion or 1 conscience.' He appointed to livings
in the King's gift. He advised the King as to the
exercise of his prerogative of • grace,' i.e. the redress
of grievances for which the ordinary or ' common '
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law (p. I5) made no
; and in that capacity
he rapidly built up for himself, in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, a great judicial position as
dispenser of ' equity ' in the Court of Chancery.
THE COURT OF CHANCERY

distinction between common law ' and~ equity
to
the subject of discussion in a
too
book on the government of the Btitish Empire; but
it has left
mark on the judicial systems, not only
of England and Ireland (Scotland seems to have
ignored it), but of the colonies and even
British
India. It may be said that, while the' common law,' i.e.
• the law founded on immemorial custom supplemented
by Act of Parliament, was a rigid system, dealing out
precise remedies as a matter of right and refusing to
recognize any grievance which did not fall within its
precise terms, ' equity,' the system administered by the
Chancellor in the Court of Chancery, occupied itself
with devising remedies for substantial hardships unre·
dressed, or imperfectly redressed, by the common law,
and with mitigating the harsh application of certain
rules of the strict common law. Inasmuch as the
jury system never made its way into the Court of
Chancery, the power of the Chancellors to mould the
rules of equity was very great; Ul}til the practice of
• reporting,' or publishing, their decisions grew up, and
created in the Court of Chancery, as well as in the
Common Law Courts, that deep respect for precedent
which has been both the strength and the weakness of
English Law, and which gradually made the distinction
between ' common law ' and ' equity' cumbersome
and unworkable .
•
THE OFFICE OF THE CHANCERY

Meanwhile, the work of the Chancery, not as a court
of justice, but as an administrative office, had con~
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tinued and grown ; though. th~ appearance of new
departments of State, such as The Treasury or Exchequer and the Secretaryships of State (Chapter IX),
tended to destroy its character as the sole business
office of the government of the Kingdom. • For example,
every ' writ,' or e~cutive order of the King, whether
for beginning a common law action, or for summoning
members of Parliament, required the affixing of the
great seal; so als<t did the issue of Letters Patent,
or formal expressions of the royal will announced to all
the world; so also did the conclusion of a treaty with
a foreign State. As time went on, the use of the
great seal became subject to various safeguards,
such as the interposition between it and the original
signification of the royal pleasure of additional checks,
e.g. the signet and the privy seal, each by a keeper or
custodian who was responsible for its proper use; and
we have seen {pp. 31-32) how this elaborate process
was regulated by statute in the year 1535.
JUDICIAL PATRONAGE

But it was, probably, his position as the chief, if not
the sole, judge in the Court of Chancery, which secured
for the Lord High Chancellor his commanding position
as dispenser of judicial patronage and a leading member
of the Ministry. The growth of the Court of Chancery
in the eighteenth century, after its narrow escape from
destruction in the Civil War, was enormous; it developed an elaborate machinery of Masters, Clerks of
various ranks, Registrars, and other ::>fficials ; and all
these were, virtually, subordinates of the Lord Chancellor. In the nineteenth century, various ViceChancellors were appointed to assist him in the judicial
duties of his office ; and though these, like the other
judges, held their offices directly from the Crown, the
advice of the Chancellor was, naturally, of great
weight in the selection of them. And when, by the great

•
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judicial reforms of the yoors 1873-1876, hereafter to be
alluded to (pp. z86-287), the organization both of the
' common law' and Lhc '
' courts vvas
the
to the
Lord '-'lJtaiJ""""uv>
by
the
of
Court
judges (p. 284),
v'irtue
his custody of the
great seal, the final recommendati~n for the appointments of nearly all Justices of the Peace (p. 27I)
throughout England is in his hands. Thus the Lord
Chancellor is, in effect, though not in name, a
Minister of Justice, as well as the presiding member
of the highest courts of Appeal.
CHAIRMAN OF

HousE

OF

LoRDS

Add to these dignities his position as Speaker or
President of the House of Lords; and it will be seen to
what dimensions has grown the once humble office of
the scribe who sat behind the screen in the King's
chapel in the eleventh century. Finally it may be
remarked, as one of the numerous oddities of the
British Constitution, that the Lord High Chancellor
of England is also Lord High Chancellor of Great
Britain; though the custody of the Great Seal of
Scotland is with the recently created Secretary for
Scotland (p. 52). There was a separate Lord Chancellor
for Ireland ; but none of the colonies nor British
India has, it is believed, any official closely corresponding to the Lord High Chancellor, 1 though many of the
former have Ministers of Justice, and in India there
is, as has been said (p. 86), a Legal Membc;r of the
Viceroy's Executive Council.

•

Lmm PRIVY SEAL
The office of Lord Privy Seal need not detain us;
1 There is a titular ' Chancellor ' in the Province o£ Ontario · but
he appears not to occupy the highest judicial rank.
'
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for its duties, important aso they once were, have
disappeared; and the office itself serves only as a
convenient means of giving rank to a person whose
presence in the Ministry • without portfolio' (p. IIS)
is, for any reason, desired. The King's privy seal
seems to have be'en interposed between the signmanual warrant (p. 31) and the great seal far back
in history, as a check upon improvident or fraudulent
issue of funds ol!t of the Exchequer; and its
original importance is attested by the care with which
Parliament, in its earliest days, insisted that it should
be entrusted only to a worthy person. It figures
largely in the Seals Act of 1535, before alluded to;
but its importance disappeared with the establishment
of the Exchequer and Audit Office (p. 223), and the
general reforms in financial machinery in the early part
of the nineteenth century.
LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL

Of a similar character is the office of Lord President
of the Council, who is always a member of the Ministry,
and who presides at the formal meetings of the Privy
Council when the King is not present, and takes precedence in that body next after His Majesty. One
of the peculiarities of the office is, that it is filled by a
simple personal declaration made in the Council by
the King. The Lord President would, naturally, take
the chair of any committee of the Council of which
he was a member ; and he can answer questions in
Parliament as to the action of any such committee.
But his real business is to act as a • Minister without
portfolio' (p. II!5).
THE ' CHANCELLOR OF THE JlUCHY '

Very much on the same footing stands the Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster, the great Palatine fief
(p. 137) which, at the accession of Henry IV, became
unite-d to the Crown, but, for reasons of prudence
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exist, has always been
with its own revenues
of his Duchy,' and
224), its own law
courts,
own administratl ve
offices.
some
for the
patronage, such as
appointments of Justices of the Peace for the Duchy
of Lancaster, and the appointm~nt of the County
Court judges (p. 284) acting therein. But, again, the
chief business of the office is to supply a ' Minister
without portfolio,' frequently on his way to higher
office.
THE LAW OFFICERS

On the other hand, the duties of the Law Officers
and the Postmaster-General are onerous ; and, though
these officials are always included in the Ministry of
the day, they are by no means always members of the
Cabinet -in fact, the inclusion of the Attorney-General,
the senior Law Officer, in the Cabinet a few years ago,
was looked upon as an exceptional, and, perhaps, not
wholly desirable step. For the Attorney-General, in conjunction with his colleague, the Solicitor-General, both
of them being barristers of great experience, represents
the Crown in all legal proceedings (including, nominally,
the institution of all criminal prosecutions, and all
revenue and other prerogative claims of the Crown), as
well as in the defence of the Crown in such claims as
can be brought against it, by petition of right or
otherwise (p. 230 n.). In this capacity, he acts in a
quasi-judicial manner, not straining the Crown's
rights as a private barrister might well do those of
his client, but tnerely endeavouring to see that evenhanded justice is done. Particularly anxious and
responsible is his duty in those important criminal
and political trials in which he appears in person;
though his duties in such cases have been lightened by
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the recent creation of a Direc~r of Public Prosecutions,
a non-party and 'permanent' official, who prepares
the cases for trial. The Law Officers act in a still
more judicial capacity on appeals from the Comptroller
of Patents, when there is a dispute as to -the lawfulness
of granting a parti~lar' patent' or monopoly. Their
more political duties consist in advising the various
departments of st,te on legal matters, though these
have now often thetr own official • legal advisers,' and
in defending the legality of Government measures,
and explaining legal technicalities, in the House of
Commons. They also exercise a limited amount of
minor official patronage. By a wholesome rule of
recent adoption, they are not allowed to supplement
their handsome official incomes by taking briefs for
private clients.
THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL

The Postmaster-General, as his title implies, is
concerned with the management of the vast business
of the Post Office, which includes, now, not merely
its original duty of carrying and delivering letters, but
those of transmitting telegrams, both by land and
sea, receiving artd safeguarding the savings of people
of moderate means, facilitating the transfer of money
in small amounts, carrying and delivery of parcels,
payment of 'Old Age Pensions' (p. 252) and other
Government allowances, and the instalment and upkeep of telephones. The Government monopoly of
carrying letters dates from the seventeenth century;
but the other duties of the Post Office were imposed
at various times during the nineteenth and present
centuries. It may well be questioned, ~hether such a
purely ' business ' affair as the Post Office ought to
be made a political department; but two facts seem
to justify the practice. One is, that a substantial
part of the national revenue is received from the Post
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Office; and it is, therefo'!:-e, desirable that the House
of Commons should
able to
direct
over it. The other is, that persistent questions in Parliament are one of the best means of
about
reforms in a ·department
b.Y
very nature
of its business, tends towards routine.
HousEHOLD OFFI<JES

A still briefer notice will suffice of the Household, or
purely ceremonial offices of the King's Court. Some
of these, such as the Earl Marshal and the Lord High
Chamberlain, 1 date back to remote antiquity; and, as
e has been before pointed out (p. 240), they long ago
became hereditary, and, therefore, purely ceremonial.
They are exercised chiefly on such solemn occasions as
a coronation or a royal funeral. They have, of course,
no connection with politics. They have, however,
been supplemented by slightly more practical offices,
such as those of the Lord Chamberlain and Lord
Steward of the Household, who are members of the
Ministry in permanent attendance on the King, who
make up a ' quorum ' or necessary number, at the
formal meetings of the Privy Council (p. II4 ), and who
appear also at Court ceremonies, and are supposed to
keep the King in touch with the working members
of the Ministry. The Lord High Steward, on the
other hand, though not a purely ceremonial officer,
is not a Minister; being only appointed, as occasion
may require, to preside at the trial of a peer by his
peers for treason or felony (p. I78), when Parliament
is not sitting.
Af>MINISTRATIVE OFFICES

We now pass to the more practically important
subject of the modern departments of State, called,
1 The ancient office of Lord High Constable is in abeyance.
may, of course, be revived by the Crown

It
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by a well-known writer, 1 t regulative. offices, to distinguish them from the 'executive' departments
essential to the maintenance of State existence. Perhaps the distinction is a little arbitrary i and we may
suggest that the title 'administrative' is equally
appropriate to tl~ese modern departments, whose
duties are especially concerned with the developement
of the resources, ~ntal and physical, of the nation.
THE BOARD OF TRADE

The oldest, and, in some ways, the most important
of these is the Board of Trade, which, as has been
before pointed out (p. 75), was one of the many •
far-sighted schemes of the Commonwealth government
which followed on the Civil War. It suffered many
vicissitudes in its early years, being mixed up with
the fortunes of the colonies, or 'plantations'; but in
1782 it was constituted an independent committee
of the Privy Council, and definitely organized by Order
in Council in 1786. This Order is important, because
it set the precedent of creating a President and VicePresident of the Committee, who were really expected
to perform the duties of a miscellaneous body whose
other members soon became merely formal. This
practice survived the conversion of the committee
in to a statutory ' Board ' in the year :r862 ; though
the solemn farce of appointing important personages,
such as the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Secretaries of State, as members of the Board, was continued. In the year 1867, the exclusive control of
the President, who had by that time become an important member of the Ministry, and, frequently, of
the Cabinet, was emphasized by the• abolition of the
Vice-Presidency, and the substitution for it of a Parliamentary Secretary, who is clearly a subordinate, as
1

Sir William Anson, in his Law and Custom of the Constitution,

vol. ii. p. 142.
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he is not even a memb~r of the Board.
has also, now, a very numerous staff, not
but of expert officials, grouped according to
entrusj:ed to it.
For, from the middle of the
to which time the duties of
confined to
the
giving of advice on trade subjects t• other departments,
the Board of Trade began more and more to assume
an active or administrative character, being charged
with the care of one after another of
national
industries, as well as of those general instruments
and facilities without which no industry can flourish.
RAILWAYS

Thus, for example, the Board was concerned with
proposals for the extension of railways. No new line
could be opened until it had been inspected and proved
by the Board's officials. The Board issued regulations
intended to provide for the safety of passengers and
railwaymen, and held enquiries as to the causes of
accidents. But its duties under this head have
recently been transferred to the new Ministry of
Transport (p. 267).
SHIPPING

The Board has many important duties in connection
with the interests of merchant shipping. It maintains
a register containing the particulars of every British
ship; and no transfer of any share in such a ship is
legally valid until entered on this register. The Board
likewise makes regulations for the safety of merchant
ships, both as to their build and loading, and sees that
they are carried out. It has control of harbours, and,
indirectly, throttgh the ancient and interesting gild of
the Trinity House, and the Commissioners e~f Northern
and Irish Lighthouses, of the provision and maintenance of lighthouses, beacons, and other means for
ensuring safety at sea. It is in this capacity that it·
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has exercised powers in con~ection with emigration ;
though the encouragement of assisted emigration is
left to the new Ministry of Health, while information on the subject of openings for emigrants is published by the Colo11ial Office, in conjunction with the
High Commissioners and Agents-General of the
Dominions.
p'UBLIC UTILITIES

The Board of Trade has also a good deal to do with
the supervision of what may be called' public utilities,'
such as electricity, gas, and water supply. It supervises the working of the Patent Office, from which
carefully limited grants of monopolies for the manufacture and sale of 'inventions new within the realm'
are issued ' to the true and first inventors thereof.'
It has a good deal to do with the Register of Joint
Stock Companies, containing particulars of those
artificial but useful bodies by which so much of modern
commerce is carried on. It maintains, through local
agencies, the proper standards of weights and measures.
Its former duties in connection with Labour Exchanges
have been transferred to the recently created Ministry
of Labour (p. 267). It has much to do with the
working of the Bankruptcy laws, whereby the property
of insolvent persons is made available for proportionate
distribution among their creditors. But the new
Ministry of Labour has relieved it of its former
responsibility for the carrying out of legislation intended to secure conciliation and ultimate settlement
of industrial disputes.
THE BoARD OF WoRKS

•

A small but interesting department is that of the
Board of Works, separated in I85I from the Commissioners of Woods and Forests (p. 219), and, nominally, like the Board of Trade, a body of several
members, but really a ' one-man ' department under the
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First Commissioner, who '"is a member of the Ministry,
departmentally charged with looking after State build~
ings, palaces, and parks.
LOCAL GOVERNME~ BOARD

•

Far
\Vere the duties of the IJxal
Board.
nominally the (J:eation of Act of
Parliament in r87r, and, in reality, a ' one-man'
department under a President, who was a member of
the Ministry, and, with the assistance of a Parliamentary and other secretaries and numerous officials,
conducted the business of the Board, the department
was really an amalgamation of three much older
institutions, viz. the Poor Law Commissioners or Board,
the Board of Public Health, and the Local Government
sub-department of the Home Office. This origin will
give us the key to the distribution of its duties.
PooR LAw

Of the great subject of poor relief, which dates,
as a public liability, from the sixteenth century,
something must be said when we come to deal with
local government in England (p. 34r), of which it is,
historically, the basis, and of which it still forms a substantial part. It is sufficient to say here, that, while
the actual distribution and provision for the relief
of destitution, apart from the provisions of the National
Insurance Act (pp. 226-227), is left to elected Boards
of Guardians and their officials (p. 336), it has been
found by experience necessary that these authorities
shall be constantly advised, watched, and, to a certain
extent, controne•d, by a central department, charged
with preventing neglect of duty on the one hand, and
injudicious extravagance on the other. Accordingly,
the Poor Law sub-department of the Local Government
Board issued, under the seal of the Board, Orders

IJ
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regulating, within legal limhs, the conduct of poor
relief, sent its inspectors to examine ' workhouses,'
asylums, and other Poor Law institutions, and its
auditors to examine the accounts of the Boards of
Guardians and their officials. It also exercised a
wholesome check of:. the appointment of these officials,
and protected them against arbitrary dismissal by
their immediate tmployers. This last protection is
vitally necessary, to secure the faithful and independent
discharge of their duties by the officials of the local
authorities.
OLD AGE PENSIONS

As was said of National Insurance, so it may be •
said of the scheme of Old Age Pensions which has
now been in force in the United Kingdom for the last
eleven years, that it is no part of the government of
the British Empire. But it certainly has its imperial
side ; for if the proposal and thinking out of the
scheme were due to the energy arid perseverance of
English economists, the earliest experiments on the
lines ultimately adopted were made in the Dominions
under the Southern Cross, and the Dominion of New
Zealand claims the credit of being the first member
of the Empire to put it into practical force, in the
year x8g8. It may therefore just be stated that, by
virtue of the Old Age Pensions Acts, every British
subject who has attained the age of seventy, resident,
for twelve years 1 out of the last twenty, within the
United Kingdom, who can prove that, by no default
of his own, his income does not exceed £49 IJS. 6d. a
year, is entitled to a pension, payable out of moneys
provided by Parliament, of one to tell shillings a week
according to his means, until his or her death.
These pensions are actually paid through the Post
Office ; and the claims of the applicants are tested
by local committees. But the composition of these
1

For a naturalized person the period is twenty years.
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committees had to be approved by the Local
ment
which heard appeals from their uc,JL::>l.vu.;:,,
and made
HEALTl!I

of
work
Board was
of the working o' the sanitary laws
which, since the passing of the great Public Health
Act of 1848, have developed at a rapid rate. The
great amending and codifying Act of I875, the basis of
the present
is a volume of minute regulations ;
and it has itself been frequently amended. A glance
at that statute will show that, as in the case of the
Poor Law, it is intended to be mainly administered
by local authorities, now known as ' district councils,'
or by still more highly developed borough councils, of
which something must be said in later chapters (XIII,
XIV). But the general enforcement of the scheme,
the demarcation of the districts, the settlement of
disputes between rival authorities, the bringing of
pressure to bear on slack or recalcitrant councils, the
approval of the qualifications of local sanitary officials,
and, above all, the sanctioning of the important schemes
for the clearing of unhealthy areas, and the provision of
dwellings suitable for the working classes, fell to the
lot of the Local Government Board, which also exercised
direct powers of inspection in such important matters
as the escape of dangerous fumes from alkali works,
the conditions of canal boats, and the enforcement of
rules of segregation in the case of infectious diseases,
and of the provisions of the Vaccination Acts.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT GENERALLY

Finally, in its capacity of general supervisor of
local government, which it had inherited from the
Home Office, the Local Government Board was concerned with the delimitation of the boundaries of all
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local authorities, the sanctioning of loans for various
local undertakings, the conferring upon rural areas of
powers usually exerciseable only by urban authorities,
the audit of the accounts of local goverliment bodies,
and the approval of,by-laws, or local statutes, issued by
such bodies under their various powers. Only, by a
curious survival, the by-laws of a municipal borough
(p. 364) required tlte approval of the Home Secretary
(p. 230), not of the Local Government Board, which did,
however, pass the borough accounts, after they had
been audited by the local borough auditors. 1
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES

The Board of Agriculture was formed by statute ir.
r88g, to take over the miscellaneous duties of the
Privy Council on the subject of noxious insects and.
the contagious diseases of animals, as well as the duties
of the Land Commissioners, a sub-department which
had itself absorbed the duties of no less than five older
bodies, viz. the Copyhold Commissioners, the Tithe
Commissioners, the Drainage Commissioners, the
University and College Estates Commissioners, and
the Inclosure Commissioners.
COPYHOLD COMMISSION

The Copyhold Commissioners were formed to approve
of and carry out local or individual schemes for the
conversion of that peculiar form of land tenure known
as ' copyhold,' into the simpler and more adaptable
tenure of ' socage ' or freehold ; the former being regulated by unalterable local customs, often very onerous
in their character, while the latter is •governed by the
simpler and uniform rules of the common law.
1 It may have been observed that the above statement of the
powers of the Local Government Board is expressed in the past tense.
That is because the functions of the Board have just (rgzo) been
transferred to the new Ministry of Health (p. 267).

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
TITHE oCOMMISSION

annua.l 'rent
varying only
are now almost completed .

•

DRAINAGE COMMISSIONERS

The Drainage Commissioners were appointed to
lpprove of schemes
undertaking the drainage and
ther permanent improvement of land, by life or other
!mited owners, who desired to charge the capital of
their lands with the cost of the schemes.
UNIVERSITY ESTATES COMMISSIONERS

The University and College Estates Commissioners
were appointed to approve the sale of, or other dealings
with, land belonging to universities and colleges, the
alienation of which is subject to stringent restrictions.
INCLOSURE COMMISSIONERS

The Inclosure Commissioners were created at a
time when it was considered desirable to inclose and
divide up into private hands the waste lands belonging
to manors, which were the subject of common enjoyment and user; but a strong revulsion of popular
feeling on the subject has produced legislation which has
practically extinguished the powers, formerly conferred
on the Commissioners, of facilitating inclosure schemes.
To these original duties of the Board of Agriculture
were added, in the year rgo3, the duties previously
exercised by t:b.e Board of Trade in the matter of the
control and developement of sea and river fisheries; and
the Board then became the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries. The energy of its successive Presidents
and officials has since made of it a general stimulator
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of agricultural interests; and its rise in importance was
marked by the elevation last year (rgrg) of its official
head to the dignity of a Minister,' and by the creation
of an extensive machinery for bringing it into touch
with local interests. By the Act of rgrg, ~very county
council (except LonQ.on) must appoint an ' agricultural
committee,' to which all the functions of the council
in respect of agriculture are primarily entrusted.
These committees se!id representatives to central Agricultural Councils for England and Wales respectively,
which comprise also representatives of the Agricultural
Wages Board, and of all classes interested in agricul
ture ; whilst the two Councils are provided with a
common organ in the Agricultural Advisory Committee,
which advises the Board on all matters except fisheries.
1

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION

In spite of its intrinsic importance, the Board of
Education can hardly be said to be at present of an
imperial character; for the self~governing Dominions
at least, had put into force admirable systems of State
elementary education long before England (though
the case of Scotland was far better) had made anything
like a systematic provision for the education of the
children of the nation. Much had been done by the
piety of former ages to found grammar schools ; but
many of these had been allowed to fall into decay,
while others, more wealthy or better looked after,
such as Eton, Harrow, Winchester, and Rugby, had
become appropriated to the use of the wealthier
classes, and assumed for themselves, without complete
justification, the exclusive title of Public Schools.'
The two ancient universities of Oxford and Cambridge
were independent and self-governing bodies, whose
great wealth was locked up in a curious collegiate
system, which, though it was to prove capable of great
value when properly stimulated, by the end of the
1

PUBLIC EDUCATION

:2.57

eighteenth century had .fallen into a state of decay
and misappropriation; thus rendering the ancient
universities, like the
' Public Schools,' practithe
rich,
a certain number
poor
of
or toughnli5s of sensibility to
the benefits (such as they then
a univer..
education.
educati~n,
earlier
times, had been cared for by a system of apprenticeship, regulated by statute, and by a network of gilds,
>r industrial associations, which, despite the plunder•g which they underwent at the Reformation, still
etained a good deal of wealth, had fallen almost
ntirely into decay. Such provision as there was for
the education of the masses, was maintained mainly
by the efforts of the parochial clergy of the Established
Church, by private charity, and by private enterprise
of a very unskilled kind.
REFORM OF THE UNIVERSITIES

Much was done during the nineteenth century,
to remedy this disgraceful state of affairs. The older
universities were reformed by Acts of Parliament,
based on the Reports of Royal Commissions, and have
undergone a revival, great and even startling, in view of
their conditions a hundred years ago. New universities,
at London, Durham, Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds,
Sheffield, Bristol, and in Wales, have been founded,
and liberally endowed both by private generosity and
State subvention. The newer universities make substantial provision for the higher branches of technical
education ; but other institutions, some established
by means of tke wealth of the ancient gilds, others
provided by local authorities chiefly by means of
grants from the Imperial Exchequer, a few directly
created and managed by the State, have been founded
for this special purpose,
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•
THE ENDOWED SCHOOLS COMMISSION

The Endowed Schools Commission has remedied
many of the worst abuses of the nine .great Public
Schools, and has ap~roved and put into force schemes
for reviving and extending the smaller ancient grammar
schools, which had been allowed to fall into decay. New
schools for the son~ and daughters of the professional
classes, such as Haileybury, Cheltenham, Clifton,
and Marlborough, have been founded from variou.
sources. But the most important of all the changf
which have taken place, from the national point ,
view and that of the prospects of the Empire, is tr
gradual establishment of State responsibility for, an(·
control over, elementary, and, to a certain extent,
secondary and technical education generally.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND VoLUNTARY SociETIEs

The movement has proceeded with characteristic
English caution. It began with the foundation of two
voluntary societies; one concerned with starting and
improving Chunzh of England schools, the other, though
by no means anti-religious, endeavouring to make
education an independent pursuit, not merely an
appendage of religious teaching. Unfortunately, the
existence of these different, and, in a sense, rival (not
to say irreconcilable) attitudes, has proved a terrible
stumbling-block in the way of educational progress;
and a reconciliation between them has not yet been
completely effected. Nevertheless, the State has
proceeded cautiously, in its charact~r of impartial
responsibility for the welfare of all its subjects, to
assist so far as possible all sound independent enterprise; while reserving to itself the right to step in and
supplement deficiencies by a system of its own.

•
GRANTS ADMINISTERED BY THE PRIVY COUNCIL

At first it confined itsel.f
the
vears of the
The
to make grants in aid
~mall and irregular ;
were, at
and were
somewhat at
In the
year r839,a Committee of the Privytouncil was created
for the purpose of supervising the distribution of them.
This step naturally led to a system of inspection and
audit of accounts of the schools aided by the grants;
and thus the nucleus of an Education Office was
created.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

In the year 1856, this was formed into an Education
Department, under the headship (lf a Vice-President
of the Council, who acted, virtually, as Minister of
Education ; and, fourteen years later, the country
formally resolved, by Act of Parliament, to undertake
to enforce elementary education throughout the land.

AcT OF 1870
Still, the Education Act of 1870 did not attempt to
set up a universal system of State schools, much less
of schools worked from a central office. It merely
laid down the general rules: (i) that, the parents or
guardians of every child must be prepared to show
that it was receiving elementary education up to at
least a modest standard, and (ii) that, where it was
clear that in any locality thete existed a lack of such
education, it IllUst be provided by the locality, either
by the levy of attendance fees on the parents of the
scholars, or out of rates levied by the rating authorities,
supplemented by Government grants based on the
efficiency of the schools,
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Under the system thus established, the country was
mapped out into school districts, under Boards directly
elected by the rate-payers (whence the name • Board
Schools'); and thfse Boards set to work to provide
elementary schools which, working alongside the older
or ' voluntary' scJJ.ools, and, often, it is to be feared,
in not very friendly rivalry with them, did, undoubtedly,
do an enormous amount to make up lee-way in elementary education. As the proportionate amount of the
Parliamentary grants increased, and the contributions
of the parents diminished until they were finally
abolished in r8gr, the Education Department, by means
of its inspectors and regulations, obtained more and
more control over the Board Schools, which became
increasingly efficient. Moreover, they produced, in
spite of somewhat adverse conditions, an admirable
type of teacher, male and female, to whose devoted
services the country has never really done justice.
These teachers, working in harmony with small local
committees of Managers, appointed by the School
Boards to maintain constant touch between them. and
the schools, made of the latter centres of brightness
and friendly social intercourse, often in the midst of
very dark and depressing conditions; and any unprejudiced observer who had taken the trouble to make
a tour of the Board Schools in any big industrial town,
or even in East London, after the scheme of r87o had
got into full swing, would have realized that the old
tradition of a school as a place of torture or, at best, a
place of dull routine, had, so far at least as the children
of labour were concerned, ;>assed away. Such opposition
to attendance at elementary schools as existed almost
invariably came, not from the children themselves, but
from indifferent or selfish parents, who were either too
lazy to prepare the children for school, or desired to
employ their services to supplt ment the family income.

•
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THE SYSTEM

Nevertheless, the Board School system had its
two of the most
of
tl1e
Broadly speaking, Ute unit of school
was the parish ; thougli,
the parish
vvas
a municipal borough, it ran~ed with the other
parishes of the borough as a single unit. In spite of
this provision, there were in England upwards of 3,000
school districts, many of which were far too small
to be efficient. Then too, as it was impossible to allow
all these small Boards to levy rates on their own
authority, they were required to send ' precepts,' or
demands, to the ordinary rating authorities of their
district, to supply their needs; and, as there was no
statutory limit to the amount of these demands, and
no real compulsion on the school authorities to give
any explanation as to their necessity, the rating
authorities, who were the ordinary local government
authorities for the district, treated it as their duty
to cut down the demands of the School Boards by all
means in their power, regardless of the efficiency of
the schools, in which they took little interest. Even
where the local government area and the school districts
were identical, as in the case of a borough, there were
two distinct authorities, elected in different ways,
who regarded one another with jealousy, if not with
suspicion. These defects were, obviously, of a purely
political, or administrative character. The old Board
School system was guilty of the vital error of divorcing
responsibility from power.
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION

This error was largely due to the fact that the
central organization, the old Education Department,
h::td not the prestige or the authority sufficient to enable
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it to meet on equal terms .of direct intercourse the
great local government bodies, the borough and county
councils (Chapter XIV) ; still less to handle firmly the
old and deep-seated rivalry between the ' voluntary'
or clerical, and the ' Board ' or secular,. schools. But
this weakness was 1emoved in the year 1899. when the
Education Department was raised to the status of a
political Board, noJD:inally composed, like the Board of
Trade and the Local Government Board, of a number
of great State officials, but really under the control of
a President, who is a member of the Ministry, and is
assisted by Parliamentary and permanent secretaries,
and a professional and clerical staff.
AcT OF 1902
Thus fortified, the advocates of improved elementary
education took a bold plunge, and, in the year 1902,
succeeded in carrying through Parliament the great
Education Act of that year, which is the basis of the
present system of public elementary education. It
was felt, on the one hand, to be a public danger that
the voluntary schools, though liberally supported by
private efforts, should continue in a state of inferior
efficiency owing to lack of funds; while, on the other,
the supporters of voluntary education steadfastly
refused. either to allow their organization to be extinguished, or to submit to the control of local secular
authorities as the price of maintenance out of the
rates. They already received large grants from Parliamentary funds; but these were, of course, administered
by the Board of Education, not by the local authorities,
and, moreover, did not involve interference, save on
small and clearly defined points, with the independent
action of the voluntary associations.
PRESENT ScHEME

The Act of 1902 boldly grappled with the problems
before it, by transferring the whole responsibility for
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elementary education to • the ordinary local government authorities,
the county, borough, and larger
urban district cou11cils, to be described in subsequent
chapters
and
and
them to rai:se
funds by
rates
the supply of such
other sourc&:s.
before alluded to,
responsibility, was abolished ; while the multiplicity
of administrative bodies, and the cons~quent smallness
of many of them, which had marked the older system,
disappeared. But the independence which was
precious possession of the old voluntary (now the
'non-provided') schools, was preserved by an ingenious
arrangement which is of the essence of the new system.
EDUCATION CoMMITTEES

Every local authority responsible for elementary
education must now appoint an Education Committee
or Committees in manner approved by the Board of
Education; and such Committees, though they must
usually contain a majority of members chosen from
the local authority itself (i.e. the county, bcrough, or
urban council), must also contain outside persons
having educational experience, women as well as
men, of whom some may even be nominated
by independent bodies, such as universities and
associations of ' non-provided' schools. To these
Committees stands referred, as of course, every educational matter which comes before the local authority,
except purely financial questions ; and the local
authority cannot come to any decision on educational
matters without a report from its Education Committee.
Thus the principle of expert handling is guaranteed.
MANAGERS

But this, in itself, would not have met the demands
of the supporters of the voluntary system. Their
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demand for self-government•is met through the institution of Managers before referred to (p. 260), which had
already established itself as a feature of the ' Board
School ' system, and, under another natne, was really
in force in the voluntary system, where each school,
or small group of sf;hools, was under the direct management of persons known as' trustees,' appointed under
the provisions of'the deed of foundation of, or the
regulations of the voluntary society supporting, the
school. All these persons are now called ' Managers ' ;
and the appointment of a group of Managers for every
school coming under the Act of 1902 is compulsory.
• PROVIDED' AND 'NoN-PROVIDED' ScHOOLS

But whereas, in the case of ' provided' (i.e. purely
State) schools, the whole of the Managers are appointed,
either by the local education authority, acting through
its Education Committee, or by the ' immediate'
local authority (usually, in the rural districts, the
cou_ncil of the parish (p. 338) in which the school is
situated) ; in the case of voluntary or • non-provided'
schools, the local educational authority (or' immediate'
local authority) only appoints one-thirci of the Managers,
whilst the remaining two-thirds (known as 'Foundation Managers') are appointed by the old 'trustees'
of the school, who may appoint themselves. Thus
it is evident that whereas, in the case of schools entirely
supported by public funds, the local authorities can,
by the choice of Managers, entirely control, to the
smallest detail, the management of the school, yet in the
case of ' non-provided' schools, where only the maintenance of the school, as distinct from its buildings, is
provided for out of public funds, the actual management of the school is in the hands of the local trustees,
who have a two-thirds majority of the Managers. It
must be carefully observed, however, that, in matters
relating only to the secular part of education, the
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Managers, even of a ' f'lon-provided ' school, must
carry out
of
Education
Committee; though the important matter of the
and dismissal
the •'-"''"'""''"F.
in
the hands of the
that the
may
improper
of
on any other
religious grounds, and that dfsmissals require its
confirma tion. 1 Finally, the burning question of religious
instruction is temporarily settled by the rule that, in
the ' provided ' schools, nothing but ' undenominational,' or simple Bible instruction shall be given; while,
in the ' non-provided ' schools, religious instruction
of a doctrinal type, in accordance with the provisions of
the trust-deeds, may be given. In both cases, however, the rule is subject to a ' conscience clause,' i.e.
a stipulation that parents who object to the form of
religious instruction given may withdraw their children
during the hours fixed for giving it, which must be
conveniently arranged for that purpose.
HIGHER EDUCATION

The Education Act of rgoz, moreover, went far
beyond the compulsory provision of elementary education, by enacting that the county education authority
might, either independently or in conjunction with
other bodies, foster and promote, either by subsidies
or the establishment of its own institutions, any
kind of 'higher' education, i.e. any kind (general or
' technical ') not ' elementary,' within its area. But its
powers in this direction, though they have been considerably acted upon, in the provision of facilities both
for technical and ' secondary' education ('county' or
'municipal' schools), are optional only; whereas its
powers to provide elementary education are also duties
which can be enforced by courts of justice. However,
1 This is not a right of the teacher, but a condition of support
from public funds.
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the former severe restrictions on the powers of local
authorities to levy rates for the purposes of higher
education, have been removed by the recent Act of
rgr8 ; and their powers in this direction are now
equally unlimited, so far as law is concetned, both for
elementary and higf.er education. Moreover, the duties
thrown upon them by the same Act in respect of ' continuation schools' \1ave done much to obliterate, for administrative purposes, the distinction between elementary and secondary education. With rare exceptions,
attendance at elementary schools is now compulsory
up to fourteen years; and compulsory attendance
up to fifteen may be prescribed by a local authority.
With regard to finance, the Board of Education may,
of course, supplement local provision by any sum
which it can induce Parliament to vote for the purpose.
INSPECTION oF SEcoNDARY ScHOOLS

Finally, the Act of 1902 also makes provision for
the inspection of secondary schools which are quite
independent of local control or support, i.e. the socalled ' Public Schools ' coming under the Endowed
School Acts, as well as the more modern secondary
schools set up by private enterprise (p. 257), and privately-owned schools. The attractions of this inspection (which has made considerable progress) are
not based on the expectation of Parliamentary grants,
but on the opportunities which it affords to improve
the education given at such schools, and, perhaps, on
the securing of an official approval which may have
indirect commercial value.
NON-POLITICAL DEPARTMENTS

It is not possible, in a work of the present dimensions,
to deal with what are known as the 'non-political'
departments, i.e. those bodies established for special
purposes, and subject to government control, which are
no real part of the government. They are either, like
the Charity Commissioners, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, the Registry of Friendly Societies, and the
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Public Record Offi.ce. institutions formed and
tained for the
·
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main~

to assist
work. One
class are directly represented in Parliament,
by unpaid minor members of the Ministry ·
most of them are sub-departments of the
departments, manned entirely by permanent
whose actions are accounted for in Parliament by the
representatives of The Treasury, as general supervisor
of the public services.
WAR DEPARTMENTS

Very little, too, can be said about the group of new
Ministries which the war has produced. We have
already alluded to the Ministry of Transport, whose
activities extend to Scotland and Ireland, as well as
England, and which has already taken over most of
the powers and duties of the Board of Trade concerning
railways, roads, canals, bridges, and harbours; and to
the new Ministry of Health, which has absorbed the
old Local Government Board and the National Insurance Commissioners for England and Wales. The
Ministry of Labour, set up in rgr6, administers not
only the Labour Exchanges, but the very important
provisions for the regulation of wages and the settlement of industrial disputes contained in recent statutes.
The Ministry of Pensions, whose name explains its
functions, will, probably, also be permanent. The
Ministry of Munitions, the Ministry of Shipping, and
the Food Controllership have now ceased to exist, as
well as the brief Ministry of Reconstruction. All these
new Ministries are strictly of the ' one man ' type,
without even nominal ' Boards.'
IS

'CHAPTER XI .
THE KING'S COURTS OF JUSTICE
NOTHING has contributed more to the stability of the
British Empire, or the respect in which it is held,
than the even-handed dispensing of justice which has •
distinguished its tribunals, from the highest to the
lowest, for the last two hundred years. And though
the variety of the institutions of the different parts of
the Empire, which is the great proof of the principle
of liberty which animates British policy, is manifest
no less in judicial than in other spheres of government,
yet it will be found that the same great qualities of
independence, purity, fairness, and patience, which
distinguish the judges of the United Kingdom, are
equally conspicuous in the judges of the Dominions,
the Crown colonies, and British India.
ENGLISH jUDICIAL INSTITUTIONS
Moreover, though it is quite true, as has been said,
that each part of the Empire has its own judicial
system, with its own peculiar features, yet it can hardly
be doubted that, in matters of arrangement and procedure, the courts of the Dominions and British India
have, to a very large extent, followed English models,
even where the comrnon law of England does not
prevail-the prevalence of the jury system, an unmistakeably English feature, is a striking example. Finally,
the fact that there lies, in almost all important cases,
a last appeal from all courts of justice in the British
:;~68
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Empire, except, curiously enough, the courts of the
United Kingdom itself, to the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, renders a fairly complete description
English j

.

For practical purposes,
English courts of justice may be classed as
criminal or civil; and the arrangement of the
courts, and their procedure, are largely based on
distinction.
understand
criminal cases those
in which the King, acting
double capacity
accuser and judge, 'prosecutes' a person who is alleged
to have committed an offence, such as murder, theft,
serious assault, forgery, and the like, in order that the
offender may be punished. The difficulty which would
naturally arise from the double capacity of the King
in such cases, if he acted in person, is got over by the
fact that he has long ceased so to act (pp. I2-I3), and
that his duties in each capacity are now performed by
totally disthJ.ct oiflcials. Thus, the duties of the King
as accuser, or prosecutor, are performed by the Law
Officers of the Crown, or the Director of Public Prosecutions working under their supervision (pp. 245-246), or
even, in a considerable number of cases, by a ' private
prosecutor,' i.e. a citizen specially interested in bring~
ing the alleged offender to justice; while the King's
duties as judge are, as has been explained (p. I2), and
have for long been, entrusted to another body of
persons of high rank and skill, known as' His Majesty's
Judges,' who hold the scales of justice with a firm
hand between the prosecutor and the accused, even
when the former is actually a Crown official. Nevertheless, there are serious differences between every
proceeding of this kind, and all ' civil' proceedings;
one being that whereas, in civil proceedings, the
parties may at any time agree to compromise, and end
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the proceedings, this cannot 'be done in criminal cases,
even when they are really conducted by a 'private
prosecutor,' without leave of the judge or magistrate,
acting in the King's name. In the early days, this
peculiarity was due to the fact, that the compromise
of a criminal case might have deprived the Crown
of property which,lon the conviction of the accused,
would have been f•rfeited to it. Now that forfeiture
for crime has been abolished, it is maintained for the
purpose of preventing the escape of criminals from
punishment. In the case of the more serious crimes,
indeed, it is in itself a crime to compromise, or ' com~
pound ' a felony, or even to attempt to dissuade a
witness from giving evidence on the trial.
CIVIL

JusTICE

A civil action, on the other hand, is a proceeding
brought by a private citizen, or by an official in his
private character, to obtain redress against another
person, official or private, for a wrong alleged to have
been committed against the bringer of the action, or
' plaintiff,' by the person against whom the action is
brought, or ' defendant.' In such matters, the office
of the King, performed through his officials, is solely
that of judge, or decider of the truth of the dispute.
He has no other interest in the decision of the case
than the desire to do justice. The legal advisers of
the plaintiff are not his servants, or, if they are, are
not acting in that capacity.• Consequently, there is
nothing to prevent such a proceeding being compromised at any time without the leave of the Court, if
the parties can agree upon terms; though, if it is
sought to embody these terms in a judgment of the
court, the judge must, naturally, be consulted, and
1 A, King's Counsel, or' K.C.,' is, technically, a Crown official; but
he receives no salary, and his title merely gives him a certain rank
in his profession.
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'a juror by leave withdrawn.' Ordinary examples of
civil cases are actions for breach of contract (A agrees
to sell a motor car to B and fails to deliver it), or for
minor
known as • torts,' such as
to
land or
slander, infringement
and so on, But it should be note<\>
a good many
offences
are ' torts ' are ta:lso ' crimes,' e.g.
assault, libel, and theft ; and it is not quite clear what
are the respective priorities of the Crown and the
private person injured, in pursuing them.
ANOMALOUS PROCEEDINGS

There are a few kinds of legal proceedings which
will not readily fall completely under either of the two
divisions above explained, e.g. it is not quite clear
'vhether divorce proceedings and proceedings for
breaches of railway by-laws, are strictly criminal or
strictly ci vii. But the division is useful as a basis; and
we will proceed to deal first with the machinery for
punishing crimes, and the courts in which they are
prosecuted.
ENQUIRY BY MAGISTRATES

When a man is accused of having committed a
crime, the first step is to bring him before the ' magistrates,' i.e. one or more of the Justices of the Peace.
These magistrates date from the thirteenth century,
and are appointed by the King, on the recommendation
of the Lord Chancellor (p. 243), by what is called the
' Commission of the Peace ' for a county or borough.
Formerly they received wages, but have long since
ceased, in most cases, to do 50; though in London and
a few other populous cities a special class of ' stipendiary magistrates,' with professional qualifications
and special powers, are appointed, on the recommendation of the Home Secretary, at substantial
salaries, to give their whole time to their magisterial
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duties. There is now no special qualification required
for county or borough Justices; though at one time
the county Justices were appointed exclusively from
the land-owning class. The appointment is not, like
that of the judges, 'during good behaviour' (p. 13),
but at the pleasure~£ the Crown; and a Justice of the
Peace can be remo1ed by the simple process of striking
his name out of the Commission. In the counties,
the Lord Lieutenant (p. 7) is the permanent head of
the Commission, and has a good deal to do with recommendation to the Lord Chancellor for choice of his
colleague~, who have somewhat greater powers than
borough Justices. A few persons, such as the Chairmen of County and District Councils (pp. 351, 366), are
ex officio Justices during their holding of the qualifying
office; but it is a feature of all Justices of the Peace,
that they can only act in and for the county or borough
for which they are appointed, though they may be
appointed for more than one county. The judges of
the High Court (p. 287), and one or two other great
officials, are appointed as Justices for every county.
SUMMONS OR ARREST

An accused person is brought before the magistrates
either by summons, i.e. formal notice ordering him to
appear on a certain day, or by arrest, that is physical
compulsion. As a rule, no private person can arrest
another, and not even a police officer can do so, without
a' warrant,' or precise order from a magistrate, which
is only issued on sworn testimony as to the probability
of guilt; but in a good many cases a police officer
can arrest without warrant, and in a few, a private
person can do so, especially when he has been actually
present at the commission of a felony. 1 Moreover,
t A' felony 'is one of a somewhat arbitrarily chosen list of crimes
which formerly entailed forfeiture of land and goods, and, even
now, have peculiar consequences. The list includes all the graver
offences, except perjury
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even a private person ca.n take any steps that may be
necessary, even to the shedding of blood, to prevent
a
being committed in his
; though the
care lllttst
taktll 11ot
n1orc
necessary for the purpose. Still
more
of course, a private person has the right
to use any
which
be :rl;cessary to prevent
the commission of a crime
violel1ce against himself,
his wife, child, or servant, and even against his property,
by another private person. This is the essential right
of ' self-defence' ; but it does not include (except in
rare cases) the right of reprisal or punishment, still
less resistance to lawful authority, even where the
authority is mistakenly exercised.
COMMITTAL FOR TRIAL

When an accused person is brought before a
magistrate, the business of the latter is, in the first
place, merely to see whether there is a prima facie
case against him. For this purpose, the magistrate
hears the evidence, usually sworn oral testimony, of
the prosecutor and his witnesses. There is here no
jury; and the prisoner is not in the least bound to
make any statement, or offer any counter~evidence.
(though he may do so if he likes), because it is a
fundamental principle of British justice, only departed
from in rare cases, that an accused person will not
even be put upon his trial, unless there is a prima facie
case made out against him by others. Needless to
say, no pressure can be put upon the accused to make
him explain his conduct ; and, even if he confesses
his guilt, his confession will not be received unless it
is entirely spontaneous, that is, not produced by any
exercise of authority, legal or moral.
If the magistrate, after one or more hearings, thinks
that no prima facie case has been made out, i.e. that
no jury would convict even if the prosecutor's evidence
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were uncontradicted, he diemisses the charge, and
the accused goes free, though he may be charged again
on fresh evidence appearing.
Usually, moreover,
there is no limit of time from the alleged commission
of the offence, after which no charge may be brought ;
though, in the case of the gravest of all offences, viz.
high treason, therelis a limit of three years (except for
treason committe<f abroad or a personal attack on
the life of the King), and in the case of a good many
minor offences there is a time limit. As a matter of
fact, prosecutions for ordinary crime frequently take
place many years after the offence has been committed.
If the magistrate decides that there is a prima facie
case against the accused, he ' commits him for trial.'
But now comes a question which depends upon the
nature of the offence charged, the accused's age and
character, or even his own choice. For he may be
dealt with ' summarily,' i.e. without the intervention
of a jury, or he may be committed for trial at the
Assizes, or to Quarter Sessions ; and a word about
each of these methods will be necessary.
BAIL

But, in the meantime, the magistrate will have to
decide (and also if there have been 'remands' or adjournments on the hearing of the charge), whether the
accused shall be held in prison to await further proceedings, or ' let out on bail,' i.e. given his liberty on
the undertaking of responsible persons, under pecuniary
penalties, for his reappearance, when wanted. The
law of bail is, of course, very important, because it is
concerned with personal liberty; but it is impossible
to go fully into it here. Briefly speaking, there are
some charges, e.g. of treason, upon which a magistrate
cannot grant bail, except upon an order of the High
Court or a Secretary of State; others (including all
other felonies and the graver 'misdemeanours,' i.e.
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offences less than felony) in which he may, at his discretion, grant bail; others,
the less grave,
which he m11tst
bail if reasonable sureties are
of the Bill of
covers both the last two classes,
that excessive bail ought not to be required.'
surety or sureties
may be or,include the accused
himself) enter into a formal contract with the Crown,
called a' recognizance,' to the effect that, if the accused
is not forthcoming when he ought to be, they will
forfeit a fixed sum; and a surety may arrest the
accused if he hies to leave the country whilst under
bail. If the magistrate refuses to let the accused out
on bail, and remands him to prison, the accused may
apply, by writ of Habeas Corpus (pp. 36-37), to a judge
of the High Court to be let out on bail; and, if there
is any doubt about his right, it will be argued solemnly
in court. It need hardly be mentioned, that the
recent Defence of the Realm Acts considerably restricted, for the time being, the rights of accused persons
in this and other respects.
' BINDING OVER TO KEEP THE PEACE •

But it may not be so well known, that the ancient
and still useful procedure known as ' swearing the
peace' against a person who, though not, perhaps,
guilty of any definite crime, has caused alarm by his
threats or other behaviour, is effected by making him
enter into sureties for his good behaviour.
SUMMARY TRIAL

A large and increasing number of offences are
• punishable on summary conviction,' i.e. may be tried
without a jury by the magistrates. They include nearly
all the minor misdemeanours, such as petty assaults
and thefts, and small breaches of public order, especi-
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ally disobedience to by-laws and other local legislation
(p. 35I}; but even some of the graver offences may be
so tried, if the accused wishes, or if it is a first charge,
or if he is below a certain age. The advantages of
such a proceeding to an accused person rtre, that the
sentences which a ' court of summary jurisdiction '
can impose, are liJfhter than those open to a higher
authority, and th\t the proceedings are speedier,
though in all cases there are stringent rules to prevent
an accused person being kept long in prison, or even
on bail, with a charge hanging over him.
COURTS OF SUMMARY jURISDICTION

A court of summary jurisdiction is, like the preliminary court of enquiry, composed of Justices of
the Peace ; but, unlike the court which hears the
charge and commits for trial, it must comprise at
least two Justices, unless the trial is by a stipendiary
magistrate (p. 271). Moreover, while the preliminary
hearing is not, in theory, an open enquiry, and may be
held anywhere, a summary trial must be held in a
regular court house, open to the public. The tribunal
is known as ' Petty Sessions,' . a sitting of Justices
resident in the near neighbourhood, which also has
a great deal of miscellaneous business of other kinds
to do (p. 357). It hears again the witnesses for the
prosecution, and, if the accusation is denied, of the
accused, and the speeches of advocates on both sides;
and ultimately decides, by a majority of votes, whether
the accused is guilty, and either discharges him or
imposes a fine or a limited term of imprisonment.
Thus, it will be seen, that not even a minor offence can
be punished without a double hearing of the accusation, supported by oath, and a hearing of the accused,
in open court. Moreover the accused can, in most
cases, if he is dissatisfied with the decision, appeal to
the Quarter Sessions (p. 279) of all the Justices for the

.
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county or the Recorder• (p. 279) of a borough, which
will hear the case all over again, and
confirm or
quash the sentence. But the prosecutor has no
of appeal.
ON

In
the graver cases,
is much more
by
solemnity. The accused is proceeded
formal indictment, or written statement accusing him
precisely of a definite crime committed in a particular
way; and he is entitled to a copy of this indictment
before his triaL Formerly, this document was highly
technical ; and an accused person represented by an
acute legal adviser could often find a flaw in it which
would compel the court to ' quash' it or set it aside.
Now it is much simpler; but still, if it fails to show
a real crime against the law, it is quashed, and the
proceedings are at an end, though, of course, the
accused can be prosecuted again on a proper indictment.
THE GRAND JURY

Moreover, until quite recently, there was yet another
protection guaranteed to a person accused of an 'indictable ' offence, before he could actually be brought
to trial. This was the laying of the indictment before
a body of substantial persons of local knowledge and
repute, known as the ' Grand Jury ' of the county or
borough, without whose approval the charge could not
be proceeded with, unless it were put forward, not by
indictment, but by' information ' :filed by the AttorneyGeneral (p. 245), or by the Master of the Crown Office
with leave of the Court, in the case of a notorious and
open 'misdemeanour ' (not felony). These ' informations,' however, are not encouraged ; and, until the
passing of the Act of Parliament soon to be alluded
to, the indictment could not proceed to trial unless
twelve, at least, of the Grand Jury found a' true bill,'
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i.e. that, after hearing onct! more the witnesses for
the prosecution, they thought there was a prima facie
case against the accused. This additional precaution
against a miscarriage of justice has, however, long
ceased to be really necessary, on accom:it of the improvement in the character of the preliminary hearing
before the magistljttes, just described; and, during
the continuance oi the European War, it was suspended on account of the other claims on the time
of the Grand Jury-men. Likewise it should be
mentioned that, in theory, the Grand Jury, which is an
institution going back at least to the twelfth century,
has a right to ' present' offences of its own knowledge.
But this right has long ceased, in practice, to be
exercised.
CORONER'S INQUEST

It ought, however, to be stated that, in certain
cases, to the committal for trial by a magistrate may
be added the :finding of a coroner's jury (p. 356),
empanelled to discover the cause of a death or fire
which has occurred. If, at such inquest, the jury
returns a verdict of murder, manslaughter, or arson,
against a definite person, that person may be committed for trial on the verdict, upon which an indictment will be drawn up and submitted to the Grand
J nry, or, now, to a jury of trial. But there is nothing
to prevent a simultaneous or subsequent investigation
before a ma~istrate.
TRIAL ON INDICTMENT

An indictment or information is tried, either before
Quarter Sessions, or before a judge of the High Court at
Assizes, in open court, usually in the county in which
the offenee is alleged to have been committed; though,
if the state of public opinion would be likely to prevent
a fair trial, it may be removed for trial, by a special
process, to the Central Criminal Court in London

•
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(the % Old Bailey'), whic,h is primarily the court for
the trial of ' indictable ' offences
within
the Metropolitan area
at sea,
which sits twelve
a year.
The Assize Courts are
three11 times a year in all
and four times in cerMin import<mt and
populous cities (Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds). Both
these latter tribunals are, in substance, presided over
by a judge of the High Court, or a Commissioner of
experience specially appointed for the occasion; though,
nominally, the Central Criminal Court consists of a
considerable number of persons.
QUARTER SESSIONS

Quarter Sessions are, as their name implies, held
four times a year. In the counties, they comprise
all the Justices of the Peace for the county who choose
to sit ; all of whom are entitled to vote on the deCISIOns. But the Chairman, who is elected by his
fellow Justices, is the president and mouthpiece of the
court, and, in effect, acts as judge, sometimes receiving
a salary for his work. In the boroughs which have
separate Quarter Sessions, the trial of 'indictable'
offences is held before the Recorder, a professional
lawyer appointed by the Crown on the recommendation
of the Home Secretary (p. 230). Generally speaking,
the question whether a particular case is tried at Assizes
or at Quarter Sessions, is simply a question of which
court will sit first; but a certain number of the more
serious offences, such as treason, murder, felonies
(other than burglary) which are punishable on a first
conviction with penal servitude for life, perjury, and
bigamy, can only be tried at Assizes. In cases of
rare importance, the trial is ' at bar' of a court of
the King's Bench Division (p. 286), consisting of at
least three judges.
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THE JURY

OF

TRIAL

Wherever the accused is tried, whether at Quarter
Sessions, Assizes, the Central Criminal Court, or' at bar,'
he is enti tied to have his fate decided by a j~ry of twelve
of his fellow countrymen, 1 chosen at random by the
sheriff (p. 355) frotl} a list of householders compiled by
the local authoritie~; in fact, it is probably not lawful
to try him in any other way. Moreover, the accused
has a right to ' challenge,' i.e. object to any of the
jury-men. He may, in most cases of treason, exercise
thirty-five' peremptory' challenges, i.e. without giving
any reasons, and, in the other cases of treason and all
felonies, twenty; in all cases he may challenge 'for
cause,' i.e. on good grounds, such as relationship to
the prosecutor, known hostility to himself (the accused),
or the like. And this challenge may be either' to the
array,' i.e. that the sheriff, through partiality or mistake,
has presented a wrong ' panel' or list of jurors, or
' to the polls,' i.e. on grounds of objection to individual jury-men or women.
ORAL EVIDENCE

All the evidence necessary for proving the accused's
guilt (with certain rare exceptions) is given by word
of mouth at the trial, and of course on oath; and the
accused's counsel is entitled to ' cross-examine,' or
test by questioning, all the witnesses.for the prosecution. Then the witnesses for the accused are put forward
by his counsel ; and the counsel for the prosecution
may cross-examine them. Until recently, the accused
was not allowed to give evidence himself, for fear lest
he should 'give himself away' ; though he was allowed
to make a statement not on oath. But, in the year
I8g8, by a hotly-contested change in the law, he was
t Temporary exception ought to be made in the case of offences
under the Defence of the Realm Acts ; but, even here, mainly, if
not entirely, for aliens only
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allowed to do so if he ple41.sed; and, if he does, he may
be
by thP prosecuting counsel. But the
latter
in a few cases, ask the accused
ll1at
is of
no circumstances can the accused
compelled to give evidence; nor is the prosecuting
counsel
to draw the attei_Jtion
the jury to
the fact that he has not done so, tlwugh
judge
DUTIES OF THE JUDGE

;;o

For it is the business of the presiding judge, all
through the trial, to see that the
of procedure
and evidence are obeyed ; though, so strong is the sense
of justice in the legal profession, that an advocate who
attempted to violate them would hardly have many
more chances of doing so. Moreover, after counsel
for both sides have addressed the jury, the judge' sums
up' the case, i.e. recalls the important parts of the
evidence to the minds of the jury-men, and gives them
any directions about the law which may be necessary
to enable them to arrive at their verdict of, 'guilty'
or ' not guilty/ on the facts. If the jury ' find' the
accused ' not guilty,' he is discharged at once; and
he can never again be tried on the same accusation. If
they ' convict' him, i.e. find him • guilty,' the judge
(either at once or at the end of the session) pronounces
the sentence of death, penal servitude, imprisonment,
or fine, as the case may be, provided by law; though,
except in ' capital ' cases, he has considerable discretion
within certain :fixed limits. But the verdict of the
jury must be unanimous; though, if they fail to agree,
the accused may be tried again. Moreover, by certain
recent and beneficial changes in the law, what may be
called ' preventive ' or ' remedial' sentences, such as
'police supervision' or 'probation' (i.e. release under
supervision), may be added to, or substituted for,
ordinary punishments. But this book is not a treatise
on criminallaw.
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APPEALS IN CRIMINAL CASES

Until recently, there was no appeal from the verdict
though there was a
possible appeal on a point of law appearing on the
record of the proceedings (e.g. if the judge gave a
sentence which the t;w did not authorize), to the House
of Lords (p. 292). ~nd the Judge or Chairman at the
trial might 'reserve' a point of law for consideration
of the Court for Crown Cases Reserved, a solemn
tribunal consisting of at least five judges of the High
Court; sentence being 'respited' or put off until its
decision. But, in the year rgoz, was instituted the
Court of Criminal Appeal, consisting of an uneven
number (not less than three) of judges of the King's
Bench Division (p. 286) ; and a convicted person may
now, as a matter of right, appeal to this court on any
question of law, and, with the permission of the judge
at the trial, or the Court of Criminal Appeal itself, on
any question of fact, e.g. that the verdict of the jury
was not justified by the evidence, and also, with the permission of the Court of Criminal Appeal, appeal against
his sentence, except where that is absolutely fixed by
law. On any such appeal, the Court of Criminal Appeal
has large powers, if (but only if) it thinks there has
been a substantial miscarriage of justice, to quash the
conviction altogether, or modify the sentence, if the
appeal is against that only; but, unhappily, it has no
power to order a new trial. In no case can the prosecutor appeal; though, if the accused appeals against
his sentence, he runs the risk of having it increased.
And there can be no further appeal from the Court of
Criminal Appeal; except to the House of Lords upon
a point of law which the Attorney-General certifies to
be of public importance. The Court for Crown Cases
Reserved has disa'9peared in consequence of the new
Act.
From this brief sketch of English criminal procedure
of a jury in a criminal trial;
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it may be gathered that the following are the chief
characteristics of that procedure:That an accused person can never
in minor
even be. put upon his
has
three)
That the whole burden of
any rate up to a
guilt) is upon the accuser. The accused cannot be
compelled to incriminate himself; and even his
voluntary confession is received with great caution.
That the accused is tried by a jury of citizens, whose
fairness he is entitled to challenge before the triaL
That the evidence against the accused is (with slight
exceptions) oral testimony on oath; the witnesses being
subject to cross-examination by the accused's legal
adviser.
That the trial, even of the minor offences alluded to in
(I), is in open court, to which the public has access.
That the verdict of the jury is final, so far as the accuser
is concerned ; though the accused has a modified
right of appeal.
That the limits of everysentencearefixed by law: though
the judge has a good deal of discretion within such
limits.

been

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

We turn now to examine the nature of the civil 1
courts.
Civn. PROCEEDINGS : CoUNTY CouRTs

If the English citizen has to bring an action for
breach of contract, or for trespass or other' tort'
(p. 27I), the court before which he will bring it will
depend, in the first instance, upon the amount of his
claim. If it is below £roo, or if, in certain cases, the
value of the property about which the question in
dispute arises is not more than £soo, he will probably
sue in the County Court, one of a large number of
1 There is a slight ambiguity in the use of the word ' civil' in
this connection. Here it is used in distinction from ' criminal ' ;
but it is also sometimes used to distinguish military from nonmilitary tribunals (p. r94). For the latter purpose it is better to
use the word ' civilian.'

rg
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tribunals scattered all overt~ country, founded under
a system introduced in the year 1846, and since largely
extended, 1 to supersede a number of old independent
' Courts of Requests,' themselves founded to take the
place of the ancient courts of the hundred and county
(pp. 332-333), which had long fallen into decay. It
is.to this fact that tp.ey owe their name; for they have
no official connection with county institutions, being
arranged in' districts,' each with its own court house,
and grouped into ' circuits,' each with its own judge,
or, occasionally, judges. These judges are not paid
out of county funds, but are, as has been mentioned,
appointed by the Lord Chancellor, hold their offices
under the Crown 'during good behaviour,' cannot sit
in the House of Commons, and are paid by fixed salary
out of the Exchequer. They are chosen from barristers
of experience.
COUNTY COURT PROCEDURE

The procedure in the County Court is of the utmost
simplicity ; and great care is taken to keep down legal
expenses, the chief item on this account being the
fees demanded by the court itself for the various steps
in the proceedings. There is practically no ' pleading' or exchange of written statements of their case
between the parties; and the judge, in hearing the
case, which is often conducted by the parties in person,
exercises a good deal of discretion in reducing formalities. Where the amount in dispute is over £5, either
party may, in some cases, demand a jury (which will
consist only of eight persons) ; but this is rarely done.
jURISDICTION OF COUNTY COURT

The County Court has no criminal jurisdiction ; and
there are certain classes of civil cases, such as libel,
1

The modern statutes are the County Courts Acts of 1888, 1903,

and rgrg.

•
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COUNTY COURTS
t:Jromise of marriage, which it
be the amount in

TYnnn,nrru of
the enforcement of mortgages and trusts, and the
'specific performance ' of certain classes of contracts,
i.e. compelling the defaulting party to carry out his
promise instead merely paying damages. The County
Court has also a certain small jurisdiction in the
case of disputed wills; and
officials are required
to assist the widows and children of poor persons who
in obtaining
die '
'
leaving no valid
the necessary authority from the Probate Registry
(p. 288) to deal with the deceased's property. Also
certain specially chosen county courts have jurisdiction
in Admiralty cases, such a.s claims for salvage, towage,
or seamen's wages; and certain also have jurisdiction
the distribu(to an unlimited extent) in bankruptcy,
tion of the property of insolvent persons (alive or dead)
proportionately amongst their creditors. Finally, there
ha.s been a tendency in recent years for Parliament
to throw a great deal of miscellaneous business on
to the County Court judges; a conspicuous example
being the duty of assessing the compensation for death
or injury by accident due to a workman or his representatives under the Workmen's Compensation Act.

APPEALS FROM THE

CouNTY CouRTS

An appeal on a point of law lies from a county court
(under certain restrictions) to a 'Divisional' sitting of
the High Court, i.e. a sitting at which at least two
judges are present. There can be no direct appeal on
a question of fact; but an unsuccessful party may
appeal on the ground that the judge 'misdirected'
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himself or the jury on a poim of law, and obtain an
order for a new trial. In ordinary matters, there can
be no further appeal without leave; but in some cases,
e.g. of workmen's compensation, appeals on matters of
law may, and frequently do, go to the Coutt of Appeal,
and, ultimately, to the House of Lords.
THE HIGH COURT OF jUSTICE

Where the plaintiff's claim exceeds the jurisdiction
of the County Court, he must, and, even if it does not,
he may, bring his action in the High Court. But, in
the latter event, if he recovers less than a small sum
(£zo in a case of contract, £ro in a case of tort), he
will get no costs ; while if he recovers more, but still
not a large sum (£roo in contract, £zo in tort), he will
only get costs on the low county court scale. Moreover, actions brought on contract in the High Court
for less than £roo, or in tort for any sum where the
defendant can show that the plaintiff is a person who
cannot pay costs if defeated, may be remitted at once
by the High Court to a county court for trial. On
the other hand, certain cases originally brought in a
county court may, if the defendant can show that
there is an important question of law or fact to be
tried, and will give security for costs, be transferred to
the High Court.
The High Court of Justice, the lower chamber of
the Supreme Court of Judicature established in the
vear 1875, though in form a modern institution, is a
body which has taken over the duties of several anCient,
or at least, older, tribunals, some of which we have
had occasion to mention before. First there were the
three 'superie>r courts of common law at Westminster,'
viz. the King's (or Queen's) Bench, the Common Bench
or Pleas, and the Court of Exchequer, the three ancient
tribunals whose judges, as before described (p. 13),
gradually, in the thirteenth and following centuries,
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built up and administered the ' common law ' of
England.
the High
was founded in
the identity of these three tribunals was
the ' Divisions " of
them · but "'they are now aU
specially '"'"'-'"\C"
law. Then there were the Court
great old court of equity 1 (p. 27) presided
the Lord Chancellor, which became the
Division; and the Courts of Probate,
Admiralty, which became the Probate,
Admiralty Division. The Court of Admiralty, as
name implies, was the ancient Court of the Lord High
Admiral (p. 184), which had long been presided over
by an expert judge, and dealt with maritime matters.
The, Courts of Probate and Divorce had been formed
as separate royal tribunals in the year 1857, to take
oyer the work of granting 'probates' of wills and
'letters of administration ' of the estates of deceased
intestate persons, and of dealing with matrimonial
; cases, respectively ; both of which cl.asses of cases had
[fqrmedy been dealt with by the courts of the Estabpishe~J~4urch (p. 312).
jURISDICTION OF THE HIGH COURT

At the present day, in theory, any kind of civil
action can be begun in any Division of the High Court ;
and there is, of course, no limit to the importance
of actions which may be tried there. But, in substance, the three Divisions retain the classes of business
which they inherited from their respective predecessors ; and criminal business and certain classes of
' prerogative' writs can only be dealt with, or ordered
to issue, by the King's Bench Division, whose judges
1 A certain amount of Equity work was done also by the Court
of Exchequer. This likewise passed to the Chancery Division.
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go circuit and hold the ' A~;ize Courts ' previously
mentioned (p. 279). This is important for the arrangement of business; because, for example, though the
citizen's right to have his case decided by a jury in
civil, as well as in criminal cases, is theoletically preserved, in practice 'equity' cases (p. 285) are still tried
without a jury, and the Chancery Division has no jury
accommodation, while the peculiar nature of the
business in the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty
Division, which is governed, broadly speaking, by
Roman and Canon Law, not by pure English law,
renders a separation of its business eminently desirable.
Thus, not only are the judges of each Division a distinct
body of me11 ; but each Division and, within the
Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division, almost
each class of business, has its separate body of practitioners who attend its sittings; while a great deal of
'probate' work is not done in cotlrt at all, but in the
Probate Registry at Somerset House, which has
branches in the principal cities of England. The same
remark applies to the 'out of court' business of the
King's Bench Division and the Chancery Division, an
important class of preliminary and supplementary work
conducted by 'Masters,' who act as the judges'
deputies. But, in strict theory, any kind of action
can be commenced in any Division o·f the High Court,
subject to liability to be transferred (at the cost of the
person choosing the inappropriate division) to the
more suitable Division; and the curious practice,
of one of the King's Courts virtually stopping proceedings commenced in another of equal authority,
deriving that authority, too, from the same source,
after lasting for two centuries and a half, is now,
happily, at an end. There still remains, however, the
power, usually exercised in the Ring's Bench Division,
of restraining proceedings in courts of inferior or
limited jurisdiction (such as the Courts of the Justices
of the Peace and the County Courts) by writs of Pro-

CIVIL JUSTICE
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hibition, of ordering such tribunals to do their duty
writs of Mandamus, and of removing proceedings from
them for trial in the High
by writs o£
~

SUPERIOR COURTS OF ..W'v'''"'·.L<

•

A very few courts of superior
still survive ; such as the Chancery
(with branches at Manchester and Liverpool), and the
Chancery of Durham, which are courts of equity, the
Salford Hundred Court at Manchester, the Liverpool
Court of Passage, and the Tolzey Court at Bristol,
which are common law courts, and the Mayor's Court
of London,l which is both. These are distinguishable
from the County Courts, in that the value of the cases
which may be tried by them is unlimited, and from
the High Court, in that they only exercise jurisdiction
within a limited area. In procedure, they resemble
the High Court, having pleadings and other institutions
of a somewhat formal character.
CIVIL PROCEDURE IN THE HIGH COURT

It would be out of place to attempt here any detailed
description of the proceedings in an ordinary civil
action. It is sufficient to say that, subject to the
important differences mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter (p. 270), they closely resemble the proceedings in a criminal prosecution; except that the
pleadings, instead of being, as in criminal cases, oral,
are written documents, sometimes of considerable
length and complexity, exchanged between the parties.
The rules of evidence, too, though fundamentally
similar, are marked by important differences, e.g. the
plaintiff can be compelled to give evidence, though
neither he, nor any other witness, can be compelled
to answer any question tending to show that he has
1

Now amalgamated with the City of London Court.
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been guilty of a crime for whit!h he could be panished.
Where there is a jury, it finds a verdict on the facts
proved, under the direction of the judge; where there
is none, the judge decides both on the facts and on
the law, and, in either case, gives a judg:rtlent for the
plaintiff or defendant, which is enforced by seizure
of the property of the party who fails to obey it, and,
in cases of real obstinacy, by imprisonment of his
person for a brief period. But the object of civil proceedings is compensation, not punishment; and the
barbarous practice of keeping insolvent debtors in perpetual imprisonment was abolished, largely owing to
the efforts of the celebrated novelist, Charles Dickens,
in r86g.
APPEALS FROM THE HIGH COURT

There is no appeal on a question of fact from the
verdict of a jury, or a judge sitting as a jury; but the
aggrieved party may apply for a new trial, on the
ground that the verdict was against the weight of the
evidence, or that the judge 'misdirected' himself
or the jury, or that certain evidence was improperly
admitted, or, on the other hand, rejected, or even that
the damages awarded were excessive. But the Court
of Appeal, to which such applications are made, is
very loath to grant them, except, perhaps, on a question
of misdirection or reception of evidence (which are
really questions of law) ; because it does not hear
the actual witnesses, as the High Court does.
THE COURT OF APPEAL

On the other hand, appeals from a judgment or
order of the High Court on a point of law are numerous,
and freely admitted. They go, in the first place, to
the (:Q-qrt of Appeal,. the upper chamber of the Supreme
Court of Judicature (p. 286), which has taken over the
duties of the old Court of Exchequer Chamber, the
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old Court of Appeal in Chancery, and the old ' Full
Court' of Pr(>bate
Divorce. Though in
consisting of the
Chancellor and the
(the Presidents respectively of the
and the King's Bench Division),
of
and Admiralty
Master of the Rolls (fonnerly a high
Chancery official and judge),
s.ix speci9Jly appQin ted
• Lords Justices ~f Appeal' 1 with the usual judicial
tenure (p. I3), it USUally sits in two sections-one for
hearing appeals from the King's Bench Division, the
other for appeals from the Chancery Division of the
High Coux:t. As before remarked, no witnesses are
heard by the Court of Appeal; and there is, of course,
no jury there. But legal arguments on the case are
heard and disposed of-in final appeals by at least
three judges, in appeals on intermediate questions
arising in the course of the action, by two judges.
The judgment or order of the Court below is affirmed,
or reversed or altered, as the case may require, and
is put into force in' accordance with the decision of
the Court of Appeal.
THE HOUSE OF LORDS

But the dissatisfied litigant has still one more appeal,
if he can stand the delay and expense, viz. to the House

of Lords. At the time of the great judicial reforms of
r875, before alluded to (pp. 286-287), it was proposed
to abolish this right ; and an Act of Parliament to that
effect was actually passed. But it was altered by
another Act before the new scheme came into operation,
though with the understanding that there should be
an alteration in the composition of the House of Lords
when sitting to hear appeals. This understanding
was carried out by a third Act of Parliament, passed
' These are sometimes appointed directly from the ranks of
barristers ; more often judges of the High Court who have rendered
good service in that capacity are promoted to the office.
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in 1876, which provided that no appeal should be
decided by the House of Lords unless at least three
'Law Lords' have been present at the hearing of the
arguments, and taken part in the decision. 1 The 'Law
Lords' include (a) all the hereditary peeh who hold,
or have held, high judicial office (e.g. Lord Chancellors
and ex-Lord Chancellors, the Lord Chief Justice, the
Master of the Rolls, and any other judges of the
Supreme Court who may happen to be peers), 2 and
(b) the 'Lords of Appeal in Ordinary,' who are highly
qualified lawyers appointed peers for life for the
express purpose of hearing appeals (pp. 135-136). These
Law Lords likewise hear arguments, often at great
length, in the case ; but they do not hear witnesses,
all the evidence and other proceedings in the courts
below being before them in printed form. As in the
Court of Appeal, any number of them may deliver
separate judgments; and the decision of the majority
binds. If the Lords are equally divided, the appeal
fails.
THE jUDGES AS ADVISERS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS

One of the most interesting, though rare, features
of the House of Lords sitting as an appeal tribunal,
is the occasional attendance thereat of the judges of
the High Court, as advisers of the House. The right
of the House of Lords to the benefit of the assistance
of the King's judges is very ancient, and is kept alive
in the writs which are sent to each of such judges at
the summoning of each Parliament. As has been said,
it is very rarely exercised ; and it is a little doubtful
which of the judges of the High Court are now bound
1 It will thus be seen that no member of the House of Lords is prevented from being present at the hearing of an appeal, and voting,
if he thinks fit. Practically speaking, no members except the Law
Lords ever do so.
2 As a matter of fact, ordinary judges of the Court of Appeal and
the High Court, who happen to be peers, do not consider it desirable
to attend the hearing of appeals as members of the House of Lords.
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to attend. But, occasionally, if an appeal of exceptional difficulty or impodance is to be heard, the
judges are summoned,
after
the argu' either
the months
one or moi:e of
are,
substantially,
involved ;
to
them. After
though the House not
the judges have delivered their opinions, they receive
the thanks of the House, and withdraw ; and then
the Law Lords present ' move' the House in accordance with their own individual views, formed, of course,
after hearing the advice of the judges.
ill

THE jUDICIAL COMMITTEE

The last tribunal sitting in London which it is necessary to describe in this chapter, is not an English
tribunal at all; for it does not, practically speaking,
hear appeals from English courts. It is, however,
a tribunal of great and growing importance, and of
a distinctly imperial character. This is the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, formed in the year
1833, tQ ta~e over the jurisdiction which had long
been exercised in the hearing of appeals from the
colonial and Indian Courts, by the Privy Council, in
its character of general adviser of the Crown in matters
of policy. Till 1833, this jurisdiction was exercised in a
somewhat casual manner ; but, in that year, an attempt
w·as made to give it a judicial character, by providing
that all appeals to the Privy Council should be referred
to a committee consisting of the Lord President of the
Council (p. 244), the Lord Chancellor, such of the other
members of the Privy Council as held, or had held,
high judicial office, and two other specially appointed
members. To these were added, in r87r, four sped~
ally appointed paid members. But these latter were
superseded in 1876 by the four (now six) Lords of
Appeal in Ordinary (p. 292) ; and not more than seven
judges or ex-judges of the superior colonial courts,
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and two of the superior Indian courts, may, if members
of the Privy Council, be added. Thus the Judicial
Committee is assuming, more and more, an imperial
character; and, as a matter of fact, the cases which
come before it are ofthe most varied kind', and involve
an intimate knowledge of the most varied systems of
law. Any number of ' Boards' or divisions of it may
sit; but at least three members must be present at
the hearing of each appeal. A peculiarity of the
decisions is that, being in the form of advice tendered
to His Majesty, no differences of opinion among the
members of the Board are allowed to transpire ; the
advice taking the form of a written discourse (in effect
a judgment) read by a single member of the Board,
after all have consulted together. The weak point
of the tribunal is, that its decisions may be largely
determined by the selection of members to sit on a
particular occasion. Nominally, this selection rests with
the Lord President of the Council (p. 244) ; in practice,
it is believed to be exercised by the Lord Chancellor
of the day. One of the very few anti-imperial symptoms which have manifested themselves in recent
years has been, the unwillingness of some of the selfgoverning Dominions to submit cases to the decision
of the Judicial Committee; but the growing strength
and imperial character of that body will probably
correct this tendency. It should, perhaps, be mentioned
that, owing to the rule previously alluded to (p. 282),
appeals on criminal matters rarely come before the
Judicial Committee; but, occasionally, ' special leave
to appeal' in a criminal case, to prevent a miscarriage
of justice, is given by the Committee itself.
jUDICIAL PRIVILEGE

Before leaving the subject of English administration
of justice, we should mention one of its characteristics
which, though it may not be peculiar to the British
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Empire, is of first-rate importance, and
throughout that
judicial immunity
words said in the
seen
tl'l.e
and his
Act of
tenure should be 'during good behaviour, and their
salaries ascertained and established' (p. 13). It is
equally important, that a judge should not stand in
constant fear of malicious prosecutions or actions
instigated by private persons who fancy themselves
to have been injured by something said or done by him
in the exercise of his office-it would be impossible
for him fearlessly to do his difficult duty if he did.
Accordingly, no such prosecution or action will lie
against any judge, superior or subordinate (including
a magistrate acting as a judge, e.g. at Quarter Sessions),
however real the grievance of the complainant. A
judge is, of course, liable, like any private person, to
prosecution or action for any acts done or words spoken
outside his judicial duty ; and, if he is convicted of
crime, he will be deprived of his office. Moreover,
there is a doctrine, that if a subordinate judge meddles
with matters obviously outside his jurisdiction, he
loses his peculiar judicial privilege, which, it must
again be observed, extends to judicial acts only--e.g.
even a High Court judge is liable to a fine for refusing
to grant an opportunity for the issue of a writ of ·
Habeas Corpus (p. 37). But the remedy for judicial
misbehaviour is an Address by Parliament to the
Crown for removal of the offender, as provided by the
Act of Settlement. It is, perhaps, needless to say
that no such Address has been presented since the
passing of the Act of Settlement; but it may be pointed
out that the very few judges who have taken advantage
of their privilege to utter irrelevant words, whether
political or merely facetious, on the Bench, have been
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condemned by the universal disapproval of enlightened
public opinion.
ScoTTISH CoURTS

As has been remarked in a previous chapter (p. 5I),
the Act of Union with Scotland, whicli created the
Kingdom of Great Britain, expressly guaranteed to
Scotland her separate and different system of private
law and law courts. The great courts of law in Scotland are the Court of Session, founded in 1532, a universal College of Justice, whose Senators, or Judges,
have civil jurisdiction to any extent, and the High
Court of Justiciary, founded in r672, which exercises
supreme criminal jurisdiction.
THE COURT OF SESSION

The Court of Session is arranged in two ' Houses,' an
Outer House, of fiVe 'Lords Ordinary,' in which cases
are first tried by single judges, with or without juries,
and an Inner House, or Court of Appeal, consisting of
eight judges, viz. the Lord President (the head of the
whole College), the Lord Justice Clerk, and six' Lords
Ordinary,' sitting in two divisions of four judges each.
The Court of Session has taken over the duties of the
former Jury Court (which, on the introduction of the
jury in civil cases in Scotland, was established to try
questions of fact remitted by the Court of Session), the
former Court of Exchequer, established at the Union
to deal with revenue matters, the former Court of
Admiralty, and the Commissioners of Teinds (tithes).
THE HIGH COURT OF JusTICIARY

The judges of the Court of Session are also the
Lords Commissioners of Justiciary, and exercise their
jurisdiction under the supervision of the Lord Justice
General, whose office is now united with that of the
Lord President. Cases are tried before them by
juries of fifteen, who may bring in a verdict by a
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majority. In addition to the ordinary verdicts of
:z8r), they may find
' Guilty ' or ' Not Guilty '
accused) ' Not Proven,'
charge against the ' panel '
'
'
as
in which case
is
though he
Court of Session,
but
courts are
APPEALS FROM ScOTLAND

There lies an appeal in all civil cases from the judgment of the Inner House, or Court of Appeal in Scotland, to the House of Lords of the United Kingdom,
whose proceedings have already been described (pp.
:zgr-:293). Of course Lords of Session who happen to
be peers may sit, if they choose, on the hearing of such
appeals; and, as a matter of practice, one at least, if
not more, of the Lords of Appeal in Ordinary (pp.
135-136) is usually chosen from the ranks of Scottish
judges. There is no appeal from the Lords Commis~
sioners of Justiciary in criminal cases.
SHERIFFS' COURTS

Contrary to the English practice, the same local
courts in Scotland exercise both criminal and civil
jurisdiction. These are the Sheriffs' Courts, which,
on the abolition of the hereditary jurisdictions of the
clan chiefs in 1746, became the regular tribunals for
local jurisdiction, civil and criminal, throughout
Scotland. They are more important than the English
Quarter Sessions and county courts; because their
jurisdiction is, in theory, not limited in amount,
though their power to award criminal sentences is.
The Sheriff, a county official, is appointed by the
Crown, on the advice of the Secretary for Scotland
(p. 52), on a 'good behaviour' tenure; but much of
his judicial work is done by a Sheriff-Substitute, who
may be removed from office by the Secretary for Scot-
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land on a report by the Lord President and the Lord
Justice Clerk.
The Sheriff's Court sits without a jury in civil cases,
except in claims by employees for injuries arising out
of employment. But where the claim, .in any other
case, is for more than fifty pounds, either party may
require the case to be remitted to the Court of Session,
for trial with a jury.
The interests of the Crown in criminal cases are
enforced by a ' procurator-fiscal' for the county,
appointed by the Lord Advocate (the chief Scottish
Law Officer) ; and appeals in civil cases lie from
Sheriff-Substitute to Sheriff, and, where the value of
the cause exceeds fifty pounds, either directly or vid
the Sheriff, to the Court of Session. Justices of the
Peace for the county are appointed, as in England;
but their position is less important, especially in judicial
matters, than that of their English brethren, owing to
the greater importance of the Scottish sheriffs. They
have, however, a small debts jurisdiction up to twenty
pounds, and a summary jurisdiction (pp. 275-277) in
petty criminal cases. The Justices of the Peace are the
licensing authority in the burghs; but in the counties
they share this duty with the County Councils.
IRISH COURTS : THE HIGH COURT

The Irish system of courts of justice, like the Irish
law, was much closer to the English system than is the
Scottish. There were a Lord Chancellor and a Lord
Chief Justice, at the head respectively of the Chancery
and King's Bench Divisions of the High Court of
Justice in Ireland, which was the lower chamber of the
Irish Supreme Court of Judicature. But the Probate
and Matrimonial and the Admiralty Courts were
separate Divisions; and so was the Court of Bankruptcy, which, in England, is now merged in the
Chancery Division. There _is no Divorce Court in
/'
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Ireland; because Irish law does not ,.,,,..r.cr"
though decrees
that
been any lawful
obtained from
in .appropriate cases. The
even
Northern Ireland, has been much "'"'JUJcucu
recent
; and it is impossible to
at present vvhat form that of the Irish Free State will assume.
THE CoURT OF APPEAL

The upper chamber of the Supreme
in Ireland,
as in England, was the Court of Appeal, consisting of
the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice, with
the Master of the Rolls and two specially appointed
Lords Justices of Appeal, who heard cases in sessions
of not less than three judges, unless the appeal was on
a merely incidental matter. From the Court of Appeal
lay appeals on questions of law to the House of Lords,
which, as in the instance of Scotland, includes amongst
its ' Law Lords ' at least one Irish lawyer specially
appointed for the purpose. But appeals from the
highest Free State Courts will now go to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council (pp. 293-4).
INFERIOR COURTS

Inferior jurisdiction in Ireland is exercised by
County Courts, which have a greater authority and
area than the County Courts in England, being really
connected with the county, and fewer in number. The
limit of their compulsory jurisdiction in civil cases is
fifty pounds, in ordinary cases ; but they exercise
criminal jurisdiction, being in fact combined courts
of Quarter Sessions and county courts in the English
sense, with the Chairmen of the Justices acting as Civil
1 The only way of obtaining a divorce between persons domiciled
in Ireland is by securing the passage through the Imperial Parliament of a Private Act, usually based on a verdict of crim. coi1,
in the Irish King's Bench Division. In the examination in select
committee (p. 162) the case is usually reheard as an ordinary trial.
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Bill Court judges. Criminal jurisdiction in heavy ca:ses
is, of course, also exercised by the judges of the High
Court on circuit, in much the same manner as in
England; and in Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Londonderry,
and Galway, there are Recorders with •considerable
criminal jurisdiction, which, in normal times, is exercised with the aid of a jury. There are also Petty
Sessional Courts with jurisdiction over minor offences,
as in England; but a special feature of Irish criminal
jurisdiction is (or was until recently) the local sessions
of the Resident Magistrates, of whom there were about
sixty, scattered throughout the country, who corre~
sponded to the Stipendiary Magistrates in England
(p. 271), but had certain special powers and duties not
belonging to their English colleagues.
goo

CoURTS OF JuSTICE IN THE COLONIES AND BRITISH
INDIA, AND PoWER OF THE CROWN TO CREATE

Though justice is administered in the King's name
throughout the Empire, with the possible exception
of the Channel Islands (where judicial institutions
are primitive), a somewhat startling difficulty meets
us on the threshold of a brief description of the judicial
systems of the colonies and British India, owing to
the existence of an old-established principle of constitutional law, acted upon within comparatively
recent times, to the effect that the Crown cannot
create new jurisdictions or new courts, without the
authority of Parliament. Inasmuch as many British
colonies have been acquired since this doctrine was
laid down, the position of their courts seems to demand
a word of explanation.
IN ' SETTLED ' CoLONIES

Apparently, in colonies acquired by settlement
(p. 6z), the rule that the settlers take with them so
much of the English common law as is suitable to their
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conditions, seemsto have been considered as authorizing
the Crown to
by Letters Patent in such
colonies courts on
English
to
such law ; though not to
rnurts
or ecclesias<tkal juri'Sdiction.

In the case of conquered or ceded colonies, apparently, the admitted right of the Crown to legislate
for these by Order in Council until the grant of repreinstitutions (p. 78), was held to include the
right to set up new courts, or recognize old. At any
rate, in both cases, the Crown did create such courts
by Orders in Council. Then came the developement of
colonial legislatures in the first half of the nineteenth
century (pp. 39-40) ; and these new legislatures freely
assumed the power of creating or managing the judicial
systems of their colonies.
COLONIAL LAWS VALIDITY ACT

This power was questioned in the middle of the
nineteenth century; but all doubts as to its existence
were set aside by an Act of the Imperial Parliament
in r865, before alluded to (p. 72), which declares that
every colonial legislature has, and shall be deemed
always to have had, full power to establish courts of
judicature for its colony, and to abolish and re-constitute
them, and, generally, to make provision for the administration of justice. The greater tribunals of the
Domimons and British India have been directly created
by Acts of the Imperial Parliament; their validity is,
therefore, beyond question.
BRITISH SETTLEMENTS ACT

Finally, by the British Settlements Act of r887,
previously alluded to (p. roo), the Crown is empowered
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to establish, by Order in Council, in any colony not
acquired by cession or conquest, and not within the
jurisdiction of any legislature (other than a legislature
created under the Act itself), such courts of justice
and officers thereof as it may deem necessary. The
wording of this statute, however, practically restricts
its operation in this respect to a very few cases.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURTS

The Vice-Admiralty Courts of the colonies, which
seem to have been originally derived from the ancient
jurisdiction of the Lord High Admiral (p. 182), were
regulated by Acts of the Imperial Parliament in 1863
and r867; but their jurisdictions were, in the year r8go,
transferred by another Act to the ordinary colonial
courts.
VARIATIONS OF SYSTEM

It is natural, therefore, to find that considerable
differences of arrangement exist in the judicial systems
of the different parts of the Empire. The essential
features of British justice are found, not only in judicial
arrangements, but in the principles upon which those
arrangements are worked (p. 283). And it will be
found that, with rare exceptions, these principles are
adopted throughout the Dominions and British India,
as in the United Kingdom. Thus, for example, the
fixity of tenure and freedom from private liability of
the judges, their payment by fixed and substantial
salaries, their appointment by the Crown on the recommendation of its responsible advisers, their exclusive
employment in their judicial duties, and their selection
from the ranks of skilled lawyers; the right of an
accused person to trial by jury in all serious cases ;
the refusal to compel an accused person to incriminate
himself, and the unwillingness to accept even his
voluntary confession of guilt ; the insistence upon
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DOMINION TRIBUNALS

it may be
as has
been said, great variety prevails in the judicial institutions of the Empire, recent ev,~nts have substantially
tended towards uniformity. This is espedaliy marked
the three great Dominion federations
63), the
appearance of which has been such a
feature
of the last half century.
FEDERAL CouRTS

In Canada, Australia, and South Africa, there are
Federal Courts, composed of judges of the highest
eminence, which act in the dual capacity of courts
of first instance for cases of federal importance (such
as disputes affecting more than one member of the
federation, and breaches of federal laws), and courts
of appeal from the superior courts of the respective
'states' or 'provinces.' In Canada and Australia,
the federal judges are federal judges only; in South
Africa, the Federal Court is strengthened by the inclusion within its ranks of two' additional judges,' who
are also Presidents of Provincial Divisional Courts.
STATE AND PROVINCIAL SUPERIOR COURTS

But in the Provinces of Canada and the States of
Australia., as well as in the Dominion of New Zealand,
there is also a double system of courts of superior
and unlimited jurisdiction, one of ' first instance,' i.e.
before which cases come for first hearing, and another
of appeal ; though, for historical reasons, the arrange-
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ments are not the same in all these communities. Thus,
in the older provinces of Canada, there are two distinct
superior tribunals, one of first instance and one of
appeal. Ontario has a Supreme Court, with Appellate
and High Court Divisions, and a differe:at staff for
each; the President of the High Court Division
retaining the old-world title of ' Chancellor.' In
Quebec, the appellate tribunal is the King's Bench,
with a Chief Justice and five colleagues; while the
'Supreme Court,' with a Chief and no less than thirtythree 'Puisne ' or junior judges, is a court of first instance. In New Brunswick, Manitoba, and British
Columbia, there are distinct Courts of Appeal, with
courts of first instance under different titles. In the
other Canadian provinces, in Newfoundland, in the
states of Australia, and in the Dominion of New
Zealand, there is but one superior court and staff ;
but arrangements are made whereby an appeal can
be brought from a single judge to a 'Full Court' of
his colleagues (usually three in number), sitting as a
court of appeal. In Queensland and New Zealand,
owing to difficulties of travel, the superior judges are
distributed among different areas of the colony;
though all take equal rank, and sit on the hearing of
appeals from the decisions of their colleagues. Appeals
from the Divisional Courts of South Africa, however,
which are attached to the various provinces and
districts of the Union, go direct to the Supreme
Court of the Union. Even in the Northern Territory
of Australia, which is under the direct government of
the federal authorities, exercised through an Administrator, there is a Supreme Court ; and there are
judicial officers, with various titles, for the North..,
West and Yukon Territories of Canada, and for Papua,
which are under the control of the Dominion Governments of Canada and Australia respectively. Also,
in the maritime colonies of Canada, there are distinct
Courts of Admiralty and Vice-Admiralty, which are
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NEW DEVELOPEMENTS
usually presided over by judges of the superior courts,
In Victoria, South Australia, and Queensland, there are
local courts (known as 'county' or 'district'
of civil jurisdiction ; and in most of
or states

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNALS

Finally, we must not omit to notice
very important recent developement, especially marked Australia
and New Zealand, of ' Industrial' or Arbitration
Courts, for the decision of industrial and labour disputes. In experimenting in this direction, the selfgoveming Dominions are rendering the highest service
to the Empire; for the peaceful settlement of industrial
difficulties will be one of the greatest, if not the greatest,
of the problems of public policy in the near future.
The example of the Dominions has already been followed
to a limited extent, in Great Britain; but the striking
difference between English and Dominion industrial
tribunals is that, whilst the former are purely administrative in character, and have (apart from 'war
legislation) no coercive power, the Dominion Industrial
Courts are much more judicial in character, and have
considerable power to enforce their awards. It would,
indeed, be a great step gained, if the settlement of
industrial disputes could be determined by an application of those principles of justice which have been
successfully applied to other quarrels, instead of being
left to the arbitrament of what is, in many cases, little
better than industrial war.
THE CROWN COLONIES

In the Crown colonies, where the judges are directly
appointed by the Colonial Office, usually from the
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ranks of English barristers, there is even more variety
of arrangements. Only the larger or more wealthy
colonies have Supreme Courts, with Chief and Puisne (or
junior) Justices; and very few have Courts of Appeal.
But from all their courts, at any rate ili important
cases, there lies a final appeal to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council (pp. 293-294), to which appeals
from the highest courts of the self-governing Dominions
also lie, except where the right has been expressly
abolished by Act of the Imperial Parliament. For
reasons previously explained (p. 282), substantially all
these appeals are in civil cases; though a considerable
proportion of them affect the rights of the Crown.
LIABILITY OF STATE DEPARTMENTS

Finally, it may be noticed, as a strong mark of
independence, that in some of the self-governing
Dominions, the maxim that 'the King can do no
wrong,' has been impaired by colonial statutes, to an
extent which enables actions of 'tort' (p. 271) to be
brought against Government departments.
CouRTS oF BRITISH INDIA ·

The present judicial arrangements in British India
depend largely upon the scheme of an Act of the Imperial Parliament of the year r86r, the provisions of
which have been incorporated into the Government
of India Act of 1915 ; but they have also been affected
by Indian legislation.
CouRTS
There are High Courts, with, ~ubstantially, all the
powers of the High Court in England, but expressly
defined by the Letters Patent creating them, and the
statutes authorizing the issue of such Letters Patent,
in the provinces of Bengal, Madras, Bombay, Agra,
and in Bihar and Orissa; and His Majesty is empowered
HIGH

INDIAN COURTS

to extend the system to other provinces, as occasion
These High Courts are presided over
and 'Puisne's,' of high
the
(p.
is partly
general law of British
as contained in the various Codes which have been
issued from time to time by the Vice-regal Government, and the Acts of that body and the provincial
legislatures, as interpreted by
High Courts themselves or the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
to which appeals from all the Indian High Courts lie,
and partly native law and custom, which is applicable to certain classes of the population in certain
cases.
LESS ADVANCED COURTS

Courts of superior jurisdiction, of a less advanced
type, presided over by 'Chief' and other 'Judges,'
or 'Judicial Commissioners,' have been established in
the other provinces. In the Panjab and Lower
Burma, these courts are known as ' Chief Courts ' ;
in Oudh, Upper Burma, Sindh, the North-West
Frontier Province, British Biluchistan, Coorg, and the
Central Provinces, as 'Judicial Commissioners' Courts.'
The prerogative of pardon is exercised by the Viceroy.
SESSIONAL COURTS AND DISTRICT COURTS

In each province, too, there are 'Sessional Courts,'
having criminal jur.isdiction, each in its own division
of the province, which is usually co-terminous with a
'district,' but subject to appeal to the High or other
superior courts ; and civil jurisdiction is exercised
by ' District Courts,' below which, again, are sub·
ordinate judges and munsijs. The District Magistrate
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has also certain controlling and administrative powers
in judicial proceedings; and it must be frankly
admitted, that these powers violate the cardinal rule
of British constitutional law, which forbids the union
in the same hands of judicial and a4ministrative
duties. But the line between the judicial and the
administrative branches of the Indian Civil Service is
gradually becoming clearer; and it will probably not
be long before this rule is carried out in India, at any
rate in the more advanced provinces. It must also
be admitted, that, strictly speaking, even the judges
of the High Courts in. India hold their offices ' during
pleasure of the Crown.' But there is an express
provision of the Government of India Act, to the
effect that no alteration may be made in the salaries
of such judges during their tenure of office; and, in
fact, the Indian High Court judges are as secure in
their seats, and, therefore, as independent, as their
colleagues in the United Kingdom.

THE ESTABLISHED CHURCHES
THE official connection between Church and State
is now so slight, even in the United Kingdom and India,
while in othe1· parts of the British Empire it is practically
non-existent, that it might well be objected that
ecclesiastical institutions form no part of the government of the Empire. But, while it is impossible to
maintain this objection to its full extent, it is even
less formidable than it appears at first sight. For, if
the connection between Church and State is now slight,
the very contrary was once the rule ; and the struggle
which led to the present state of things has left deep
marks on the Constitution and growth of the Empire.
THE BRITISH CHURCH
While it is probably true, that there existed some
kind of ecclesiastical arrangements in Britain before
the arrival of the English, the latter were at that time
pure heathens, and were not converted to Christianity
until more than two centuries afterwards. In the
meanwhile, their attitude towards the British Church
had been one of hostility ; and it is, therefore, unlikely
that, even after their conversion, they would co-operate
with, or adopt, British ecclesiastical institutions.
THE SCHEME OF ARCHBISHOP THEODORE

As a matter of fact, though the evangelization of
England was commenced by St. Augustine in Kent,
through the influence of the Kentish Court, the general
309
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scheme of English Church arrangements was laid down
by a later Archbishop of Canterbury, Theodore of
Tarsus in Cilicia, in the second half of the seventh
century A.D. He, like a wise statesman, having the
support of the various Kings, followed tl¥; lines of the
ancient local arrangements, planting (or recognizing)
a bishop at the head of each kingdom, a rural dean in
each hundred, and a priest in each township, or, as
he called it, being a Greek, a 'parish.' Of course this
process took some time ; and it must not be assumed
that the lay townships and the ecclesiastical parishes
were absolutely identical. For example, the ancient
townships of the north, where the population was
scanty, were often grouped into parishes; while, on the
other hand, in the south, where population was thicker,
a single township might be divided into two or more
parishes.
TITHES

Moreover, the systematic arrangement by which
now, for many centuries, the tithes, or ecclesiastical
dues from the produce of the soil of each parish, have
been allotted primarily to the spiritual needs of that
parish, was not at first observed, even after the payment of tithes had been recognized as a moral and
even a legal duty. Still, the foundations of the historic
settlement were early laid, and have persisted with
great tenacity; the most fundamental changes being
the early establishment of archdeaconries, as the larger
kingdoms of the Heptarchy became subdivided into
shires or counties (p. 333), and the gradual increase
in the number of the bishoprics, first in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries, later at the Reformation, finally
in the nineteenth century.
THE RoMAN ' OBEDIENCE '

As might have been expected from the fact that the
spread of Christianity in England was largely due to
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royal influence, the higher clergy, whose talents and
education made them conspicuous, took a great share
in
not merely of the Church, if that
couJd
from thc:
but of thEl
when it
"''A'-''u''"' of
arrangein opposition to
ancient tribal scheme of
the British Church ; for this decision naturally involved a close connection with, and even deference to,
the occupants of the Papal See, who took care to send
a succession of able prelates to complete the establishment of the infant Church.
IDENTITY OF CHURCH AND STATE

Thus we find that, in each lay institution the Church
official formed a part-the bishop or bishops in the
Wltan (p. 2), the bishop or archdeacon in the shire court,
the rural dean in the hundred court, and the parish
priest in the township moot; while lay and religious
matters were alike discussed in all, though, undoubtedly,
even before the Norman Conquest, synods or councils
were held for purely ecclesiastical purposes.
BEGINNINGS OF SEPARATION

It is a fact not so widely known as it might be, that
the first steps in the severance of this intimate union
between Church and State came from the Church itself.
A series of vigorous and ambitious Popes in the tenth
and eleventh centuries disliked the mingling of clergy
and laity, and desired to make of the former a caste
apart, devoted exclusively to the interests of the
Church, and indifferent to national interests as such.
CELIBACY OF THE CLERGY

One of the mosot striking marks of this policy was
the enforcement of celibacy, or abstention from marri-
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age, on the parochial clergy, who, as distinct from the
' regular ' or monastic clergy (who lived in abbeys,
priories, convents, and other religious houses), had not
previously been subject to it. The enforcement of
this rule naturally led to the appearanc(\ of a marked
distinction between the life of the ordinary parish
priest and that of his flock. Previously, the former
had been a member of the agricultural community
(p. 334), taking his tithe 'as the plough traverseth the
tenth acre.' Afterwards, he became a member of a
different caste, visiting the barns and byres of his
parishioners to collect his tithes.
Another result of the new policy was, the withdrawal
of ecclesiastical matters from discussion in assemblies
at which laymen were present ; and, when William of
Normandy, whose expedition had been considerably
assisted by the reigning Pope, had succeeded in his
ailn, he fulfilled his pledge by issuing a general ordinance,
to the effect that no religious matters should henceforth be discussed in the hundred court (the most
important unit of local government at the time), or
be subjected to the authority of laymen.
SEPARATION OF COURTS

The policy thus adopted was rapidly and effectively
completed by the able Norman prelates of the eleventh
and early twelfth centuries, who built up, alongside
the lay institutions of the State, a set of corresponding
ecclesiastical courts, of archdeacon, bishop, and archbishop ; though the courts or moots of the hundred
and township, which were falling into decay, appear
to have had no ecclesiastical parallels, except that the
latter may perhaps be traced in the meetings later held
in the 'vestry' or robing room of the parish church.
It is not to be supposed, however, that a ruler of
the Conqueror's ability was blind to the dangers which
this policy produced ..
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England the
of a newly
Pope, a right which proved very
useful in the case of disputed Papal elections. Secondly,
refused to permit a Papallegate, or special messenger
wielding Papal authority, or any Papal Bull or sovereign
enactment, to enter the country without his express
leave-thus aiming to prevent interference with the internal affairs of the English Church. Thirdly, he forbade
the excommunication, or exclusion from religious rites,
chief,' or immediate vassals,
of any of his ' tenants
without his consent. Finally, he refused to recognize
the validity of any decree of an ecclesiastical council
or synod of bishops, until formally confirmed by him.
INVESTITURES

Another question, however, speedily arose for settlement, in the famous contest about 'investitures,'
which agitated the whole of Western Europe in the
twelfth century. It was part of the new Papal policy
to keep the appointment of archbishops and bishops
entirely in the hands of the Pope. But, as we have
seen (p. 133), in England the bishops took part in the
national councils, even before the Conquest; and the
practice was afterwards continued in the Councils of
the Magnates held by the Norman Kings (p. 27). Moreover, the ancient bishoprics had been endowed with vast
grants of jurisdiction, and even of land, by the English
and Norman Kings, which made their holders some
of the greatest of the ' tenants in chief.' Thus the
Papal claim to nominate prelates in England, and to
invest them with their offices without royal approval,
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was virtually a claim to thrust upon the King counsellors of whom he might not approve; whilst the
further claim that the estates of the dioceses were held
by 'frankalmoign,' i.e. ownership free of all military
duties, cut at the root of the feudal syste1p of military
service. The contest was bitter and pro1onged; but
at last a compromise was effected, whereby a newly
appointed prelate should first do homage to the King
for his estates, thus admitting his liability to military
service (not, of course, necessarily performed in person),
and to 'suit of court,' i.e. attendance at the Council,
and subsequently be consecrated by ecclesiastical
hands, and receive the symbols of spiritual authority,
the ring and pastoral staff, from the Pope.
ELECTION OF PRELATES

But this compromise, which was effected in England
at the beginning of the twelfth century, between
Anselm and Henry I, left unsettled the thorny question: With whom did the real choiceof a new prelate
lie ? As a matter of fact, in ancient England, the
prelates had been elected or, at least, accepted, probably
on the nomination of the King, in the Wltans (p. 2)
of which they formed part. The greater strength of the
first Norman Kings probably enabled them to make
their choice prevail. But the religious houses, or
monasteries, which were rapidly growing in power
and splendour, and some of whose abbots or heads
sat in the Great Council (p. 27), elected their own
chiefs ; and the cathedral chapters, or resident clergy,
claimed a similar right with regard to their bishops.
Finally, the new Papal policy, as has been said, aimed
at securing for the Popes the appointment of bishops,
as well as other ecclesiastical patronage.
II AND BECKET
The question came to a head in the famous quarrel
between Henry II and Becket in rr64. Becket was
HENRY
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3I5
a very different person from Anselm; but he had to
consent to a compromise which declared indeed the
right of the cathedral chapter to elect a new prelate,
but only in the King's Chapel,
therefore,
influence.
Anselm, tha l the new prelate was to
the
for
estates before "-'v'-'""'''-''a.
the choice of bishops, from that time
till the Refonnation, practically depended on the
character of the King. If he were a strong man, the
choice was virtually his. If, like John or Henry III,
he was weak, the Pope probably nominated a candidate
whom the chapter elected.
THE CHURCH COURTS AND THE CLERGY

But another very important question arose between
Henry II and Becket. Despite the fact that he had
been the King's Chancellor, Becket cordially disliked
the new system of strong royal courts of justice which
grew up in Henry's reign (p. n); and particularly he
disliked the claim of these courts to exercise criminal
jurisdiction over the clergy. The clergy, he claimed,
should be tried in the courts of the Church (p. 312),
according to the rules of the Canon Law, which had
been made by Church Councils and Popes for the
government of the Church. And when Henry said
that, whilst not denying the right of the Church to
punish its own clergy, he should insist on punishing
them also for offences against the law of the land,
Becket made the specious reply, that no one ought to
be tried twice for the same offence. Henry, however,
who knew that some crimes at least could not be
adequately punished by the Church courts (for instance capital crimes), and, moreover, shared the very
common suspicion that clerical offenders were not
likely to be strictly dealt with by the antiquated
methods of procedure of the Church Courts, stood
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firm ; and the archbishop was compelled, by a famous
document known as the 'Constitutions of Clarendon,'
in u64, to admit the responsibility of the clergy to
the lay courts of the King.
' BENEFIT OF CLERGY '

•

But the shock caused by the murder of Becket,
which soon followed, compelled the King's Courts to
adopt a hollow compromise, which, while nominally
admitting the liability of the ' clerk,' or person in Holy
Orders, to be tried in the King's Court, by the new
method of the jury (p. 12), enabled him to 'plead his
clergy,' and claim to be handed over to the Church
tribunal, which, in fact, hardly made a pretence of
trying him. Thus, from the twelfth century, to the
Reformation, when the ' benefit of clergy' was severely
cut down, a ' clerk ' was practically free to commit
as many crimes as he liked ; and not merely a clerk
in Holy Orders strictly, but any of the petty off1cers
of the Church, and, indeed, any one with sufficient
ability to translate a short passage from the Psalter,
which was always the same, and without a knowledge
of which, therefore, no gentleman's education was
complete.
LIABILITY OF CLERGY TO TAXATION

One other first-class question between Church and
State was settled before the end of the thirteenth
century. As it became clear that a regular system of
State taxation would be one of the unpleasant features
of life, the clergy, who held a large proportion of the
wealth of the kingdom, made strenuous efforts to
escape it, which the Kings, very naturally, resisted as
strenuously. The clergy had considerable excuse for
their resistance ; for they were taxed, not only by the
King, but by the Pope, whose needs were, in the
thirteenth century, particularly pressing, owing to the
Continental wars in which the Papacy was involved.

•

CLERICAL TAXATION
• CONVOCATIONS •

The struggle was acute during all the long and
reign o£
it
deal to do i'i'ith
Parliaments
the Church,
some
as models for
lay
which comprised, not merely the bishops, sitting together as an 'Upper House,' but the priors or deans
of the cathedral chapters, the archdeacons, and
• proctors: or agents (procuratores) of the ordinary
beneficed clergy, sitting as a 'Lower House.' The
curious thing is, that there was not, and is not to this
day, a single Convocation for the whole Church of
England, but two Convocations, one for the province
of Canterbury, and another, much smaller, for the
provL'Ilce of York; each divided into two Houses. 1
In fact, though the primacy of Canterbury has long
been marked in many ways, and recognized by statute,
he is not the superior or overlord of his brother of
York; for the latter is 'Primate of England,' though
the former is 'Primate of All England.'
THE BULL ' CLERICIS LAICOS ,

To return, however, to the great struggle between
the State and the Church on the matter of taxation.
Edward I, when he was framing his Great Parliament
(p. 27), was quite aware that a crisis was impending, and
took his measures accordingly, by virtually incorporating, as we have seen (pp. I29-I30), the Church Convocations as a third House of Parliament. His foresight
was justified; for, in the very next year after the
Parliament of 1295, his vigorous opponent, Pope
Boniface VIII, dropped a bombshell into the Courts
of Christendom, by publishing his famous Bull Clericis
1 In the Convocation of York, owing to the small number of the
dioceses, each archdeaconry is represented by two proctors.
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Laicos, so called from its opening words, by which he
roundly forbade the clergy everywhere to pay taxes
to the State. The struggle which followed was sharp,
but decisive, at any rate in England. Edward I,
wise and pious as he was, would stand 11f nonsense ;
and, on the refusal of the Archbishop, in the name of
the Church, to vote taxes, he promptly outlawed the
whole of the clergy, i.e. withdrew from them the protection of the law, both criminal and civil, thus leaving
the vast wealth of the Church, and the persons of its
clergy, open to attack by any plunderer. There was
a grim irony in this procedure; for it was the exact
counterpart of the clerical process of excommunication,
by threat of which the Pope's predecessors had extorted
submission from the vicious John, and the feeble
Henry III. And it was equally effectual; for, after
a brief attempt at a compromise, the Archbishop gave
way, and the practice before described (p. 130) was
arrived at, whereby the clerical representatives attended
at the opening of each Parliament, under the' Prremunientes' clause in the bishop's writs, but retired to their
Convocations immediately, merely going through the
formality of accepting the Commons' vote of taxes, and
imposing it on their own body. Perhaps, in spite of
a show of resistance, the clergy were not really very
sorry to adopt an attitude which enabled them to
allege the King's demands as an excuse for resisting
the still more searching levies of Papal taxation. In
the latter attempt, they had the secret or avowed
sympathy of the King and Parliament ; and it was
probably that sympathy which had a good deal to do
with the ease with which the constitutional changes
of the Reformation were carried through.
REFORMATION CHANGES: EccLESIASTICAL }URISDICTION

These changes may be briefly summed up under
six, heads. (I) First in order came the question of
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ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and especially
to the Papal Curia. or Court at Rome.
carefully remembered that never,
had any English
or other
uc''""'-'~n:;.u the
the
courts to
according lo Canon Law
subjects, some
which, such as
defamation, we should consider more lay than
clerical. There were disputes about the boundary
line between State and Church courts· and in some
subjects, e.g. title to land (including presentations to
livings), the State courts kept a tight hand by writs
of 'Prohibition ' (p. :289) issued to the clerical judges.
Still, the jurisdiction of the 'Courts Christian ' was
admitted, and even the ultimate right of appeal to
Rome, after the due order of appeal, from archdeacon
to bishop, and bishop to archbishop, had been observed
in England. But, for a long time before the Reformation, Parliament had passed Acts (knovm as Statutes
of 'Prremunire ') against irregular interference with
proceedings in the Church courts by the Papal officials,
who enc0uraged 'evocation,' i.e. carrying off of cases
at once to Rome, and 'delegation,' i.e. trial of cases
in England by officials sent from Rome. At the
Reformation, Parliament went much further, and, by
the Acts of Appeals and Submission (in 1532 and
1533} entirely forbade all appeals to Rome, and
substituted a final appeal from the archbishops' courts
to the King in Chancery, who was empowered to
appoint delegates to hear such appeals.
CANON LAW

Parliament attempted to deal also with the vast

body oLCa.tton.,Law.. (p•.3J:5} which the Church Courts
foUowed ; but its action was, in this. respect, not very
effective. It empowered the King to appoint a·
commission of thirty· two persons to examine the exist-
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ing Canons, and recommend for abolition such as they
should deem unworthy of observance in a reformed
Church. Meanwhile, the existing Canons were to be
observed, except so far as they were repugnant to the
law of the land, or hurtful to the King's authority.
The contemplated commission was never• appointed ;
and there, to the present day, rests the authority of
the Canon Law as it stood in 1533. It is binding alike
on clergy and laity, in its proper sphere, subject to the
alterations made in the law by Act of Parliament or
judicial decision.
DISPENSATIONS

(2) The closely connected subject of the prerogative
or special authority claimed by the Popes, of ' dispensing ' with the ordinary Law of the Church, was also
dealt with. It will be remembered, that this had
played a very great part in the famous defiance by
Luther of the Papal authority ; and we have seen that
a similar claim in secular matters was afterwards put forward by the Stuart Kings (p. 2I3). The Reformation
statutes, of course, entirely abolished it, so far as the
exercise by the Pope was concerned ; but they allowed
it so far that, by the Act of Dispensations of I533.
the Archbishop of Canterbury may grant, but only
with the approval of the King in Council in new cases,
such licences and dispensations as !hall be 'lawful
and necessary.' It is under this power that the Archbishop's 'special licence' to marry is granted.
PAPAL TAXATION

(3) The Reformation definitely put a stop to the
levy of Papal taxation, in any form, by the abolition
of Peter's Pence, the ancient ' God's penny ' or hearthtax, which had been paid to Rome from the earliest
days of the Church establishment, as well . as of
·~ annates • or first-fruits (the first year's profits of
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but uamsierrea
later
of
they were set aside,
the name of '
Bounty,' as a provision for the augmentation of poor
livings.
POWERS OF CONVOCATION

(4) The position of the Convocations was definitely
settled by the Act for the Submission of the Clergy in
I533, and has remained since unaltered. 1 The policy
of the Conqueror was taken a good deal further ; and
the Convocations were forbidden to meet without the
King's licence, and, even when licensed to meet, to
discuss any proposed new Canons without the King's
express approval. Thus, no Convocation can be
called without the issue of the King's writ to the archbishop ; and ' letters of busi.."less ' are further required
before any new Canon can even be discussed. It was,
therefore, a simple matter for the Crown, on the outbreak of the ' Bangorian' controversy in r7r7, to withhold the necessary writ, and thus virtually to suspend
the existence of the Convocations until r85o, since
when they have again regularly met. Moreover, it was
laid down by Lord Hardwicke, in the eighteenth
century, that Canons enacted by Convocation since the
Act of Submission, even with the King's licence, though
they bind the clergy by virtue of their oaths of
canonical obedience, do not bind the laity, because
they are not sanctioned by Parliament. There is,
however, nothing to prevent Convocation addressing
1 This statement, though still technically correct, will cease to be
practically true when the powers conferred on the National Assembly
of the Church by the Act of the year 1919 take effect.
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the Crown, praying it to take into consideration any
subject affecting the welfare of the Church, or to prevent
Parliament enacting a new Can,on by statute, as
has been done on more than one occasion •

•

CROWN'S AUTHORITY IN RITUAL

But the influence of the Convocations, as well as of
the Church courts, was also gravely affected by the
Acts of Supremacy passed at the Reformation and
afterwards, by virtue of which the supreme authority
of the Crown over the Church, not only in matters of
government but of ritual, was asserted. It was under
these statutes that Henry VIII and Elizabeth, instituted the famous Courts of High Commission, which,
though partly composed of bishops, completely put
into the shade the ordinary Church courts, especially
in all matters affecting discipline.
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOPS AND DEANS

(5) Another important step taken at the Reformation also carried further the older policy of the State
on the subject of the appointment of prelates and
other great Church officers. This step was taken
by the (second) Act of Annates in 1533 ; and it established also a permanent settlement, which remains
in present force. On the occurrence of a vacancy in a
bishopric, the Crown sends to the chapter of the
cathedral a conge d' elire, or licence to elect a new bishop.
But this apparent respect for freedom of election is
but a thin disguise for a much more important document, viz. a ' letter missive,' which contains the name
of the person selected by the King (now acting on the
advice of the Cabinet) for election. It is true that a
second name is added, to keep up the pretence of a
free choice ; but, less than a century ago, it was given
as a solemn opinion by the Law Officers of the Crown
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(pp. 245-246), that this was merely a form, and that any
attempt to act upon it would bring down upon the
chapter the penalties of a ' Pn:emunire ' (p. 319). H
the
docs nGt
days, the
named in the letter
the King appoints
the bislfopric by Letters Patent, as he does also if
there is no cathedral chapter (which sometimes
happens
the case of new bishoprics), and as he does
in the case of new deans. Suffragan and assistant
or 'coadjutor' bishops are appointed by the Crown,
usually on the request of their diocesan bishops; canons
or members of the cathedral chapters are elected or
appointed in various ways-sometimes by the Crown,
sometimes by their bishop, sometimes by vote of the
chapter. Archdeacons are usually appointed by their
bishops. Each diocesan bishop does homage to the
King for his ' temporalities,' i.e. his endowments and
temporal powers (if any), and takes the oath of fealty.
He may be 'confirmed' in his election by the archbishop, and is consecrated by him; but he can take
no recognition of any kind from Rome.
UNIFORMITY OF WORSHIP

(6) Finally, the Reformation brought into prominence the subject of 'uniformity of worship.' Though
the King and Parliament were strikingly successful in
maintaining the continuity of the Established Church
(it seems to the writer simply unhistorical to speak of
the present Establishment as 'created,' or even ' set
up ' by the Reformation), yet they could not prevent
a vigorous outburst of Dissent in doctrine, and Nonconformity in worship, which refused to accept the
official standards. An early attempt to discourage
the former was the Act of the Six Articles, which
imposed heavy penalties on any' denial' of the fundamental doctrines of the Church ; but the policy of the
' Acts of Uniformity ' which began under Edward VI,
and were re-issued and amended under Elizabeth and
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Charles II, while definitely Protestant in doctrine,
aim chiefly at securing, by means of authoritative
' liturgies,' or forms of worship (the Book of Common
Prayer), a uniform and comprehensive observance of
public worship conducted by the Established Church.
This policy, vigorously upheld by the Cot!rts of High
Commission (p. 322), and intensified by the bigotry
of the first Stuart kings of England, who made a
firm alliance with the bishops, had much to do with
precipitating the Civil War (which, for a time, completely 'disestablished' the Anglican Church), and
contributed greatly, by its harshness, to drive out of
the country the early Puritan settlers, such as the
pilgrims of the Mayflower, who founded the New
England States of America. Thus it may be said to
have indirectly contributed to the building up of the
Empire.
TOLERATION

This exclusive policy was revived, after the Restoration, in all its intensity; but the extreme policy of
James II, who attempted to force Catholicism on an
unwilling nation, caused a union between the Established Church and the Protestant Dissenters and
Nonconformists, in pursuance of which, at the Revolution of r688, a Toleration Act was passed, by virtue
whereof obedience to the Acts of Uniformity was
excused, and, gradually, the severe list of ' disabilities'
which, in the seventeenth century, had been imposed
on Protestant and Catholic Dissenters, was abolished.
/DECAY OF THE CHURCH COURTS

Meanwhile, the blow which the Church courts had
suffered in the Civil War had deprived them of much
of their remaining activity, which had passed to the
King's Courts; and the latter ultimately adopted a
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policy of refusing to allow the Church courts to deal
with any cases for which a remedy lay in their own
tribunals. By this
such actions as those for
breach
of
adultery, and
the
which
in enforcing
decrees. Then came the Acts which,
at the beginning of the
century, broke down
the Church's monopoly in the matter of celebration
of marriag.es, .the 'Lithe Commutation Acts,. the. Church
Discipline Acts, which gave the ultimate appeal to
the Judicial Committee, the abolition of compulsory
Church rates, and, finally, the Actsof the year r857,
which transferred the jurisdiction of the Church courts
in probate and matrimonial cases (p. 287) to the new
Courts of Probate and Divorce.
RECENT REVIVAL

A slight revival of the bishops' ('consistory') and the
archbishops' ('provincial') courts has, however, been
brought about by the Church Discipline and Public
Worship Regulation Acts. Under the former, certain
offences of the clergy against morals and discipline are
triable by the bishop's chancellor, with 'assessors' if
demanded, in the consistory court, with option of
appeal either to the provincial court of the archbishop,or
the Judicial Committee sitting with episcopal assessors.
Under the latter statutes, questions of ritual may be
tried by the bishop with the consent of the parties ;
if this is withheld, the case goes to the provincial court,
with ultimate appeal to the Judicial Committee. But,
although the Church courts have still a theoretical
power to excommunicate, and even imprison, laity
as well as clergy for certain ecclesiastical offences,
this power is, in substance, never exercised; one of
the chief reasons for its decay being the fact that the
Church courts never adopted the institution of the jury.
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THE MoDERN EsTABLISHMENT

On the other hand, it would be a great mistake to
suppose that the Church of England has ceased to
· receive public official support. Indeed the Tithe Commutation Acts, by making the payment of tithe (where
it has not been' redeemed') legally recov~able in the '
King's Courts in a convenient form, may be said to
have strengthened a precarious form of income ; whilst
the majority of the English diocesan bishops, at any
rate, still occupy seats in the House of Lords, and are
present at all State ceremonies, such as coronations
and openings of Parliament. Moreover, the legal
right of private patronage, or presentation to livings
in the Established Church, still exists ; though its
exercise has recently been severely restricted.
ESTABLISHED CHURCH OF SCOTLAND

The State Church of Scotland was, until the Reformation, very similar to, though, of course, absolutely
independent of, the Church of England. But whereas
the English Reformation left the episcopal government of the English Church remaining, though (as
has been seen) restricted, the Scots adopted the form
of government known as Presbyterianism, by means
of which, through a successive grouping of kirk
sessions into presbyteries, presbyteries into synods,
and synods into a General Assembly, complete selfgovernment on democratic lines was secured, and
continued until the Restoration of Charles II. The
royal advisers then made a desperate attempt to
restore episcopal institutions in Scotland. But this
step, after provoking intense and violent reaction,
was reversed at the Revolution; since which time; the
only official connection of State and Church in Scotland
has been the annual appointment of a royal High Commissioner to receive and welcome the General Assembly
in Edinburgh, which is presided over by an elected
Moderator, whose }ligh importance is evidenced by
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the fact that he ranks, in official precedence in Scotland,
next after the Lord High Chancellor. The payment
of ' teinds/ or tithes, however, is still enforceable
the
courts (p. 296) ; but the right
patronage was abolished by statute in r874,
ministers a:le elected to their benefices, which
hold during good
by the votes
members and adherents of their congregations. There is, in
fact, a voluntary Episcopalian Church in Scotland, in
communion with the Church of England, though entirely
self-governing; but this body has no more connection
with the State than has any other Nonconformist body.
THE IRISH CHURCH

As has before been pointed out, the Church in Ireland
was a branch of the Anglican Church which, until the
year r86g, was administered in much the same way as
the parent Church, and had much the same rights
(including representation in the House of Lords),
despite the fact that, by its adoption of Protestantism
at the Reformation, and the influx of Presbyterian
settlers in the seventeenth century, it had become
the Church of a small minority of the Irish nation.
In r86g, it was disestablished and partly disendowed;
its bishops disappeared from the House of Lords, and
all its coercive powers vanished. On the other hand,
it became a great voluntary body with complete
powers of self-government, including the right to
appoint its own bishops and other officials.
The Anglican Church in the Isle of Man is a part of
the Established Church of England, under its own
bishop, and forms a diocese of the province of York.
The Anglican Church in the Channel Islands is under
the jurisdiction of the Bishops of Winchester.
THE CHURCH IN BRITISH INDIA

In British India, the Crown has power by statute to
appoint three bishops whose incomes are charged on
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the revenues of India, viz. the bishops of Calcutta,
Madras, and Bombay, and to confer upon them such
ecclesiastical jurisdiction over ministers of the Church
of England in India as the Letters Patent appointing
them may authorize. The Bishop of Calcutta is
Metropolitan, and may admit persons to Iloly Orders ps
for service in his own diocese ; and the other two
bishops take the oath of obedience to him. Each of
these dioceses has also an archdeacon appointed by
the Crown. There are a number of chaplains in British
India also appointed by the Crown, and paid out of
Indian revenues; two at least of these in each diocese
must be ordained ministers of the Church of Scotland,
under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Presbytery
of Edinburgh (p. 326).
CREATION OF NEW BISHOPRICS

The power of the Crown to create bishoprics and
appoint bishops outside these three dioceses and in
the colonies, has been much disputed; and it is very
doubtful whether the Crown can create dioceses with
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, except by virtue of the
provisions of an Act of Parliament. But there seems
no reason to doubt, that the authorities of the Church
may appoint and consecrate bishops to act in such
places in a purely voluntary capacity, subject to the rule
that no bishop can be consecrated in England' without licence under the King's sign-manual warrant
(p. 31), counter-signed by a Secretary of State. Many
colonial and foreign bishops have, in fact, been thus
consecrated; and, in some of the Crown colonies,
their stipends are paid out of the colonial revenue,
while in others a grant is made from public funds
towards the support of the various religious bodies
working in the colony. But in no case does the
ecclesiastical establishment form part of the government of the colony ; and the tendency is to diminish
official recognition of ecclesiastical authorities as such,
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Finally, it may be observed, there is nothing to
prevent any person, not in Anglican orders, or any
other orders, calling himself ' Reverend ' or ' Bishop,'
if it pleases him to do so; provided,
course, that
he does not attempt to pass him.self off as an
clergyman l¥ bishop of the Church
England.
THE NEw CHURCH

AssEMBLY

Almost immediately after the fust edition of this book was
published, the organization of the Church of England received
a powerful stimulus from the passing of the Church of England
(Assembly) Powers Act, 1919. That statute, remarkable no
less for its form than its substance, was the result of the
vigorous mission of a voluntary association, known as the
'Life and Liberty Movement.' It provides for the setting up
of a National Assembly on the lines proposed by identical
Addresses presented to His Majesty by the Convocations of
Canterbury and York respectively. These Addresses are not
reprinted in the Act. But it is found in practice that the
National Assembly consists of three Houses-Prelates, Clergy,
and Laity ; the first two being virtually the old Convocations
combined, the third being elected, under an elaborate scheme
of indirect election, by the laity in communion with the
Established Church. The Assembly has power, with the
concurrence of its three Houses, to enact any Measures ' concerning the Church of England ' ; and such measures, when
approved by simple resolution of the two Houses of Parliament, may be presented for the royal assent, upon receiving
which they have the force of Acts of Parliament, even to the
extent of repealing or amending other Acts of Parliament.
By a curious but interesting provision, there must be interposed
(as a kincl of sieve) between each Measure as it leaves the
Assembly and its presentation to Parliament, two Committees, one (the Legislative) representing the Assembly,
and one (the Ecclesiastical) representing the Houses of Parliament ; and, unless these two Committees agree to let the
measure through, it drops. Still, even with this safeguard,
the powers conferred on the Assembly are startling, not to say
revolutionary, and the exercise of them will be watched with
interest.

•
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/cHAPTER XIII
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (THE. SMALLER UNITS}

ALL government is, at the present day, in a sense,
local; because the boundaries of each State, however
large, are at least supposed to be fixed, and the State
cannot exercise authority beyond them, except by
toleration. And it is really very difficult, in writing
of a large and composite State, to be quite strict in the
use of the term ' local government' ; for instance,
many writers describe the government of a single
colony, or even group of colonies, though they may be
of vast extent, as ' local,' to distinguish it from the
Imperial government in London.
MEANING OF ' LOCAL GOVERNMENT '

But what is specially meant by ' local' government
is the government of small areas, such as counties,
boroughs, and parishes, in which the inhabitants may
at least be assumed to be in more or less daily contact
with one another, and to realize clearly their common
interests. This is the strength of local government.
Its weakness is, that it is apt to have no concern with
wider interests outside its local area. Formerly,
local government was also distinguished from central
government by the fact that its duties were concerned
mainly with economic and sanitary matters; while
the central government occupied itself mainly with
military and judicial affairs. The great increase in
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the activities of the central governments, all over the
civilized world, which has taken place recent years,
has, however, tended to make this distinction illE~anm~i~
less·
draw.

t
STRONG IN ENGLAND

The United Kingdom, and especially England, was,
at one time, emphatically a land of, lo~l institutions.
Settled in the days when the means of intercourse
over wide spaces were few and difficult, by a primitive
people with no experience of civilized government,
it naturally became a country of strong local interests,
whose scattered little communities were absorbed in
their own affairs, and knew little, if anything, beyond
their own boundaries. Their isolation is attested
by many unmistakeable signs ; one of the most striking
being the fact that, until so late as the eleventh or
twelfth century, one village might be in the throes
of a famine, whilst another, not forty miles away,
had a surplus of corn. People living in the east of
England could hardly understand the speech of those
living in the west. An old English poem speaks of it
as common practice to shoot at sight any stranger who
came over the village boundary without blowing his
horn. In the thirteenth century, a law provided that
any stranger entering a town between sunset and sunrise should be arrested and detained till morning, and
that any stranger lodging in the suburbs must be under
the guarantee of his host. Much of the Englishman's
aptitude for self-government is, doubtless, due to this
long history of local isolation.
NOT SO THE COLONIES

The present colonies, at any rate the great self.
governing Dominions, of the British Empire have, on the
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other hand, been settled by people with a long tradition
of civilized government, a certain familiarity with
wide ideas, and enormously improved means of communication. Roads, railways, telegrams, and the
daily newspapers, bring the settler in the Canadian
backwoods or the Australian 'bush' intf.> far closer ,
intercourse with Europe than it was possible for the
farmer of East Essex to maintain with London a
thousand years ago. Consequently, though many of the
Dominion settlements are remote from one another
and the centre of government, the settlers look rather
to Toronto, or Melbourne, or Johannesburg, for guidance and assistance, than to their nearer neighbours;
and local institutions have made comparatively little
progress in the British colonies. Nevertheless, as
settlement becomes closer, these are likely to develope;
and, in any case, a study of the government of the
Empire would hardly be complete without some
description of the local government system of England.
f.

ITHE TOWNSHIP OR PARISH

The unit, or smallest group, of local government in
England is, and has been from the dawn of English
history, t.h.e. township, village, or parish. Whether
the colonization of England at once took this form,
or whether townships were formed by sub-settlement
from larger groups, it is impossible to say. Above
them stood, in ancient England, the hundred, comprising an uncertain number of townships, and, above
the hundred again, the shire or county, comprising
several hundreds. The origin of the hundred is even
more mysterious than that of the township; for it is
clear that the township was a community formed or
developed for the purpo!e of carrying on agriculture,
while the hundred had no such obvious object. About
the origin of the shires or coullties, something a little
more definite is known. Some of them, undoubtedly,
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such as Wiltshire, Somersetshire, and
tribal settlements which
Kingdoms.

were

carved
militarv reasons ·
being,
effect, the areas
defended
their
county towns. It will be found, in fact, that in these
counties the county town, from which the shire takes
its name, is usually situated near the centre, or in an
important strategical position; while there is no such
rule in the older or tribal shires, which sometimes
seem to have no fixed capitals.
This primitive arrangement of parish, hundred, and
shire or county, which came into greater prominence
when the Heptarchic Kingdoms were consolidated
into a single Kingdom (p. I), is still the key to the
scheme of local government in England; though the
ancient institution of the hundred has ceased to be
of practicalimportance, beingreplaced bythe' district,'
while the growth of ' boroughs,' or urban areas of
dense population, with advanced rights of selfgovernment, has somewhat obscured it. Moreover,
and as a result of the same growth of population, we
have a cross-division between 'urban' and 'rural'
areas, e.g. urban parish, urban district, and borough,
as distinguished from rural parish, rural district, and
county. But the distinction is not complete or systematic ; and there is, as we shall see (pp. 340-341),
one very puzzling kink in it. The system is, in fact,
characteristically English.
THE VILLAGE GROUP

The parish or, to be strictly correct, the' civil parish'
(as distinct from the purely ecclesiastical parish) is
the ancient township, or agricultural settlement of
small peasant farmers, self-supporting, co-operative,
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and isolated in the midst of its open :fields. Whether
it was originally self-sown, or settled by a person in
authority, is a much-disputed question ; certainly from
the eleventh century, or even earlier, the average
township or • village' (as the Normans called it) has
been much under the control of a' lord' or1• landlord,'
whose powers have varied from time to time. But
some historians believe that this person, ancient as
is his character, was an interloper into the original
independent township, whose presence has not been
an unmixed benefit. Certain it is, that the township,
or village, though originally a community of persons
working on a common plan of intermixed strips in
the great arable fields of the township, became first,
about the eleventh century, a group of dependents
or serfs ' holding of ' a lord, according to feudal ideas,
and finally, as the result of the ' enclosures' which
went on from the sixteenth to the eighteenth, a mere
body, first of owners ('yeomen'), then of tenants, each
working his own block of land with hired labour in
his own way, or, later, under the terms of an express
bargain between himself and his landlord, from whom
he has taken it on a 'tenancy,' long or short. But
the still binding effect of the ' custom of the country '
(p. I5) points strongly back to the older state of affairs.
THE

I

MANOR ,

It was natural that the spread of feudal ideas, above
described, should exercise a depressing influence on
the villages, which, whether they ever had a regular
' moot,' or meeting, or not, had undoubtedly some
means of discussing their common affairs. These then
passed, very largely, into the hands of the lord's court
or courts, held in his hall, by himself or his steward,
where the ' homage,' or body of tenants, ' presented '
the various offences against the custom of the township or ' manor' (as it came generally to be
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called), and where, as existing tenants died or transferred their holdings. their heirs or
• admitted ' to succeed them. And,
1ts
from the
the fourteenth
broke up the """'·""'·'u'u
system of f'erf-labour, and started the movement
favour of enclosures, what little common business
remained to be discussed, seems to have been discussed
in the ' vestry ' or robing room qf the church, probably
under the influence of the parish priest.
THE ' VESTRY '

The influence of the vestry meeting seems to have
grown with the Reformation; and when the great
Elizabethan system of poor relief was founded in the
sixteenth century, it was on the parish that the burden
of carrying it out was cast. The overseers of the
parish (probably nominated at the vestry meeting)
levied a rate on all householders of the parish, for the
double purpose of setting the able-bodied poor on
work (whence the name' workhouse'), and of relieving
the indigent incapable, and expended the sum thus
raised for the maintenance of the poor of the parish.
The Justices of the Peace (pp. '27I~27J), whose duties in
connection with wages and apprenticeship had been
enormously increased by the Statutes of Labourers
which followed on the Great Plagl1e, or ' Black Death,'
were entrl1sted with .supervision of the system throughout their counties. But the main burden fell, as has
been said, upon the parish officials; and an indelible
mark of this fact is the legal definition of a civil parish
at this day, as 'a place for which a separate poor
rate is or can be made, or for which a separate overseer
is or can be appointed.'
PooR LAW REFORM
Poor relief is,. therefore, really th.e hj.stopcal basis
of modern local government in England; for the
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Elizabethan system was· hardly in order when new
tasks, such as the provision and repair of roads and
ditches, were thrown upon it. Unfortunately, owing
to its historical connection with a severe repression of
' vagabondage,' and to the irregular growth of population in the second half Of the eighteenth Cf!ntury, the
·• Poor Law system got into a bad state of waste and
immorality; and one of the first cares of the Reformed
Parliament of 1832 was, to make radical alterations
, ... in it. The parish still remained as the unit of liability,
. i.e. each parish was supposed to support its own
· ' settled poor,' and its overseers still ' struck' a rate,
But, subject to a nominal control by the Justices of the
Peace, the real management of poor relief was placed
in the hands of Boards of Guardians of the Poor,
elected for a group of contiguous parishes called a
'Un,ion' (which name. thus became equivalent, in
popular language, to ' workhouse'), who jointly
administered poor relief for all the parishes in the
Union. For some time longer, the pretence of separate
parish liability was kept up; but from the year I865
the poor of the Union have been' pooled,' i.e. maintained out of a fund levied by rates on each parish
on a uniform plan, according to the value of its land
and buildings, regardless of which parish of the Union
they were settled in. ThlJ?Jll.C::I?Cl.l}?llt:f?.!ggdns a rating,
but nota managing 'body, for PoorLaw purposes.
DECAY OF THE RURAL PARISH

In densely populated areas, which demanded much
provision of water-supply, lighting, street-paving, and
other public conveniences, this change in the Poor
Law system made little difference-indeed in large
towns the parish authorities remained overloaded
with work. But in the rural areas, which do not
require such elaborate provision, and in which a single
parish could hardly be trusted to manage such import~
ant matters as sanitation and road-making, these
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latter duties were usually entrusted to larger districts,
under Local Improvement Boards or Turnpike Trusts;
while the single
:fdl much into the background, the
largely
a mere
COUNCILS

In
I894, h""'"'~'"'.,.
to revive rural life by the
of ' parish
in all rural parishes having a popula:tion of 300, and
in less populous parishes or groups of parishes which
d~mand them. These councils are elected, once every
persons
three years, by the ' parochial
on the Local Government Register, which contains
prim~ facie, at present, the names of all male owners
of land worth five pounds a year in the parish, and all
male 1 lodgers, occupying rooms worth ten pounds a
year unfurnished, and all resident householders, and
all occupiers of land worth ten pounds a year in the
parish, male or female. The precise numbers of the
councillors are fixed in each case by the County Council
(p. 36r) ; and their meetings, which must not be less
than four in the year, are presided over by an elected
Chairman or Chairwoman. But the parish council
cannot proceed to business unless three members are
present.
THEIR PowERs

The powers of a parish council are, in theory,
numerous. It is a • corporation,' or legal person, and
can therefore hold property, either in land or movables;
subject to the rule that no corporation can acquire
land without the authority of a statute or a licence
from the Crown. 1 It has taken over, generally, the
1 By the new Reform Act these complexities are abolished, and
the local government" franchise can be claimed by all occupants
(male or fen1ale) of .la,qd or premises, and by the wives, being thirty
years of age, of res~c:lentoccupiers.
a This is the rule of • mortmain,' which, originally devised to
apply to the Church, was afterwards extended to all corporations.
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to strictly ecclesiastical matters, as well as that of the
old churchwardens, who, by virtue of various statutes
of the nineteenth century, had a good many lay duties
entrusted to them. It has succeeded to the power,
nominally exercised by the Justices of the/eace, but ,
really by the vestry, of appointing overseers of the
poor, who are compellable to serve, but "YlJ.Oseduties are
mainly confined to the levying of rates to satisfy
' precepts ' addressed to them by the Guardians of
the Poor (p. 340), and the county authorities. The
parish council also appoints school managers of a
public elementary school within its parish in different
proportions, according to whether it is a 'provided' or
'non-provided' school (p. 264) ; and it appoints and
dismisses assistant overseers, i.e. paid assistants of
the overseers, where these are necessary. It watches
the use of the charity funds of the parish (other than
those which are purely ecclesiastical), and is entitled
to complain of any proposed diversion of them. It
maintains and repairs footways in the parish, and
views with a jealous eye any attempt to divert or
stop them. It has a good deal to do with the provision
and management of allotments-i.e. small patches of
land cultivated as market gardens-and with recreation
grounds. It may make representations about insanitary dwelling-houses, and compel a medical inspection and report; and it may complain to the County
Council if the sanitary authority (pp. 346-353) neglects
its duties in the matters of water-supply or repair of
highways.
~ ADOPTIVE ' ACTS

These powers belong to all parish councils ; but some
rural parishes have more ambitious ideas, and adopt·
the permissive powers offered by certain Acts of
Parliament on condition that there is an express
demand for them. Formerly, such demands were
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made by the 'inhabitants' ; now they are made by
the ' parish meeting,' which entrusts the
of them to the parish council. Such schemes include
the
of
and
'\'V<L;.;HJLLVt.!::OC;>, .:md road
'

I
PARISH MEETINGS
The ' parish meeting/
alluded to, is the primary
assembly of the rural parish, and consists of the
' parochial electors' (p. 337), i.e. persons who elect
the parish council, if there is one (p. 337). In parishes
which have councils, the powers of the parish meeting
(which must be held once a year, in March, after
six p.m.) will be mainly confined to electing the
council and criticizing its work, and resolving to
adopt the • adoptive Acts' above referred to, and the
sanctioning of any proposed expenditure by the council
involving a· rate of more than threepence in the
pound of the annual value of the land in the parish,
as assessed for rating purposes. But where there is
no parish council, the parish meeting must be held
twice a year ; and it then exercises the powers of a
parish council above described in the matter of the
duties formerly belonging to the vestry, the appointment of overseers, assistant overseers, school managers,
and charity trustees, and the stopping-up of footpaths.
But its power of incurring expenses (other than those
under ' adoptive' Acts) is limited to a sixpenny rate;
and it cannot raise any loan on the security of parish
property without the approval of its county council
and the Ministry of Health. Moreover, neither the
parish council nor the parish meeting levies its own
rates i it sends a precept to the overseers, who include
the amount claimed in the county rates.
THE URBAN PARISH

It seems, at first sight, not a little curious, tha~ the
same statute which erected the elaborate machmery
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of parish councils in rural parishes, should have
apparently ignored the existence of urban parishes,
which are, presumably, still more in need of local
government. But the mystery is explained by the
fact, that the Local Government Act of 1894 was also
concerned with setting up a great unifor~ system of
sanitary districts, urban and rural,and that, in the
majority of cases, the urban (sanitary) district outside
a borough (p. 346) is really an old urba.n parish, which,
having passed through an intermediate stage of a
Local Improvement District, under a Board of Commissioners or Trustees, now blossoms out into a fullblown urban district, which, having large powers as
such, does not also need parochial machinery or power.
Leaving for the present these sanitary districts, let
us look for a moment at the next step on the ladder
of local government, viz. the Board of Guardians of
the .Poor, before alluded to (p. 336).
Tim UNION

The Poor Law Union, as its name implies, is a union
of parishes, not necessarily all rural or all urban.
But whereas the rural parishes of a Union do not
elect special Guardians on the Board (being represented
thereon by the persons whom they elect to the rural
district council of whose district the parish forms
part (p. 346) ), the urban parish, which usually has its
own district council, has to elect special Guardians
(the number fixed by the Ministry of Health) to the
Board of the Union of which it forms a part. Thus,
in a mixed Union, the Rural District Council will
be the Board of Guardians minus the representatives of
the urban parishes, who will be Guardians only, and
not, as such, district councillors. Inasmuch as both
district councillors and Guardians are elected by
electors having precisely the same qualifications, being
the' parish electors' (p. 337) in each case, this difference,
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though perhaps inevitable in the existing scheme of
local government, m::Jy
be described as a 'kink.'
Neither sex nor
for
Guardian;
a:; a matter
work is done on Boards of
women. Jfut no one can be
unless
or she is
within the Union.
PooR FtELIEF
The work of Boards of Guardians is, as has been said
(p. 336), the management and distribution of the very
large sum annually expended in the relief of poverty
by the State. The importance of their position lies
in the fact, that every destitute person has a right to
relief in the Union in a parish of which he has his
' settlement,' i.e. to which he is attached by birth,
residence, or other qualification. Such a right naturally entails great responsibilities on the Poor Law
authorities; and a careless compliance with it nearly
brought the country to bankruptcy at the end of the
eighteenth century. Still, even in r834, the date of
the passing of the great Poor Law Amendment Act,
there was no widespread desire to deny the existence
of the right; it was only determined (and, even that,
in the face of strong opposition) to restrict very severely
the conditions of its exercise.
' OUTDOOR RELIEF •

The great means chosen was, in addition to the
substitution of Guardians of the Union for the parish
overseers, the substantial suppression of ' out-door
relief,' i.e. the payment of money or the supply of
goods to paupers who continue to live in their own
homes. The sentimental arguments in favour of such
a practice are attractive; the administrative arguments appeal to the inherent laziness of human nature.
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But it is a practice which lends itself to the grossest
abuses; unless it is, as in the case of the Old Age
Pensions system (which is not administered through
the Guardians of the Poor), a deliberate and uniform
scheme, not dependent for its working on the caprice
or corruption of local bodies and officiali- Outdoor
relief may, however, still be granted in ~xceptional
cases, such as those of widows, women deserted by their
husbands, and sick persons ; and a certain number of
payments made by the Guardians to other bodies on
behalf of persons in receipt of poor relief, though not
usually classed under this head, properly speaking
belong to it.
' INDOOR RELIEF ,

But the great bulk of the money expended by the
Guardians goes in the maintenance of workhouses
and similar institutions in which 'indoor relief' is
administered. It is satisfactory to find that the
working of the Old Age Pensions system, as well as
the increased prosperity of the working classes brought
about by the great war, has substantially diminished,
during the past few years, the amount expended on
poor relief; and it must not be forgotten, that a good
deal of the legal liability for the maintenance of poor
persons falls upon their relatives. If these persons
satisfy their liabilities, the Guardians have, naturally,
no say in the matter ; but if they do not, and the
expense of maintaining the poor persons falls on the
Guardi<ms, the latter take steps to recover this expense
from the persons primarily liable.
OTHER DUTIES OF GUA.RD~ANS .: . VACCINATION

In addition to their primary duties as dispensers of
poor relief, the Guardians of the Poor have one or
two .other spheres of activity. J'hey are the auJ:hority
for the enforcement of the Vaccination Acts~ every
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Poor Law Union being a 'vaccination area.' This
somewhat unpopular duty they
through specially qualified officials, subject
the numerous loop~
holes open to ~.:onscientious objectors.
BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND MARRIAGES

Poo~ Law Union is
the local area
registration of birth~, deaths, and marriages, which
has been compulsory since I874; and the clerk to the
Guardians is usually the Superintendent Registrar,
while the Guardians appoint, for the various sub~
districts, Registrars whose duties as marriage officers
are responsible and important. The superintendence
of the registration system is, however, not entrusted
directly to the Ministry of Health, but to the RegistrarGeneral's department in London, which is a nonpolitical department under the Board.
POOR LAW OFFICIALS

For the performance of its numerous duties, a Board
of Guardians requires, in addition to those named
above, a staff of clerical and professional officials,
such as medical and relieving officers, and masters
and matrons of workhouses. We have previously
alluded (p. 252) to the compromise between self-government and central control which secures the efficiency
and independence of such persons. The officials are
appointed by the Guardians, subject to qualifications
laid down by Parliament or the Ministry of Health;
but they can only be dismissed with the consent of
the Ministry of Health. The Registrar-General can,
however, dismiss the registration officials.
PooR-RATEs

Finally, in order to raise the money required to
discharge its heavy responsibilities, a Board of
Guardians has substantial powers, in the matter of
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levying rates. The ' poor-rate' is, as has been said
(p. 335), teaJly the centre point of modern local government in England; but the methods of raising it have
varied from time to time. The process still begins
with the overseers of the parish (p. 335); they have
to draw up annually a list of the rateable properties
within the parish, with the value at wh\ch each is '
assessed for the purposes of the Poor Law. This list
is sent to a specially appointed Union Assessment
Committee of the Guardians, annually elected by them:
and this Committee proceeds to hear any objections
which may be made to the valuation of a particular
property, or the omission of a property from the list. 1
When the list is finally settled by the Committee, it
becomes the Valuation List for the year; and the
combined Valuation Lists of all the parishes in the
Union becomes, subject to a right of appeal to the
Justices of the Peace by any aggrieved objector, the
basis of the assessment of the poor-rate for the Union.
The Guardians, having estimated the amount of money
which will be required to enable them to discharge
their duties during the next year, after obtaining a
formal allowance of the rate by the Justices in sessions,
then serve a ' precept ' or demand upon the overseers
of each parish in the Union for a proportionate part of
such amount ; and the overseers proceed to assess
the payment of the sum required upon the various
properties in the parish Valuation List, and to collect
the amount accordingly, usually in equal half-yearly
instalments, from the occupiers, or, in some cases, the
owners, of the respective properties.
UNPOPULARITY OF PooR-LAW SYSTEM

It would hardly be fair to leave the subject of poor
relief without alluding to the widespread prejudice
against the administration of the system which has,
1 It is obvious that if A's property is omitted from the list, B's
wiil be more highly rateu.
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unfortunately, grown up, and which undoubtedly
deprives it of much of its value. The original dislike
of the system, due to its association with a harsh
and the
of
to die away

the eighteenth century,

was almost
or scale
by the local Justices of Berkshire
1795,
whereby any deficiency in the wages received by the
labouring man was made good by a grant out of the
rates, varying with the price of bread. Unfortunately,
this crude attempt at State Socialism turned out in
practice to be merely a device for enabling farmers
to obtain cheap labour at the cost of the rate-payers;
and, as has been said, it nearly brought financial ruin
on the country. The necessary reforms of 1834
caused, however, great resentment among the working
classes, as well as among those numerous people who
put sentiment before common. sense; and this resentment was strengthened, undoubtedly, by the harsh
conduct of many of the smaller workhouse officials,
who mistookoppression for economy. More than once
the new reforms were in grave danger ; and, though
they have weathered the storm, and though much
thoroughly beneficent work is done by the Boards of
Guardians, the feeling alluded to has not only resulted
in a large amount of spasmodic and ill-regulated
' charity' (so-called), but has also had the effect of
depriving the Poor Law authorities of the administration of certain modern institutions which, on all
grounds of reason, ought to have been entrusted to
them, e.g. Old Age Pensions and provision for unemployment (pp. 252, 35I). It may be said, of course, that
in a happier social system, the need for a vast scheme
for the relief of poverty would be non-existent ; and the
social reformer is entitled to regard the Poor Law system
as a blot on the countrv, and to look forward with
hope to its disappearance, now definitely threatened.

bf the famous ' Speenhamland Act,'
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Closely connected, as we have seen (p. 340), with
the Poor Law Union, is the sanitary qjst_r!ct. But
the connection is arbitrary, and is now tending to
disappear. The sanitary district is really: the result
of the great. movement in favour of pu~lic health
conditions which was produced, or, at 1east, stimu~
lated, in the middle of the nineteenth century, by the
'visitations of the cholera, and which led to the passing
of the great :public Health Act of 1848, now superseded
by the Act.of 1875 and its amendments. The urban
and rural sanitary districts created under the pro~
visions of t.hese .Acts have been. systematized by the
Local G9yernment Act of 1894; and each has its
elected council, chosen by the parochial electors and
residents in the same manner as Boards of Guardians,
and holding office for three years, but retiring by thirds
in each year. Men and women are equally eligible.
!uRBAN AND RURAL DISTRICTS

.

But, whereas the ordinary' urban district ' is simply
and solely a sanitary unit, usually (as has been said) an
old urban parish, the council of everyordinarymunicipal
borough (p. 364) is the urban sanitary authority for
all parishes within its boundaries, while the rural
sanitary district is such part of a Poor Law Union as
is not comprised in any urban parish or district, and
the rural district councillors are also the Guardians
for their respective parishes. Thus, as has also been
pointed out (p. 340), where a Poor Law Union is entirely
rural, its District Council and Board of Guardians are
one and the same body, though performing different
duties; where the Union contains both urban and
rural parishes, the Board of Guardians comprises the
rural district council plus specially elected Guardians
for the urban parishes.
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But the sanitary districts systematized by the Local
Government Act of
are not now
• sanitary •
authorities in the
sense of
have taken over the
bodies,
as Highway
and
Boards, and, as we have seen
inlsome cases, of
School Boards; the object
being
reduce as far as possible the number of local
authorities, and consolidate various powers in the
hands of those which remain. Only it must be remembered, that there is
for obvious reasons, a
great difference between the limited powers of a rural
authority, and the more extensive powers of an urban
authority ; whether the latter be a borough council
or a specially elected urban counciP Still, the powers
of the two classes are so closely parallel, that it will
save time to deal with them together, merely pointing
out important differences. The subjects with which,
they deal may conveniently be grouped under seven
heads.
(r) Highways.-There has been a steady tendency,
for upwards of a century, to transfer the control,
repair, and making of roads, from the parish and the
landowner (the original parties liable) to the larger
units; and it may now be said, generally, that these
duties rest, except so far as' main roads ' are concerned,
on the sanitary district authorities. The distinction
between a 'main road' under the jurisdiction of the
county authorities, and a ' highway ' under the juris~
diction of the district authorities, appears to be somewhat arbitrary 2 ; but it should be remarked that a
1 To complete our view of sanitary authorities, we should
take account of the special ' Port ' sanitary authorities, about
sixty in number. But these require special constitution; and their
powers are so varied, that they do not lend themselves to general
description.
2
Apparently all former ' turnpike roads ' are main roads, and
all roads declarej to be such by the county authorities at the
request of the S:J.nihry authorities,
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district council may, if it likes, insist on maintaining,
with the assistance of a grant from the county rates,
that portion of any main road which passes through
its district. A curious legal difierence between
urban and rural district authorities is, however, to
be found in the fact that, while the surface of the
highways in an urban district is actually t~ property
of the district council, the rural council has merely
the control and management of the highways in its
district. This difference, though apparently technical,
is not without importance.
(2) Sewers and Drains.-Though the words' sewer'
and ' drain ' are used indifferently by most people,
the legal difference is that, whereas a' drain' is merely
a pipe used to carry off refuse from a single building
or block of buildings, or a pipe under the control of
a special road authority, a 'sewer' includes any
'channel for carrying off refuse except a drain. The
sewer is, therefore, usually made (or, at least, taken over)
and maintained by the sanitary authority; while the
drain is made and maintained by the owner or tenant
of the building, under the supervision and control
of the sanitary authority. A sewer may, therefore,
be an open ditch or cut, and, in rural districts, frequently is so. Every sanitary authority is also responsible for supervising the domestic sanitation of its
district; and an urban sanitary authority may also
provide urinals and similar accommodation at the
public expense. Finally, every sanitary authority
may, and, if required by the Ministry of Health,
must, undertake, by its own servants or through
contractors, the removal and proper disposal of refuse
of a miscellaneous kind (' dustbin ' rubbish) from
houses.
(3) Disease.-The sanitary authority also enforces
the Regulations from time to time made by the
Ministry of Health to prevent the spread of infectious diseases among huiT?-ans. The powers which it
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thus exercises include the visitation and inspection of
suspected houses, and the compulsion upon medical
to
practitioners and heads of
of infectious
also, if it sees
and undertake itself the disinfection of houses. It
may inspo'lct, and order the destruction
exposed for sale which is unfit for human consumption; and it may inspect and condemn adulterated
articles, even though they are not necessarily injurious
to health.
(4) Water-Supply.-The actual supply of water for
domestic and industrial purposes is still mainly in
the hands of private enterprise; but, where no adequate supply is thus forthcoming, an urban sanitary
authority may provide it, or contract for its provision,
and charge the cost by a rate on the houses or buildings supplied. Moreover, every rural sanitary authority must see that there is a due supply of water
to every dwelling-house in its district, and must, if
there is not, provide and inspect periodically a supply
to such house, if it can be done at a cost not exceeding
two pence a week ; and a duty to the same effect may
be imposed by the Ministry of Health on an urban
authority. Moreover, any sanitary authority may
take steps to prevent the fouling of the water supply
of its district by sewage, poisonous escapes, and other
nuisances.
(5) Housing of the Working C!asses.-One of the
most important developements of State policy in recent
years has been the increased attention paid to the
improvement and supply of working-class dwellings ;
and the enforcement of this policy is left mainly to the
sanitary authorities. Every sanitary authority must
periodically inspect the houses in its district with a
view to discovering those unfit for human habitation,
may order the repair of defects, and, if this order is
not complied with, may compel the demolition of the
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building. Moreover, when buildings are being demol·
ished, the sanitary authority may, with the sanction of
the Ministry of Health, take up a scheme for the
better re-arrangement of the area in question, and
contribute part of the cost out of its funds. An urban
sanitary authority may go further, and undertake the
destruction of an unhealthy area, and,, with the ,
authority of the Ministry of Health, publish and carry
out a scheme for that purpose ; while any sanitary
authority which adopts Part III of the Housing of
the Working Classes Act, may provide and manage
tenements or cottages for the housing of the working
population, and a rural authority may be compelled
to take steps in that direction. Finally, by the Housing
and Town Planning Act of rgog, any borough or other
sanitary authority may agree with. the promoters of a
scheme for securing the sanitary and artistic develope~
ment of a district against the vandalism of private
enterprise; whether the district is a ' working-class '
district, or not. 1
(6) Education.-The council of every urban district
having a population of zo,ooo, or (in the case of a
municipal borough) ro,ooo, is the authority for providing, or ensuring the provision of, public elementary
and other education under the Act of 1902, previously
described (pp. 262-263). In this capacity, it appoints an
Education Committee, school managers, and attendance officials-i.e, persons whose duty it is to see that
children attend school in compliance with the requirements of the current Regulations. It also levies a
rate for these purposes through the overseers.
(7) Public Utilities and Amenities.-,Vnder this head
may be classed a miscellaneous group of powers which
belong to urban councils, such as the power to acquire
pleasure grounds and public walks, provide baths and
washhouses, and even (under certain conditions)
market~ buildings, public clocks a11d similar amenities.
1 By the Housing Acts of the year 1919, IgZI, and 1923, large
additional powers and duties have been conferred on district councils.
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An urban sanitary authority has also something to
provisions for safety
of
do with
the
an
public
urban district
ally, and one with a
of ro,ooo if so desired
it, had a'
committee ' for securing employment
of
under the Unemployed \IVorkmen's Act
of I905 (p. 345). But the provisions of this Act have,
largely, fallen into disuse; and it is not certain that
they will be revived.
BY-LAWS

In order to enable it to fulfil its duties, every sanitary
authority has, within strictly defined limits, the power
to make by-laws, or local statutes, binding on all
persons within its district, and regulations, usually on
matters of temporary interest, which affect only a
limited class of persons, such as the owners of land
in, or abutting on, a particular road. By-laws, as
befits their larger scope, require the sanction of the
Ministry of Health, or other central authority ; and
they must be published in such a manner as to become
generally known. They are enforced, by summary
process, before the magistrates (p. 276); but no penalty
above £5 can be imposed for a single offence against
them, or forty shillings a day for continuing offences.
DISTRICT OFFICIALS

Every sanitary authority has, also, in addition to
its elected Chairman (who is, ex officio, a Justice of the
Peace during his tenure of office), a clerk, and various
other officials to carry out its duties; but there is
a good deal of difference between urban and rural
authorities in this respect. Thus, whilst both must
have specially appointed Medical Officers and Inspectors of Nuisances (though the offices may be combined), only the urban authority need have a Surveyor;
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and he may also be the Inspector of Nuisances .. Moreover, the Clerk and Treasurer of a rural authority are
the same persons as the Clerk and Treasurer respectively of the Guardians of the Poor for the district ;
while the Mayor, Town Clerk, and Treasurer of a
municipal borough are Chairman, Clerk, and Treasurer
respectively of the local sanitary authority.•
•
SANITARY FINANCE

Finally, in respect of finance, there is likewise a good
deal of difference between urban and sanitary authorities. All sanitary councils are corporations, and can
acquire and hold, subject to the ru1e previously mentioned (p. 337, n. 2), all kinds of property, raise loans,
and impos~ rates. But, whereas an urban authority
directly assesses, levies, and collects its rates (either
' general district,' for general purposes, or ' private
improvement' on persons specially benefited by some
of its activities), a rural authority directs its precept
to the overseers of its constituent parishes, ordering
them to levy and collect, either a 'general' rate, out
of the poor-rate, payable by all the parishes, proportionately in accordance with their assessment, or
a ' special' rate from some particular parish or ' contributory place,' to cover expenses incurred for the
special benefit of that parish or place. These rates,
like the poor-rate (p. 344) are primarily payable by the
occupiers of the various premises in the district, subject
to a similar right of appeal (ultimately to Quarter
Sessions) to that described in dealing with the poor-rate
(p. 344). But the Public Health Act provides that
sanitCJ,!Y rates shall be levied only upon the occupiers
of agriciilbiral, pastoral, or horticultural areas in the
proportion of one quarter of those assessed on buildings; and this provision worked considerable hardship on the other rate-payers of the district, until, in
the year 1896, The Treasury, under the terms of the
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Agricultural Rates Act, which extended it to all local
rates, began to make grants to the Exchequer Contributions Account
362), to
the deficiency
loar1s

of

a total debt in anv case of more than
"' two
assessable value of the"
nor, vvithout a public enquiry, more than one year's. The
loan, when sanctioned, may be raised by debentures
or stock in the open market, or borrowed from the
Public Works Loan Commissioners under the provisions of the Local Loans Acts.
policy has recently been developed to .a considerable extent of
granting, not loans, but subsidies from The Treasury
in aid of the various activities of the sanitary
authorities; but these subsidies are generally now paid
t;hrough the County Councils (p. 36.2).
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT (continued):
AND BOROUGHS

THE COUNTIES

lT has been before explained (p. 333), that the county,
as an English institution, dates from before the Norman
Conquest. It is equally true, that the foundations
thus laid were greatly strengthened, and a firm political
structure erected upon them, by the genius of the
Anglo-Norman Kings, who converted the somewhat
vague institution of the ancient shire court into a solid
structure supporting the monarchy. So complete,
indeed, was their work, that of t:p.e ancient self-governing body but little remained at the close of the twelfth
century; and it was soon afterwards a matter of dispute
who exactly were the persons entitled, or (as the contemporary speech put it) bound, to attend the shire
court, whose ancient sessions, though they lingered
on for centuries, sank ever lower in practical importance, while the assembly of landowners to receive the
King's Justices on circuit (p. 279), or, later, the gatherings of freeholders to elect the Parliamentary ' Knights
of the Shire' (p. 138), or, later still, the quarterly
sessions of the Justices of the Peace (p. 279), grew more
and more conspicuous. The importance also of the
county as a militia centre, ever since the revival of
that arm in Tudor times, has been already mentioned
(p. 7). It is, indeed, only in quite recent times that
the institution of County Councils has made the
county once again a unit of real self-government.
354
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IN COUNTY GOVERNMENT

But the great changes
and

the twelfth

DECLINE OF THE SHERIFF

This official was the Sheriff (' shire-reeve'), the
royal claims long before the Norman
Conquest, but greatly strengthened in power by the
increase of those claims which the Conquest brought
about. By the middle of the twelfth century, the
Sheriff had become a great military, financial, judicial,
and police potentate, whose office tended to become,
in accordance with feudal ideas, hereditary. Fortunately for the unity of the kingdom, Henry II saw and
boldly challenged the growing danger ; and from his
Inquest, or enquiry into the misdeeds of the sheriffs,
in n7o, dates a change which has gradually rendered
the office, despite its picturesque trappings, one of little
realimportance, tl::tough of considerable responsibility.
Most of the Sheriff's financial duties were taken
over by the Exchequer officials (p. 3I), who directly
collected the growing revenue from Parliamentary
taxation. The Great Charter of I2I5 forbade the
Sheriff to act as a judge in his own county. The
institution of the Grand Jury (p. 277) had previously
deprived him of his most important duties as Crown
prosecutor. It is true, that the institution of Parliamentary elections in the thirteenth century (p. I46)
gave him a position as 'returning officer,' which he
still partly holds ; but this was more than counterbalanced, two centuries later, by the institution of
Lord Lieutenants, permanent royal officials at the head
of the militia or citizen forces of the county (p. 7),
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which had hitherto been led by the Sheriff. To the
Sheriff still remain only the execution of the judgments,
criminal and civil, of the King's Courts of Justice,
the summoning of juries, and the reception of and
attendance on the King's Judges on circuit, and a few
other miscellaneous duties. Most of these duties,
except the purely ceremonial ones, are pedormed by •
deputy ; but to the Sheriff attaches the unpleasant
liability of being personally responsible, unlike an
ordinary Government official, for every error of his
subordinates. Moreover, the office is compulsory and
unpaid; though it is, on the other hand, annual only.
THE CORONER

The Coroner is also an ancient county official, though
much less ancient than the Sheriff; being, apparently,
one of the checks devised at the end of the twelfth
century to counteract the power of that personage.
As his name implies, he is a royal official ; but, by
a very curious anomaly, his office early became
elective, though it was remunerated by substantial
fees; and it is only quite recent legislation that has
transferred the appointment of coroners to the County
Councils (p. 359). Unlike the office of Sheriff, too,
that of the Coroner is, in theory and practice, for life;
though he may be removed by the Lord Chancellor
or the Court, on conviction of an offence in the performance of his duties. These are, mainly, to hold
inquests, or enquiries, by a jury of not less than twelve
nor more than twenty-three 'good and lawful men,'
in all cases of sudden or unexplained death, and on
deaths in prison, a baby farm, or a lunatic asylum,
unless certain medical certificates are forthcoming, as
well as on 'treasure trove,' i.e. valuables believed
to have been buried for security, of which the
owner is unknown. In the latter case, the property,
if the owner still cannot be found, goes to the
Crown; while, as we have seen (p. 278), the verdict
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of murder or manslaughter found by a coroner's jury
against a named person may be made the basis of an
indictment.
OF

But
most important of all the county
from the •fourteenth century to the late nineteenth
were the Justices of the
or magistrates, who, as
we have also seen (p. 2JI), were created, soon after the
Barons' War, for the purpose of arresting malefactors
and sending them before the King's Justices of Assize,
and, somewhat later, of themselves hearing and
determining felonies and breaches of the peace. Of
their work in these capacities we have already spoken
(p. :276); but it should be remembered that, very soon
after their institution, a large number of administrative
duties, such as the fixing of labourers' wages, the
settling of disputes between masters and workmen, the
enforcement of the apprenticeship laws, the supervision of the Poor Law system (p. 335), the enforcement of the repair of roads and bridges, the issuing of
liquor and other licences, the inspection of gaols and
lunatic asylums, the preparation of voters' lists, the
administration of oaths, even some duties in respect
of education, and, above all, the control and management of the county police, began to be imposed upon
them. Some of these duties have now disappeared
altogether ; . others have .been transferred to the County
Councils to be hereafter (p.. 35.9) described. The control
of the county police is now in the hands of a Standing
Joint Committee, composed of Justices of the Peace
and county councillors in equal numbers. Still, the
Justices of the Peace have, in addition to their judicial
and strictly magisterial duties in Quarter and Petty
Sessions, and as examining magistrates, the very
responsible duty of issuing and r~newing licences, of
which the most important are those for the making
and sale of intoxicating liquors. New licences granted
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for such sales require confirmation by a Licensing
Committee annually appointed by Quarter Sessions ;
and the question of the renewal of any licence which
appears to the Licensing Justices to be unnecessary,
is referred by them to this Committee, which, if it
refuses to renew the licence, has to assess the compensation payable to the parties interested . .A striking •
consequence of the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act
of the year I9I9 is, that women are now being appointed Justices of the Peace in large numbers.
CLERK OF THE PEACE

The Clerk of the Peace, another ancient county
officer, need not detain us long. He was originally
appointed by the Lord Lieutenant, in the latter's
capacity of custos rotulorum, or guardian of the county
records, to take charge of all county documents, but
rapidly became the mouthpiece and business man of
the Justices of the Peace in their vast and miscellaneous
business. At one time, the property of the county
was deemed to be legally vested in him; for neither
the county itself, nor the Justices of the Peace, were
ever a' corporation ' or legal person. But the property
of the county has now (with certain unimportant
,exceptions) been transferred to the County Council;
!while the appointment of the Clerk of the Peace is
;vested in the Standing Joint Committee above referred
'to (p. 357}.
JUSTICES' CLERKS

Moreover, each Petty Sessional Division of the
Justices (p. 276) has its own clerk, who acts as its
mouthpiece and recorder for the Petty Sessional
Division, and is appointed by them, but paid by the
County Council. The Clerk of the Peace may not act
as clerk to any Petty Sessional Division in his county;
nor may any Justices' Clerk act as Clerk to the
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Guardians of any Poor Law Union in which any part
of his Petty Sessional Division is situated.
COUNTY COUNCILS

So
of the county was done
from, and at the pleasure
hard1y be said
a self-governing institution,
in the ::;trict sense. No doubt, in selecting Justices
of the Peace for appointment, considerable attention
was paid to local claims· and, as a matter of fact,
in recent years, no Justice the Peace has been removed
from office, except on grounds of personal delinquency.
But there was a good deal of feeling on the subject
of party appointments ; and, for that and other
reasons, it was determined by Par,ia1llynt,jn the
yeg,r :J:888, to set up a new system of representative
county councils, for the administration of county,
and especially financial, business. Accordingly there
is, for each county in England and Wales,! a Council
consisting of a number of members fixed by the
Ministry of Health, and containing representatives,
not only from the rural districts comprised within the
county, but also from such of the boroughs as are
not what are called ' county boroughs' (pp. 374-375).
Owing to the intricacies of electoral law, the right to
vote for the election of county councillors was, until
recently, somewhat obscure on some points; but the
new Reform Act, passed in rgr8, has very greatly
simplified matters, by giving to every occupant of land
of full age vvithin the county, irrespective of sex or
marriage, a vote, as well as to the wives, being over
thirty, of resident occupiers.
COUNTY DISTRICTS

The constituencies for the councils are either boroughs
1 Again, as so often, this statement of a general rule must be
qualified in detail. There are, as a matter of fact, 64 county councils
in England and Wales, thmJgh there are only sz historicalco:untiea,
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(other than 'county boroughs'), or 'county divisions':
each of which must be subdivided into ' wards' or
'districts,' so as to give one member to each.
COUNTY COUNCILLORS

Any person who is qualified to be a borough councillor (pp. 367-368) within the county, or wlto is a peer •
owning land within the county, or who is registered
as a parliamentary elector for the county by an ownership qualification, 1 is qualified to be elected a county
councillor; neither marriage nor sex being a bar.
County councillors are elected for three years ; and
all retire together.
COUNTY ALDERMEN

Besides ordinary councillors, however, a county
council comprises ' alderll1~:n,' one third in number of
t!1e ordinary councillors, and elected by them for a
period of six years, but retiring by halves, so that
there is an election of aldermen every three years.
The council has also a Chairman, elected annually
by the whole council. Both chairmen and aldermen
may be chosen from inside or outside the council, from
any persons qualified to be councillors; but if a
councillor is elected an alderman, his seat as an ordinary
councillor becomes vacant.
COUNTY OFFICIALS

The Clerk of the Peace for the county acts, as we
have said, as Clerk of the Council; but the County
Council has its own Treasurer, as well as its Medical
Officers of Health, Public Analysts, and other officials,
who are not only excluded from membership of the
council (as in the case of other local government
·
officials), but may not sit in Parliament.
1 This qualification has disappeared since the passing of the new
Reform Act, along with the ownership 1ranchise.

COUNTY COUNCILS
DUTIES OF COUNTY COUNCILS

The duties of the co11,nty council$! like tpose .of the
Justices of the Peace whose place. they have largely
taken, 1 are of a miscellaneous c.ha.racter. Thev comprise the control and maintenance of the ' main·, roads
"'in the counJy,
so far as these have been handed
over to the district councils
347), the prevention
of pollution of rivers, the conservancy of fish, the
enforcement of the Acts relating to the contagious
diseases of animals and the protection of wild birds,
the provision of pauper lunatic asylums, court houses,
and other offlcial buildings of the county, the safe
custody of the numerous records of the county, the
preparation and maintenance of the parliamentary
and local government electoral registers, and the
enforcement of the statutes relating to weights and
measures. Under the Education Act of 1902, the
County Council is the edU,cation authority throughout
its county; except for boroughs containing at least
ro,ooo inhabitants, and urban districts containing at
least zo,ooo. In this capacity, it appoints an Educa~
tion Committee, as well as enforces attendance and
provides school buildings, in manner previously described (p. 263). The County Council has a good
deal to do with supervising the work of, and settling
disputes (such as boundary questions) between, the
smaller local government divisions within its area.
Finally, it has heavy and important duties with regard
to local finance.
COUNTY FINANCE

For the County Council has not, like most local
government authorities, merely to provide for 1ts
own financial needs. It has also to provide, to a large

.
J

t Of course it should not. be. fo. rgot.te.n t·h·a·t a Justic. e of the Peaco
rna.y be, and irequently.is,.el~M;ted.as a..GOuJlty councillor.
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extent, for the wants of other official bodies. Thus,
the education authorities (other than the boroughs and
urban districts), the local judicial authorities, i.e. the
Quarter and Petty Sessions (p. 276), and the police
authorities (other than the boroughs having their own
separate police forces), a:lllook to the County Council
for their expenses. Moreover, a very important branch •
of the County Council's financial duties consists in the
receipt and distribution of the Exchequer Contribution
Account, that is, the large sums of money granted by
the Imperial Treasury for various specifi~d purposes,
such as education, road maintenance, small holdings,
and sanatoria. Some of these, notably the large
grants for education purposes, police purposes, and in
relief of agricultural rates (pp. 352-353}, are 'made by
direct subvention ; others, such as the proceeds from
• local taxation licences' (p. 220), are collected by the
county authorities, and carried (subject to the claims
of The Treasury) to their Exchequer Contribution
Accounts, which are earmarked for specific purposes.
The magnitude of these transactions may be gathered
from the fact that, in the year rgrz-13, the total sums
thus received by the county authorities (including the
'county boroughs') was nearly fzz,ooo,ooo.
To meet the requirements thus charged on the
county councils, beyond the Exchequer grants and
the income from the not very large amount of county
property vested in the councils, and a small miscellaneous income from fines, fees, and similar casualties,
the councils have power to raise money by two chief
means, viz. loans for permanent expenditure, and rates
for annual outgeings.
CouNTY LOANS

County loans, which can Pnly be raised with the
consent of the Ministry of .Health, . and must not,
without the consent of Parliament, except for small
holdings, exceed one-tenth of the rateable value

COUNTY FINANCE

of the land and buildings within the county, are raised
by the issue of ' county stock,' or by debentures or
annuities under the Local Loans Acts, or by mortgage;
and
must be made
instalments
extending over a period
though the instalments
""lating or' sinking' fund.
COUNTY RATES

For the purpose of levying rates, the County Council
has its own Assessment Committee, which may or may
not accept the valuation of the Union Assessment
Committee (p. 344); in fact, it usually does not, to
avoid jealousies between the different Unions in the
county. Having ascertained its probable requirements for the ensuing half-year, the Council directs a
'fair and equal' rate to be assessed on each parish
in the county (other than those within 'county
boroughs'), and sends a precept to the Guardians of
the Union in which such parish is situated, who direct
the overseers to levy it along with, and in the same
manner as, the poor-rate (p. 344). But considerable
complication is caused by the fact that, .quite apart
from the ' county boroughs' (which are outside the
sphere of the county councils' jurisdiction), there are
other privileged boroughs, some of which have their
own Quarter Sessions and separate police forces, whilst
others have separate police forces only ; for the parishes
in these do not contribute to the Quarter Sessions or
police expenses of the county, as the casemay be. It
is not surprising, therefore, to find that every county
council must, at the beginning and in the middle of
each financial year, make a systematic survey of its
financial resources, prepared by its Finance Committee,
and that no payment (except under an Act of Parliament or order of a competent Court) can be made without an order of the council signed by three members
of this committee, nor can any liability exceeding

24
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£5o be incurred without an estimate submitted by
the committee.
BoROUGHS

Last, but, from the point of view of self-government, highest in the scheme of English local institu~.
tions, comes the borough. We have a!ready seen
(p. 27) that, by ways the origin of which is obscure,
many towns or ' townships,' 1 or groups of towns or
townships, in ancient England had, even before the
Norman Conquest, acquired, under the title of
' boroughs,' peculiar franchises or privileges, especially
in the matter of self-government, which made them
a class apart. The name ' borough,' which means a
strong, or fortified place, appears to give us a hint as
to the original character of these places'; but very
early they lost any special military character they
may once have had, and became noted chiefly as
industrial centres. As such, they (or some of them)
were, as we have seen, given special representation in
the Parliament of the thirteenth century; and this
peculiarity they continued to retain, with disastrous
results, as we have also seen {p. 139), both to their
parliamentary and their civic character, down to the
Reform Act of 1832. Since that date, parliamentary
and civic (or municipal) boroughs have become more
and more distinct ; until they now share little more
tb.~!}. ,",.tlJ,t:l ...1;1ame.
The parliamentary borough is
regulated by the Representa~ion of the People Acts,
and means little more than an urban area sending its
own member to Parliament. ':Lhe.. JP.uuicipa.lp.orough
t It is only a modern fashion which confines the name • town •
to a large centre of population, and contrasts it with a ' village!
For many centuries, ' town ' and ' village ' were the same thing ;
and a ' township ' was not a little town, but the area of a town or
village, or, in legal documents, the inhabitants of a tpwn or village.
s Even this derivation does not really help us to distinguish a.
borough from an ordinary town ; because a ' town ' or ' tun ' was,
originally, a stockaded or enclosed space.

BOROUGHS
is a special area of local self-government, regulated by
the MunicipalCorporations Acts, and h:wing an elaborate scbem.e of speciallocai
which ·we must
~w~~y

Municipal Corporations •11...ct of
with considerable amendments,
.. Reform A<;t of 1835·

~.

~

which re:-enacted,
MurJ.cipal

THE BoROUGH A ' CoRPORATION'

The first great distinction between a borough and
a county or other area of local government is, that it is,
and has for centuries been, a ' corporation,' or legal
person, capable of owning property, bringing actions,
being sued, and otherwise acting more or less as an
individual; whilst a county and a parish were and are
not. 1 This difference, dry and pedantic as it sounds
to the layman, is of immense interest, both historical
and practical, to the lawyer ; for he knows how
difficult it was to reach, and how important it was
in the growth of independent self-government. For
instance, one great reason why a considerable number
of boroughs have, notwithstanding the bad period of
corruption, contrived to acquire and retain very valuable property for civic purposes, is just because, being
' persons,' they could do so ; while the ' men ' of the
county or parish were a vague, uncertain body, with
no rights (though they had liabilities), which could not.
Again, county and parish councils can claim no powers
except those expressly conferred on them by statute;
because they are the creation of modern statutes which
define their powers. But many boroughs are very
ancient; and it has been decided, that the modern
sta:tutes and charters affecting them, though they
confer new powers, do not necessarily take away the
older ones, acquired by old charters or long usage
1 County and parish councils are corporations · but they are very
modern institutions.
·
'
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('prescription'). Thus, although a county council,
like a borough, has by statute power to make by-laws
'for the good rule and government' of its county, it
does not by any means follow, that any claim it may
put forward to exercise this power, will be judged by
the same standard as that applied to a similar claim
by an ancient borough. For, though all ne\VlY created •
boroughs have for centuries been created by royal
charters, which define their powers, some very ancient
boroughs exercise, by custom or 'prescription,' rights
for which no express authority can be shown.
The corporation of a borough consists of mayor,
aldermen, and burgesses ; the last being represented, for
almost all purposes of local government, by a council
elected by them. In common speech, the mayor,
aldermen, and council are spoken of as ' the corporation'; in strict law, they are only the governing body
of the corporation.
THE MAYOR

The mayor is elected annually by the members of the
council, not necessarily (though usually) from among
themselves, but from persons qualified to be councillors
(p. 367). He is not only chairman of the council at
all its meetings, but is entitled to precedence in the
borough on all occasions of municipal business; except
that, although he is, ex officio, a Justice of the Peace
for the borough during his year of office and the next,
he does not take precedence of the stipendiary magistrate (p. 373), if there is one. He may be, and often
is, allowed a sum of money out of the borough funds,
for the expenses of his office. There is a good deal of
ceremony about the office of Mayor, including robes,
mace, and other ancient symbols of authority.
ALDERMEN

The aldermen; one. third in number of .the ordinary
councillors, are elected by them and their fellow alder-

BOROUGH COUNCILS

men, for a period of six years ; one-half of them retiring
e,ye;r:y thfgg years. They arc membcrs of the council,
require the same qualifications as ordinary coun··
do mlt sit for
parliculc~.r '
'
cillors ; but
or electoral
of the
boroughs, it is
to
particular .,ward. Their only
to
be that of acting as 'returning officers (p. r46) at
ward elections; but they take precedence over ordinary councillors, and are sometimes distinguished by
a special costume. Like almost all other municipal
office-holders, they are re-eligible ; but they cannot,
as the Mayor can, be compelled to serve. Women are
eligible asr' aldR1'me11.'
THE COUNCILLORS

The borough council is a body consisting of such
multiple of three members as may be fixed by the
borough charter or Order in Council, elected for three
years by the burgesses, from their own ranks, A or from
persons who have resided for twelve months in the
botough. but retiring annually by thirds, so that there is
an election each year. They are elected by the' wards'
into which the borough is divided for election purposes; three (or a multiple ofthree) for each. But no
person in Holy Orders, nor the regular minister of a
dissenting congregation, nor any person directly or
indirectly interested in any contract with the council,
nor any bankrupt, nor person recently found guilty of
corrupt practices at an election (p. 150), can be elected
or sit; even though some of these may act as burgesses.
There is no disqualification of sex or marriage ; but
a councillor must have attained the full legal age of
twenty-one.
Municipal and all other local government elections are conducted under the provisions of
1 At least this has been so since the new Representation of the
People Act took effect. Formerly a councillor need not have quite
all the qualification!? of a burgess.
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the Ballot Act (p. 147), substantially in the same
manner as, and subject to similar restrictions to,
parliamentary elections.
TnE BuRGEssEs

The burgesses arc, substantially, the rate-payers of
the borough, male or female, of full legal age, and the.
wives, being of the age of thirty, of resident htepayers,
except aliens or persons under sentence for felony or
corrupt practices. In order to exercise their rights,·
they must be enrolled upon the 'local government
register,' which is annually made up by the Town
Clerk ; and their most important duty is to vote for
the election of councillors in the ward for which
they are registered. They are, however, as has
been said, part of the corporation, and, as such,
entitled to take part in town's meetings, and to make
representations, and otherwise protest, against any
injury to the borough property or privileges. Occasionally also, they must be consulted before the Council
commits itself to special expenditure (p. 369).
THE AUDITORS'

In addition to its mayor, aldermen, and council,
a borough has three auditors, for whom no parallel
is found in other local government bodies. One is
appointed annually by the mayor, from among the
members of the council ; the other two are elected
by the burgesses as a whole, from persons who are
qualified to be, but are not, members of the council,
nor acting as Town Clerk or Borough Treasurer.
Their duty is to audit half-yearly the accounts of the
borough, before they are submitted to the Ministry
of Health (p. 254).
BOROUGH OFFICIALS

Besides the Auditors, every borough P.as, as such,
a Town Clerk and a Treasurer ; and, as an urban
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sanitary authority, it has a Medical Officer of Health,
an Inspector of Nuisances, a Surveyor, and similar
officials (p. 35I). But these
are
by the council, and are
to those aftecting
except that they are not
in Parliament .
PoWERS OF COUNCIL

Fortunately, the numerous powers and duties of a
borough council can be largely disposed of by reference
to previous descriptions in this book. As an urban
sanitary authority, every borough council has the
powers and duties of an urban district council, including
the making of by-laws (p. 351). As an education
authority, the council of every borough of more than
Io,ooo inhabitants has the same powers and duties
as an urban district council whose district contains
more than :zo,ooo (p. 350). It has also special powers,
under the Town Police clauses Act of 1847, of regulating
traffic, preventing or extinguishing the. outbreak of
fires, and the licensing and control of hackney carriages,
which are exercis~d by some, though not all, ordinary
urban district councils. It may also, with the approval
of the burgesses, proceed to act on the provisions of
various' adoptive' Acts of Parliament, in the provision
of public libraries, baths and washhouses, and similar
public amenities (p. 350). But, beyond all this, it has
the general power of making by-laws' for the good rule
and government of the borough ' ; and, as has been
hinted (p. 366), its powers in this respect have received
a wide interpretation.
MUNICIPAL BY-LAWS

It is welt therefore, to notice that a by-law of this
kind, like that made under a similar power by a county
council, mqst be passed at a meeting at which two
thirds of the full council are present; and it has no
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effect until a copy of it has been affixed to the Town
Hall for forty days, and another sent to the Home
Office, which, within that time, may disallow it. On
the other hand, no by-law made by any other local
government authority has any force within a borough.
ENFORCEMENT OF BY-LAWS

•

•

The by-laws of a borough, like all by-laws of local
government authorities, are usually enforced by the
ordinary police force, whose members of various grades
often conduct in person prosecutions for breach of
them before the Justices of the Peace in Petty Sessions,
in the less important cases; though there is rather a
feeling against allowing a police constable to double
the part of witness and prosecuting counsel. But, as
t:e shall see in a moment, J:LQt..exS\r~ PQJ:Qp,gh has its
~'l:!LJ1,9Ji<;:~. i()J:9€? .; )Jl~!!Y. 9L them. are '.policed., by the
~cgiJ~!Y~ .. 9:11.cl. ~o~ tri bu ~e.. tq , 111.~ ,S9tp~ty ;p,Qltc;~ . rate.
Only, it is not generally known, that every borough is
bound to keep in reserve a stock of' special constables,'
appointed annually by two Justices, and consisting of
as many inhabitants of the borough as may be deemed
necessary, and are not exempt from service. They do
not, however, act except under the special warrant of
a Justice, which must state that, in t'he maker's
opinion, the ordinary police force is insufficient to
maintain the peace. These special constables have
rendered valuable service durlng the great war.
BoROUGH FINANCE

The last important duty, which is incumbent on all
boroughs alike, is the provision of funds for the performance of the council's duties, in its dual capacity
of municipal and sanitary authority, as well as for the
contributions which all except ' county. boroughs'
have to make to county needs. Some boroughs, as,
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has been stated, have a good deal of property, derived from ancient sources, the income of which
may be, however, earmarked for special

consent
Ministry of Health, raise loans for strictly defined
municipal purposes, such as the purchase of sites for,
and the erection of, municipal buildings, and houses
for persons of small means.
BOROUGH RATES

But the bulk of the income of an ordinary borough
is derived from the borough rate, which is levied by
the overseers, on the demand of the borough council,
from each parish within the borough, on the basis of
the poor-rate (p. 344) ; unless the council chooses to
order an independent valuation. But an appeal lies
by any person aggrieved by the incidence of such rate,
as in the case of a county rate, to the Quarter Sessions,
either of the borough itself, held by the Recorder
(p. 373), if it is a ' Quarter Sessions' borough, or to
the Quarter Sessions of the county in which the borough
is situated. All income received by the borough council, unless earmarked for special purposes, is paid into
the borough fund ; and no payment thereout, except
for regular outgoings, such as salaries or allowances of
the Mayor, Recorder, Town Clerk, Stipendiary Magistrate, and other officials, can be made, except upon an
order of the council, signed by three members, or of a
Court of Quarter or Petty Sessions.
SPECIAL TYPES OF BoROUGH

So muclr for the general features common to all
boroughs, of w.hich there are some three hundred and
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twentyJn._:gP:g}§l:.l.!,g ~n.d . .:W~les. We ha~e J?-OW t? notice
the pecuhantles of certam groups wlthm this large
number, which are apt greatly to puzzle observers;
the more especially as these groups are not distinct,
but cut into one another, i.e. some boroughs have
more than one of the peculiarities referred to.

hoLICE

BOROUGHS

•

•

As has been hinted recently, some. boroughs have
their own separate police forces, maintained and
controlled independ~ntly. of the county police force,
partly out of the borough rate, partly by Treasury
grants (p. 353). No borough with less than ro,ooo
inhabitants can have a separate police force of ordinary
paid constables; and not every borough with more
than . to,ooo inhabi:tant~.ltCI;S one. 1 Where a borough
has such a force, however, it.JllY$.Li:!-.P.point a Watch
Committee of not more than one third of its own
members, exclusive of the Mayor; and this committee
appoints the Chief and other constables, issues regulations (which must be approved by the Home Office)
for their conduct, and, generally, manages the force.
Every constable, county or borough, must, however,
obey the lawful orders of any Justice of the Peace
(borough or county) within the limits of his (the
constable's) authority, which are the borough and a
radius of seven miles therefrom, and the county of
which the borough forms part. A police borough may,
by ancient custom, have power to levy a special
'watch.rate' on certain specified buildings; but such
rafe""iilay not exceed eight pence in the pound of the
net annual value of the rated premises to a tenant on.~.
a rep.airing. lease. U. sually. , ho. w
.. ever, the po. lice of a
borough are maintained out of the ordinary borough\
income. supplemented,..as has. been said,. by Treasury :
gJ;ants.

I

1

Tl1!J£€l is eveP..ol!e c;J.se.( G~O:l\Cil~ter)

(p. 374)

ha.~;>

no.sepl:\.r.a..te,.p<)lice.force,

~n .wb~<;h a,' G~X~nty borough •

·
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BOROUGH MAGISTRATES

Further, a
may have a separate Commission
the
of the Peace ~·-·JV'-''"'
the King to act
and for
borough ; about one
hundred
boroughs have such separate coml11issions. But the mere fact
such a commission does not exclude the jurisdiction of the county
Justices, or exempt the borough from contribution to
county rates; unless it is accompanied by the grant of
a separate Court of Quarter Sessions {p. 276), the issue
of which may be opposed by the county authorities.
For the grant of a separate Court of Quarter Sessions
will, practically, exempt the borough from the judicial
authorities of the county, and, consequently, from contribution to their expenses, and will free the burgesses
from service on county Quarter Sessions juries; though
it will not, if made since r888, and, even if made before,
not if the borough has less than ro,ooo inhabitants,
confer on the borough council or Justices the former
administrative powers of Quarter Sessions(pp. 357-358),
which have now passed to the county councils. And
the council of a borough having a separate Quarter
Sessions must pay the salaries of a Recorder, who acts
as judge in criminal matters and rating appeals, and is
appointed by the. Crown (p. 277), and a Clerk of the
Peace (p. 358) and a Coroner (p. 35(}) appointed by
itself; unless, in the latter case, its population is less
than ro,ooo.
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATES

A Stipendiary Magistrate (p. 271) is not strictly a
boro-qgh ofticia,l; th.qugh .}).e. . m.ay. be appointed by the
Crown, on the petition of any borough, to act for a district
of which the borough forms part. In such a case,
the borough pays his salary ; and he takes precedence
of all the other Justices of the borough, having generally, as has been said (p. 27I), the judicial, but not the

.
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administrative powers, of a Court of Petty Sessions.
There are eighteen provincial stipendiary magistrates,
mostly for boroughs ; as well as twenty-five metropolitan, appointed under different rules (p. 231).
rl."

1 BOROUGH CIVIL COURTS

A borough may, in addition to its magister!al courts,
have a court of civil jurisdiction, or ' borough court,'
for the trial of cases arising within the borough.
Since the establishment.pf .the. County Court system
(p. 283), these courJs haY<;}. not .been fp.voured by
authority; and no new ones are created, while those
which survive from ancient times are mostly regulated
by modern Acts of Parliament.
COUNTIES OF CITIES AND TOWNS

A few ancient boroughs are ' counties of cities' or
• counties of towns.' This is a picturesque survival,
almost the only visible result of which is the annual
appointment of a sheriff (p. 355} by the borough
council, to act within the borough. Formerly this class
of boroughs had most of the distinctive features of
the ancient county system, including special Parliamentary franchises and separate Assizes. But the
latter have long ago disappeared; while the former
have been abolished by the new Reform Act (p. 143).
It may be mentioned, in passing, that there is no legal
difference in England or Wales between a' city' and
an ordinary borough, or between a' Lord Mayor' and
a simple mayor. The title of '~ity' is ancient tradition ; that of ' Lord. Mayor' is conferred- by message
from the. Cro7··
' COUNTY BOROUGHS '

Very important, however, is the .class of 'county
boroughs ' created by tb.e I,.J~~-aL Govern:r:aent Act of
1888; because, in addition to their powers and duties
•

•
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as municipal boroughs and sanitary districts, they have,
••ith slight exceptions,
;:u;lroinistrativ~ powers and
duties of county councils, and are, to
intents and
purposes, outside
counties
and financial purposes,
if
towns, they will have to
county A;sizes,
if they
of their own (p. 373), to the
of the county
Quarter Sessions. But the gift of these powers and
duties does not cause any change in the government
of the borough, nor does it make it a county of itself
(p. 374) ; though, for obvious convenience, in selecting
their first list of county boroughs, the framers of the
Local Government Act did not overlook the claims of
counties of cities and towns. The chief test, howeved
i.s population ; and so,ooo is .the minimum limit.l
But there is quite a large number of boroughs witht
greater population which are not county boroughs. 1
Finally, before leaving the subject of local government in England, it must be remembered that, being
English, it is subject to anomalies and exceptions,
which do not fit in with the scheme sketched in this
and the preceding chapter. Still, if we make one
important reservation, the divergences from plan are
less serious in this than in most English institutions.
The great exception, however, of the City and County
of London is so anomalous, as to necessitate a word of
mention ; even if, being an unlikely model for imitation,
we do not give it the attention it deserves.
LONDON

There are really many ' Londons • ; but the only
two which are concerned with local self-government
are, as has been suggested, .the City of London and the
County of London. It is difficult to say whether the
•
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former is, legally, within the latter; because for most
purposes it is wholly independent of it, and ranks ~s
a county of itself. It does not contribute to the
ordinary county rate (p. 363); though it does contribute to the education rate, and send membe~s to the
, London County Council. ,

j. THE

CITY.

•

The City comprises only a limited area of about one
square mile on the north bank of the Thames, in the
heart of the metropol.i, tan area. Its boundaries and
its government are alike ancient. It is governed by
Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council; the
last being annually elected, not by the rate-payers,
but by the livery-men of the ancient gilds or 'City
Companies,' who are, in theory, the free craftsmen of
the city. As a matter of fact, they are persons co-opted
by their fellow gilds-men, who thus have the control
of the City government in their hands. The aldermen form a separate chamber of the City government,
being elected for life by the wards into which the City
is divided; and the Lord Mayor, though nominally
elected by the Livery, is, almost invariably, the senior
alderman who has not' passed the Chair.' Lord Mayor
and Aldermen are alike Justices of the Peace for the
City, and sit regularly at the Mansion House and the
Guildhall as such. In addition to the ordinary borough
officials-the Town Clerk and Treasurer (who is here
called the 'Chamberlain'), the Clerk of the Peace,
the Medical Officer of Health, the Surveyor, and the
Engineer-the City has many other important officials,
such as the Recorder and the Common Serjeant, both
appointed by the Crown, who exercise criminal jurisdiction in the Central Criminal Court at the 'Old
Bailey' (p. 278), the Assistant Judge of the Mayor's
Court (p. 289), the Comptroller, the Remembrancer,
the City Solicitor, and the 'Secondary'; its chief police
officer is called a 'Cp,mrnissioner'; it has, as a 'county

•
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of a city' (p. 374), two sheriffs, elected by the
men from among the aldermen who have not
served as such ; and it appoints several
officials
the varjous
tutions (not cn:cu1c.u
City's annual

COUNTY OF LONDON

The London
Council governs an area of
approximately I2I square miles, or, roughly, an area
having a radius ofabout six miles from Charing Cross,
on both sides of the Thames, cut out of the counties of
Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent. It is, of course, an
arbitrary, not an historic area, chosen as the result of
the practical needs of the huge and dense population
settled round the City centre. Its council, created
by the Local Government Act of r888, consists of a
Chairman, one hundred and eighteen councillors, and
nineteen ordinary aldermen, elected every three
years, L'l the same manner as an ordinary county
council (p. 359) ; and it has the powers within its
area of an ordinary county council, with the striking
exception of the maintenance and control of the
police, for it is within the orbit of the Metropolitan
Police, which is, as previously explained (p. ro), the
one police force of the country which is under the
direct control of the central government, though it is
largely maintained out of local rates. In addition,
the London County Council has special powers in the
matter of main sewers, which are not exercised by
ordinary county councils; and it is the sole authority
for public elementary and other education within its
area. This authority it exercises through its Education Committee (p. 263), which is, virtually, the old
London School Board without a special election. Two
of its best known and most important activities are

•
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the re-arrangement of the medieval streets of London
to suit the needs and tastes of modern times, and tl:!e
provision and maintenance of the London tramways.
The magnitude of its operations may be guessed from
the fact that, in normal years, its expenditure amounts
to upwards of £rz,ooo,ooo.
#'THE METROPOLITAN BoROUGHS •

Within the area of the London County Council, and
in some sense under its jurisdiction, are the twentyeightAfetropolitan Bor<mghs, which correspond to the
urban sanitary districts of. ordinary. counties. Some
of them, such as Westminster, Kensington, and Southwark, are old municipal boroughs with long histories;
the majority are ancient parishes, which, owing to an
enormous increase in population in the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, acquired a special form of
government, known as a ' select vestry,' either by
custom or under the provisions of an Act of Parliament of the year r83r, known as' Hobhouse's Act.'
I

SELECT VESTRIES,

The powers of these ' select vestries ' were not, how·
ever, always exercised with vigour or discretion; and
much of the government of London outside the City
was transferred to· another representative body, the
Metropolitan Board of Works, created in r855. This
step naturally tended to the further disparagement
of vestry government ; and, when the powers and
dutie? ofthe Metropoljtan :J3oard of Works were themselves transferred to the London County Council in
rS88,. it. was widely assumed that the parochial
government of the ' inner suburbs' (for, by that
time, ' London beyond the border ' had become a
very obvious fact) would disappear. But politics
ruled otherwise ; and, in the year r8gg, -the vestries
of London .were.. rai$ed. to the dignity of borough
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councils, with mayor, aldermen, and councillors, though
rq,ther on the model of county than of ordinary borough
government. Thus, for example, the councillors retire
all together everv three vears, instead
(p. 367) ; and the" disqualification of Holy
not apply to the metropolitan borough councils.
"

.&'THEIR DUTIES

The metropolit~n, boi:Q"qg:Q,s, a,re sarritary districts,
with most of the powe.l;'$ of ordinary urban councils
(pp. 337-351) ; though their duties in this respect are
shared in a rather special way by the London County
Council. They had also' distress committees ' under the
Unemployed Workmen Act of rgos (p. 351) ; while the
County Council sent members to the ' central body '
for London established under that Act. The metropolitan borougl:;t cOl:Jllcil~ also assess and levy rates,
much as ordinary urban councils (p. 352). But theyf
are not education authorities under the Education Act~
of rgo2; for, by the London Education Act of 1903,\
the duties of the old London School Board were, as 11
has been said (p. 377), transferred to the London County
Council.
LONDON POOR RELIEF : THE METROPOLITAN
ASYLUMS BOARD

The heavy duties connected with the relief of the
poor in the metropolitan area are confided to Guardians
elected by the rate-payers of the various metropolitan
Unions in the same way, and having the same powers,
as other Guardians (pp. 340-342); with the exception
that, instead of maintaining their own or county
asylums, they send representatives to a central Metropolitan Asylums Board, which contains also nominees
of the Ministry. of Health, and which undertakes,
besides the provision and maintenance of asylums, the
provision o~ some hospitals for special classes of
diseases.

25
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lTHE

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD

•

The metropolitan borough councils send representatives also, as do the Common Council, the London
County Council, and the councils of certain areas
adjacent to London, to the Metropolitan Water Board,
an independent body .created in rgoz ~q -ta.ke .over •
the wa~er S1Jpply of 'OuterL011QQ1l' from.the various
private companies the:p. engaged in providing it. This
body assesses and collects, within statutory limits, its
own rates.
SCOTLAND :

COUNTY COUNCILS

In spite of the great diff~rences which at one time
existed between England and the other countries of
the United Kingdom, the schemes of local government
in Scotland and Ireland have recently shown a
marked tendency to approximate to the English. In
the former country, county councils, thirty-three in
number, much on the lines which have been described
(p. 359), 1 were introduced to take over the powers of
the older Commissioners of Supply or county committees of landowners, and the various bodies of Road
Trustees. In the matter of police, which has been a
regular county force since 1857, the Commissioners of
Supply are still associated with the county councils in
joint committees, which have also important powers
in the matter of finance ; while, as has been remarked
(p. 298), the granting and renewal of liquor licences
is still in the hands of the Justices of the Peace. But
the Scottish county councils have large powers in the
matters of contagious diseases of animals, public
health, weights and measures, and lunatic asylums.
1 An interesting variation is, that the representatives of the
smaller burghs which are included in the county administration are
not elected directly to the county co11ncil, but by and from the
burgh councils.
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ScHOoL BoARDS

The only unit of local government
the
county and the parish m Scotland appears to be
school district, formed under the provisions of the
Scottish Education Act of r872 ; and this is hardly an
exceptiOJ.11
under that Act, the school district is
either a parish or a borough. But the district is still
a distinct part of the scheme of local government in
Scotland ; for each school district elects it5 own school
board for educational purposes, as a distinct body
from the burgh or parish council, and the electors are
not necessarily the same in both cases.
pARISH COUNCILS

By the provisi~ns of a recent statute, the Parish
Councils Act of 1894, parish councils are also instituted
in all Scottish parishes, ' landward ' (rural) and
' burghal' (urban). to take over the duties of the old
parochial boards, which were formed in the middle of
the nineteenth century to replace, in the matter of
poor-relief, the somewhat limited activities of the
kirk sessions (p. 326). The subject of poor-relief is,
however, much less onerous in Scotland thaninEngland,
owing to the fact that it is, so far as the State is concerned, confined to the impotent poor, and takes
largely the formof ( out-door relief' (pp. 34I-342). The
diff.€rence in the policies adopted by the two countries
in this important matter at the Reformation is striking,
and has persisted ever since.
BuRGHs

In theory there are four, in substance two, classes
of urban municipalities in Scotland, viz. (i) royal and
parliamentary burghs and (ii) police burghs. The
former are governed by elected provosts and ' bailies,'
or councillors, having extensive powers, which include

.
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minor criminal jurisdiction; but the municipal franchise in Scotland, in spite of its modification (at lea~t
as regards men) by the provisions of the recent
Representation of the People Act (p. 367 n.), appears
at present to be much more restricted than the English,
and not to include all the burgesses of the burgh.
Many of the royal and parliamentary burghs have
separate Commissions of the Peace (p. 373). The •
police burghs, as their name implies, have more restricted powers, being governed by elected Commissioners, chiefly concerned with police matters. These
powers are elaborately defined by a great Act of
Parliament of the year 1892 ; and, in fact, they include
a considerable number of matters of public health and
convenience, such as lighting, paving, and sanitation.
Formerly the royal and parliamentary boroughs alone
sent delegates to the annual Convention of Royal
Burghs; but now all burghs have that privilege.
IRELAND

In Ireland there are no parish councils ; and the
modern English system of county government was
not introdhced there until I8g8. In that year, however, elective county councils were established, to
take over the administrative duties of the old Grand
Juries, including the important subject of the county
' cess,' or rate. But the counties are subdivided into
urban and rural health districts, which share with the
county councils the administration of the laws affecting public health. An interesting section of the Irish
County Councils Act contemplates the ultimate decision
of disputes arising out of the exercise of a county
council's road-making or road-widening powers, by
a Judicial Committee of the Irish Privy Council. The
subject of poor relief is handled in Ireland, much as
in England, by Boards of Guardians, consisting, in
rural districts of the district councillors, a-nd, in urban
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districts, of specially elected Guardians.
f~w borough corporations in the
towns, and a larger number

There are a

AND

The subject of local government the
British India, sufficiently vast and complicated in itself, is rendered additionally difficult of treatment by
the facts, that information with regard to it is not
easily accessible in this country, and that many of its
most familiar terms have, obviously, meanings in
the countries of their adoption different from those
attributed to them in England. Consequently, only
a few general indications of its character can be attempted.
THE SELF-GOVERNING DOMINIONS

It appears to be generally true, that no systematic
effort to constitute, or re-constitute, the parochial
system has yet been made, at any rate in the selfgoverning Dominions. This is hardly a matter for
surprise ; for the new territories of the self-governing
Dominions were, for the most part, peopled long after
the ancient parochial system of the United Kingdom
had fallen into decay, and the thinly scattered
colonists, bred in an individualist system, felt no desire
to revive the rural community of the Middle Ages. It
is remarkable, however, that, in the French-speaking
portions of the Empire, e.g. the Channel Islands and
the Province of Quebec, and, apparently, in Ontario,
the parish, or commune, has survived tenaciously, and
shows no signs of extinction. Whether this fact is
due to the intense feudalism of Old France, or is an
evidence of strong popular resistance to that feudalism,
is a problem too difficult to be handled here. It is
part of the larger and still unsettled question: whether

.
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feudal influences created, or, on the other hand, tended
•
to destroy, the ancient village community.
SANITARY DISTRICTS

Similarly, it may be said, that the rather artificial
midway unit between the parish and the county,
known in England as the 'district,' or ' sanitary dis- •
trict,' shows little tendency at present to reproduce
itself in the Dominions. The nearest approaches to it
are, perhaps, the ' ridings ' into which the shires of
New South Wales, and the' town' and ' road ' districts
into which the counties of New Zealand, are, or may
be, divided ; but the parallel is not close, for the
sanitary districts of England are not, in origin, subdivisions of counties. They are, rather, units based
on the presumed requirements of public health administration in a densely populated country ; and,
apart from the great towns, population in the selfgoverning Dominions is, as yet, hardly dense enough
to need them.
COUNTIES

On the other hand, the institution known as the
county, shire, or even 'district' (in the larger sense), 1
i.e. the self-governing area of large size, running into
hundreds of square miles,is a familiar object in Dominion
local government. In almost all cases, it began life
as a ' road district,' and, in the case of Western
Australia, it retains that title; though, in this particular case, we can see the older unit on its way to the
fuller developement of a' county' or' shire,' in the fact
that, in some of the more thickly populated 'road
districts,' there are, in addition to the district councils,
local boards for sanitation and other health purposes.
The ' divisional councils ' of Cape Colony, the • rural
municipalities' of the prairie provinces of Canada
1 Thus, the • districts • of British Columbia and s"outh .Australia
are, obviously, what would in England be calle~ counties.
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(Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta), and the
' municipal districts ' of Tasmania, are, apparently,
in a similar
rr:ay, .say, v'~lcna.p·::;,
111uch

ge:n.Jer,:.:t.lizatlon,

large unit is, the self-governing Dominions, the
duct of a
to
the means of locomotion
public health. But we must note, that its powers are
considerably less than those of. the county in England;
because the systems of police, public elementary education, water-supply, liquor licences, and other important
matters, are more completely in the hands of the
central governments in the self-governing Dominions
than is the case in England.
COUNTY COUNCILS

Naturally, in countries like the self-governing
Dominions, the principle of elected representative
councils is almost universal in the shires and counties.
Here, again, we noiice a striking exception in the cases
of Quebec and Ontario, where the county council consists
of the ' mayors' or ' reeves' of the parishes, or village
communes, who are, however, themselves elected by
the inhabitants of the parish. In other cases, the
county councils are directly elected, usually on a ratepaying franchise, for different 'wards' or 'parishes'
which are merely electoral areas. Each council, as
a rule, elects an annual ' chairman,' 'warden,' or (in
Quebec) 'prefect'; but in Sa~katchewan there is a
popularly elected ' reeve ' as chairman of the council.
Nearly all, if not all, of these county councils have
power to make by-laws, subject to the approval of a
central authority ; but, in Saskatchewan and Alberta,
any by-law involving the expenditure of funds must
be referred to the electors for confirmation.
URBAN MuNICIPALITIES

It is again one of the characteristics of the selfgoverning Dominions, that urban self-government, the

.
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highest and lat~st type in England, should have
developed there more rapidly than rural self-government. For good or for ill, the self-governing Dominions
are remarkable for the number of their great cities and
towns. Thus, in Canada, there are fourteen at least
with over 20,ooo inhabitants each; and three sevenths
of the entire population are classed as 'urban.' In •
Australia, the two great cities of Sydney and l\1elbourne
have each upwards of half a million inhabitants; the
former containing three eighths, and the latter more
than one half, of the entire population of its State.
In South Africa, there were, in rgn, twelve cities with
over r2,ooo inhabitants each; and the City of Johannesburg holds nearly one-seventh of the entire population
(European and native) of the Transvaal. It is not
surprising, therefore, to find that ' incorporation '
(p. 365), which is one of the most decided marks of
advanced self-government, has made great strides in
the self-governing Dominions. In the province of Nova
Scotia alone, though it has but half a million inhabitants, there are thirty-eight incorporated towns ; while
there are one hundred and eighty-six in New South
Wales, and in Manitoba every city, town, village, and
rural municipality is incorporated.
UNIFORM COUNCILS

The type of government in the urban municipalities
as a rule follows pretty closely the English reformed
model previously described (pp. 366-368) ; but, apparently there is in the Dominion municipal councils no
process of double election such as that which produces
the English' aldermen.' 1 On the other hand, the process
of retiring the councillors by rotation, so as to avoid a
c0mpletely ' general' election, is, apparently, gaining
ground; notably in South Africa, where it prevails in
all the four provinces of the Cape Colony, the Transvaal,
1 The-, aldermen' of Ontario and New South Wales are, appar·
ently, equivalent to the ordinary councillors in England .

.
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the Orange Free State, and NataL It is to be noticed,
h®weveJ, that, in
two latter cases, the full term of
office is only two years; the councillors
halves.
the self-governing uu'ul •.ul~'••<>
the merit of giving a legal significance to
tion between 'cities' and ordinary
which, in England, is merely "'"ac;u;cvuLcu..
the distinction is based on revenue; in Ontario
Saskatchewan, on population. But in all these cases
it involves a difference of powers.
THE CUMULATIVE VOTE

One feature of peculiar interest in connection with
the urban organization of South Africa, is, that it
recognizes the cumulative vote (i.e. the right of a single
voter to give more than one vote for a candidate),
based on the ownership of land. In the Cape Colony
this apparently reactionary rule prevails. On the
other hand, the Orange Free State allows the municipal franchise to all resident householders. Another
point of considerable interest is the fact, that the
American system of having paid Commissioners, or
experts, for urban administration, has gained a footing in Saskatchewan and Alberta ; while the ' cities '
of Ontario may have special Boards of Control for
finance.
INDIA AND EGYPT

In the countries which, before passing under British
control, had old-established civilizations of their own,
the problem of local self-government has, naturally,
worn a different aspect. There the problem has not
been to build up a local system out of the wilderness,
but to adapt to modern uses the ancient institutions
of the country. In a way, this problem may be said
to resemble the English problem ; for, even in England,
effective local government is very modern, though it is
based on ancient institutions which had almost become
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extinct. Perhaps that is one reason why British
statesmen have, on the whole, been so succoosful i!u
adapting ancient institutions in other countries.
INDIAN VILLAGE INSTITUTIONS

Thus, for example, recent researches into the history •
of administration in British India 1 reveal dearly two
things. The first is, that there survived, down to
the establishment of British rule, though almost
obliterated by the countless waves of conquest which
had passed over India, a vast network of local and
self-governing institutions, of almost immemorial
antiquity. Most of these were connected with the
village, or agricultural community, which, though its
character varies from province to province, and even
from district to district, still shows a general similarity
which seems to mark it as an almost necessary stage
in the evolution of progressive communities.' The
village institutions of native India comprise not only
a great number of village officials, rendering sanitary,
police, educational, and even judicial services, but even,
widely spread throughout the country, a rudimentary
village council of elders (panchayat), chosen by the
oldest known form of election, viz. the casting of lots,
to discuss the affairs of the village.
FOSTERED BY BRITISH ADMINISTRATORS

In the face of this evidence, it is almost impossible
to doubt the existence, in some form, of similar institutions in early England; for the later stages of English
1 These researches have been conveniently summarized in a
recently published work entitled, Village Government in British
India, by John Matthai (Unwin, 1915).
~ Nothing is more interesting in this connection than a comparative study of such primitive police regulations as those containedin the English Statute of Winchester of 1285, with the description given by Mountstuart Elphinstone of the duties· of the village
watch in the Maratha country.
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developement are also manifest in India. But it is
to• our immediate purpose to note the existence
of a second fact which appears from the recently
collected evidence, viz, the anxiety shown bv the
British rulers of India, for upwards of a century, to
foster and revive these ancient self-governing institutions. These attempts, usually made by Provincial Regulations (p. 91), have not always been
successful; and it is clear that official views on the
policy which they illustrate have not been unanimous.
But it is also clear that, long before Sir Henry Maine,
in his brilliant essays, had called attention to village
survivals in India, more than one Indian administrator
had made an earnest attempt to incorporate native
institutions into the fabric of government. But the
proverbial difficulty of putting new wine into old
bottles nowhere more completely manifests itself than
in such a task. Take, for example, the village watchman. So long as he remains a purely native institution, appointed (or, at least, accepted) by the community as part of itself, and paid by a share of the
village produce, he is a powerful agency in maintaining
order. The moment he becomes a Government official,
his position changes, not always for the better. Doors
which before were open to him, are now closed ; he
is hedged around by formalities; he may degenerate
into a spy, or, quite unjustly, acquire the reputation
of being one.
m'Ore

LORD RIPON'S REFORMS

Obviously, therefore, the systematic reforms introduced for British India generally by Lord Ripon's
Government in r88z, were an experiment of the most
delicate character. They did not profess to deal with
the smaller units, but confined themselves mainly to
establishing self-governing institutions in the larger
areas, which, owing to the variety of races in India,
were less wel!-provided with native institutions.
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Thus the District Councils, more than two hundred
in number, formed to assist the District Ma~strates,
andthe seven hundred municipalities of British India,
have, as compared with the ancient institutions of
the village, a somewhat artificial air.
RECENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

Still, the facts that they exist and do a certain amount
of work, is a step gained ; and it is tolerably clear from
the recent pronouncements of the Imperial authorities, especially the formal resolutions of the Government of India issued in May, 1915, and the still more
recent statements in the Imperial Parliament and by
the Viceroy in India, that the policy of Lord Ripon's
Government will, in the near future, be extended to
the humbler sphere of village institutlons. The
resolutions of 1915 very wisely determined to leave the
actual introduction of reforms to the Provincial
Legislative Councils (p. 91), and deprecated the
setting up of uniform and compulsory systems ; for
variety is of the essence of successful local institutions.
EGYPTIAN DEVELOPEMENTS

The policy thus adopted in British India has also
been recently developed under British auspices in
Egypt, where Mohammedan mudiria;s, or provinces,
subdivided into districts, and again into villages, have
been made the basis of a scheme of self-government,
beginning with the subject of education, and where
there are already thirteen urban municipalities. At
any rate, enough has been done in this direction to
show, that the often expressed British policy of governing alien races so as to enable them ultimately to govern
themselves, is no mere empty theory.

•
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Local Taxation Account, 353
London-City :
aldermen of, 376
common council of, 376
income of, 377
Lord Mayor of, 376
officials of, 3 76
sheriffs of, 377
County:
council of, 377-8
creation of, 377
educational duties of, 377
expenditure of, 378
sanitary duties, 377
Long Parliament, 37
Lord Chief Justice, 135, 291, 292
Lord High Chancellor, 135, 215,
:J;j.0-3, 293
Lord Justice Clerk, 296, 298
Lord Justice General, 296
Lord Lieutenants :
magistrates and, 272
military character, 7, 8
Territorial forces and, 8, 202
Lord President of the (Privy)
Council, 244, 293, 294
Lord President of the Court of
Session, 296, 298
Lord Privy Seal, 243-4
Lords, House of :
Appeal, Lords of, itt, 135,
Z9.:11, 293

•

Lords, House of-confz'nued:
bishops in, 133-4
disagreements with ~mmOifs,
r6o-z
hereditary members o~ 132
Irish representative peers in,
135
life members of, 132~3
'Money Bills' and, 164-5
origin of, 27
•
•
Parliament Act and, 165
Scottish represent~ve peers
in, 1.34
Speaker of, 243
Lords, House of (Judicial):
civil cases in, 291-3
criminal cases in, 282
Ireland, appeals from, 299
judges attending, 292-3
Scotland, appeals from, 297
Lords Justices of Appeal :
English, 291
Irish, 299
Magistrates:
administrative duties of, 357
appointment of, 243, 245, 271,
272
borough, 373
county, 272

ex officio,

272

liquor licences and, 358
police and, 357
Poor Law and, 335, 336, 357
proceedings before, 271-7
' stipendiary,' 271, 373-4
Man, Isle of, 6o, 327
Manor, 334-5
' Marchers, Lords,' 48
Marines, Royal, The, 199
' Martial Jaw ' :
Habeas Corpus and, 2 I 1
Indemnity, Acts of, and, 211
nature of, 207, 208-13
Petition of Right and, 189
position of soldier under,
212-13
prohibition of, 190
responsibility for eJtercise of
209, 210
Riot Act, reading of, 210
royal pardon and, 2U-1$
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Master of the Rolls, zgr, 292
rvfetropol'l.tan Asylums Board,
379
h.fctrofiolitan boroughs ~
dllties of, 379
government of, 378-9
origin of, 378
Metropolitan \>Vater Board, 380
Military Liw• 207-8
Military Service Acts, 199-200
Militia: •
ancient institution, 7
ballot, 7
changes in 1907, 7, 8
Colonial, 8
foreign service, 7
Irish, 8
reserve, 20 r
Scottish, 8
Ministerial responsibility :
generally, 4, 5
and see • Cabinet System '
Ministers (diplomatic), see' Ambassadors •
Ministry, The:
control of, by Parliament,
163, 169
motionsfor adjournment, and,
173
questions in Parliament, and,
!72-3
resignation of, 174
resolution of want of con·
:fidence in, r 73
• Money Bills,' I6I, 165
Monmouth, county of, 137
Montesquieu, on the British
Constitution, I 2 3
'Mortmain,' Rule of, 337n.
Much Wenlock, 139
Mudirias; see ' Egypt, local
government in •
Municipal Corporations Acts,
see' Boroughs '
Municipalities, see • Boroughs'
'Mutiny Acts,' see ' Army,
~gular, The'
Nationality, JDritish, ncquisition
of, 6
Navigation Acts, SS. 7'1
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Navy, The Royal:
<>.dministrltion of. r8:z
Articles .f, I 84
constitut~cn.8.1
(:.hJ.raetBr

of';

Tfl4

courts martiaJ
discipline of,
Dominion coJ:lUlDL.Hl<}llS to,
20-J.-5
impressment in, t8ll
liability of members to civil
courts, 187
origin of, r 82
reserves of, 187-8
Northern Territory (of Aus·
tralia), 304
North-West Territories (of Canada), 304
Officials (Crown) :
influence of, 30
liability to impeachment, 32-3
'permanent,' I0$-6, 112
' Old Ag3 Pensions,' 246, 252-3,
342, 345
Ontario:
parishes in, 383
' reeves,' in, 385
Orders in Council, 14, 16, 17, t8
Overseers of the poor :
appointment of, 338
duties of, 338, 339
origin of, 335
superseded by ' Guardians,
341
Palatinates :
Chester, 137
Durham, II, 137
Lancaster, 137, 139
Pardon, prerogative of, 232-3
Parish:
Canadian, 383
Councils, see below
decay of, 336
poor-law unit, 335, 336
r·aral, 3 37-i)
urban, 339-40
Parish Councils :
allotments and, 338
charities and, 338
election of, 337
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Parish Councils·-continued:
institution of, 337
powers of, 337-8
rural parishes, confined to, 340
Parish Meetings :
members of, 339
powers of, 339
rural parishes in, 339
Parliament, Act of 19II, 145,
r6r-2
Parliament (Imperial) :
adjournment of Houses of, r So
annual sessions of, 145
audit by, 225
Bill of Rights and, 144
Cabinet and, I 19-21
character of, 28
control of finance by, 226
control of Ministers by, 32-3
dissolution of, 179
duration of, 145, r6r
elections to, see 'Commons,
House of'
legislation of, r6, 28, ISS-63
motions for adjournment in,
173
origin of, 4, 16-17, 27
power to dispose of Crown, 4
prorogation of, I79-8o
questions in, 172-3
representation in (generally),
IS3-4
revenue powers, 33, 34
secret sessions in, r 7 s-6
• sovereignty ' of, 28-9
structure of, Chapter VI
taxation and, 33-4, 145
work of, Chapter VII
Parliament (Irish), 19
Parliament (Scottish), IS
Party System, The, ro6-g
Cabinet and, 121-3
defects of, 120-7
Home Rule, zo8
Imperial politics and, 126-7
Jacobites, 107
Labour, 108--9
merits of, 124-5
organization of, ISI-3
Radical, xo8
Tory, I07, xo8
Whig, 107, xo8

•

Passports, 237
Paymaster-General, 22<k-5
•
Peace, Justices of the, see
' Magistrates •
•
Peers:
disabilities of, 149
privileges of, 178
Petition of Right, The, 189-90,
213
' Petitions of right,' ~o
Petitions, Parliamenta,ry, 16,
,
177-8
Petty Sessions, see ' Magistrates'
Pipe Roll, 21 5
' Place Acts,' 105-6, 120, 121
Plague, the Great, see ' Black
Death'
' Plural Voting,' 144
Police:
general character, 9, ro
inspection by Home Office, 231
Polling, see 'Commons, House
of ' (elections to)
Poor, Guardians of the :
Assessment Committee of, 344
district of(' Union'), 340
election of, 340-4 r
• indoor relief,' and, 342
instituted, 336
Metropolitan, 379
• outdoor relief,' and, 341-2
powers and duties of, 341-4
registration of births, deaths,
and marriages, 343
vaccination and, 342-3
Poor Law:
officials, 343
origin of, 3 3 S
reform of, 335--6
Scotland, in, 351
unpopularity of, 344-S
Poor-rates :
appeals from, 344
assessment and collection of,
344
generally, 335, 336
valuation list, 344
Popes, see ' Rome '
Postmaste~;.-Genera.I, 246-7
' Poynings' Laws,' 19, 53
' Prerogative ·.writs, z88-9
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Prime Minister, The, usn., IIJ..

I9..

Prisons, 231
' Private Acts' (of Parliament),
..I <;6, 162
• Private Member's Bill,' 1
Privy Council (and see'
in Council'):
colonies and, 75
educati041lal grants and, z 59
future of, roz, ro3, 104
judici!'f committee of, see
• Judicial Committee '
meetings of, IIJ-I4
membership of, I IS
origin of, 30
Privy Seal, see • Lord Privy
Seal'
Proclamations, see ' Orders in
Council'
' Progress,' reporting (in Parliament), r 59, 170
Prohibition, writs of, 319
Protectorates, British, 95-101,
238
Provinces:
British Indj,a, of, 90-92
Canada, of, 63, 64
South Africa, of, 63, 64
Provisional Orders, r62-3
' Public Acts' {of Parliament),
rs6-62
Public health, see ' District
(sanitary)'
Public Schools, see' Education '
Public Works Loans Commissioners, 353
Quarter Sessions :
boroughs and, 373, 375
Dominions, in, 305
licensing and, 358
trial at, 279
Quebec:
mayors in, 385
parishes in, 383
Questions in Parliament, 172-3
Rates, see • Borou&h,' ' County,'

• Distr:!'ct,' ' :£ducation,'
• Poor,' • Parish,' eto.

Recorder, 231, 279, 373
Reform Acts :
of 1832, 137, 140
of 1867, 142
of 1SSJ-4, q.;;, :;:43
of 1918,

ReformationJ
changes
318-24
Registrar-General, 343
Religious toleration, 324
' Report stage,' r 59
Reserve Forces, see 'Army,
Territoria.l '
' Responsible Government ' :
Australia, in, 67
generally, 64-5
' Returning officers,' 140, 146
Revenue, royal :
audit of, 22 5-6
collection of, 2 I 8-2 I
expenditure of, ::<!23-5
' Rights, Bill of,' see ' Bill of
Rights'
' Riot Act,' 9, ro, 210
Roads, see ' District (sanitary),
powers and duties of'
Roman Law, 288
Rome:
appeals to, 319
ecclesiastical influence of,
310-1 I
jurisdiction of, 319-20
taxation of clergy by, 318,
320-21

' Rotten boroughs,' 139-40
Royal Flying Corps, see ' Air
Force'
Royal Naval Air Service, see
'Air Force •
' Rule of Law,' 38-9
Sanitary officials, 35 r-2
School Boards, see • Education'
Scotland:
Board of Agriculture of, 52
Fisheries of, 52
burghs in, 381-2
Church of, 5 I, 134
courts of justice of, 296-8
educational syatem, t,
3!li
juries in, 296-7
law and law courts, 51

s sz,
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Scotland-continued:
local government in, 380
national character of, S1-2
parish councils in, 381
Parliamentary representation
of. 140
school boards in, 381
Secretary for, 52
separate Insurance Commission, 52
Sheriff's Courts in, 297-8
union of Crowns, 3
Kingdoms, 18, 50-51
Seals Act, 31, 32,215,244
' Secret diplomacy,' 235-7
Secretaries of State, see ' State,
Secretaries of '
Secretary at War, 194-5
Secret Sessions (in Parliament),
175-6
vestry, see ' Vestry,
select'
Self-defence, right of, 273
Self-governing Dominions, see
' Dominions, Self-governing'
' Separation' of powers, IZJ
' Settled poor,' 336
Settlement, Act of:
character, 4
choice of monarch, 34-5
judges' tenure, 13, 295
pardon, King's, 233
Sewers, 348
Sheriffs:
English:
appointment of, 218, 377
(London), 377
decline of, 3 5S
duties of, 356
liabilities of, 356
returning officers, as, 146,
148, 355
Scottish:
courts of, 297-8
sh,.eriff-substitute, 297-8
Ship, Bri1li.sh :
·
alien may not own, 6
birth on board, 6
'Ship Money' writs, 182, :uS
' SIVre.' see ' County •
Sinecure offices, I I 5

Select

•

Solicitor - General, see ' Law
Officers'
•
•
South Africa :
provinces of, 64
•
responsible government in, 6 S
Second Chamber in, 66
Union of, 63, 64
' Special Reserve' (Army), 201
' Speenhamland Act' (1795), •
345
•
' Spheres of infiuence,'.Loo-r
Stamp Duties, 219-20
' Standing army,' see ' Army,
Regular'
Star Chamber, Court of, rz
State, Secretaries of :
Air, 203
Colonial, 75-6, 229
Foreign, 229, 234-6
generally, 228-30
IIome, 229, 230-4
Indian, 84-5, 87, 88, 89, 206
Northern, 229
Southern, 229
War, 76, 195, 196, 197, 198,
206
State Departments, see under
various titles :
liability to actions, 306
States, Austra.lia, of, 64
Steward, Lord High, and Lord,
see ' IIousehold Offices •
Stipendiary Magistrates, see
1
Magistrates,
Stipendiary'
Sudao.. The, 99
' Supply,' Committee of, 169-70
' Supply services,' 224-5
' Suspending power,' 233
• Tacking,' 164
Territorial Forces, see 1 Army,
Territorial, The '
Theodore, Archbishop, 310
' Torts,' nature of, 271
Town Clerk, 368
Town Planning, 350
Township:·
enclosure of, 334
feudaliza.tioo. of. 333, 334-S
origin of, 33::, 364n.
and see' Pa;,rish •
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Trade, Board of, 75, 248-so
Treasurer, Lord High, zrs-16
TI·easuri~s, Colonial, 228
Treasury, The :
Bill!!; 221-2
Board of, 215, 216
Budget, and, 166-7
collection of revenue by, 2I8I9
control,.,.z25, 226-7
expenditure by, 223
First<i!lord of, 2 I 5
history of, 214-17
imperial character of, 227-8
Junior Lords, of, 122, 216
local finance, and, 353, 372
Lords Commissioners of, 2 I 5
Trial:
on indictment, 274, 275, 27781
• summary, 275-6
Trinity House, 249
Turnpike trusts, 337
'Unemployment,' see 'Distress
Committees '
Union, Acts 'bf, see ' Ireland,'
• Scotland'
Union, Poor Law, see 'Poor,
Guardians of ihe •
United Kingdom :
generally, 47--60
Universities :
ancient, 256-7
modern (English), 2J7
Parliamentary representation
of, 144
Scottish, 51

Vestry:
increased dutie~;; of, .B5
origin of, 335
select, 378-9
and see ' Pansh '
'Courts,
Victoria, Queen, 42, 44
' Volunteers':
British Indian, q <;
English, 7, zoo,- zoi, zoz
Wages, fixing of by magistrates,

357

Wales:
acquisition of, z
Church of, 49, 50
education in, 49
incorporation of, 48-50
representation in Parliament,
49

Walpole, Sir R., 35, no
' Watch rate,' 37%
Water-supply, 349
'Ways and Means,' Committee
of, 169, I70
' Welfare Legislation,' 234
West Indian Colonies, 71-81
'Whips,' 1:22, 216
Whitby, Council of, 3II
' Woods and Forests' (Depart·
ment), see' Crown Lands'
Working classes, Housing of the
see ' Housing '
Works, Board of, 250-51
Writs (royal), 31
Yeomanry, The, 202Wt.
York, see of, 317
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By A. S. TURBERVILLE,

RLitt,

I-;;;eturor in Modern History, Bangor University College

and F. A. HOWE, B.Sc.

A brief survey of the achievements of the 13ritish people
during the last hundred years or so, and of the principal
tendencies discernible during that period. The opening
chapters give a succinct record of the history of the times ;
following which there is a series of more or less self-contained
essays on the many developments of science and
and the varying phases and activities of our national life.

THE GROWTH OF THE
EMPIRE
A HANDBOOK to the HISTORY of GREATER BRITAIN

By ARTHUR W. JOSE
T!tird Editi!>n.

With 32 Maps

This book contains the story of our Empire from the days of
the early Elizabethan voyages down to the Imperial developments in rgog. In the present edition corrections have been
made throughout, and in the latter part a considerable amount
of new matter and two new maps have been added.

Westminster Gazette.-" Mr. Jose's narrative of conquest and
colonization strikes one as decidedly skilful. It is also what
abstracts and r!sumls seldom are, an animated recital. The maps
that accompany it are true illustrations in every instance. "
JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.l

League of the Empire
Edited by Professor A. F. POLLARD, . .
FELLOW OF ALL SOULS' COLLE:GE, OXFORD j
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH HISTORY IN TfiE UNIVERSITY OF
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THE BRITISH EMPIRE
ITS HISTQRY.
By Edward G. Ha~ke, B.A.,
Examiner in History in the University of London. With Maps ll
and Illustrations.
•
This is the second volume of the series of Empire Text-Bo~ritten
for the League of the Empire in accordance with the bequest o'P the
late Mr. Spitzel
It is intended for the upper forms of Secondary schools, and aims at
providing such an account of our Empire and its dominions as all
boys and girls might reasonably be expected to have read an:i
mastered before leaving school.
There are three main divisions in the volume. The first is devoted '
a description of the British Isles, the second to the self-govetning Sta1 -,;,
and the third deals with India, the Crown Colonies and Ptotectorates,.
Supplementary chapters treat of British rule in Egypt and the Sude"
the Sea links of the Empire, and Imperial Unity: and there i
chronological appendix of the important dates in the Empire's histvl>.

AND

THE STORY OF THE EMPIRE
·By Gerald T. Hankin, B.A.

With Maps ani Illustrations

This is the third volume in the series. It is intended both for the
middle forms of Secondary schools and for the highest classes of
Elementary schools. In view of this latter object, and of the fact
that the vast majority of future citizens of the Empire receive all the
preparation they ever get for the intelligent exercise of their votes in
Elementary schools, special stress has been laid upon Citizenship, i.e.,
upon those factors in History which have had the most direct and
important bearing upon the development of the Empire, ao.d upon the
rights, duties, and responsibilities of the citizen. Minutire of facts
and dates have been reduced to the narrowest limits ; but the
connexion between History and Geography has been emphasized
throughout, and an attempt has been made to explain in the simplest
possible language what the British Empire is, and how it ~rew.

EMPIRE BUILDERS
A Course of Lectures by the Rev. W. K. Stride, M".A., Exeter
College, Oxford.

LECTURES ON BRITISH COLONIZATION
AND EMPIRE First Series (1600-1783). By F. A.

.

Kirkpatri<lk, M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge.
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